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ABSTRACT 

This study strives to explore the ways in which Chinese cultural and artistic 

traditions such as Buddhism, the narrative rhetoric of talk-stories, comic fantasies, and 

generic weaving are appropriated and transformed in Maxine Kingston's novel 

Tripmaster Monkey: His Fake Book. My study does not valorize any of the prevalent 

crifical approaches that make it easy to highlight such issues as gender, idenfity, 

masculinity, and ethnic polifics, not because I think that these issues are becoming less 

important nowadays, but because I believe that without delving seriously into Chinese 

cultural and artistic traditions, critics can not hope to achieve a full understanding of 

these issues as handled in Chinese American literature or a full understanding of Maxine 

Hong Kingston's grand and profound cross-cultural movement and negotiation. 1 am 

aware that my study occurs just at the time when research of Asian American literature is 

torn between two impulses: to view Asian American literature as gestures to claim 

America for Asian Americans or to present it as a case of cultural transposition or 

globalization of literatures. To me, Maxine Kingston's novel appears as a compromise of 

these two conflicting impulses and presents a challenge to the Western literary theories. 

Underlining the grand image of a magic monkey that Maxine Kingston has 

grafted from Chinese literature and embodied in her own hippie-protagonist. Buddhism 

stands at the center of my study for four reasons: it works together with pacifism as the 

ultimate theme in Maxine Kingston's novel; it encourages cross-generic and cross-

cultural movements; it offers the human mind a paramount status in the face of a material 

world; and finally, the novel itself is a confluence of Buddhist subtexts. Intended to 

VI 



elucidate Maxine Kingston's unique interpretafion of the 1960s' counterculture and her 

effort to create a new artistic consciousness, my study also highlights the Buddhist notion 

of mental flux in contrast to the western notion of streams of consciousness and explores 

the significance of Maxine Kingston's combination of the communal form of talk-stories 

with the Western techniques of characterization (365 pages). 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION: ARRIVAL OF A BUDDHIST MONKEY 

AND CREATION OF A NEW ARTISTIC CONSCIOUSNESS 

The earliest experience of art must have been that it was 
incantatory, magical; art was an instmment of ritual. The earliest 
theory of art, that of the Greek philosophers, proposed that art was 
mimesis, imitafion of reahty. (Sontag, "Against Interpretation" 1) 

The order of things in the west since the Renaissance had been antagonistic to the 

image of a magic monkey—more powerful, more enUghtened, and wittier than human 

beings—imtil the twentieth-century. While evil spirits in Occidental literahire are to be 

vanquished by God, monsters usually lose to human or anthropomorphic heroes. As 

representative of humanity, Prospero commands both superhuman and subhuman beings 

in Shakespeare's Tempest. In contrast to this typical prioritization of the hirnian, the 

Chinese stone monkey is a simian with divine powers and capacity for enlightenment. 

As an alien species, monkeys had been long considered in the west as treacherous, 

mischievous, sexually indecent, comic, and vulgarly entertaining. ' Caught up in the 

vogue of chinoiseries, the earlier eighteenth-century France saw monkey as a presentable 

object of art for its affinity with comic fantasy in contrast to the classic severity. Neither 

in Lord Rochester's poem nor in Christophe Huet's paintings, however, was a monkey 

assigned magic capabilities. Instead, monkeys were described, possibly with racist 

overtones, as a "curious miniature of man" with a tinge of comic fantasy: "Kiss me, thou 

' See Urban T. Holmes, "The Monkey in Medieval Literature," Essays in Honor of Louis Francis Solano 
(Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 1970), 34-45. 



curious miniature of man, / How odd thou art, how pretty, how japan." ^ Possibly, 

monkeys first entered the Chinese artistic imagination also because of their affinity with 

comic fantasy. Monkey then turned out to be divinely magic and capable of 

enlightenment in the sixteenth-century Chinese classic The Journey to the West under the 

Buddhist influence that sees no absolute distinction between different life forms. If 

northem China had long been the center of Chinese culture, then monkeys had also been 

an alien species in the Chinese imagination at least before the tenth-century. Stories of 

monkeys came fi-om southern China and India. The image of a mythic and magic 

monkey in The Journey to the West took shape in an era when story-telling, literary 

fantasy, and Buddhism were in full swing and when the Confucian orthodoxy came under 

attacks and had undergone marked changes. 

The treacherous ape plotting against the lion king in C. S. Lewis's Chronicles of 

Narnia indicates a long harbored fear of monkey fantasy and transgression in the westem 

mind. The American movie King Kong is two-sided: the gorilla brave enough to fight 

monsters far stranger than he but also dangerous enough to have a romantic love for Miss 

Fay Wray. Actually the last half century has seen a marked change in the image of 

monkey in the American society—numerous children's books having monkeys as their 

perky but also amiably witty protagonists, and such phrases as "monkey business" and 

"monkey see, monkey do" are often used to indicate loosening htrnior rather than 

censure. In Lloyd Alexander's Chronicles ofPrydain published in the mid-sixties, one of 

the best-drawn heroes looks like a simian. The popular kids' movie Lion King features 

• See Hugh Honour, Chinoiserie: The Vision of Cathay (New York: Harper & Row, 1973), 90-91. 



an old and wise ape playing an important role in restoring justice in the kingdom of 

forest. A new trend seems to have started in the present-day American literature: comic 

fantasies of monkeys begin to tie into the cherished westem traditions of individuality, 

independence of mind, and rebellion against oppression and injustice. The new image of 

the monkey is now working together with the trickster episteme for promotion of artistic 

creations in a postmodern ambience. 

About a decade after the British writer Timothy Mo published his award-wirming 

novel Monkey King, three magic realist novels employing the trope of the Chinese mythic 

monkey arrived on the scene of American literature in a short span of four years: Gerald 

Vizenor's Griever: An American Monkey King in China in 1987, Maxine Hong 

Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey: His Fake Book in 1988, and Mark Salzman's The 

Laughing Sutra in 1991. ̂  Gerald Vizenor tells a story of how often the highly 

imaginative mind of a native American named Griever goes awry in realities of a 

Communist China where Griever also meets several other mind monkeys. In Mark 

Salzman's narrative, the mythic Monkey King wakes up fi-om a centuries-long slump and 

escorts a young Chinese monk all the way from the mainland China to San Francisco in 

search of a lost sutra. Remarking on follies of human society and showing his magic 

powers on quite a few occasions. Monkey King in Salzman's narrative is also 

^ Timothy Mo's Monkey King published in 1978 tells a story of someone who was bom out of an 
interracial marriage of Chinese and British families and struggled to achieve a new understanding of 
Confucianism in a post-colonial era. Maxine Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey: His Fake Book will be 
hereafter referred to as Tripmaster Monkey. Pagination of the text accords with its first Vintage paper 
edition (New York: Random House, 1989). 



bamboozled in a different cultural context. On a par with Vizenor's American Monkey 

King in China and Salzman's Chinese Monkey King in America, Maxine Kingston's 

protagonist Whittman Ah Sing is a Chinese American hippie proclaiming himself "the 

present-day U.S.A. incarnation of the King of the Monkeys." Devoid of any supematural 

powers, Maxine Kingston's protagonist enjoys a highly imaginative mind just like Gerald 

Vizenor's protagonist Griever. If comic fantasies in Vizenor's work arise mainly from 

the protagonist's scinfillating and jocular skirmishes with the baffling reahfies of the 

present-day China, comic fantasies in Maxine Kingston's work derive largely from the 

protagonist's artistic pursuits or something that could be termed as a new artistic 

consciousness. 

Comic fantasies and the spirit of defying the establishment did not travel 

effortlessly from the sixteenth-century Chinese classic to these three American magic 

novels. The challenge for Mark Salzman is how to modernize the ancient Chinese 

mythic monkey and install in him an inquisitive mind in the intercultural encounters. The 

key to Gerald Vizenor's remarkable handhng of the monkey spirit lies in his seizing some 

revealing moments in his experience with the Chinese authoritarian mle, then churning 

them over in a fantastic imagination, examining them in a humanistic light, and 

responding to them with gestures of both a simian and a trickster of native American 

tribes. The trope of the Chinese mythic monkey has contributed to the achievement of 

two important goals in Vizenor's work: to establish the trickster aesthetic as an integral 

part of postmodern arts and to find a justified space for the westem writers who intend to 

find faults with the eastern authoritarian mle in a post-colonial era. 



In a sense, Gerald Vizenor's engagement with the trope of the mythic monkey 

goes a bit deeper than that of Mark Salzman, since the trope helps him with comic 

fantasy on a level more than just wonderful adventures. Yet neither of them has fully 

delved into the thematic depths of the multivalent nature of the monkey trope intricately 

configiu-ed in the Chinese classic. In contrast, Maxine Kingston has discerned the 

multivalent nature of the mythic monkey as created in the Chinese classic and let it 

crisscross and energize her multi-layered thematic and artistic concerns. In addition to 

generating comic fantasies and sustaining a rebellious mind as in the two monkey novels 

by Salman and Vizenor, the monkey spirit also serves two other purposes in Tripmaster 

Monkey as it does in the Chinese classic: first, it entails a heavy Buddhist and pacifist 

dimension, and second, it insinuates a new artistic consciousness that defies social and 

textual conventions. To account well for the role of the monkey trope in Kingston's 

work, therefore, requires knowledge of how the monkey spirit has helped Kingston 

present a new artistic consciousness, and also knowledge of how it works in the Chinese 

classic under the heavy Buddhist influence. 

To fail to see and appreciate the full imports of the monkey spirit in Tripmaster 

Monkey is to fail to get deep into the thematic and artistic currents in Kingston's work. In 

spite of its thematic depths and artistic charms, Maxine Kingston's first novel Tripmaster 

Monkey is a dilemma in quite a few ways. It is a dilemma for Maxine Kingston herself 

because the novel fails to meet her great expectations either in terms of public and critical 

attention or in terms of the coveted book awards. It is a dilemma for the American 

scholars and critics because while they use such superlatives as wonderful, extraordinary, 



superbly, visionary, first-rate, and dazzling to express their amazement at the vision, 

generic complexity, and the abundance of language of Kingston's work, they also find it 

hard to read it witii total satisfaction and to find a language to describe exactly what they 

read as a novel. It is a dilemma for the taste of American culture because it offends the 

sensibilities of a democracy for its intricate intertexttiality and its diatribes of ethnic 

politics, despite its narrative focus on American hippies backed up with interesting 

cascades of slangy expressions, hippie fantasies, and verbal jests. It is indeed a dilemma 

considering that the novel has retained much of what fascinates the reader in her two non-

fictions and brought the strengths up to a higher level. 

Maxine Kingston's two award-wiiming autobiographic fictions The Woman 

Warrior and China Men are two mosaics of Chinese myths, ghost stories, and family 

histories that nurture and reflect a Chinese American girl's and her father's 

consciousness. Tripmaster Monkey, drawing heavily from both sides of the eastern and 

westem cultural and artistic traditions, is a text with a far more intricate and profound 

generic weaving than in Kingston's previously works, an intricate interweaving of 

literary texts that is unique in American literary history. It is unique because it is 

complicated by adroit, absorbing, and amorphous sfrands of fantasies and inftised with an 

enticing set of thematic concems that are complementary and contrastive to each other at 

the same time—^militant heroism versus pacifism, individuality versus community, 

vociferous ethnic politics versus a serenity of consciousness. Actually one is in the face 

of an imsettling and rhapsodic imbroglio of textual, intellectual, and aesthetic 



processes—^powerful and characteristic enough to re-define and re-distinguish Maxine 

Kingston in the milieu of American literary creations. 

The review of Maxine Kingston in 2000's Contemporary Literary Criticism (Vol. 

121) focuses on The Woman Warrior to the sad exclusion of her other two major works 

China Men and The Tripmaster Monkey, even though very few critics have so far 

ventured to say that The Woman Warrior stands above Kingston's other two major works 

in any sense related to the intrinsic quality of the work. Just as The Woman Warrior won 

the National Book Critics Circle Award in 1976, China Men garnered the American Book 

Award in 1981, and was also nominated for the National Book Critics Circle Award and 

became a runner-up for the Pulitzer Prize in the same year. Much more time-consuming 

than her two non-fictions and also a wirmer of the PEN West award, Maxine Kingston's 

first novel, as a result of her eight years of hard work, greeted the audience in 1989 as a 

big and impressive work, for it fully matched the canonized status of Maxine Kingston in 

American literary criticism, though with some negative remarks normally accorded to a 

work that experiments with genres and thematic ambiguity. The eight-year long process 

of writing Tripmaster Monkey is probably due to artistic deliberations and intricate 

configuration of themes. 

The dominant status of Kingston's first major work The Woman Warrior stems 

mainly from two facts: its wide circulation and popularity with the English departments 

in American universities, and the persistent critical attention it has received from scholars 

and critics. The MLA database yields about one himdred and forty items imder the "The 

Woman Warrior" by subject, while it yields only twenty-five and twenty-nine items 



respectively under "China Men" and "Tripmaster Monkey" by subject. Along with its 

being a commercial success and favorite with English professors, The Woman Warrior 

just happens to be the perfect sample to be examined in light of the current theoretical 

apparatus—feminism, the identity episteme, postmodem genres, and the multiculharal 

perspective." The male protagonist in Tripmaster Monkey naturally takes away part of 

critical attention from those interested in the feminist perspective. The loud-mouthed 

protagonist and the intmsive voice of the narrator in Tripmaster Monkey are irritating to 

those still fond of quiet observations gracefully executed in the classic realistic novels. In 

comparison with the highly tantalizing instability of the narrator's identity in The Woman 

Warrior, the surety with which the protagonist views himself as an American hippie in 

Tripmaster Monkey also makes the novel less appealing to those engaged in the identity 

or ethnic episteme. On top of all this, the intricate intertextuality, the dense polysemy. 

For studies of The Woman Warrior from the feminist perspective, see Pirjo Ahokas, "Maxine Hong 
Kingston's The Woman Warrior: Constructing a Female Chinese-American Subjectivity"; Ruth Jenkins, 
"Authorizing Female Voice and Experience: Ghosts and Spirits in Kingston's The Woman Warrior and 
Allende's The House of The Spirits"; Marlene Goldman, "Naming the Unspeakable: The Mapping of 
Female Identity in Maxine Hong Kingston's The Woman Warrior"; Joarme S. Frye, "The Woman Warrior. 
Claiming Narrative Power, Recreating Female Selfhood"; and Wendy Ho, "Mother Daughter Writing and 
the Politics of Race and Sex in Maxine Hong Kingston's The Woman Warrior." For studies of The Woman 
Warrior that focus on the issue of identity, see Paul Outka, "Publish or Perish: Food, Hunger, and Self-
Construction in Maxine Hong Kingston's The Woman Warrior"; Karoline Krauss, "Identity as a Textual 
Event: The Woman Warrior by Maxine Hong Kingston"; Veronica Wang, "Reality and Fantasy: The 
Chinese-American Woman's Quest for Identity"; Malini Schueller, "Questioning Race and Gender 
Definitions: Dialogic Subversions in The Woman Warrior," and Bonnie Melchior, "A Maginal T: The 
Autobiographical Self Deconstructed in Maxine Hong Kingston's The Woman Warrior." For studies of 
The Woman Warrior from the multicultural perspective, see Linda Hunt, "'I Could Not Figure Out What 
Was My Village': Gender Versus Ethnicity in Maxine Hong Kingston's The Woman Warrior"; David 
Leiwei Li, "The Naming of a Chinese American T: Cross-Cultural Sign/ifications in The Woman Warrior"; 
Sau-ling Wong, "Autobiography as Guided Chinatown Tour? Maxine Hong Kingston's The Woman 
Warrior and the Chinese-American Autobiographical Controversy"; Amy Ling, "Maxine Hong Kingston 
and the Dialogic Dilemma of Asian American Writers." For studies of The Woman Warrior from the 
generic perspective, see Carol Mitchell, "'Talking-Story' in The Woman Warrior: An Analysis of the Use of 
Folklore"; Boimie TuSmith, "Literary Tricksterism: Maxine Hong Kingston's The Woman Warrior"; and 
Sidonie Smith, "Maxine Hong Kingston's Woman Warrior: Filiality and Woman's Autobiographical 
Storytelling." 



and the fiery language of ethnic politics in Tripmaster Monkey do appear repulsive to 

some readers who expect it to be written in the same placid and flowing style as that of 

Maxine Kingston's two autobiographic fictions. 

Literary fame and the ambition to bring her own work up to the level of literary 

classics were very possibly nonexistent in the mind of Maxine Kingston while writing her 

first literary work The Woman Warrior. Yet, with two national book awards in hand, 

Kingston might have well attempted something bigger—a Pulitzer or Nobel Prize to 

perpetuate her status of a major literary writer while working on Tripmaster Monkey. 

Instead of figuring out a character or characters at the margins of the American society as 

in the case of her two non-fictions, she decided to situate her protagonist in a major event 

of American history—the 1960s' coimterculture and the psychedelic vogue of the then 

San Francisco Bay. Her dream may have been: a quintessential literary work of the 

1960s' hippies and Asian Americans would emerge from her acts of weaving the 

American, European, and Chinese artistic traditions into the fabric of social realities of 

the then coimterculture and from her acts of conjuring up some thematic strands from this 

interplay of reality, individuals' consciousness, and the diverse artistic traditions. 

To explore the artistic strengths and thematic imports in Tripmaster Monkey thus 

requires perspectives and sensibilities differing from those utilized in studies of The 

Woman Warrior. Yet it is not a rapture, since continuity is still well perceivable between 

Maxine Kingston's two works, though they were produced more than ten years apart. 

Both get deeply into the social status of Asian immigrants, both heavily employ the 

Chinese myths and folklores, both transgress the boundaries of the fraditional realistic 



novels, and most important of all, both make human beings' consciousness central to 

their thematic concems. Therefore, a study of Tripmaster Monkey naturally has the 

potential to further illuminate the features of Maxine Kingston the artist that started well 

in The Woman Warrior. However, it is essentially a paradoxical situation where some 

artistic and thematic features of The Woman Warrior are to be reinforced and transcended 

at once in Tripmaster Monkey, thus producing the continuity and discontinuity between 

Kingston's two works at the same time. 

The issue of identity highlighted in studies of The Woman Warrior can easily 

metamorphose into an issue of consciousness to be emphatically addressed in the present 

study of Tripmaster Monkey. ^ Two sides of the same coin, identity implies a heavy 

sociological dimension while consciousness points directly to the mentality of an 

individual. The girl narrator in The Woman Warrior straggles to form an identity or 

achieve a selfhood in the face of a variety offerees coming from cultural assimilation, 

her own imagination, and the familial and racial traditions. The protagonist in 

Tripmaster Monkey blithely feeds into his own consciousness almost everything that 

appears to his eyes and arouses emotion: things going on in the streets and hippie parties, 

books, talk-stories, comic fantasies, romances, racists'jokes, artistic beauty, and pacifist 

perseverance. In a sense, both The Woman Warrior and The Tripmaster Monkey are 

predicated upon the importance of consciousness, though in different ways. 

Nevertheless, consciousness appears to have achieved a higher status in Tripmaster 

^ Among the numerous studies of The Woman Warrior that highlight the issue of identity, Lee Quinby's 
"The Subject of Memoirs: The Woman Warrior's Technology of Ideographical Selfhood" andKing-Kok 
Cheung's "Self-Fulfilling Visions in The Woman Warrior and Thousand Pieces of Gold" are especially 
worthy of reading. 

10 



Monkey than in The Woman Warrior, not mainly because it is presented in a much more 

self-conscious manner in Tripmaster Monkey, though it is traly so, but because it is 

mission-oriented and aware of a spectacular range of possibihfies of making itself 

healthy, happy, and highly artisfic. Consciousness as presented in Tripmaster Monkey 

has reached an archetypal status, calling for concentrated studies by critics. The 

protagonist's play with his own mind in a few occasions in Tripmaster Monkey may 

appear mainly as a casually comic act, thus failing to attract a critic's close attention. Yet 

the novel's nearly forty quotes from the German writer Rainer Maria Rilke's novel The 

Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge should be prominent enough to lead a critic to see 

Maxine Kingston's intention to foregroimd the consciousness of her own protagonist. 

Actually every element in the novel, from the protagonist's romance to his jobless loafing 

on the street—from interweaving of genres to talk-stories, from the protagonist's bus-ride 

to the hippie party, features consciousness as part of Maxine Kingston's task of "making 

the new archetype." 

Attentive to the aesthetic and thematic sophistication in The Woman Warrior, 

David Li acutely remarks that "Kingston's vision of adequate literary representation for 

Asian Americans is not something that is, but something yet to be" ("Re-presenting The 

Woman Warrior" 191). Now the question facing critics is: Is it reasonable now to see 

Tripmaster Monkey—a work that took an eight-year strenuous effort—as a giant stride 

from "something yet to be" to "something that is"? The workings of the human mind in 

Kingston's works were long ago noticed by critics when The Woman Warrior first met 

the reading public. Jane Kramer, writing for The New Times Book Review, says this: " It 

11 



is an investigation of soul, not landscape. Its sources are dream and memory, myth and 

desires. Its cries are the cries of a heart in exile from roots that bind and terrorize it"(I). 

Defending Kingston from attacks by some male Chinese American critics, Sau-Ling 

Wong finds it important to say: "It is, in fact, essential to recognize that the entire Woman 

Warrior is a sort of meditation on what it means to be Chinese American" 

("Autobiography" 160). In her essay "Self-Fulfilling Visions in The Woman Warrior and 

Thousand Pieces of Gold," King-Kok Cheimg goes so far as to view Kingston's two 

autobiographic fictions as vehicles of "self-invention." 

If consciousness moves and develops rather quietly in The Woman Warrior 

mainly along the lines of ethnicity and imagination fed with mj^hs and talk-stories, it 

breaks through confines of ethnicity, expands into diverse spheres of arts, and climaxes in 

the mission of commimity-building in Tripmaster Monkey. Much more than just 

"meditation on what it means to be Chinese American," the consciousness as manifested 

in Tripmaster Monkey is an aggregate of a hippie, an artist, a comic fantasist, a romance-

seeker, a racism-fighter, and a pacifist community-builder. As such it is no longer 

something that nurtures itself at a far dim comer or margins of society; instead, it presents 

itself almost clamorously to the public with breathing vitality, charming humanity, and 

perhaps also universality. 

Literary works by Beat writers influenced Maxine Kingston in at least two 

important ways: their acts of fantasizing with conventions, life, and society, and their 

sincere and poetic display of consciousness in light of Buddhism. After gamering two 

national book awards, Maxine Kingston could well ask herself a question: "Could I do it 

12 



better if I introduce the trope of the mythic Chinese monkey and embody it inside a 

Chinese American hippie as my protagonist?" Providentially, the Chinese monkey trope 

as prototypically crafted out in the sixteenth-century Chinese classic The Journey to the 

West is multivalent and as such it blends well with many other images to be incorporated 

into Maxine Kingston's novel. It has great affinity with the heightened image of 

monkeys in the present westem society; it lends itself remarkably well to comic fantasy 

and hippies' robust road trips and wild parties. Not only does it reinforce and energize 

the image of a young Chinese American fighting against racism, it also subtly points to 

the highly imaginative and transgressive mind of an artist. Then most importantly, it is 

deeply Buddhist and pacifist under the cloak of fierce martial fights. * Comic fantasy, 

war heroism, fervent artistic pursuits, pacifist efforts of commimity-building all go 

smoothly into the multivalent trope of the mythic Buddhist monkey, to be incarnated in a 

Chinese American hippie who careens through the landscape of San Francisco Bay area 

with verve and bite. 

Tripmaster Monkey received nearly thirty book reviews in 1989 and then 

probably about ten in 1990, as large a number as any big or impressive literary work was 

likely to generate. However, the novel was greeted not with applause but with 

disappointment in about half a dozen book reviews, fortunately to be well off-set by quite 

a few that applauded the novel as a great achievement and then by the later scholarly 

studies that generally take Kingston's first novel as a work by a first-rate literary writer. 

* A theme that runs through The Journey to the West is the contrast between Monkey King's fondness for 
fights and Kuan Yin's teaching him the powers of a peacefiil mind. The Chinese classic actually ends in a 
ceremony of Monkey King being recognized as a Buddhist. 
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Many of Tripmaster Monkey's reviews are of a mixed nature—expressing amazement at 

its narrative energy, exuberance of language, and liveliness of characterizafion while also 

pointing up one or two weaknesses in theme, stracture, or characterizafion. Something 

curious is that a weakness or an undesirable quality as deemed by some reviewers could 

tum out to be a strength or attraction in the eyes of some other reviewers. 

Quite a few critics find it hard to read the novel with great satisfacfion because 

they think that the protagonist Wittinan Ah Sing's frequent talk in the narrafive is maniac, 

thus obstracting the aesthetic control usually expected of a novel. The novel appears to 

Pamela Longfellow writing for Ms as something that is "at times a play, at times—and at 

its best—talk-story, at its worst a rant, a tract in hardback." The vociferousness of the 

novel aimoys her so much that she has to view it as a befrayal of "the storyteUing, the 

artist in the monkey, the pure creator in Maxine Hong Kingston" and as catharsis of 

Kingston's anger (66). LeAnne Schreiber's annoyance at Whittman Ah Sing's egotistic 

talk comes out as such: 

Except for occasional descriptive passages, I cannot hear the precise, 
sinewy, and yes, let's admit it, beautiful voice of the author above the 
racket of her creation, the creation who speaks but never listens. It is as if 
James Joyce had let Stephen Dedalus ran the whole show. (9) 

Anne Tyler has said quite the same thing, so does Gail Boyer who finds Wittman's talk-

stories as an act of force-feeding facts about Chinese culture (C5), and so do Gail 

Caldwell and Patricia Holt, one complaining on the Boston Globe that Kingston devotes 

too much of the narrative to Wittman's interior story and thus fails to hold the reader's 

attention (B51), the other concluding in a review for the San Francisco Chronicle that the 

narrative is "deliberately (and successfiilly) offensive." In a different way, the novel is 
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problematic to the New York Times critic Michiko Kakutani—its plot being vague and 

characterization long-winded. 

An angry protagonist with his streaming talk-stories culled from Chinese culture 

is definitely a plus, not a nuisance to Nicci Gerrard writing for New Statesman, to 

Charllotte Painter writing for San Francisco Review of Books, and to Bharati Mukherjee, 

a Washington Post critic. For Nicci Gerrard, Wittman's rage is sustained on "the whole 

force of the book behind it and helps with him being "an extraordinary and unforgettable 

creation" (28). For Charlotte Painter, Wittman's talk-stories, fantasy, and rage work to 

show "us our soul-desfroying racism as we've never seen it before, subtle, slippery, all-

pervasive" and are there as a rich reward "for those with open ears" (16). Instead of 

aimoying Bharati Mukheijee, Kingston's "brash, punchy, loudmouthed" protagonist 

appears well to her as a life-breathing energetic character who is "a Berkeley graduate, a 

closet-beatnik, a war-resister, a loner and drifter, a would-be reformer, a casual love, and 

impulsive bridegroom and, most of all, a young man angry in the tradition of Frank Chin, 

another California writer" (279). Sam Solberg in his review "Between the Lines" written 

for Seattle Weekly Magazine also expresses the same view that Kingston's work is the 

roman a clefofihe Asian American literary world. If Kingston's protagonist is seriously 

intended to be a shadow of the angry Chinese American writer Frank Chin, then Kitty 

Chen Dean becomes less persuasive when she comments on Wittman in a Library 

Journal review as such: "he does not seem real, certainly less real than some of the 

characters surrounding him" (112). 
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Relating Kingston's work to a rising interest in eastem culture among American 

public and discerning some influence of westem writers on her work, Time's reviewer 

Stefan Kanfer admits that Kingston's humor and idioms are her own, and so is the 

message, buried deep in her complex narrative" (71). USA Today's critic Ray Mungo 

proclaims Kingston a "first-rate novelist" and views each chapter as a "theme song, with 

Wittman Ah Sing performing as vocaUst/revoIutionary in racist America" (D6). 

Ascertaining the deviation of Kingston's work from the traditional novel that has a 

central situation or cracible as the ultimate test of the character's morals, D. E. Pollard 

states in his Far Eastern Review article that Kingston's work newly testifies that a novel 

"does not have to have a story." Although a little uneasy with the snappy neatness with 

which Kingston resolves the problematic between imagination and reality, Caroline Ong 

recognizes the novel's abundance of language and the enthralling rhythms set up by 

Kingston's "exfreme loose narrative style, which weaves back and forth between 

imaginative brilliance and ironic reality" (286). Other positive reviews also come from 

Priscilla Montgomery, a Washington Times critic, who regards Kingston's novel more as 

a comic epic than a text evocative of magic realism, from Anne Whitehouse, a reviewer 

for the Atlanta Journal Constitution, who takes Kingston's work as a reconciliation of the 

west and the west, and from David Li, writing for Amerasia Journal, who believes that 

"Kingston has once again superbly expressed her interest in the community with her 

word-magician sleight of hand" (222). 

While many critics approach Tripmaster Monkey from the perspectives of ethnic 

politics and the related identity episteme, some look at it from a perspective that is more 
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related to artistic traditions, genres, and individuals' consciousness or mind. Tom 

Wilhelmus in his The Hudson Review article, recognizing Kingston's work as the most 

impressive one in the season, sees it as an ambitious literary effort "to create an all-

inclusive narrative framework, whose dimensions are mythic, within whose stracture all 

stories and characters—and races—are equal" (150). If Caroline Ong's observation of 

magic in Kingston's novel stays casually on the level of aesthetics, Herbert Gold's 

labeling of Kingston's work in his Chicago Tribune review as evocative of magic realism 

seriously intends to reach an ontological level. Pushing his interpretation beyond "the 

familiar upward-striving immigrant's predicament," Gold finds "a marvelous magpie 

gathering of the evidence of the '60s, and a number of joyful improvisations upon 

memory and character," and describes Kingston's protagonist as someone who "lopes 

through life in his 'metaphor glasses,' which deliberately blur and fuzz the world into 

something imaginary" (10). For Gold, Kingston's novel is more about an imaginative 

individual engaged in a joyful play of memory and reality than about a reality that 

excraciatingly impels people to search for a possibly meaningless identity. Amazed at 

the intricate intertextuality and interweaving of genres in Kingston's novel, Jeslyn 

Medoff also observes that "so do the intertextual, intercultural references in Tripmaster 

Monkey mirror the fecund turmoil in the poet/protagonist's mind" (257). 

Interestingly, there is an affirming and even eulogizing tendency whenever the 

reviewers see the role of the monkey trope in Kingston's work, a tendency manifested in 

reviews by Tom Wilhelmus, Jeslyn Medoff, Bharati Mukherjee, and Caroline Ong, and 

exemplified in reviews by Charles Crow, John Leonard, and Gerald Vizenor. Writing for 
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Western American Literature, Charles Crow uses the term "the archetypal trickster" to 

indicate the importance of the monkey trope and that of Wittman's imagination. Intuiting 

a bewitching relation between reality and imagination in Kingston's work, the critic 

concludes that ""Tripmaster Monkey is a work of great ambition and achievement, 

probably the most complex exploration to date of the forces at work to deprive Asian 

Americans of their sense of identity and a triumphant reconciliation through the sheer 

power of intelligence and art" (85). Crow's message seems able to lead one to the point 

that Kingston's strategy is not so much to catalogue with poetic force the pains and 

crying minds of Asian Americans in a racially prejudiced society as to demonstrate their 

mental and reconciliatory capacities of "art and intelligence"—reinforced by the mythic 

monkey spirit—in the face of such a society. Gerald Vizenor writes two similar reviews, 

one titled "The Triumph of Monkey Business," the other "Postmodem Monkey," to 

express his highly enthusiastic appreciation of Kingston's novel. His enthusiasm stems 

in part, of course, from his own novelistic use of the monkey trope and his theoretical 

scheme of developing the trickster aesthetic. As the only one that is wholly intended to 

explicate the multivalent monkey trope in Kingston's work, Vizenor's first review 

focuses on two things: the multi-faceted nature of the Chinese mythic Monkey King and 

the ways in which Kingston's protagonist can be viewed as a mind monkey— 

confradictory, comic, rebellious, "communal in imagination, but separated from histories, 

the '60s, and familial senfimentalism" (13). Highly aware of the centrality of the mythic 

monkey trope in Tripmaster Monkey as manifested in several lines of relevant 

explanations that touch on sutras and Buddhism, John Leonard writing for The Nation 
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views Wittman Ah Sing as "the ultimate innocent himself, the last romantic, all virtue 

and passion and energy and funk" (770). For The Nation's critic, the force that makes 

Kingston's language bounce, carom, collide, and inflame is the spirit of the mind 

monkey, which is "stoned on books" and claims that "people who read go on more 

macrocosmic and microcosmic trips—Biblical god hips." Indeed, John Leonard is only 

one of quite a few critics such as Caroline Ong, Charles Crow, Gerald Vizenor, Jeslyn 

Medoff, and Michele Cliff who have noficed the essential role of the human mind in 

Kingston's novel. A mentality that enjoys freedom and comic fantasies through reading 

goes well along with Kingston's ambition to "create an all-inclusive narrative framework, 

whose dimensions are mythic, within whose stracture all stories and characters—and 

races—are equal." In Kingston's vision an unbounded and artistic mind is equivalent to 

an all-inclusive narrative framework that amiably takes in all stories and characters and 

all races. 

Unfortunately, Kingston's grand vision or intention to create a free-flowing 

consciousness or an awesome mental flux does not fit well into the present westem 

theoretical apparatus, thus failing to generate any serious study in this dimension. 

However, three scholarly studies by Jeanne R. Smith, A. Noelle Williams, and Diane 

Simmons are worthy of special attention because these three authors have observed that 

the identity and ethnic politics is far from adequate to fully capture the thematic and 

aesthetic imports in Kingston's work. In "Cross-Cultural Play: Maxine Hong Kingston's 

Tripmaster Monkey," Jeanne R. Smith sees the inadequacy of "restrictive, monolithic 

theoretical approaches" in the face of a multifaceted world view couched in the every-day 
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experience of contemporary ethnic writers, and views Kingston's novel as "an excellent 

example of a contemporary author creating theory with her fiction" (335). Astutely, she 

contends that "in Tripmaster Monkey, her first work of ficfion, Kingston turns her focus 

to the dilemma of the creative artist, who must negotiate among competing cultural 

claims to find a visionary art form adequate to his (and her) experience of America" 

(336). Throughout the essay, Jeanne Smith cites the artistic elements—language, play, 

and the performative self of the protagonist—to display how cultural boundaries can be 

ti-ansgressed in artistic activities or through a cross-cultural art form. At one point Jeanne 

Smith goes so far as to say that "yet rather than creating a sense of chaos or incoherence, 

the novel maintains its vision of unity in multiplicity" (244). Nevertheless, the main idea 

in Jeanne Smith's essay is not to show a cross-cultural consciousness but a mode of 

cross-cultural movement that can be either artistic or sociological or political. The 

chapter on Tripmaster Monkey in her book Writing Tricksters: Mythic Gambols in 

American Ethnic Literature does not deviate far from her idea of cross-cultural 

movement, though it certainly has an emphasis on the trickster aesthetic. 

Like Jeanne Smith, A. Noelle Williams is also keenly aware of the problematic of 

current critical theories: "An equally divisive monologism can be seen in the identity 

politics practiced by many within ethnic communities" (318). Instead of focusing on the 

motif of difference, A. Noelle Williams strives for a framework that accounts well for the 

motif of unity in Kingston's work—marriage, community, emptiness of the senses, and 

universal life. Aware of the Buddhist and pacifist overtones in Kingston's work, A. 

Noelle WiUiams points up Kingston's dualistic strategy—disseminating "the agenda of 
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the original narrative (Buddhist/Taoist teachings)" and "asserting the ultimate unreality of 

monologic constractions of idenfity and experience" (324). Diane Simmons's study of 

Tripmaster Monkey in the form of a book chapter reminds one of Jeanne R. Smith's 

article "Rethinking American Culture: Maxine Hong Kingston's Cross-Culttiral 

Tripmaster Monkey," for it claims that "it is Kingston's project not only to transform the 

identities of Chinese Americans, but to transform the identity of America itself, to 

integrate Chinese mythology, the Chinese experience, and Wittman's own personal 

experience into the imagination of his audience" (141). Although Diane Simmons still 

works in the shadow of the identity episteme, she is attentive to the importance of the 

protagonist's artistic pursuits and sees them as a gesture in defiance of corporate/military 

culture and consumerism. 

To an obvious extent, Sharon Suzuki-Martinez's "Trickster Strategies: 

Challenging American Identity, Community, and Art in Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey" 

works on the theme of Kingston's rethinking American culture in the same way as those 

studies by Jeanne Smith and Diane Simmons. Reading BCingston's work as "a celebration 

of the anomalous" in a faulty social system, Suzuki-Martinez's study is not as much a 

challenge to the current theoretical apparatus as that of Jeanne Smith, nor does it 

highlight the artist's imagination as much as that by Diane Simmons. E. D. Huntley's 

study of Tripmaster Monkey in the form of a book chapter perceives the major themes of 

the work to be: "alienation and assimilation," "what is an American?" "identity and the 

self." Other studies following in this line of the identity and ethnic politics include 

Malini Schueller's "Theorizing Ethnicity and Subjectivity: Maxine Hong Kingston's 
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Tripmaster Monkey and Amy Tan's The Joy Luck Club," John Deeney's "Of Monkeys 

and Butterflies: Transformation in M.H. Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey and D. H. 

Hwang's M. Butterfly," Jeimie Wang's ""Tripmaster Monkey: Kingston's Postmodem 

Representation of a New 'China Man,'" Nicholas Koss's " 'Will the Real Wittman Ah 

Sing Stand up': Cultural Identity in Tripmaster Monkey: His Fake Book," and Isabella 

Furth's "Beee-e-een! Nation, Transformation and the Hyphen of Ethnicity in Kingston's 

Tripmaster Monkey." Interestingly, Furth envisions something like a jigsaw in 

nationality and ethnicity of Chinese Americans—the weird and almost inescapable forces 

of "exclusionary inclusion" and "inclusionary exclusion," which make it very hard for a 

literary scholar to neatly "anthropologize" Kingston's text, but which provides a chance 

to "create a textuality of nation and identity that can modify, if not transcend, the 

exclusionary bondage of the hyphen" (307). 

The momentum of the identity episteme and ethnic politics is so great that some 

studies conceptually designated otherwise have to swerve once in a while to its concepts, 

language, and theoretical insights. Three studies of Kingston's novel by Debra Shostak, 

Margit Wogowitsch, and Yan Gao are just such cases where the textual and generic 

approaches yield intermittently to the force of the identity episteme and ethnic politics. 

Though mainly intended to sort out the textual and intertextual strategies adopted by 

Kingston in Tripmaster Monkey, Debra Shostak's exploration has to zigzag between the 

pull of three forces—textiiality/intertexuality, identity, and memory. Having remarkably 

ascertained the triadic influence from Chinese, American, and European artistic traditions 

as the deep-stracttire of Kingston's novel, Margit Wogowitsch also has to work out a 
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section called "Wittman Ah Sing's Self-Definifion" to explicate Kingston's themafic 

concems. Entitled The Art of Parody: Maxine Kingston 's Use of Chinese Sources, Yan 

Gao's study of Kingston's three major works seems a bit more devoted to the issue of 

identity than to explorations of Chinese sources. Despite a promising title "Monkeyized 

American," her discussion of the Chinese influence on Kingston's characterization of 

Wittman Ah Sing looks truncated due to the all-pervasive powers of the westem identity 

episteme. 

A few more studies of Kingston's novel that are not so much preoccupied with the 

issues of identity and ethnicity come from John Lowe whose "Monkey Kings and Mojo: 

Postmdoem Ethic Humor in Kingston, Reed, and Vizenor" explores the relationship 

between humor and narrative techniques, from Hsiao-hung Chang whose "Gender 

Crossing in Maxine Hong Kingston's Tripmaster" approaches the gender issue on the 

basis of the female narrator in the story, from James Tanner whose "Walt Whitman's 

Presence in Maxine Hong Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey: His Fake BooK' explicates the 

role of Whitman's poetry and spirit in Kingston's novel, and from Pafricia Lin whose 

"Clashing Constracts of Reality: Reading Maxine Hong Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey: 

His Fake Book" is an elaborate effort deeply engaged in the language of postmodem 

ethnography. Pamela Chu's "Tripmaster Monkey, Frank Chin, and the Chinese Heroic 

Tradition" attempts to arrive at a clear picture of "the war for the authentic voice" 

between Maxine Kingston and her most vitriolic critic Frank Chin from the community 

of the Chinese American literary criticism, who formidably charges that Kingston's The 
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Woman Warrior with the heavy traces of Christian confessions is an ugly betrayal of the 

Chinese heroic tradition. 

The essence of "the war for the authentic voice" between Maxine Kingston and 

Frank Chin has been accounted for remarkably by a few scholars—King-Kok Cheung's 

effort to figure out an intermediate space between feminism and heroism, Patricia Chu's 

effort to defend Kingston in terms of postmodem conditions of text-production. Amy 

Ling's effort to display the inherent ethnic dilemma facing the Asian American writers, 

and David Li's effort to present a line of interpretive history whereby such concepts as 

geocultural space and mediation of the Orientalist discourse prove to be traly helpful. 

However, the commonality of these varied explanatory lines is a reality, which, though 

utterly complex and often scary, is not ugly enough to annihilate the possibility of 

humanity's maneuvering for survival. The identity episteme and ethnic/geocultural 

politics deeply informed by the Foucauldian mode of cultural/social analysis and the 

Derridean mode of linguistic analysis work really well when critics and scholars write 

under the conscious or unconscious premise that the forces of reality have the usual 

craelty of cracking down on the forces of the human mind and their imagination. Traly, 

the scary and constraining forces of reality constitute at least half of the picture of human 

life. Yet there is another half where human beings strive to envision a better way of life, 

to enjoy their imagination ftiUy, and to trast their mind in search of beauty, liberation, and 

justice. 

Arts and literature have been cenfral to this half picture of human life since 

antiquity. It is the nature of humanity to attempt to get the upper hand or transcend the 
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forces external to their mind and body. Since Kignston's work has the 1960s' 

counterculture as its context and features a flaring artistic consciusness, it may do well to 

go back to Theodore Roszak's defmifion of the counterculture in terms of "a 

phantasmagoria of exotic religiosity" and a pursuit of "the dialecfics of liberafion," and 

go back to his citing Allen Ginsberg to exemplify "a search for art unmediated by 

intellect." Theodore Roszak thus describes in The Making of a Counter Culture: 

Far from being an avant-garde eccentricity, Ginsberg's conception of 
poetry as an oracular outpouring can claim an imposing genealogy that 
reaches back to the rhapsodic prophets of Israel. Like Amos and Isaiah, 
Ginsberg aspires to be a nabi, a mutterer: one who speaks with tongues, 
one who permits his voice to act as the instrament of powers beyond his 
conscious direction. If his work falls short of the highest aesthetic 
standards of this great tradition, he can scarcely be denied the virtue of 
having complied with the demands of his calling in what is perhaps a far 
more important respect. (128) 

Kingston and her artist/protagonist also have a calling to comply with—to restore love of 

arts and to create a new artistic consciousness in the Chinese American community and in 

the country as a whole. Definitely as a formidable task, to comply with such a calling 

requires an unusual quality of mind unyielding to the crael forces of reality. Keenly 

aware of this, Jeaime Smith has arrived at such a reading of Kingston's novel: 

Tripmaster Monkey chronicles the creation of a new artistic 
consciousness: Whittman Ah Sing, alternately tortured and joyous, 
brilliant, infiiriating, self-conscious, effiisive, generous, and self-centered, 
straggles to integrate the divergent strands of his own life by channeling 
his superabundance and rage into a flexible, sprawling, communal art 
form. (336) 

The resemblance among the monkey spirit, the Beat writers, Frank Chin, and Wittman 

Ah Sing comes out not as a coincidence but as Kingston's intention: "Abby Hoffman, 

Allen Ginsberg, you know? They are monkey spirits, trying to change the world with 
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costumes and sheet theater"("Interview with Marilyn Chin" 90). It does not take much 

effort to see an artist as a monkey if he or she is rebellious against conventions and 

oppressions, though Theodore Roszak chooses to use the westem image of centaurs for 

the same purpose. Not only does the trope of the mind monkey energize characterization 

of Wittinan Ah Sing, it also sneaks in a subtext of Buddhist pacifism, which qualifies the 

spirit of confrontation but deepens the theme of the artistic consciousness. 

Necessity and extravagance, two terms used in Maxine Kingston's The Woman 

Warrior, enter Sau-ling Wong's comprehensive book-lengthy shidy of Asian American 

literatiare as labels indicative of reality and the human mind as the two conflicting forces. 

With life conditions couched in the word necessity, extravagance points to "urge, 

impulse, or desire" and "freedom, excess, emotional expressiveness, and autotelism" 

{Reading Asian American Literature 13). Despite Sau-ling Wong's social constractionist 

perspective that consistently views extravagance as cramped in necessity, extravagance 

does stand out as an essential aspect of human nature. The community needs play and 

theater when it does not perceive them as unduly exfravagant; Kingston is extravagant 

when "she has called the community to play—urged it to play, lured it to play by the 

vividly rendered vision of freedom—at a particular juncture in Asian American history, 

which may or may not be able to afford such a move" (207). A theorist is highly justified 

to examine the ways in which creation of arts is consfrained by social conditions. Yet an 

artist is equally justified to use his or her artistic work to mock, challenge, and transcend 

the constraining social conditions as perceived in his or her eyes. 
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Thus the present writing project is largely an attempt to view Kingston's work 

from a perspective opposite to that adopted by Sau-ling Wong, an attempt to make clear 

how extravagant an artist can be in celebrations of arts, imaginafion, and courage to 

transgress social and artistic conventions. Tripmaster Monkey is exactly a celebration of 

extravagance in defiance of social realifies. It is in itself a literary excess in various 

manifestations—^the writer's intricate interplay of different genres and artistic traditions, 

the unstoppable strands of comic fantasy, the cascades of talk-stories, the protagonist's 

unequivocal declaration of himself as the incarnation of the mythic Monkey King, the 

wild hippie party, and the wilder vaudeville attracting fire engines. In carrying on the 

counterculture's tradition of breakthrough of feelings and imagination, in epitomizing the 

monkey spirit in a Chinese American hippie, Maxine Kingston has challenged an art-

apathetic reality and tried to wake it up to a new artistic consciousness or a new 

archetype. If Kingston's two non-fictions represent a consciousness straggling for a 

minimal freedom that the American society could offer to an Asian immigrant, her novel 

Tripmaster Monkey is an artistic claim for a maximal freedom that a society could confer 

to an individual. 

The new artistic consciousness or "the new archetype" in Kingston's own terms 

flows at different conceptual levels in Tripmaster Monkey. First it appears as a 

simulation of the Beat writer's artistic experience greatly enriched by a cross-cultural 

perspective and Kingston's own artistic experience. As something profoundly informed 

by the Buddhist woridview and energized by the trope of the mythic monkey, it has the 

capacity of hovering above social and textual conventions, above the collective conscious 
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and unconscious, and above the racial and national memories. As part of the social and 

ethnic consciousness in a postmodem ambience, it yearns for arts and imagination and 

comic fantasy, even though it is often helplessly bogged down in realities. Then it is a 

new archetype in the process of making that may appear enigmatic to some people not 

well furnished with cross-cultural perspectives and knowledge of distinct modes of 

imagination shown in different artistic tiaditions. Curiously, its manifestations are both 

stylistic and thematic, both aesthetic and political with intricate relations to social and 

psychological realities—it is a cross-culttiral play of one's own mind and social reality 

rather than an escape or self-ostracism from one's own mind and society. 

The efforts made in the following chapters to respectively address 

intertextuality/interweaving of genres, the influence of the Chinese classics, the 

predominance of the Buddhist/pacifist theme, and comic fantasy in Tripmaster Monkey is 

predicated on an observation and a belief that all these above-mentioned aspects are 

essential to understanding the novel as a literary product showing and celebrating a new 

artistic consciousness or an effort to make "the new archetype." Conforming to the plan 

to address several major aspects of Kingston's novel in order to show the different ways 

in which Kingston presents a new artistic consciousness, a sort of eclectic methodology 

appears as a must. Kingston's work is not characterized by singularity of genre, theme, 

or perspective; the trope of the mythic monkey is multivalent; form and formlessness as a 

result of human perception are interchangeable according to Mahayana Buddhism. Thus 

it is justified to apply textual analysis for the purpose of making comparisons between 

different texts, to employ the language of cultural studies to explicate the social context 
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where a text is produced, to make use of the insights achieved in narratology to explain 

the modes of Kingston's narrative, and to adopt the post-Jungian approach to demonstrate 

the role of comic fantasy in Kingston's effort to make "the new archetype." While the 

genealogical approach is usually used to indicate the forces of social events in the 

formation of ideology, it will be applied here in the present writing project for the 

opposite purpose: the formation of the monkey spirit in the Chinese classic under the 

Buddhist influence and its continuity in Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey. If there is 

something acting as the theoretical center in the present writing project, it is a section on 

the Buddhist philosophy of mind in Chapter V, for it seems able to stand as a rationale for 

the adoption of eclectic methodology and for the thematic focus on the human mind in 

both the present waiting project and Maxine Kingston's novel. 

Chapter II, devoted to explication of intertextuality and interweaving of genres in 

Kingston's novel, focuses on the triadic influence of the Chinese, European, and 

American artistic traditions on Maxine Kingston and on the ways in which she has 

deliberately played it into the text. Artisfically and thematically revealing, the dizzying 

generic variety in Kingston's work indicates the magnitude of an artistic mind and at the 

same time a vivid and diversified reality where an artistic consciousness seems superior 

in achieving freedom. Chapter III addresses the influence of the narrative rhetoric of the 

ancient Chinese novels in Kingston's novel with the awareness that the previous studies 

of talk-stories in Kingston's literary works have too much concentrated on content as the 

mark of the genre. Based on Wayne Booth's concepts of commentary and the narrator's 

intrasive voice and on scholarship in the area of the Chinese ancient novels, the chapter 
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seeks to indicate how the formal features of the narrafive rhetoric of the Chinese classics 

that are marked by their emphatic use of talk-story techniques are incorporated in 

Kingston's novel. 

Considering the possible profound influence of the Chinese classic novel The 

Journey to the West on Kingsotn's Tripmser Monkey, Chapter IV offers an account of the 

social and artistic background of the Chinese classic novel's production, tells how the 

Chinese classic arises from commingling of distinct worldviews, how it works as a model 

of interweaving of genres and parodying of the heroic tradition, and how it exemplifies 

the use of Buddhism in order to justify generic transgressions and comic fantasy and to 

establish a predominant pacifist theme. Maxine Kingston has acknowledged her careful 

reading of the Chinese classic so that she could accurately re-capture the spirit of the 

mythic monkey in Tripmaster Monkey. As a practicing Buddhist herself, Maxine 

Kingston could in no way miss the cenfral message in the Chinese classic—that the 

human mind enjoys the ultimate status vis-a-vis an ever-changing material world. 

As discovered in Chapter V, the triadic influence of the American, European, and 

Chinese artistic traditions in Kingston's novel, typically shown in Jack Kerouac's On the 

Road and Dharma Bums, in the German writer Rainer Maria Rilke's The Notebooks of 

Malte Laurids Brigge, and the Chinese classic The Journey to the West, harbors in its 

bosom a heavy dimension of Buddhism and a cherished awareness of the human mind. It 

is no coincidence since Maxine Kingston has long intended to highlight consciousness 

and has long seen the worid in Buddhist light. In Chapter V, Buddhism as a philosophy 

of mind receives a detailed account in contrast to ancient Greek thoughts, romanticism. 
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modem European philosophies, and Freudian psychology. This comparative study 

reinforces the idea that the human mind as expounded in Buddhist or Zen Buddhist light 

has acquired the ultimate status in life—unreality pervading everything except for the 

human mind and liberation lying nowhere but in the human mind itself Everything that 

appears solid in the world is the result of the workings of the human mind; the infinite 

forms of the world are established and to be dismantled by the workings of the human 

mind. After an account of the Buddhist dimension in Kerouac's novels and in Rilke's 

The Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge, a Buddhist reading of Kingston's work proves 

essential in that it makes clear the mental resources Kingston has utilized to transcend the 

current identity episteme and ethnic politics, to get deep into interweaving of genres, and 

to brace up the narrative with the twin-thematic threads of pacifism and artistic 

consciousness. 

Maxine Kingston's intention to present and celebrate a new artistic consciousness 

is further explained in Chapter VI in terms of collective memories, archetype, and comic 

fantasy. Discussions in this chapter prove that Kingston's artistic move often turns out to 

be a forgetting or leaving out—refusal to stay truthful to tiaditions and social 

consciousness, though she is fully aware of their imports. A comparison is made between 

Kingston's work and magic realism typically shown in Latin American literature. Comic 

fantasy, as one of the major traits in the spirit of the mind monkey, an attitude toward 

reality, a mode of appropriating and parodying the cultural and textual sources and 

resources, is shown to be essential to Kingston's making of "the new archetype" in light 
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of the post-Jungian approach exemplified in James Whitlark's book-lengthy study of 

Kafkaesque literature. 
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CHAPTER II 

TRIPMASTER MONKEY: AN AMAZING MOSIAC OF 

INTERTEXTUALITY AND GENERIC WEAVING 

That "twinkling little Chinese ""poem was not a poem but a 
paragraph in one of Kerouac's novels. 1 spaced it out into poetic 
lines. I can't remember which novel it was. Dharma Bums? 
(Maxine Hong Kingston's reply to one of the writer's quesfions in 
an e-mail interview) 

In some texts ranging in date from the fifth century to the first 
century B. C , wen is used to refer to various kinds of physical 
markings or patterns, such as marks on the palm of the hand, 
patterns on colored woven silk, and painted designs on carriages. ' 
(James Liu, Chinese Theories of Literature 1) 

Postmodem versus Premodem, Differences versus Similarities 

What sustains Maxine Kingston' statement that "I'm just going to play with the 

books that I read and it felt like an outpouring of things that I had been holding back and 

denying" is an intricate and intoxicating excess of intertextuality and generic weaving in 

her novel Tripmaster Monkey. No other writer in history of American literature may 

compare with Maxine Kingston in weaving consciously back and forth among the 

sources of American, European, and Chinese literatures. No other writer in history of 

American literature may have spaced out part of another vmter's prose into poetic lines 

as Maxine Kingston has done with Jack Kerouac's novelistic work. No other writer in 

history of American literature has infused several dozen quotes from a European novel 

into the consciousness of his or her protagonist and let the protagonist retell numerous 

' Wen or wen-chang which means composition in the Chinese language, has much to do with the woven 
patterns; it also means "cultural refinement" or "outward embellishment" in contrast to chih (air), which 
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stories culled from Chinese myths, literary classics, and folklores. Julia Kristeva's notion 

of intertextuality sounds vaguely relevant with Maxine Kingston's novel because it is not 

particularly attentive to an individual writer's intertextual efforts. Bakhtin's notion of 

intertextuality comes closer to Kingston's novel for its attention to a particular case in 

history, yet it also falls short of the amazing diversity and unexpected joy manifested in 

Maxine Kingston's novel. Fredric Jameson's concept of pastiche, though well reflective 

of postmodem conditions of text-production, is too nonchalant to give adequate credits to 

the artistic traditions and psychology that may often underline the playing of texts. 

Culturally and politically, Maxine Kingston's intertextual efforts and interweaving acts of 

genres appear to have offered a compromise between Fredric Jameson's nonchalant 

attitude toward postmodem conditions of arts and Terry Eagleton's buming concern over 

the "monsfrously caricatured" status of art and the separation of art and social praxis. For 

Maxine Kingston, the postmodem conditions have offered an opportunity to voice her 

feminist and pacifist concems and wrap them up in a full and joyful play of 

intertextuality and generic weaving. 

Reflecting on her experience of writing The Woman Warrior, Maxine Hong 

Kingston has expressed her regrets on a few occasions that she should have presented Fa 

Mu Lan as a weaver as well as a warrior. In a 1989 interview, her regrets came out as 

follows: 

One of the things I wish that I had said about Fa Mu Lan, the Woman 
Warrior, was that she was a weaver. This is one of the first bits of 
knowledge I ever learned. The chant starts off with the sound—"chick-

means "natural quality" or "inner substance." Thus the Chinese term wen-xue—literature—derives from 
the meaning of weaving patterns. 
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chick-chick"—of the loom going through the shuttle. "Chick" is also the 
word for weaving or knitting. To make a woman character a weaver is so 
wonderful because that is a woman's art, something that women have 
done through thousands of years, in all cultures. It is important to know 
that the Woman Warrior did women's work: she wasn't just a military 
hero. Also, I love it that the word "texture," which has to do with 
weaving, comes from the same root word as "text"—"text" in writing. So 
weaving and writing have a coimection. {Conversations with Maxine 
Hong Kingston 131) 

None of such prominent women novelists as Toni Morrison, Alice Walker, Anne Tyler, 

Alice Munro and Leslie Marmon Silko has played so deeply into generic weaving and 

comic fantasy as Maxine Kingston. One of the contemporary novels that resembles 

Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey for its generic weaving and fantasy, yet differs for its 

much greater commercial success, is The White Hotel by the British writer D. M. 

Thomas. A typically postmodemist novel pubhshed in 1981, The White Hotel has 

charmed the reader by its free cross-generic movement in the labyrinth of poetry, letters, 

operas, Freudian psychiatric cases, the records of the genocide of Jewish people, as well 

as the mysterious storm, freacherous landslide, and the unexpected rebirth of the heroine 

in Israel. Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey that is also marked by its fascinating generic 

weaving—quoted poetiy and songs, plays, ample quotations from a German novel, talk-

stories of San Francisco hippies, ancient Chinese tales and legends, rough jokes and 

slangy expressions, and multifarious fantasies—is unique among the postmodem novels 

of the fantastic for at least three reasons. First, Kingston's pen is traly meant to reflect 

both the Chinese and American cultures and to shuttle with a force of lurid ethnic politics 

between the huge reservoir of Chinese artistic tiaditions and the volcanic outbreak of 

intellectual and artistic energies in America in the 1960s. Second, Kingston's amazing 
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game of generic weaving and intertexuality manifests a new artistic consciousness she 

has been striving to create. Then, coming under the heavy influence of Zen Buddhism 

and the classic Chinese fiction of fantasy The Journey to the West, Kingston's novel is 

saturated with strands of comic fantasies that particularize the text's generic weaving and 

point to the mental flux as its motivating force. 

Except for a few drops of haiku and the brief description of the heroine's rebirth 

in Israel, D. M. Thomas's The White Hotel, as many other westem postmodem fictions, is 

set in the ambience of European culture and history. Thus his cross-generic movement is 

largely designated within the confines of westem civilization, despite his ingeniously 

insinuated ethnic and religious conflicts. ^ Furthermore, his novel shows no direct 

coimection with classic fantasies, thus less suggestive of supematural elements extemal 

to the text. If Kingston's protagonist Wittman Ah Sing is supematurally empowered by a 

mythically magic monkey king and thus comes close to immortality, Thomas's 

protagonist only tinges on immortality due to intense love, a rather abstract notion, 

instead of a real fantasy or cultural myths. 

As an ethnic woman writer in America, Maxine Hong Kingston may have been 

extraordinarily motivated to cross generic boundaries and create fantasies in her pursuit 

of recognition and power in the mainstream American culttire. It is ti^e to some extent 

that the rise of postmodernism in the west offers American ethnic writers a rare 

opportunity to acquire an equal footing with white writers. What used to appear as a 

^ I have in my mind those postmodem novels such as The Hawkline Monster by Richard Brautigan, 
Yellow Back Radio Broke-Down by Ishmael Reed, The Place of Dead Roads by William Burroughs, 
Gravity Rainbow by Thomas Pynchon, and Waterland by Graham Swift, similar to D. M. Thomas's The 
White Hotel. 
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primitive or even premature form of art is acceptable now for the first time as legitimate 

resources for literary creations. Certainly the previous postmodernist fictions have a 

liberatory impact on Kingston's literary creations. Yet, if white writers choose to cross 

generic boundaries and create fantasies because they find the westem novelistic 

conventions oppressive to their individual artistic impulse, Maxine Kingston is rebelling 

against the oppressive conventions more as a spokeswoman for an oppressed collective 

consciousness that has long been looming in the darkness for an explosive release. 

The postmodern conditions do not work alone in giving rise to the generic 

weaving in Maxine Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey. Much more than just functioning as 

colored glass bits mixed in a postmodem kaleidoscope, the Chinese literary traditions 

may work together with the postmodern forces as the generative mechanisms for 

Kingston's generic weaving in Tripmaster Monkey. Rather than merely a piece of 

literary tradition presented to fascinate the reader, these classic Chinese novels form part 

of the thematic and artistic basis for Maxine Kingston's postmodernist work. In other 

words, Kingston could not have been postmodem or cross-generic without her 

dependence on a pre-modern model of fantasy and generic weaving—her generic 

weaving and fantasies would have been much less artistically appealing without the 

influence from the fantasies and generic weaving in the Chinese literary tiaditions. 

However, the main purpose of the present chapter is not to indicate how the Chinese 

literary fraditions may have motivated and promoted the generic weaving in Tripmaster 

Monkey, which will be the focus of the next three chapters. Instead, the present chapter is 
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basically descriptive with respect to different genres woven into the text, with an 

emphasis on the mutually-promoting relations between fantasy, antics, humor, and the 

protagonist's consciousness, an emphasis that may offer a glimpse at Maxine Kingston's 

intention to blend European, American, and Chinese artistic traditions. 

The amazing intertextuality and generic weaving in Kingston's novel is alluring 

to a critic interested in configuring a general pattern to cope with the baffling textual 

complexities of literary works. Margit Wogowitsch proposes that a triadic conceptual 

framework is what Maxine Kingston's has devised for the novel: 

.. .beneath the outward complexity there is a narrative principle which 
serves a deliberate aim: the three most conspicuous and important layers 
of literary texts that can be distinguished in Tripmaster Monkey— 
European (Rainer Maria Rilke's Die Aufzeichnungen des Malte Laurids 
Brigge), American (Jack Kerouac's On the Road), and the classic Chinese 
(Wu Ch'eng-en's The Journey to the West)—not only help the reader to 
make sense of the otherwise apparently loosely stractured book, but they 
also represent the key to the protagonist's developing idenfity. (51) 

Traly, Rainer Maria Rilke's novel on the consciousness of an arts-loving youth, 

Kerouac's On the Road, and the Chinese classic of fantasies The Journey to the West give 

rise to a great part of the novel's intertextuality and generic weaving, and generate most 

of the novel's thematic resonances. Partly for the purpose of analytic clarity, 

Wogowitsch focuses on the thematic and aesthetic differences produced along these three 

lines of sources, with interactions of the sources briefly mentioned a few times. 

However, Maxine Kingston's kneading of different sources may be also motivated by the 

idea to show up similarities; for instance, a mind monkey exists in the Chinese classic, in 

the Beats literature, and in Rilke's novel on consciousness. After an ecstatic act of love-

making, Ah Sing asks Tana for her opinion of his skin; "you're the same color as me, but 
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a different tone," thus replies Tana (155). To some extent, the novel's different sources 

and its intertextuality are there as different tones of the same color, oftentimes moving in 

the same direction, shifting into each other, substantiating the themes, and enriching the 

narrative. With differences and similarities co-existing in Tripmaster Monkey, a 

dynamics of fluidity and mutability flows through generic weaving and the variegated 

sources employed both as prototypes and for parody to push Kingston's novelistic arts to 

a remarkable level that mirrors the richness and intricacy of human life and their 

imagination. 

The similarity, fluidity, and mutability of the different sources and genres in 

Kingston's work make it somewhat dubious to equate the use of a few major sources with 

a governing narrative principle while the "tones of the same color" are bewitchingly 

numerous across so many sources and genres employed. Whereas Wogowitsch is 

interested in a few major sources in Tripmaster Monkey and attempts to propose a 

schematic framework to capture a major theme in Kingston's work, the following 

discussions will strive to make clear a synergy of the seemingly chaotic intertextual 

sources and the intertwined genres, and to demonstrate how the almost indefinable 

complexities and subtleties of Kingston's characteristic generic weaving and comic 

fantasy give rise to a literary text that is American, Chinese, and universal at the same 

time. 

The Beats' Style and Monkey Fantasies 

The novel sets off with the motif of death, a usual sfrategy to infiise a literary 

work with graveness and sincerity. Yet Kingston is not intending graveness nor sincerity 
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as traditionally conceived in the westem literature. Rather the motif of death appears 

under her pen as a light-hearted parody in order to sneak in a life-style of the Beatniks or 

hippies that deviates so much from those of humanists, romanticists, sentimentalists, and 

existentialists. As a Chinese American hippie, the protagonist Wittman Ah Sing is 

playing with suicide as part of his play with his own consciousness in a weekend morning 

of the clammy and foggy San Francisco. A hippie's flirtation with death is, of coiarse, 

imaginative: "his head breaks into pieces that fly far apart in the scattered universe. Then 

blood, meat, disgusting brains, mind guts, but he would be dead already and not see the 

garbage" (3). Such a frivolous play with death ends soon when Ah Sing wanders into 

Golden Gate Park, and strikes a match on a tree for a smoke. It seems that none of Jack 

Kerouac's novels begins with such a vivid description of consciousness or a lurid 

imagining of death, though death and consciousness are recurrent motifs in the Beats' 

literature. Also sneaked in is a playfulness that could tum everything into antics and 

fantasies. Even though Ah Sing has been away from his dolorous room for a while, the 

images of suicidal jumps have again turned vivid in his mind when the Golden Gate 

comes in sight associated with the grave tones of Laurence Olivier's voice soliloquizing: 

"To be or not to be?" (3). Then comes Ah Sing's remembrance of several suicidal 

attempts reported in the city's Chronicle: an old couple failed to kill themselves with a 

weak gun and "had had to go to a doctor to have the bullets prized out of their ears," and 

a Buddhist named Quang Due "had set fire to himself and bumed to death on purpose" 

(2). 
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Comparable to Kerouac's heroes. Ah Sing is now making a robust and physical 

trip through part of the San Francisco city, with his mind also on a trip. At the zoo. Ah 

Sing envisions that the Chinese culture that has nurtured his ancestors is brief and dying. 

Imagining football roars rising out of Kezar Stadium, he thinks of his unmanly high-

school days when he was not strong enough to be a football player to catch the giris' 

fancy. Various happenings at the park are all mundane and non-inspiring. Calling up the 

image of the city's Earthquake and Fire in 1911, Ah Sing passes into the neighborhood of 

the actors' performance and rehearsals, and recalls Michael O'Sullivan's rambling 

oration as Lear: "Blow, winds, and crack your cheeks." Thus normal humanity seems 

"mean and wrong" (7-8). Soon he gets on a bus as Kerouac's Beatniks to meet a chum or 

a lover. Yet Ah Sing's ride is short within the city limits, unlike Kerouac's 

franscontinental rides. The Beatniks' transcontinental bus and car rides under Kerouac's 

pen are often brief with descriptions of a few lines, a few paragraphs, and at most a few 

pages. However, Ah Sing's short bus ride offers the writer an occasion of detailed 

descriptions through his reading of Rilke's novel on consciousness quoted for one and 

half pages, through his imagination that a reader of literature could be installed on the bus 

routes and transcontinental trains as a symbol of Walt Whitman's classless society where 

every one could read and likes to be read to, and through his selection of different literary 

works for the different states on the train route (8-10). 

Ah Sing appears more socially conscious than Kerouac's Dean Moriarty, a 

prototypic Beatnik so much wrapped up in his own ego, physicality, and relations with 

his boy and girl fiiends. Yet Ah Sing is also a girl-chasing hippie, with a romance as the 
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formal agenda for his first day in the novel. The world lightens up for Ah Sing when the 

beautiful Nanci Lee arrives to have cappuccino with him in North Beach: "The utter last 

of summer's air lifted the Cinzano scallops of the table umbrella, and the sun kept hitting 

beautifiil Nanci Lee in the hair and eye" (10). The pretty giri is possibly interested in Ah 

Sing's talk. Not squeamish to touch the castoff newspaper, she folds it into a hat, and 

puts on her pursuer's head, as if amidst the cheers of a party's participants. Talk-stories 

start from Ah Sing's somewhat unusual boyhood. Both of his parents were itinerant 

Chinese entertainers, a history that should be idyllic in the eye of the listener. Moreover, 

he is bom backstage and kept in an actual theatrical trank, as Kerouac's Dean is bom on 

the road in a jalopy. He has talked a lot and fett so good about himself in front of the 

Chinese beauty (12-16). Beatniks and hippies do not care to enter a profession; all they 

really want is to talk with friends, fall into love and plimge into sex, make road-trips, go 

to parties, and meditate either as a Buddhist or as a fantasist. After losing the job for 

putting a toy monkey on top of Barbie in the department store a few days later. Ah Sing 

makes another bus ride to a party of hippies where all kinds of hippie things have 

occurred as expected: dancing to the loudest music with a flashing light, selection of the 

best kisser, loud talks, drags, semi-fights, naked bodies before the policemen, rough 

jokes, pranks, and romance (82-130). At the party Ah Sing again talks a lot, mainly 

describing his plan of staging Chinese dramas; he and a blonde named Tana fall in love 

with each other, surfing idyllically into sex the next day and playing with hallucination or 

"God's chimeras" while lying in bed (112-15, 128-30, 150-58). They then get married 

for the sake of saving Ah Sing from the charge of draft-evasion. Tana's Porsche leads to 
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a few more car rides out of San Francisco and once out of Cahforaia (159-61, 175-79, 

196-97, 207-09, 216-18). Thus Wittman Ah Sing has accomplished most of the 

essentials required of a Beatnik or hippie: loud talks, draft-dodging, loss of job, road-

tiips, a party for brotherhood and romance, sex and love, meditation or hallucination. 

Kerouac's name appears quite a few times in the novel. Some lines possibly from 

his Dharma Bum are rendered into quite a few poetic lines and his novel Dharma Bum is 

referred to when the narrator makes fun of an elderly woman's fart (69, 235). No doubt, 

the Beat writers have helped Kingston see "how all this Chinese stuff is cool" when 

expressed in English, and led her to create a Chinese American Beatnik or hippie, and 

pointed up a monkey spirit among Americans. However, a few elements in Kerouac's 

On the Road may be somewhat distasteful to Maxine Kingston. The communities hold 

no essential status in On the Road. The frenzied bus and car rides and frequent 

separations in Kerouac's novel seem to be the very antithesis to a community. His novel 

so much obsessed with friendship nevertheless ends with a heart-rending separation that 

tums the eulogized friendship into a wretched bubble: "Dean, ragged in a motheaten 

overcoat he brought specially for the freezing temperatures of the East, walked off alone, 

and the last I saw of him he rounded the comer of Seventh Avenue..." (309). Equally 

abominable to Kingston could be the prevalent overtones of physical primitivism in 

Kerouac's novel that seems to border on masochism, antithetical to detailed catalogues of 

consciousness. The few cases of meditation in On the Road, for instance, are briefly told 

rather than elaborately showed. 
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The Chinese trope of Monkey King obviously goes well with the image of 

Kerouac's roaming and prankish characters; it actually adds to the comic effects of the 

hippie image because it is boundlessly energetic, humorously subversive, and unfailingly 

witty. Yet something else is also there in the trope of the Chinese Monkey King that 

gives Wittinan Ah Sing a distinguishing touch. As a self-claimed "present-day U.S.A. 

incarnation of the King of the Monkeys," Ah Sing's being a hippie becomes something 

not of falling into a vogue but of realizing his trae self The vogue of hippies is only an 

amiable context for a Chinese American's monkey dream, which gives Maxine 

Kingston's protagonist an identity, a mentality, a realm of imagination, and a mission 

different from those of other hippies. The immortality of the mythic Monkey King 

secretly empowers the Chinese American hippie, and urges him to strive for happiness, 

trath, and meanings in life. 

An artist calling himself monkey in Kingston's text makes explicit the hitherto 

implicit connection between the magic monkey created and his creator who is also 

rebellious to conventions and suspicious of the establishment. So most of the time, the 

text unfolds at two levels: while on the surface the facetious and hyperactive characters 

perform antics and hijinks and set up a vaudeville to fulfill the author's design of plot, a 

mental flux that is ever-present, artistic, and imaginative also flows below that vociferous 

surface in order to provoke an imaginative mental flux on the part of the reader. Gerald 

Vizenor perceives an artist in the trope of the Chinese magic monkey and as a result, 

several mind monkeys in his own monkey novel are also artists with an imagination at 

odds with the stifling realities. Once an imaginative artist and a mischievious monkey 
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become bewitchingly interchangeable, boundaries of genres and forms and tradistions 

begin to lose their regulatory powers. The fantasies that Maxine Kingston have generated 

in the fascinating relations between the magic monkey and a rebellious artist offer her 

and her protagonist Ah Sing the freedom to move in both ways: to subscribe to Kerouac's 

Beat's descriptions to the point of surpassing them, or to deviate from them to the point 

of making obvious parodies of them. In a word, the image a fantastic monkey makes Ah 

Sing a typical hippie and a parody of hippies at the same time. 

That Wittman Ah Sing pursues a romance at the beginning of the novel, fights 

with the rich old men for the fancy of pretty girls, and talks almost like a windbag, 

instead of working hard into a profession inside the "military-industrial-educational" 

complex, casts him effectively in the image of a monkey. His thematic declaration that "I 

am really: the present-day U.S.A. incarnation of the King of the Monkeys" in the first 

chapter comes out actually with the aid of a cluster of monkey images. Walking past the 

zoo, he remembers a monkey that caught a flying pigeon and tore it up (6); his boyhood 

gives him memories of putting on a costume that was made of the America national flag 

and came "off of a circus monkey or a sfreet dancing monkey" (16). And he possesses a 

theatric trank "big enough to hold all the costumes for the seventy-two fransformations of 

the King of the Monkeys in a long ran of The Journey to the West in its entirety" (29). 

He reads one of his poems to Nanci about a window-washing poet climbing over the edge 

of a skyscraper like a monkey eager to catch the fancy of girls in the typing pool while in 

danger of losing his own life (30). The Chinese beauty Nanci fails to appreciate his 

poems possibly full of dark emofions and slangy expressions. Getting upset by Nanci's 
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unappreciafive remarks. Ah Sing jumps up on top of the desk, squatting there and 

scratching: 

"Monkey see, monkey do?" he said. "Huh? Monkey see, monkey do?" 
which sounds much ugHer if you know Chinese. "Monkey shit, monkey 
belly." " A lot you know," he said. " A lot you know about us monkeys." 
She got up and stood behind her chair. He sprang from the desk onto the 
chair, and from the chair to the mattress, and from the mattress up to the 
desk again, dragging his long arms and heavy knuckles. His head tumed 
from side from side to side like a quick questioning monkey, then slower, 
like an Indian in a squat, waggling his head meaning yes-and-no. He 
picked a flea from behind an ear—is this flea? —or is it the magic pole in 
its toothpick state that the King of the Monkeys keeps hidden behind his 
ear. He bit it. "Monkey see. Monkey do.... (32) 

So he has to declare that he is the present-day American incarnation of Monkey King, a 

declaration that Nanci should keep as a secret, and that would possibly induce the pretty 

girl to say: "Dear monkey. Dear, dear monkey. Poor monkey. Poor dear monkey, 

what's to become of you?" and to "have him eating out of her hand" (33). Yet Nanci 

does not seem to "be the right consoling girl for him." Ah Sing is thus left alone in his 

dingy room, feeling "how fiicked up he is." And thus the writer has to tell the reader "if 

you want to see whether he will get that play up, and how a poor monkey makes living so 

he can afford to spend the weekday afternoon drinking coffee and hanging out, go on to 

the next chapter" (35). 

Ah Sing as a fantastic monkey and Ah Sing as a San Francisco hippie are not at 

all two separate identities—either in a psychological or in an artistic sense; rather they are 

different tones of the same piece of music, subtly distinct and gravitating into each other 

at the same time. Most of the time when he is called monkey, he is acting as a hippie, but 

usually with a descriptive bent on consciousness or wrapped up in fantastic flights of 
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imagination or caught in fits of humor. Riding on the bus to the hippie party at the 

weekend, Ah Sing gets a criticism from a plain Chinese girl, which appears as a hilarious 

mistake: "You ought to develop yourself not only mentally but physically, spiritually, and 

socially.... Go out for sports. Go out on dates.... That's what is wrong with Chinese 

boys. Shallow lives" (75). Does the arch monster-vanquisher need to Hft weights in a 

gym's room? Does an immortal with the name Waking-to-Vacuity need a mortal to tell 

him how to become spiritual and social? Amusingly, Ah Sing has done and will do much 

more than the Chinese American girl's expectations of the Chinese American boys. He 

has just tried his luck with a Chinese beauty, and has just set a toy monkey on top of a 

Barbie doll. He will talk about his pom show at the party and regret that he has not made 

it bigger—"a flock of monkeys and a frain of Barbies, in her housewife outfit, in her 

night-out formal, in her apres ski, in her Malibu swimsuit, and the monkeys swooping 

down and up and away in the evil flock in The Wizard ofOz" (84). He has developed 

himself so much to the point of being demonic, to the point of being blasphemous to the 

deified symbol of a commercial society, and to the point of adjoining Monkey King's 

fame in crashing the birthday party of the Queen Mother.' 

A hippie party is set in the middle of the novel with a surprising abundance of 

fantasies or monkey fantasies, although the term monkey does not pop up so frequently 

as one might expect. At the beginning of the party, Ah Sing tells of his pom show at the 

toy department. Another Chinese American hippie named Charley gives a detailed 

account of the movie based on the classic fantasy The Saragossa Manuscript, "a story 

^ The mother of the Jade Emperor who is the ruler of the imiverse according to Taoism. 
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inside story inside a story inside story inside story," its complexity leading to the menfion 

of the / Ching, the Chinese classic on changes and transmutafions (100-03). After much 

hippie-style chit-chat, observing, circulating, and fantasizing with a blank TV screen. Ah 

Monkey begins to dance: 

Wittman was getting used to things, yeah, his feet in step, the old bod 
bopping okay, and his monkey mind going along. His heart was beafing 
with the bass. Go with it. If you fight it, you will shoot off on a long slow 
bad frip all by yourself, untethered like Destination Moon. He went 
monkeying around the room, fancy feet making intricate moves, 
mulfiplexed by the light. (109-10) 

Could it be possible that Maxine Hong Kingston's sprawling, amazingly detailed, 

vivid, and exuberant—seventy-page long—descriptions of the hippie party are a 

conscious act of overshadowing Jack Kerouac's seminal portrayal of the Beatniks where 

parties are often described with brevity? Viewed in comparison, the Beatniks in 

Kerouac's On the Road are like wandering wolves, running with their super-kinetics in a 

flux of events not well-cormected through well-designed plots; Kingston's San Francisco 

hippies are more like mind monkeys fantasizing with the world and their minds all the 

way through the narrative. The intricacy and attractive length of Kingston's hippie party 

appear to have resulted from workings of four factors: hippie actions, small talks, lengthy 

tales and stories, and streaming fantasies, with the last two factors unseen in Kerouac's 

Beatnik parties. Ah Sing's imagination is super-active; he fantasizes with words, the 

movie, the blank screen of TV, dance and music, and the hot wind that appears as him as 

"a flock of dragons flying through the house" (104). Ah Sing tells about his theatric plan 

of putting on the stage the Chinese war and bandit tales, and of course also the stories of 
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Monkey King. Yet he is not the only teller of lengthy stories and tales; Charley gives a 

detailed account of The Saragossa Manuscript, Lance recounts his intricate fantasy of 

raising foxes in a Califomian farm, to the great envy of Ah Sing (125-26). 

Kingston's hippie party ends with Ah Sing and Tana's eagerness to further know 

each other in bed. While a sexual American monkey and an asexual Chinese monkey 

constitute an amusing contrast, it should be mentioned that sex is not at all presented with 

disgust in The Journey to the West. Whereas the writer of the Chinese classic guards the 

prime male energy of Hsuan Tsang or Tripitika against all those sexual temptations and 

lustful female monsters, he fantasizes repeatedly with the greedy sexual appetite of Piggy 

all the way through the narrative. Actually Monkey King used to be a womanizer in 

Yuan plays prior to The Journey to the West. For the second time. Ah Sing declares 

before a pretty woman that he is indeed a monkey, when Tana sees his picture in the 

costiune of an opera monkey and asks: "Are you supposed to be a monkey?" (191). Then 

Ah Sing and Tana drive to see his parents, the two "free spirits" that have conceived Ah 

Sing as a free spirit. His mother nicknamed Ruby Long legs used to be vigorous 

entertainer as a dancer and his father nicknamed Zeppelin is still vigorous enough to fuss 

with a restaurant manager over a piece of lemon. 

With a victory in romance. Ah Sing now confidently goes about his theatric plan 

so that a new Chinese community could emerge on the basis of theatric arts. His monkey 

energy and antics avail him of the access to an auditorium and infuse enthusiasm into 

many Americans—Chinese, old and young, Japanese, Latinos, and whites, all of them 

agreeing to perform in his vaudeville (253-277). Monkey King's bet with Buddha and 
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urinafing on Buddha's finger as a mark of his magic somersault are, no doubt, part of the 

vaudeville. His long monologue or one-man show as the end of the vaudeville drives 

away part of the audience, and actually displeases some readers for its obvious ethnic 

politics or for its breach of the literary decoram that disallows any overt indulgence in 

politics. Yet the question is: Could a monkey care for the literary decoram and take it as 

a cork to stop the venting of his own seething sentiments against the racial prejudice that 

blinds people to the artistic creativity of Chinese or Asian Americans? The clanging and 

banging of the vaudeville is deceiving in more than one sense. They may have presented 

war or muscular heroism in glory and fullness so that the audience fails to see that those 

heroes are at last losers; or they are actually making ftm of those war heroes without the 

audience's realization; or they are community-building as well entertaining. If Wittman 

Ah Sing could hope to tum people into pacifists through the plays of fantasies and war 

heroes, why couldn't he hope to use ethnic politics to open people's eyes to the arts and 

imagination of Chinese or Asian Americans? "He was having a good time," despite the 

loss of some viewers and readers; he has become all the dearer to the writer and to many 

viewers and readers who imderstand well his monkey mentality, fantasy, and energy: 

The clanging and banging fooled us, but now we know— t̂hey lost. 
Studying the mightiest war epic of all time, Wittman changed—^beeen!— 
into a pacifist. Dear American monkey, don't be afraid. Here, let us 
tweak your ear, and kiss your other ear. (340) 

Songs, Poetry, and Rough Jokes 

Somewhere in the earlier part of Kerouac's On the Road, Sal, a writer and the 

narrator claims that all his fiiends are "intellectuals"—either lovers of philosophy and 
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arts or avid readers of The New Yorker, except Dean whose interest in books has not at all 

become a habit as a form of intellectualness (10). His friend Rollo Greb in New York has 

"two libraries—two rooms loaded from floor to ceiling around all four walls," and has an 

inexpressible ecstasy and excitement about life (127). His friend Old Bull Lee in New 

Orleans has "spent all his time learning" and experienced life in a variety of places in and 

out of the States (143). Strangely enough, hardly could the reader encounter a quoted 

line of prose or poetry in On the Road, although the Beats have had to talk a lot about 

literature and philosophy and arts. As an improvement, a few quotes from Buddhist sutias 

and some poefic lines by a Chinese Buddhist Han Shan appear in Kerouac's Dharma 

Bums; but they are still far from adequate to do justice to Kerouac's own intention to 

reveal a new life-style for the Americans. If Kerouac's attenfion to the Beats' madness 

and love of movement in some of his novels has helped pioneer the receding of plots as a 

postmodem novelistic feature, it also has unfortunately trancated the Beats' 

intellectuality and imagination. 

Maxine Kingston's profound interest in hippies' love of books and arts manifests 

itself in a plethora of quotes in addition to almost ubiquitous literary, artistic allusions, 

and in addition to lengthy talk-stories culled from other texts and sources. About ten 

songs, six poems are quoted throughout the novel." Songs and poetry add to the 

romantic and artistic dimensions of the protagonist and other characters in the novel, 

contribute to the rhythms of the prose, and blend smoothly with fantasies. The rough 

* Songs are quoted in part on pages: 20, 40, 70, 188,295, and 308; poetry quoted on pages: 65, 69, 112-
114, 125, and 162. 
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jokes and pranks indicate transgressive energies and a free spirit that defies and ridicules 

social conventions and prejudices, and asserts its own vitality through an unstoppable 

voice. 

A song first appears when Ah Sing grabs Nanci Lee's hand, achieves a sudden 

endearment, and walks along North Beach with his dream-giri, making a scene as if 

"craising in the gone Kerouac time of yore." Entitled "Young Man," it is a song 

composed by Mose Allison, urging the American youth to strive for sex and love in a 

rather hostile worid where the old men have got all the money (20). So Ah Sing is 

striving to capture the fancy of this Chinese beauty in defiance of his poverty and his 

possible failure to stir up stars in Nanci's eyes by talking stories. He just moves on with 

perseverance and a gleefiil mind, and also a new strategy of physical touch and poetry-

reading in his dingy room. Actually the song reminds the reader of those Hollywood 

films where there is always nice music or songs accompanying a lad's gleeful efforts that 

culminate in taking his dream-girl's hand and walking across a most idyllic or charming 

part of the scene. Yet the humor is that Ah Sing's taking Nanci's hand is only a forced 

endearment, which soon tums into a farce in Nanci's gleeful conversation with other 

young men in the bookstore and then collapses when Nanci gets scared off by Ah Sing's 

monkey antics. "Don't Get Scared," with its lyrics by Jon Hendricks and music by Stan 

Getz, flows in when Ah Sing is deep in his imagination of an artistic and care-free world 

that is sustained on music, stories and rough jokes, and when he is aware of the tough 

competition a would-be writer has to face: 

When you see danger facing you, 
little boy, don't get scared. 
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When you see danger facing you, 
little boy, don't you get scared. 

When you see danger facing you, 
little fellow, don't get yellow, 
and blu-u-e. (40) 

The themes of romance and heroism re-appear as the lines unfold to create an 

image of monkey that is both heroic and clownish. Heroism is needed at various fronts— 

the fight with the racial prejudice, the fight with commercialism hostile to a would-be 

artist, the fight with the militarism abroad, the fight with the rich old men for the fancy of 

pretty girls, and the fight with the misreading critics. Yet such a fight had better be 

carried out in a matrix of pranks, fantasies, and verbal spectacles in a postmodem era 

where the social, ideological, and artistic complexities have rendered self-righteousness 

and single mindedness obsolete. The acoustic effects of West Side Story that Ah Sing 

watches at Fox after he has lost the job are made clear in the line—"Then a thunder-

clapping pleasure—the movie started with simultaneous blasts of Technicolor and 

homs," and in the quoted lyrics from "Jet Song," " America," and " Maria" (70). 

Kingston also quotes "Oklahoma!" and "People Will Say We're in Love" to indicate the 

unquenchable artistic yearning among old folks like Ah Sing's mom and her fiiends who 

used to be enthusiastic entertainers in show business and work hard to get money for 

China's anti-Japanese war (188). When those old women are presented as lovers of 

music and arts and enthusiastic participants in Ah Sing's project of reviving Chinese 

theaters, the theme of the Beats' love of life and arts subtly metamorphoses into one of all 

humanity's love of life and arts. 
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As the quoted songs or music, the quoted poetry also plays an important role in 

Kingston's generic weaving. Two poems by Robert Service and one by Kerouac are 

quoted at length in Tripmaster Monkey, in addition to a brief quote of a poem by Peter 

Orlovsky. The superbly etched out romance of Ah Sing and Tana is initiated in Tana's 

reciting "The Shooting of Dan McGrew" and "The Men Who Don't Fit in," two poems 

by Robert Service at the hippie party. Tana's thrilling signals of love. Ah Sing's 

awareness of Tana's sweet voice and graceful contour, and the visions, emotions aroused 

in the unfolding poetic lines, work together into a graceful and rather rhapsodic vortex of 

love as cenfral to the narrative's plot progress (112-114). The effect of the quoted poetry 

is subtly multileveled, because the quoted poetic lines proclaim the spirit of the Beats and 

the psychic continuity of humanity's yeaming for freedom throughout history at the same 

time: "He's a rolling stone, and it's bred in the bone; / He's the man who won't fit in." 

Anyhow, the strand of heroism is again reinforced in accordance with the spirit of 

Monkey King and the necessity of fights needed at various fronts. 

However, poetry also shows itself as a powerful undercurrent in the protagonist's 

name—Wittman Ah Sing, in the protagonist as a poet reading his works as part of his 

romantic pursuits, and in several chapter titles derived from Walt Whitman's poetry. The 

protagonist's first name Wittinan given by his father after the American soul poet Walt 

Whitman and his boyhood name Ah Sing point to Walt Whitman's thematic poem "Song 

of Myself' in Leaves Of Grass and "One's-Self I Sing," the first poem in Leaves of 

Grass. Three chapter titles "Trippers and Askers," "Linguistics and Contenders," and "A 

Song for Occupations" come directly from Whitman's poems, with the first two from the 
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fourth stanza of "Song of Myself," possibly intended to indicate an observing soul and to 

remind the reader of Whitman's line—"Clear and sweet is my soul, and clear and sweet 

is all that is not my soul." 

Kingston's novelistic agenda of ethnic politics naturally seems the continuafion of 

Whitman's great poetic agenda of democracy that sings of gender equality, and sings of 

body as well as soul. Actually Kingston and Whitman seem to share the view of generic 

styles that disregard literary conventions and that takes the immense life in its broadest 

sense and plunges into "passion, pulse, power," pleasures, and fantasies. It is unknown 

whether or not Kingston knows about Whitman's hate of the anti-Asian immigration 

laws; anyhow Kingston appears to be sure that Whitman would be happy to see anyone 

advance his broad and poetic democracy into ethnic equality for immigrants in the States, 

because he is a great champion of equal rights for African Americans. ^ Ah Sing says a 

mantra at Coit Tower that gives him a view of San Francisco bridges, dragon-like streets, 

seashores, and islands where his ancestors might have stayed, and a view of history and 

geography and his identity as a descendent of immigrants; his mantra comes from the 

definitely right source as it is one of Whitman's poems entitled "Facing West from 

California's Shores": 

Facing west from California's shores. 
Inquiring, tireless, seeking what is yet unfound, 
I, a child, very old, over waves, towards the house 

Of matemity, the land of migrations, look afar. 
Look off the shores of my Westem sea, the circle 

Almost circled.... (162) 

^ For Wah Whitman's hate of anti-Chinese sentiments, see Xilao Li's "Whitman and Ethnicity," Walt 
Whitman ofMickle Street, ed. Geoffrey Sill (Knoxville, Tenn: University of Tennessee Press, 1994), 109-
22. 
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Wittman Ah Sing as a fantastic monkey and typical San Francisco hippie needs 

music, poetry, love, parties, superb physicality and sexuality, and also freedom to speak 

slang, tabooed words, and to crack rough jokes. In tandem with an amazing intensity of 

hippie and minority slangy expressions, rough jokes also play a role in Kingston's 

generic weaving and in constracting an American Monkey King. The whole beginning 

of the novel is a kind of a joke: Ah Sing's playful suicidal attempt for the sheer sake of a 

fantastic image of death—flying pieces of his head in the scattered universe, his making 

fun of those leaping off the Golden Gate, and his reminiscence of an old couple's 

shooting into each other's mouth only to have to "have the bullets prized out of their 

ears" (3-4). Death-jokes are also part of the beginning of his talks with the beautifiil 

Nanci; he tells her of his feelings about the natural-history museum and pleads that no 

mortician would knead him into a smile when dead as treating him as specimens of the 

animals or stuffed birds (11). Then a big joke comes from a Doc Woo, or a Chinese 

charlatan, who promoted sales of his stuff by just shouting: "Breathe in deep. Free whiff. 

Drop three drops—four too muchee, I warn you—into your lady's goblet, and she be you 

own lady. Make who you love love you back. Hold you trae love trae to you. 

Guarantee! Guarantee!" (14). The next one talked out in Ah Sing's imagination is also 

sexual: a scientist making his sperm addictive with opium and mushrooms and then 

becoming greatly concerned about whether the giri loves himself or the sperm (40). 

Therefore death and sex or love that should be taken seriously in the cultures pervaded by 

Christianity and Confucianism are treated lightly and humorously amidst the novel's 

ever-present gestures of fantasy and subversion. 
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Some scatological jokes are told by people other than the protagonist. The writer 

describes part of Ah Sing's second day in the novel as his walking in on a woman with an 

unlatched door in the bathroom to receive a sound curse in Chinese and his having to piss 

in the sink (43). The next scatological one is from Ah Sing's friend Lance, who tells the 

party guests that his history of social protest goes back to toilet-training time when he 

took a public dump under the American flag (121). Such a joke really reminds one of 

those kids' scatological rhymes where there is always a gawky image for the listener's 

laugh. There are two more: one told to Ah Sing by an elderiy Chinese woman at the 

government unemployment agency, and the other based on the story of that classic 

China's Monkey King re-told to an audience of several hundred people. To dawdle away 

time while waiting in the long lines, the elderly Chinese woman as a veteran applicant for 

the unemployment benefits tells Ah Sing a story of Ngok Fei, China's legendary war 

hero. To any Chinese who knows Ngok Fei as a paramount patriotic hero, the story 

reveals his skeleton in the closet: he kills a young girl just for her fart in Buddha's 

presence, and he has to be reincarnated as a patriotic hero to escape from the relentless 

pursuit of an angry dragon for his heartless murder (235-36). Finally, Ah Sing tells and 

acts out an episode of Monkey King's tale that is both scatological and fantastic. 

Monkey King makes a bet with the almighty Buddha after he has brought a havoc into 

heaven; he jumps off thousands of miles into the Five Phase Mountain and pisses onto 

one of the five giant rocks as the imprint of his magic somersault, only to find on his 

return that he has just pissed on one of Buddha's fingers. Those rough jokes—either 

making fun of death or sex or excrements—add to hippies' antics, their rebellious 
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behavior, and their voices. Yet such rough and jocular voices, like hippies' music and 

poetry, are only one aspect of hippies' language and mentality and thus work as one of 

the muhiple tones of a music work or a painting. They work together with music and 

poetry to enrich the fantasies and to deepen the thematic significance of the novel. 

Talk-Stories and Plays 

In his discussions of the four strands of postmodem narrative—^historical, 

philosophical, ideological, and textual, John Mepham casts his doubts on the validity of 

the fourth one as traly postmodem. Mepham's reason is that textual or intertextual 

sfrategies that appear as the self-conscious choices to constract a plurality of worlds 

"have a long history in both literary and philosophical ficfions, and it is difficult to 

sustain the idea that they are characterisfically 'postmodern'" (138). Generic weaving is, 

of course, not a typically new phenomenon in twentieth-century westem literature; 

Shakespeare's plays, for instance, contain marked cases of generic weaving—Greek and 

European theatric traditions blending remarkably with the British theatric and literary 

fraditions, and fragedies, comedies, and historical plays going into each other often to the 

extent of collapsing the generic distinction between them. Agreeing partially with John 

Mepham's caution against labeling textual sfrategies and generic weaving as postmodem, 

a critic could make an argument that generic weaving is postmodem when it reaches a 

critical level or it has gone so far as to be deconstractive to some basic assumptions of 

Renaissance and modem literatures. The generic weaving in Kingston's novel does not 

lead to the receding of plots nor distortion of fime sequence; the protagonist's project of 

staging Chinese plays or vaudeville in San Francisco's Chinatown constitutes a dominant 
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thread of plots that unfolds in a natural temporal sequence. Kingston's generic weaving 

has reached the critical level of becoming postmodem in that its often jocular polyglot 

makes a huge mockery of the classic notion of unity, its ever-present fantasies stand in 

opposition to the modem novelistic paradigm of objective observations, and no single 

genre in the narrative could stand as dominant to subject other genres to its command. 

The seeming dominance of Kingston's talk-stories in the novel is undercut by a 

few elements. First, quite a few talk-stories are just a talking of plays, the two genres 

often coalescing into one. Second, antics, fantasies, and chimerical imagination, though 

often appearing as content of talk-stories, do give a strong impression of a distinct 

genre—the literature of the fantastic. Yet those talk-stories, even though not dominant as 

a genre, are traly essential to making Kingston's novel a postmodem work and to the 

novel's remarkable artistry. They work as the medium for verbal humors and fantasies, 

and appear as a locus for the protagonist's physical and mental life, and as the major 

means to substantiate the themes of racial equality, heroism, and pacifism. 

The center of the first chapter of the novel is Ah Sing's pursuit of the beautiful 

Chinese girl Nanci Lee, a pursuit wrapped up in talks, half of which are about plays that 

deeply interest both. Ah Sing talks about his parents who used to be vigorous 

entertainers, and a Doc Woo who organized an itinerant Chinese singing and dancing 

troop and urged it to show the world the humor and rhythm of the Chinese race. Nanci 

talks about her experience at Hollywood and New York where she was denied a role as 

an oriental because of her pretty appearance so that Ah Sing has to promise her a major 

role in the plays he will write for her. The theme of putting on plays is thus ingeniously 
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set up in a romance and also subtly in the Freudian explanation of men's desire to achieve 

success and fame out of the subterranean libidinous forces. However, Ah Sing has 

already straggled as a playwright with something published in an avant-garde journal 

before his meeting with Nanci, and he has already formed the ambition to stage a series 

of Chinese plays in the San Francisco Chinese Community. The novel's very first few 

pages contain the references to Shakespeare's Hamlet and King Lear and the renowned 

actors who sounded out Shakespearean theatric lines in a thunderous voice. Ah Sing' and 

the writer's reminiscences of Rilke's words on the decline of theaters make plays stand 

out as an integral part of culture or part of human consciousness and thus make the genre 

self-referential (24). One may read an image out of this theatric concern— t̂he possible 

death of theatric arts is like the painful withering of part of human body. The poem Ah 

Sing reads to Nanci concludes with the line: "I vow: I will make of my scaffold, a stage" 

(30). 

However, the lengthy talk-stories begin to unfold in the fourth chapter or in the 

last phase of the hippie party when Ah Sing has won the heart of Tana and also ears of 

those exhausted hippies with his plan of forming a theater company. So he starts with the 

requirement of a fantastic set: 

The curtain for my play will be made of tinsel; lights with blue gels will 
shaft through the very dark house and play on those moving rain-fiinge 
curtains, which represent a waterfall. 1 want to suggest mermaids and 
flashing salmon. Fluke tails flipping in the sun, sequins of water.... (134) 

Numerous details in the first chapter of The Journey to the West are introduced to his 

fellow hippies with modification and magnification, including monkeys' prankish 

tumbling. Monkey King's leaping into the cataract, his training of a monkey army, his 
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yeaming for immortality and a triple-millennial party at the heaven, and his fierce wars 

with the heavenly gods (135-39). 

Then follows Romance of the Three Kingdoms: the three war heroes—Liu Pei, an 

off-spring of the loyal family, Chang Fei, a tough wine-producer and pig-raiser, and 

Gwan Goong, a swordsman who has just killed a despofic official, meet in Chang's peach 

orchard and decide to be sworn in as brothers to die in the same day for the estabhshment 

of a new kingdom (140-41). Ah Sing and other hippies improvise the chapter "Oath in 

the Peach Orchard," proclaiming the sacred friendship in terms of "Gong boy!" "Drink to 

victory!" and "Kanpei!" with the supposed mixed blood in the three cups of wine. Lance 

the Japanese as Liu Pei and a pacifist scoffs at Ah Sing's Chinese heroism all the time 

throughout Ah Sing's talk-stories, mumbling out suggestions of a banquet for the 

enemies, nudity as camouflage, "multitudinous wedding," and civil disobedience. 

Sexual terms also pop up (143). With the image of a Chinese legendary woman warrior 

leading an army to victory. Ah Sing thus concludes his narrative: 

This play is immense. Epic. Our story won't fit in a one-act on a unit set 
of crates and burlap bags. I'm going to bring back to theater the long and 
continuous play that goes on for a week without repeating itself. Because 
hfe is long and continuous... (149) 

Ah Sing again talks about his theatric plan to stage Chinese war stories when he 

goes out next day with his lover Tana for the first diimer, but he is not at all the only 

story-teller in the narrafive. The elderly Chinese woman at the unemployment agency 

tells the story of Ngok Fei who murdered a pretty girl for her fart in Buddha's presence; 

Ah Sing's hippie friend Lance Kamiyama tells his dream-story of fox hunting; his 

grandmother tells the story of a storm-chaser and free-rider who is now her bridegroom; 
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his father tells the story of his fussing with a restaurant manager over lemon pieces; and 

his lover Tana tells the stories of her seducing a lovely young man with the shiny cascade 

of her hair, and of her using diarrhea as excuses for absences and boss's waming her 

against any union-forming intention in the insurance company. For those individuals 

located outside the mainstream society, story-telling is their way of asserting their 

identities and keeping themselves alive, as Ah Sing proudly announces: "Got no money. 

Got no home. Got story" (175). However, story-telling is at the same time a collective 

endeavor to assert the identity of a group. While the stories told by Ah Sing, Tana, and 

Lance indicate the exuberant existence of San Francisco hippies, those told by Ah Sing 

and other Chinese Americans demonstrate a meaningful and vigorous life lived by a 

minority race, interesting and colorful enough for the top-notch artistic captivation. That 

Ah Sing tells Nanci Lee the stories of his birth on the road, of his parents as involved in 

show business, and of Doc Woo who set up a Chinese theater because he thought Chinese 

had rhythm and humor—is not merely to induce romantic stars in Nanci's eyes, but also 

to declare Chinese or Asian Americans as energetic, artistic, and life-pursuing, really 

with a tinge of ethnic politics. That is why Ah Sing or Kingston again seizes the chance 

to tell Tana and the reader in details later in the novel that Ruby Long Legs, Ah Sing's 

mother and her friends used to have a vigorous life as entertainers in show business and 

used to raise money for the anti-Japanese war by means of their energetic arts. 

The grand opening of Ah Sing's serial plays is a display of martial arts, or a 

spectacle that shows the Chinese heroic traditions and gives the writer one more chance 

to display her powerful skills of novelistic description: 
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"Kiai!" The kung fu jocks came off the walls and swung into action, 
chop-socking and barefoot-kicking, and swinging from doorway right side 
up and upside down. They fought through the crowd, flexing feet, 
stretching spines, levitating, bilocating, radiating colors, screaming, 
"Kiai!" They played the good guys, and they play the enemy. Their eyes 
bulged round and red and saw through darkness. A fast finger plucked out 
an eyeball, and no evidence of it remained but a coin~a quarter-in the 
hand. They cracked you up; you could die laughing. A bad guy laughed 
to death. They attacked a fort, represented by the tall table that had had 
fruit on it. "Kiai!" They conquered it with their dexterous feet. (279) 

However, Kung Fu fantasy is quickly utilized to manifest a politics of pacifism in 

Lance's denouncement of the westem war machines: 

Those on the side of the animals and the wind should have won.. .our team 
blew against the cannons, which blasted them to pieces. Bare hands, bare 
feet, the weapons of poor people—bare human bodies lost against 
machines. Why hadn't it worked? Right politics ought to make the body 
bulletproof ...(280) 

After a few fantastic acts that parody the war heroicism of the major characters in 

Romance of the Three Kingdoms, the vaudeville ends with a vociferous Lantern Festival 

centuries ago in China's capital when glittering lanterns, man-made dragons, music, 

fragrant smell of food, pretty girls, and hustle-bustle of life—drive all the people onto the 

sfreets, and when one hundred Kung Fu outlaws slip into the capital to storm the prison to 

rescue their captured leader. The whole theater site is now made part of that ancient 

Lantern Festival with lanterns and fireworks. When the one himdred Kung Fu outlaws 

are storming out of the capital, the whole theater and Chinatown are turning into a 

batfleground engulfed in the yelling of fighters, clanking of the weapons, and cracking of 

fires: 

As in real life, things were happening all over the place. The audience 
looked left, right, up and down, in and about the round, everywhere, the 
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flies, the wings, all the while hearing reports from offstage. Too much 
goings-on, they miss some, okay, like life. (298) 

As in real life, different stories and tales, multifarious fantasies, variegated genres, human 

consciousness in all its shades, phrases, and depths, and heroes, heroines, devils, 

monsters, ghosts—all appear and make interactions in the space of Maxine Kington's 

text, with the reader catching some and missing some, quite okay, like life. People came 

to watch and to act" because what Boleslavsky said is trae: Acting is the life of the 

human soul receiving its birth through art'" (276). 

Rilke's Malte Laurids Brigge and Ah Sing's Consciousness 

Below the surface of the clamorous pell-mell of the vaudeville and the high-

sounding rhetoric of ethnic politics, Kingston has also worked out a continuous and 

subtle line of quiet moments or a serenity of consciousness, which most of the time 

enables the reader to go into the moment-by-moment workings of the protagonist's mind. 

Anne Tyler, one of the rare critics who have noticed the quiet moments in Kingston's 

novel, has failed to address the thematic significance of those quiet moments, although 

she finds them artistically appealing. The quiet moments in Kingston's novel emerge 

from two sources: the writer's depiction of the protagonist's consciousness and mental 

chimeras, and the numerous excerpts from the German writer Rainer Maria Rilke's The 

Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge, a quasi-postmodemist novel preoccupied with a 

young man's mental acfivities and fine observations of life. * Kingston's case-showing 

* Rainer Maria Rilke (1875-1926) is regarded as one of the major predecessors of westem postmodem 
novelistic writings, and his The Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge is noted for anti-traditional arrangement 
of events, superbly sensitive descriptions of consciousness, Gothic elements, and sympathy towards 
women. For discussions of his novel, see Andrea Cervi's "The Composition of Reality," The German 
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and taking snaps of the protagonist's consciousness forms a continuous current of quiet 

moments in parallel with the numerous occasions of loud talk. It is difficult to find in the 

history of English literature another novel that is characteristically rowdy and uniquely 

quiet at the same time, and that has a continuously-flowing consciousness while the 

reader may have an impression of rowdy talks dominating the narrative. Not only do the 

quiet moments of the novel offer a high degree of sincerity to the novel's ultimate theme 

of pacifism, it also vividly indicates a life-style of pacifists who find this world rough, 

raucous, rumpled but also promising, productive, and pretty. 

Consciousness, chimerical imagination, and characters' fine observafions of the 

worid will be explored together with Buddhism in Chapter V of the present dissertafion. 

Since the lines of Rilke's novels appear more than thirty times as quotes in Kingston's 

novel, they form an important part of the generic weaving to help present the 

consciousness of Wittman Ah Sing, an avid reader of Rilke's novehstic study of a young 

man's consciousness.' Several parallels exist between the two youths Malte Brigge and 

Ah Sing as the protagonists, though created apart over a fime span of more than eighty 

years. One parallel of a lonely young writer's consciousness appears when Ah Sing feels 

somewhat dejected as a would-be poet writing far into the night with Brigge's words 

sounding in his ear quite a few times—the first time: "Here 1 sit in my little room, I, 

Brigge, who have grown to be 28 years old and of whom no one knows. I sit here and am 

Novel in the Twentieth Century: Beyond Realism. Ed. David Midgley (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University 
Press, 1993), pp.45-58; Ulf Zimmerman's "Malte Ludens: Humor, Satire, Irony, and Deeper Significance 
in Rilke's Novel," The Germanic Review 68 (1993): 50-59. 

^ For examples, read carefully pages: 8-9, 13, 16, 19, 22, 24, 34, 37, 42-43, 70, 151,164, 184, 193, 250, 
251,272,274, 294, and 305. 
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nothing. And nevertheless this nothing begins to think and think..." (34); the second 

time: "And one has nothing and nobody, and one travels about the worid with a trank and 

a case of books and really without curiosity..." (42), and the third fime, and the fourth 

time: ".... Then suddenly a dull, muffled noise from the other side within the house. 

Someone is climbing the stairs. Coming, coming incessantly..." (43). * What is 

remarkable here is not merely the striking resemblance between the two young 

protagonists striving to be writers, but also Kingston's seducfive skills of generic 

weaving. Most quotes slip in just in italics, so much fittingly reflective of Ah Sing's 

physical and metal states, but also serendipitously deceptive as to the reader's 

expectations of a text. They can be easily taken as Maxine Kingston's own words, and it 

is really unnerving to decide whether these words work as the writer's commentary or the 

silent traces of the prtagonist's mind. In deciphering the semantic connotations couched 

in Maxine Kingston's serendipitous traps of quotatation, the reader could finds a freedom 

and beauty-yearning consciousness artistically abstracted beyond the limits of time and 

history. It is as if Rilke and Brigge, BCingston and Ah Sing speak the same language, 

think the same thought when they are commonly absorbed in an artistic consciousness. 

The second parallel lies in Ah Sing and Malte Brigge's common concem about 

dramatic arts and the fate of theaters. When the beautiful Chinese girl Nanci talks about 

her failure to find a theatric company to have her as an actress, the writer urges Ah Sing 

to use a few fines of Brigge's thought on the decline of theaters as a comfort to his 

* The four quoted passages, altogether twenty-one lines in Kingston's novel, are respectively on the 
pages of 34, 42 and 43 in the 1949 W. W. Norton edition of The Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge, which 
Kingston used for her quotations. 
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beautiful giri (24). And when Ah Sing sits down in the seat of a San Francisco movie 

theater as a jobless loafer, he finds the incurved amphitheater appears as a void and a 

darkened face with a life of expectancy just as may be viewed in the eyes of Brigge (70). 

The novel's last chapter. Ah Sing's one-man show is preceded by Brigge's words so well 

reflecfive of Ah Sing's inner thoughts: "It came to you to be yourself.... Those limp 

doors, those simulated curtains, those objects that had no reverse side, drove you to 

protest. You felt how your heart intensified unceasingly toward an immense reality..." 

(305).' The theme of plays which is essenfial to the novel's general plot and the theme 

of consciousness, which often becomes inundated in the characters' rowdy talk, coalesce 

here subtly into each other by way of intertextuality. Yet it is also where Ah Sing differs 

from Brigge who never steps onto a theatric stage and differs from Kerouac's Beats 

whose characters find it hard to speak out their thought through other people's words. 

The parallel also arises concerning love. Ah Sing's secret wish that Nanci would 

find the magazine in which he has published a play is couched m Brigge's moving lines 

of love: 

Girls in my native land. May the loveliest of you on an aftemoon in 
summer in the darkened library find herself the little book.... May she 
take the cooling, glossy volume out with her into the murmurous orchard, 
or yonder to the phlox, in whose oversweet fragrance there lies a sediment 
of sheer sweetness. (22) 

Brigge's words well up again when Ah Sing's mother wams him against being a good-

for-nothing hippie: "It will be difficult to persuade me that the story of the Prodigal Son 

' Those quoted passages of Brigge's remarks on the decline of theatrical arts, appearance of a theater, 
and the role of actors, altogether twenty-seven lines in Kingston's novel, arc respectively on pages 196, 
195, and 197 in the 1949 W. W. Norton edition of The Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge. 
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is not the legend of him who did not want to be loved.... But when he wandered about 

outside all day and did not even want to have the dogs along..." (184). '" Margit 

Wogowitsch characterizes the role of excerpts from the German writer Rilke's novel in 

Kingston's work in two ways: "to emphasize Wittman's state of mind" and to reveal 

"Wittinan's existential dilemma" (61, 97). For Wogowitsch, Rilke's protagonist Make 

Laurids Brigge is all the time in the crisis of self-identity and even in the shadow of 

death. Whereas this may be partly trae, the thematic center of Rilke's novel is more 

possibly the growth of the young Brigge's consciousness. Identity crisis and the shadow 

of death, which seem far from becoming ever-present issues in Rilke's novel, could be 

there as only part of Brigge's consciousness. It is so natural for an active consciousness 

to examine the meaning of life and society and to look at death in all its facets. In the 

second page of Rilke's novel, the protagonist realizes that "I have an inner self of which 1 

was ignorant. Everything goes thither now..." (15). At the end of Rilke's novel, the 

protagonist seems to have achieved a revelation by staying focused on his ovra 

consciousness: 

The accidents of fate, which men hold important, had long ago deserted 
him, but now even whatever of pleasure and pain were necessary lost their 
spicy by-taste and become pure and nourishing for him. From the roots of 
his bemg developed the sturdy, evergreen plant of a fertile joy. He 
became wholly engrossed in learning to master what constituted his inner 
life; he wanted to omit nothing, for he did not doubt that his love was in 
all this and growing. (215) 

'" The original is on the pages 200 and 210 of the 1949 W. W. Norton edition of of The Notebooks of 
Malte Laurids Brigge. 
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Wittman Ah Sing's robust movements, kinetic gestures, animated talks, and ever-

present fantasies make it very hard to visualize him obsessed with an existential dilemma. 

Indeed, as an Asian American, he is marginalized from the mainstream culture of whites, 

yet he never has doubts of his own identity, though it is often ignored or misconceived by 

others. Such an act of ignoring or misconceiving his identity indicates for him the flaws 

in the identity of those who ignore and misconceive with their brains tightly sewn with 

paranoia. In a sense. Ah Sing is a combination of Kerouac's kinetic and talkative hippie 

and Rilke's self-conscious Brigge. Yet it is a combination intimately inftised with 

Kingston's monkey fantasies and heavily colored with a mission of pacifism, both of 

which may have a close link with the writer's behef in Buddhism, or possibly her 

familiarity with some famous lines in The Heart Sutra, highly benign to intertextuaUty 

and interweavmg of genres: 

Form has no fixed form; / Thus form is emptiness. / Emptiness had no 
fixed emptiness; / Thus emptiness is form. / The knowledge of emptiness 
is not emptiness; / The knowledge of form is not form.... {ConzG,Buddhist 
Scriptures 162-63) 
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CHAPTER 111 

TRIPMASTER MONKEY AND THE CHINESE NARRATIVE 

RHETORIC OF TALK-STORIES 

The stories within the book are based mostly on my past 
experiences as a child living with my parents in Stockton, 
California. They operated a laundry in the downtown area, and 
while growing up, 1 was constantly listening to them and my 
relatives talk-story. Their recollection of myths, fables and 
Chinese history turned out to be amazingly accurate. (Maxine 
Kingston, Conversations with Maxine Hong Kingston 2 ) 

Traditional Chinese fiction is mainly the preserve of the oral and 
vernacular literatures.... Dating from T'ang times and clearly 
intended for oral performance, they included both Buddhist 
religious tales and secular pieces about emperors, scholars, 
generals, ministers, and commoners. (Yang, Li, and Mao, Classic 
Chinese Fiction 29) 

Chinese Talk-Stories as the Narrative Rhetoric 

A flurry of literary Maxine Hong Kingston studies have identified talk-stories or 

Chinese talk-stories as central to the artistry and substance of her literary works, 

especially of her two non-fictions. ' However, these studies, largely relying on content, 

metaphors, and conceptual processes, lack solid linguistic and generic evidences to 

demonstrate directly the Chinese influence or features utilized as the essential narrative 

strategies. The two begiiming paragraphs in Lourdes G. Banez's "The Talk Stories: 

' See, for example, Suzanne Juhasz, "Maxine Hong Kingston: Narrative Technique & Female Identity"; 
Lourdes G. Banez, "The Talk Stories: Maxine Hong Kingston's Narrative Technique in the Tripmaster 
Monkey"; Timothy D. Adams, "Talking Stories/Telling Lies in The Woman Warrior"; Sidonie Smith, 
"Filiality and Woman's Autobiographical Storytelling"; King-Kok Cheung, "Talk Story: Counter-Memory 
in Maxine Hong Kingston's China Men"; Margit Wogowitsch, Narrative Strategies and Multicultural 
Identity: Maxine Hong Kingston in Context. 
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Maxine Hong Kingston's Narrafive Techniques in The Tripmaster Monkey," for example, 

label the Chinese content as the Chinese narrative technique without making any caveats: 

Maxine Hong Kingston in The Tripmaster Monkey: His Fake Book her 
first work of ficfion, uses a narrative technique of dreams and stories to 
relate the story of the Asian-American in the Sixties. Kingston uses the 
same technique in transcending the conventional autobiography in Woman 
Warrior (1976) and adds the use of the monkey and the fake book to 
weave the thread of life of Wittman Ah Sing in The Tripmaster Monkey. 

Kingston's first book. Woman Warrior, uses the narrative 
technique of the talk story in transcending the convenfions of genre.... 
Kingston writes of her girihood peopled by the recitation of stories and 
dreams. Woman Warrior is a new kind of biography in the sense that the 
author uses a narrative strategy that is circular and makes use of dreams 
and stories. In telling us these dreams and stories, Kingston tells us her 
life. (17) 

Except for the phrase "a narrative strategy that is circular," all that Lourdes Banez 

has said about Kingston's talk-story techniques point toward content. To equate the 

weaving of some kinds of the "out-of-place" content into a genre with the use of 

innovative narrative techniques is, of course, a trend in the postmodem literary criticism 

that nearly collapses the distinction between content and form. The sequential and 

hierarchical arrangements of conceptual and aesthetic elements, and cross-generic 

movements, together with perspectives and points of view, are typically narrative 

strategies. What makes them different in the postmodem criticism from their status in the 

modem criticism is that the narrative strategies, no longer merely formal qualities 

selected or created for thematic content, are themselves vehicles of thematic content; in 

other words, a great part of content is couched in the authors' arrangements of conceptual 

and aesthetic elements, and in their adoption of particular points of view and perspective. 

To address the narrative strategies is thus to address the essential thematic dimensions of 
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literary works, as indicated in the very titles of critical works by Suzanne Juhasz, King-

Kok Cheung, and Margit Wogowitsch, the titles pairing what they have discerned as the 

narrafive sfrategies with what they have understood as the thematic content of Kingston's 

works. For King-Kok Cheung, Kingston's narrafive strategies or methods in China Men 

are "talk-story" that shows its face in "rewriting ancient tales, presenting competing 

versions of the past, and blending fantasy and reality" ("Talk Story" 23). For Suzanne 

Juhasz, the movements of the narrative focus toward and away from the mother in The 

Woman Warrior, and consistently toward the father but with the repeated diffusion into 

generalization and idealization in China Men define the narrative patterns of Kingston's 

two non-fictions (173). Schematically simpler than Cheung's and Juhasz's findings, 

Sarah Gilead's discovery is Kingston's "use of polarized pairs of concepts"—an inner, 

mythic entity versus a stable, socialized entity—"to stracture the narrative and to 

generate its key metaphors and images" (43). Clearly, Cheung, Juhasz, and Gilead have 

regarded Kingston's conceptual processes, rather than anything linguistic or generic, as 

the organizing and heuristic mechanisms in Kingston's works. Such a non-technical 

rendering of the narrative techniques leads to a question: Could such characterization of 

the narrative strategies or techniques prevent critics from exploring the linguistic 

dimensions of the narrative techniques such as style, the writer's voice, concrete 

metaphors and images, generic traditions, and intertextual influences? 

Unlike Lourdes Banez, Suzanne Juhasz appears aware of the mischief of the term 

"narrative technique" in the present literary criticism, and she has indeed described the 

linguistic qualities of Kingston's The Woman Warrior twice in her study, though quite 
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brief: the importance of talking and of who is talking (175), and "the matter-of-fact tone 

and declarative sentences that permit the speaker a fluid interchange between fact and 

fantasy, reportage and poetry" (177). As a study with friadic aim—to discover 

Kingston's narrative strategies, to generalize the themes of Kingston's works in terms of 

multicultural identity, and to relate Kingston's works to traditions of American ethnic 

literature, Margit Wogowitsch's book on Kingston's three major literary works has nicely 

emphasized commentary as the major narrative strategy in Kingston's The Woman 

Warrior and China Men (10-29, 36-38, 44-48). However, at two essenfial points 

Wogowitsch's study has failed to operate on a remarkable level. It fails to demonstrate 

the Chinese influence in Kingston's use of commentary in The Woman Warrior and 

China Men, and it unfortunately gives up the notion of commentary and reverses to the 

notion of tone for a brief description of the writer's intrusive voice (53-54). Viewing 

talk-stories as an important aspect in Chinese American literature, Sau-ling Wong thus 

comments on studies made in this area: "Despite the efforts of scholars such as Marlon K. 

Hom, the oral tradition among Chinese Americans is, by and large, under-researched and 

ill-understood" ("Chinese American Literature" 41). 

In the postmodem discourse of westem literary criticism, a blending of two or 

more different genres tends to be addressed in terms of how the previously segregated 

conceptual and aesthetic components enhance each other, rather than how the once 

segregated formalistic or generic features come together, possibly because the linguistic 

and discursive features involved in this generic blending may be already familiar to the 

western critics, thus somewhat uimecessary to be fully examined anew. However, the 
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tacit knowledge of most western critics will be no longer effective when it comes to the 

linguistic and generic underpinnings in the non-westem texts or sources. In such a case, 

a carefiil explanation becomes necessary. Whereas critics without expertise in Chinese 

culture and literature can be excused for their failure to discem solid linguistic and 

generic evidences for Kingston's employment of Chinese talk-stories, the continued 

failure of those critics with some knowledge of Chinese culture or literature in this 

respect is a surprise. However, such a failure turns much less surprising if one realizes 

that the linguistic and generic evidences of Chinese talk-stories are rendered almost 

invisible and inaudible in the process of Kingston's translating the Chinese sources into 

the beautiful prose of English, though somewhat whh an evasive Chinese accent, which 

seems unfortunately to be all that one could point to as linguistic evidence. 

Kingston herself is somewhat ambivalent about the impact of the Chinese 

influence on her Tripmaster Monkey. On the one hand she wants it to be much more 

authentically American than her two non-fictions The Woman Warrior and China Men: 

In Tripmaster Monkey, 1 work a lot more with American rhythms, and 
directly with American language that 1 usually speak, that my friends 
speak, and that is around me. And when 1 wrote The Woman Warrior and 
China Men, as look back on it, 1 was trying to find an American language 
that would translate the speech of the people who are living their lives 
with the Chinese language. They carry on their adventures and their 
emotional life and everything in Chinese. 1 had to find a way to translate 
all that into a graceful American language. Which is my language. But, 
after 1 finished, I started thinking, I'm missing a lot.... 1 haven't had a 
chance to play with this language that 1 speak, this modem American 
language—which 1 love. 1 already finished writing all those Chinese 
rhythms. So 1 was trying to write a book with American rhythms. This is 
what Tripmaster Monkey is, too. I can let Wittman talk. 1 love that 
language of the Sixties, the slang of the Sixfies.... {Converstaions with 
Maxine Hong Kingston 100) 
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How much Chinese influence has evanesced in this denial? Anyone who has read 

Tripmaster Monkey with care will admit the textual prominence of the Chinese sources in 

Maxine Kingston's novel. With Kingston's protagonist as the American incamation of 

China's Monkey King, with those glowing and nearly sprawling talk-stories from the 

classic Chinese novels The Journey to the West.. Outlaws of the Marsh, and Romance of 

the Three Kingdoms, and from a few other Chinese sources, a critic could come to the 

idea that Tripmaster Monkey as a fiction offers Kingston a greater chance than her two 

non-fictions to use American language to the greatest extent of beauty and power, and 

Kingston's semi-disavowal of the essential Chinese influences on her novel could be in 

part a gesture of ethnic politics to claim American culture by claiming its language. 

So interviewed in 1986 when she was writing Tripmaster Monkey, Maxine Kingston also 

admits the impact of the Chinese language on her literary projects, when asked for a 

description of her literary style: 

It's the way I talk. It's the way I hear people around me talk. I try to be 
influenced by actual language, and 1 work very hard to tune my ears so 
that 1 can hear language as it is spoken by real people. Now, I've been 
very fortunate in that the people around me speak Chinese and English, 
and then they have this Chinese with an English accent, no English with a 
Chinese accent, and this new vocabulary that they make up that's English 
but it's got all this influence from Chinese language, and 1 try to get that 
power and music in my writing. So sometimes I've said things in Chinese 
and typed in English in order to capture the rhythms. So 1 suppose my 
style has sometimes to do with a Chinese American voice. 
{Converstations with Maxine Hong Kingston 38) 

However, the Chinese influence on Maxine Kingston in the case of her 

Tripmaster Monkey goes much beyond the people around her who speak Chinese. This 

time the Chinese influence comes upon her work through the way in which characters 
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speak in the Chinese classic novels, and perhaps more importantly, through the way in 

which the ancient Chinese writers narrate the stories. The very notion of talk-stories in 

the western literary criticism stands in sharp contiast to the written texts. Yet the history 

of the Chinese novel writing is one heavily based on talk-stories, and heavily built on the 

narrative rhetoric of these talk-stories, unlike the rise of the English novels that seem to 

have had little to do with talk-stories. What one probably faces in reading a classic 

Chinese novel created between the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries is a mixture of the 

"low" genre of folk tales and the "high" genre of a brilliant artist. Such a generafive 

mechanism of the classic Chinese novels drastically different from that of the English 

novels requires a new sensibility that allows the narrative rhetoric of talk-stoies blend 

with an artist's innovative inclinations for intricate plot, thematic depths, and detailed 

descriptions, when a critic gets into the narrative rhetoric of the Chinese novels in the 

contexts of the current westem theories. 

Compatible with Maxine Kingston's determination to be an omniscient narrator in 

her first novel, all the classic Chinese novels are sustained on a rather consistent 

omniscient point of view. ^ Maxine Kingston herself has vigorously insisted that the talk-

stories that have vividly floated around from mouth to mouth in Stockton's small Chinese 

community in the Californian Valley have been the major narrative sources of The 

Woman Warrior and China Men." So the classic Chinese novels have come in to assist at 

^ All the six classic Chinese novels addressed in C. T. Hsia's The Classic Chinese Novel: A Critical 
Introduction (New York: Columbia University Press, 1968) adopt a rather consistent omniscient point of 
view. 

'' See the interviews by Gary Kubota (2), Timothy Pfaff (17), Arturo Islas and Marilyn Yalom (27), and 
Donna Perry (173, 187). 
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least in two ways Kingston's aim to fully tap her artistic capabilities in her first novel: To 

help her continue with the talk-stories and to support her switch to an omniscient point of 

view. Interestingly, Caroline Ong has noficed, whhout recognizing their Chinese origin, 

the subtle artisfic effects of the conventional chapter conclusions—"the chapters end with 

editorial comments"—^the characteristically Chinese way of ending chapters that Maxine 

Kingston has employed in Tripmaster Monkey (286). However, the Chinese narrative 

rhetoric of talk-stories as applied in Tripmaster Monkey goes probably well beyond the 

convenfional technique of ending chapters. As will be shown in the following sections, 

the writer's intrasive voice employed as a major discursive strategy and as prevalent 

commentary goes intimately with the onmiscient point of view in both The Journey to the 

West and Kingston'^' Tripmaster Monkey. 

The Narrative Rhetoric and Writer's Intrusive Voice in The Journey to the West 

When westem critics find that Han Yu (768-824), the prominent ancient Chinese 

writer and adamant advocate of ancient classic Chinese, encourages prose romance in the 

Tang Dynasty (618-907), they should be cautioned that Han Yu means prose romance 

written in ancient classic Chinese, a written language that drastically differs from the 

vemacular. ^ Both Chinese prose and English prose stand as a genre in contrast to poetry; 

yet the ancient Chinese prose is so much detached from the oral language that they are 

almost two different languages with immense lexical and syntacfic disparities. Certainly 

there are also significant differences between English prose and daily spoken English, but 

' For Han Yu's encouragement of the prose romance, see Ch'en Shou-Yi's Chinese Literature: A 
Historical Introduction (New York: The Ronald Press, 1961), p. 279 
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the differences are generally not great enough to make the reading of a romance totally 

unintelligible to an illiterate aduft listener, as in the case of ancient Chinese prose. One 

could argue that some English prose romances may be also totally unintelligible to an 

illiterate aduU when read aloud, as if written in ancient English, yet the point is that at 

least some English prose romances are largely intelligible to an illiterate adult, thus 

greatly filling the gap between the written English and oral English. Then one more thing 

that a critic interested in the Chinese literature should keep in mind is that the Chinese 

written language as an ideographic system generally does not record the syllabic 

sequences in its oral counterpart, a fundamental disparity unseen in the alphabetic 

westem languages. 

All the Confucian classics are written in ancient classic prose, and were standard 

texts for civil examinations for more than one and half millenniums, beginning in the 

sixth-century and continuing well into the end of the nineteenth-century. Obviously it is 

a language that gives a Chinese power, social status, and tools for intellectual and 

aesthetic pursuits. Before the present century, anything that is not written in ancient 

Chinese prose or verse is generally and inherently outside of the Chinese intellectual 

establishment. However, the hegemony of the ancient classic Chinese does not go 

without challenge or linguistic opponents. A written vernacular that resembles the syntax 

and lexicon of the oral language began to appear in the Tang Dynasty (618-907), possibly 

first in the Buddhist texts intended to record and popularize the Buddhist stories as told 

from mouth. These are historically called pien wen, a genre blending profuse poefic lines 
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with vernacular prose." Then the life of this written vernacular found a rich soil of rapid 

growth in tiie story-tellers' prompt-books or scripts in the Sung Dynasty (960-1280). 

When the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) was affluent enough and technically able to 

reproduce the written stories in print for a large literary audience, the written vernacular 

became perpetuated and stood as a powerful alternative for literary creations, although 

still not a prestigious medium to promote one into a government position and work with 

the Confucian establishment. So up to this point of Chinese history, two written Chinese 

languages co-existed in a relation somewhat resembling that between Latin and the 

European vernaculars in the Renaissance period. 

Xiaoshuo, the generic label of Chinese fictions or novels, literally means small 

talks, indicative of its social and intellectual marginality in relation to the established 

ways of poetry-veiling and especially Confucian classics as the serious and weighty 

talks. There exist collections of anecdotes, stories, and fictions before the tenth-century 

in China, yet all of them are written in ancient Chinese and none of them possesses the 

narrative length usually found in the novel, only with the possible exceptions in Buddhist 

stories. The seeds of the earlier Chinese novels are well sown in the Sung Dynasty (960-

1280) in the rise and prosperity of the urban profession of story-telling, which usually 

requires prompt-books or scripts that are called Hua Pen, i.e., texts written in the 

vemacular or daily oral language. ^ 

* See Ch'en Shou-Yi, Chinese Literature: A Historical Introduction (New York: The Roland Press), 182, 
189,323-25,440-41. 

"̂  For the rise of Chinese novels, see "Early Fiction in the Vernacular," in Ch'en Shou-Yi's Chinese 
Literature: A Historical Introduction QMew York: The Ronald Press, 1961); Lu Hsun's A Brief History of 
Chinese Fiction (Beijing, Foreign Languages Press, 1976); Winston L. Y. Yang, Peter Li, and Nathan K. 
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The three classic Chinese novels included in Tripmaster Monkey have their origin 

in talk-stories, and are largely the finest versions of those prompt-books transcribing the 

talk-stories. Resorting to a generic term—the colloquial story—to characterize the eariier 

Chinese fiction, Winston Yang, Peter Li, and Nathan Mao remark in their Classic 

Chinese Fiction that "traditional Chinese fiction is mainly the preserve of the oral and 

vemacular literatures" (29). As a literary tale. The Journey to the West first appears as 

talk-stories as transcribed in the Sung scripts in the twelfth century. Yet its real origin 

dates back to a recorded pilgrimage from China to India by an eminent Buddhist monk 

named Hsuan Tsang in the seventh century. The seventeen-year long pilgrimage in 

search of Buddhist sutras that began in 629 is first recounted in two books both by Hsuan 

Tsang's disciples soon after the joumey. The first literary version of the story for which 

there exists solid documentary evidence appears almost six centuries later in the Sung 

Dynasty in a script called Datang Hsuan Tsang Chujing Shihua (The Poetic Tale of the 

Procurement of Scriptures by Tripitika of the Great Tang). The major characteristics of 

this Sung script version are that monsters, fantasies, and Buddhist miracles are abundant 

in the text, and that Monkey King has replaced Hsuan Tsang as the protagonist in the 

narrative which is unfortunately couched in rigid prose. During this six-century long 

interval, the story of Hsuan Tsang's famous joumey must have worked its way into the 

popular imaginafion, according to some scattered evidence (Yu 6). Between this Sung 

Mao's "Colloquial Story" in Classic Chinese Fiction (Boston, Mass: G. K. Hall, 1978); and Jaroslav 
Prusek's "Urban Centers: The Cradle of Popular Fiction" in Studies in Chinese Literary Genres; ed. Cyril 
Birch (Berkeley, CA: University of Califomia Press, 1974). For the linguistic and narrative or rhetorical 
differences between the stories written in the classic Chinese and those written in vemacular, see Patrick 
Hanan's "The Early Chinese Short Story: A Critical Theory in Outline," in Studies in Chinese Literary 
Genres; ed. Cyril Birch (Berkeley, CA: University of Califomia Press, 1974). 
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script and the novel The Journey to the West, a span of three centuries, no other more 

detailed script versions have survived, yet at least another detailed version could have 

existed, because it is referred to in some documents (Yu 6). Monkey King is a popular 

literary figure in dramas of the Yuan Dynasty (1280-1368); a playwright named Yang 

Jianxian tums the story into a twenty-four scene drama where all the four major 

characters have made their appearance, and Monkey King is a womanizer to cajole his 

lover with stolen dresses and ambrosia from the heaven. 

The Journey to the West as a novel of elaborate fantasies bears important 

similarities to the Sung scripts: many episodes of the narrative begin with a poem, and the 

episode's main body is written in prose with inserts of verse, and with the end using a 

few lines summarizing the episode and asking the audience to continue their interest into 

the next chapter. One of the novel's major narrative features is the intrasive voice of the 

writer who more or less assumes the role of a story-teller in front of a listening audience, 

reminding one of Chaucer's loud narrator in The Canterbury Tales, and of Wayne 

Booth's characterization of the rhetoric of fiction in terms of telling and showing, 

personal and impersonal narrations, or obtrusive and unobtrusive voices. The 

introductory remarks or prologue, the explicit authorial voice trying to maintain the 

suspense of the plot and reader's interest, and the customary phrase asking the audience 

to get into the next chapter indicate the writer's intrasive voice, and more importantly the 

discursive strategies in the classic Chinese novel. Noticing the prominence of the 
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writer's voice and self-referentiality of language in the earlier Chinese fiction, Patrick 

Hanan remarks that: 

The scattered poems, the occasional pretended altercations with the 
audience, the frequent summaries, all serve a similar purpose. It seems as 
if the rhetoric of the vemacular fiction deliberately call attention to 
itself.... 

Furthermore, transition from mode to mode is always clearly 
marked, and deliberately so; it strikes the reader like an abrupt change of 
gear. (304) 

Therefore, the issue of how the classic Chinese novels may have helped Maxine 

Kingston maintain the genre of talk-stories and at the same time switch to an omniscient 

point of view has metamorphosed into a somewhat different issue of whether Kingston's 

omniscient point of view in Tripmaster Monkey is accompanied by an intrusive voice of a 

story-teller under the impact of the classic Chinese novels that she has read closely and 

included emphatically into her work. Since an intrusive voice largely implies an 

omniscient point of view, any effort to prove an intrasive voice in Tripmaster Monkey 

under the influence of the Chinese sources is largely equivalent to an effort to prove an 

omniscient point of view in Tripmaster Monkey. The Journey to the West has a more 

intrasive voice of the writer than Outlaws of the Marsh and Romance of the Three 

Kingdoms because of its poetic profusion and verbal humors. Actually The Journey to 

the West may be the most representative of a writer's intrusive voice in the whole of 

world literature, since it is really hard to find a novel with such a remarkable blending of 

profiise verse and verbal folk humor—both employed for commentary. Obviously poefry 

and verbal jests foreground language as the reader's attention moves through the intricate 

web of thematic and aesthetic elements in a literary text. The assumption for the 
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following comparative analysis with an emphasis on the first chapters of The Journey to 

the West and Tripmaster Monkey is that if the wrher's intrusive voice plays an important 

role in the former to sustain a grand image of a magic monkey, Kingston may have been 

influenced to adopt an intrusive voice in the latter. 

Interestingly, the writer's intrusive voice in The Journey to the West as in other 

earlier Chinese novels appears earlier than the first line of the narrative—it appears as 

commentary in the title of each chapter that indicates for the reader the names of the 

major characters, their actions, emd the significance of their actions, strongly reminiscent 

of the syntactic analogy or story grammar of the European stracturalist narratology that 

highlights protagonist, action, conflict, and resolution as the permanent elements in folk

tales. Three chapter titles, chosen at random from The Journey to the West, read like this: 

"The divine root being conceived, the origin emerges: / The moral nature once cultivated, 

the Great Tao is bom (Chapter One)," "Kuan-yin receives the decree to go up to Ch'ang-

an. / Monk River Float, avenging his parents, repays their kindness (Chapter Eight)," 

"The Old Dragon King, in foolish schemes, transgresses Heaven's decrees; / Prime 

Minister Wei sends a letter to an official of the dead (Chapter Ten)." * The names 

indicated in the titles often involve two different characters or parties, implying conflicts, 

interactions, and relations. The title of the first chapter does not contain Monkey King's 

name, possibly because he has not got a name until the end of the chapter. To further 

convince the westem critics of the commentary role of chapter titles in the earlier Chinese 

* The Journey to the West, an unabridged translated work by Anthony Yu, will be cited throughout the 
dissertation. Arthur Waley's translated work Monkey, also influential in the west, is abridged, leaving out 
most of the poetic lines. 
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novels, six titles are drawn at random from Outlaws of the Marsh and Romance of the 

Three Kingdoms, and read as follows: 

Zhang the Divine Teacher Prays to Dispel a Plague, 
Marshal Hong Releases Demons by Mistake; 

The Tattooed Monk Uproots a Willow Tree, 
Lin Chong Enters White Tiger Inner Sanctum by Mistake; 

Drunk, the Old Bawd Beats Tang the Ox, 
Song Jiang Slays Poxi in a Fit of Anger; 

(Chapters One, Six, and Twenty-one from Outlaws of the Marsh) ' 

Fierce Chang Fei Takes the Sortes by the "Book of Changes," 
Aged Huang Chung Captures a Hill by Stratagem; 

Hsu Fights on the Mien River, 
Kuan Retreats to Maich'eng; 

The Han Soldiers Raid a Camp and Defeat Ts'ao Chen, 
Chuko, in Front of the Array, Shames Ssuma. 

(Chapters Seventy, Seventy-six, and One Hundred from Romance of the Three 
Kingdoms) '° 

All the titles are couplets, a tradition or a linguistic marmerism pervading almost 

all strata of the native Chinese speakers who find their language easy to form couplets 

and rhyme. Such a novelistic convention of couplet titles as commentary is actually a 

tradition passed dowoi from the Chinese talk-stories; the professional story-tellers use it to 

whet the audience's anticipation of the details about which they are likely to speculate 

silently and also a modicum of suspense over the protagonist's capability and fate in the 

ordeal. Since a long narrative can not be finished at one session, the chapter titles work 

effectively to connect chapters into a whole. When they finish a chapter of a story script 

at a session that probably lasts about one or two hours, they announce the title of the next 

' Translated by Sidney Shapiro, hereafter cited throughout the dissertation, (Bloomington, IN: Indiana 
University Press, 1981). 
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chapter as an attraction in order to have a large audience next time. And when they begin 

a new chapter, they usually make a summary of the previous one including its title, so 

that the audience has a context to understand better the new episode of the story. The 

western novels seldom have the chapter fitles similar to those in the earlier Chinese 

novels. When chapter titles appear in a western novel, they tend to be either names of 

characters or names of locations, or at most a vague poetic image far from 

prognosticating the course of events. If the omniscient narrator in the western realistic 

novels works under the premise that realities are out of anyone's control, thus having to 

let the events take their own courses, the onmiscient narrator in the earlier Chinese novels 

somewhat assumes the role of the "reliable commentator" in a position to furnish the 

audience with facts, history, myths, and experience that the audience can not leam easily 

otherwise. " The chapter titles in Maxine Kingston's The Woman Warrior and China 

Men appear to have nothing to do with the influence of the Chinese title-giving 

technique; ironically, the chapter titles in Tripmaster Monkey that Maxine Kingston 

derives from Walt Whitman's poetry such as "Trippers and Asker" and "Linguists and 

Contenders" are closer to Chinese tradition because they help to indicate the nature of the 

characters and give a hint of what may happen in the chapters. 

The Journey to the West begins with a poem reminiscent of the beginnings in the 

Bible and Laoze's classic writing: "Before Chaos divided. Heaven and Earth were 

'° Translated by C. H. Brewitt-Taylor, hereafter cited throughout the dissertation, (Rutland, Vermont: 
CharlesE. Tuttle, 1959). 

" The notion of the reliable commentator comes from Wayne Booth's notion of reliable commentary 
(169). 
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confused; / Formless and void—such matter no man had seen..." (1: 65). A distancing 

effect is immediately created in that a poem customarily signals the writer's voice that 

works either as commentary or to attempt to control the dimension of the reader or 

listener's comprehension, ft is an effort of "manipulafing mood" as named by Wayne 

Booth (200). Such a poetic move at the beginning of a chapter is really hard to find in 

the typical western novels of realism, since the inaugurating verse could give an 

immediate hint that the reader should make some predictions about the emotional 

dimensions of the narrative, and that the narrative may be heavily concerned with itself as 

an artful form, not merely employed as a medium for representing realities—either social 

or psychological. That is partly why verse is scarce even in some of Jane Austen's and 

Henry James's novels that depict "noble minds" fond of literature and arts; realisfic 

novelists want their narratives to take a naturalistic course without intervention from the 

writer and without drawing the reader's attention to poems as an independent entity. 

While the amazing abundance of poems in the first chapter of The Journey to the 

West does contribute to the descriptiveness of the narrative, it is also largely the writer's 

intrasive voice making commentary all the way throughout the chapter. Six poems in the 

chapter are unequivocally commentary: two commenting on his magic feats as perceived 

by normal monkeys, two on his resolution to search for immortality, one on the divinity 

of Monkey's Taoist master Subodhi, and the last one—only two lines—indicating the 

meaning of his newly-obtained Buddhist name. When the magic monkey decides to 

check out what is behind the waterfall, the writer's voice speaks with verve: "Today his 

fame will spread, / His fortune arrives with the time; / Fated to live in this place, / He's 
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sent as King to his palace" (1: 70). The poem commenting on his ascendance to the 

throne of Monkey King in the scenic valley is introduced by a line of prose "There is a 

testimonial poem which says": 

When triple spring mated to produce all things, 
A divine stone monkey was quickened by the sun and moon: 
The egg became a monkey and reached the Great Way. 
A name he had and in elixir success. 
His inward shape form is concealed for it has no form. 
But his outward form is by action plainly known. 
All mankind will be his subject in every age: 
He's called a king and a sage who rules over all. 

(1:72) 

If the abundant poetry is the principal means whereby the writer's voice makes 

itself present and makes commentary in The Journey to the West, the next prominent way 

whereby the writer's voice gets intrusive as part of the discursive strategies is the use of 

phrases and syntax addressing to the audience "we," "you," "look at," "but look!" "we 

talk of...," "This is...," "so it was thus...," '̂  and the use of rhetorical questions. A 

typical chapter employing the syntax "we will talk of..." and the like is Chapter 

Seventeen of Outlaws of the Marsh in order to make switches and connections between 

events and segments of an event. First the writer uses "of that we'll say no more" and 

"we'll talk instead of Yang Zhi" to switch from the minor characters who blame Yang 

Zhi, a major character, to Yang Zhi himself (1: 252). Then the switch from Yang Zhi's 

adventures to those accusing him is again made with the syntax "of them we'll say no 

more" and "we'll talk rather of..." (1: 261). Yang Zhi's former boss Liang sends out 

'̂  In the earlier Chmese novels, "we" is often omitted, because it is obviously there according to the 
context. It is the same case with "you" to a lesser extent. Also the audience is often referred to as "the dear 
reader." 
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two messengers to inform the Premier Cai and his father-in-law of Yang Zhi's 

"conspiracy" with bandits. The story-teller's focus on the messenger to the Premier Cai 

is sustained by saying "we'll not speak of the messenger to Jizhou, but rather of the 

emissary to the Eastern Capital" (1: 261). In this way, the Premier Cai makes one more 

appearance as the arch enemy of those rebellious Robin Hoods in the northem China, and 

a fierce war thus occurs between the Premier Cai's military forces and the uprising 

peasants at the Marsh. 

Since the plots in The Journey to the West appear less complex than those in 

Outlaws of the Marsh and Romance of the Three Kingdoms, the use of the "we'll talk 

of..." syntax tends to be less frequent and less sophisticated. Yet it is still an important 

narrative technique to make switches and connections among events and segments of 

events. Since the plot in the first chapter of The Journey to the West is rather 

straightforward on one plane, it is not a typical chapter with respect to the "we'll talk 

of..." syntax as a discursive strategy for making narrative tums. In the third chapter of 

the novel, the "we'll talk of..." syntax appears three times together with the "look at..." 

phrase functioning to make switches and connections. The chapter opens with "Now we 

were speaking of..." syntax to give a summary of what has happened in the previous 

chapter (1: 100). The switch from Monkey King's magic feat of swirling off weapons 

from an arsenal to the ordinary monkeys' marvel at his magic might is introduced by the 

syntax "we tell you now.. ."(1: 102). With the phrase "we shall tum instead...," the 

writer ushers in the switch from Monkey King's performance of his newly-achieved 

divine power to the lesser gods' charge of his disturbances (1: 112). 
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In a sense, the conventional technique of ending a chapter by asking the reader to 

maintain his or her interest into the next chapter is most typical of the writer's voice 

talking to the reader. The first chapter of The Journey to the West ends like this: "We do 

not know what sort of Taoist cultivation he succeeded in practicing afterward and must 

await the explanation in the next chapter" (1: 82). The first chapter of Outlaws of the 

Marsh begins likewise with a poem and ends very much in the same way—a couplet, a 

rhetorical quesfion, and the request of the reader's interest: "Valiants hide in strongholds, 

/ heroes gather in the marshes. Why? Read our next chapter if you would know" (1: 14). 

Yet, such a conventional way of concluding a chapter is only a typical sign of the 

Chinese narrative rhetoric of talk-stories that has the writer's commenting voice 

throughout the narrative and often appears in the form of commentary. The writer's 

intrasive voice in the form of commentary is also a prominent narrative feature in westem 

novels as observed by Wayne Booth, who gives commentary a broad definition: 

Stage setting, explanation of the meaning of an action, summary of 
thought processes or of events too insignificant to merit being dramatized, 
description of physical events and details whenever such description can 
not spring natiu-ally from a character—^these all occur in many different 
forms. (169) 

Because of its unique nature of talk-stories, the earlier Chinese novels may much 

better demonstrate the use of commentary than the westem novels. In the case of The 

Journey to the West that has so amazing an abundance of interlaced verses to indicate 

"the meaning of an acfion, summary of thought processes..., description of physical 

events and details," the use of commentary is probably more intense than other ancient 

Chinese novels. 
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The Writer's Intrusive Voice and the Narrative Rhetoric in 
Maxine Hong Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey 

Anne Tyler's dislike of Wittman Ah Sing's "manic monologue," or "the rantings 

and ravings and pranks and high jinks" is somewhat a covert dislike of the wrher's 

intrasive voice, for the writer's voice and the protagonist's voice coalesce into one once 

in a while. Anne Tyler remarks that "what keeps us with Tripmaster Monkey (and we do 

stay with it, wholeheartedly) is not the larger-than-life sagas that Wittman finds so 

compelling but the tiny, meticulously catalogued details that fill his quieter moments" 

(284). Yet, the protagonist Wittman Ah Sing's quieter moments that are interesting to 

Anne Tyler fail to draw attention from LeAnne Schreiber, who is right to say that 

"Maxine Hong Kingston is writing with a monkey on her back, chattering, squealing 

monkey named Wittman Ah Sing," but quite wrong to say thaf'nobody else gets a word 

in edgewise, not if Wittman can help it.... Sometimes he is spellbinding; too often he is 

just a windbag" (9). Gerald Vizenor, the author of Griever: An American Monkey King 

in China that attracts crifics' attention almost at the same time as Kingston's monkey 

novel and the author of a few novels based on the native American talk-stories, astutely 

decides on Kingston's intrasive voice in his brief review as one of the prominent features 

of Kingston's novelistic skills (13). Margh Wogowitsch has made the similar discovery 

of Kingston's intmsive voice in his book on the three major literary works by Maxine 

Hong Kingston, yet Wogowitsch's relevant discussions are only two pages long with 

Kingston's intrasive voice defined as the tone of the novel (55-56), thus venturing only a 

few inches beyond the scope of Vizenor's brief review. 
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'are 

Neither Vizenor nor Wogowitsch may be aware that the traditional Chinese 

novels that Maxine Kingston has carefully read and included in Tripmaster Monkey 

just off-springs of Chinese talk-stories and have inherited the discursive strategies from 

the Chinese story-tellers and from the Buddhist written stories p/en wen where profuse 

verses are employed as commentary. The Journey to the West is obviously not the only 

literary source that may have helped to give shape to Kingston's discursive strategies in 

her novel of the American monkey. To put emphasis on The Journey to the West in the 

following discussions is to highlight the theme of Kingston's novel—Wittman Ah Sing as 

the present-day American incarnation of the magic Monkey King, to emphasize 

Kingston's artistry of the fantastic as influenced by the classic Chinese fantasies, to 

explicate how the Chinese rhetoric of talk-stories provides Kingston's American monkey 

or San Francisco hippie with rhythm, humor, and fantasy, and to illuminate the centrality 

of a paramount consciousness or a mind of vacuity as it radiates with effulgence in both 

the classic Chinese novel and Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey. 

Interestingly, Vizenor's attention to Kingston's intrusive voice focuses on the 

cases where characters' verbal exchange takes on a humorous or "hilarious" tone. Ah 

Sing's mother asks her son about Tana in "sotto voce" in Chinese; Ah Sing replies in 

English, "My friend. A good friend," afraid that speaking a foreign language would "add 

to the paranoia level of the universe." His mother further inquires if Ah Sing and Tana 

are serious toward each other; "Serious?" "Sure." How serious?" "Serious, okay?" 

(182). The writer's intrasive voice arises to help the reader come to know about the 

rather infimate manner of the talk between a Chinese mother and his son and Ah Sing's 
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covert ridicule of those big Beatniks whose individuality makes it hard for them to talk 

with their parents: "Gary Snyder had gone to Japan to meditate for years, and could now 

spend five minutes in the same room with his mother. Beat his record" (182). Then 

follows those aunfies' rade teasing of Wittman in Chinese English, including the bawdy 

expression "Go after girls with an eggbeater." In the next chapter of the novel, Maxine 

Kingston creates an occasion where Ah Sing talks with his grandma Popo who tells him a 

long story of being abandoned in Reno, saved by a Chinese tree-rider who tums out to be 

a rich man and her new husband. Popo is saying that she will protect her Oi Yun— 

husband—from the relatives' rapacious approach for money. Ah Sing pretends to 

mistake Oi Yun for a proper name, and promises to put Mr. Oi Yun at the top of the 

program as to bring him fame, provided that he could provide his plays or vaudeville with 

costumes. "Popo giggled. 'His name isn't Oi Yun, Mr. Beloved. He's Mr. Lincoln 

Fong" (267). Seizing the verbal humor in this rather hilarious talk between an idealisfic 

young man and his rather vigorous and vociferous grandma, Kingston's voice again 

intrades for a commentary: 

Wittman's English better than his Chinese, and Popo's Chinese better than 
her English, you would think that they weren't understanding each other. 
But the best way to talk to someone of another language is at the top of 
your intelligence, not to slow down or to shout or to talk babytalk. You 
say more than enough, o.d. your listener, give her plenty to choose from. 
She will get more out of it than you can say. (267) 

And soon follows Popo's request for a part as a princess in Ah Sing's play, a 

princess "with the eighty-seven attendant faeries, represented by two dozen beautiful 

actresses" (267). Actually the lively opening scene of Ah Sing's getting into his mother's 

house with the "weird" Beatnik beard style also has a commentary: "They spoke English 
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to him and to the dog. American animals" (179). In the face of Kingston's frequent 

commentaries interlaced in the course of the characters' verbal exchange, a critic could 

ask: Is there a pattern of Kingston's making commentary amidst the hilarious talk of 

characters? Or, does Kingston's commenting voice usually intrude when the actions, 

scenes, and details are exhilarating, piercing, and thematically revealing? Kingston's 

commentary could also arise when her protagonist is in a space that vividly stimulates his 

consciousness. When Wittman Ah Sing explores the domestic bits of cosmetics, food, 

clothing, and desk stationary in Tana's room, with Tana asleep in bed, Kingston feels it 

fit to put in a commentary to etch out Ah Sing's mentality in a young woman or his 

nominal wife's house where his identity becomes a formidable issue: 

He could write her a note saying that the buses aren't running, he had to 
steal car.... Should he remove the Osolde sword, and uxoriously crawl 
into bed? No fair; 'uxorious' refers to men, and 'husbandly' also refers to 
men. He ought to use her expensive texture-weave stationary and the pen 
of her desk set, and write more play. (221) 

Yet, Kingston's commentary could also flow into a space where there seems to be 

not much to do with the protagonist's identity, but only some insignificant, though vivid, 

images. Ah Sing and Tana sit in Popo's room to find that "the light made shadow webs, 

everything woofing and wetting in circles and spirals, daisies, snowflakes, the feather 

eyes of white peacocks"(191). On the surface, Kingston's following commentary is 

stimulated by the vividness of the light image in Popo's room: "Well, if you're going to 

be a string-saver, you can do better than roll it up into a ball" (191). However, Popo's 

room is not after all insignificant; rather it is a place of Ah Sing's dear memories that 

start his hurried joumey to Reno in search of the lost Popo and that may motivate him to 
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build a community through plays. Commentary also arises with characters' actions. For 

instance. Ah Sing's playful suicidal attempt at the beginning of the novel has a post 

commentary and his one-man show towards the end of the novel has a pre-commentary in 

Rilke's words. The profusion and multiple functions of commentary as Kingston's 

intrasive voice do lead a critic to consider seriously the role of the writer's intrasive voice 

in the discursive strategies of Kingston's novel: How does the writer's intrusive voice 

contribute to Kingston's powerful and graceful prose of fiction? Or how does it 

contribute to the protagonist Ah Sing's fanciful movements, fantastic rhythms, and loud 

humors? 

To most readers of Kingston's novel, that Ah Sing moves, talks, and thinks in an 

image of a magic monkey is possibly the hallmark of the novel's success. Yet, a full 

answer to the question how Kingston has rendered Ah Sing in a vivid image of a magic 

monkey involves more than Ah Sing's super-kinetic gestures, verbal antics, ravings, 

exciting trips, and remarkably theatric feat. The rhythm, humor, and fantasies that go 

along with a magic monkey greatly depend on a certain narrative rhetoric that could in 

itself tum out to be rhythmic, humorous, and fantastic. "We got rhythm. We got humor," 

the catchwords of Doc Woo, Ah Sing's hero, do not merely point toward the thematic 

dimensions of Kingston's novel; they point as well toward the narrative techniques that 

Kingston has employed to dram out rhythms and crack up the prankish humor for a 

fantastic American monkey. 

The first chapter's first commentary element in Kingston' novel is its first three 

words or its title: "Trippers and Askers," a phrase derived from the fourth stanza of 
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"Song of Myself," a long poem by the American soul poet Walt Whitman, a phrase 

indicafing a story of vigorous movement and loud talks, and pointing forward to the 

characteristics of the Beatniks and hippies. And since it is derived from Walt Whitman's 

"Song of Myself," the phrase may also remind the reader of the poet's characteristic 

apotheosis of individuals, ecstatic communion with common people, and constant 

raptures in perceiving beauty in the daily world. So the protagonist Ah Sing on that 

weekend day will move and talk and provide the reader with stories. On the one hand, 

the title comes from the depths of the western literary tradition and as such it suggests a 

range of meanings and dimensions for thematic and aesthetic inferences. On the other 

hand, its symmetry and its suggestiveness as to the nature of the protagonist seem to point 

to a Chinese influence, specifically, the influence of the conventional way of striking out 

chapter titles in the traditional Chinese novels that intends to catch the listener's or 

reader's attention and work out suspense for the expected dramatic events. Six out of the 

nine chapter titles in Tripmaster Monkey give some sorts of names or titles to the major 

characters involved and also a hint of what could happen in those chapters: "Linguists 

and Contenders (Chapter Two)," "Twisters and Shouters (Chapter Three)," "The Winners 

of the Party (Chapter Four)," "Ruby Long Legs and Zepelin's Song of the Open Road 

(Chapter Five)," and "Bones and Jones" (Chapter Eight). 

Remarkably, five of these chapter titles indicate two parties to be involved in the 

events, quite like the chapter titles in the traditional Chinese novels. Whereas the westem 

novels tend to use chapter titles to emphasize characters' individuality and insinuate a 

private perspecfive of either the writer as the implicit observer or the character as the 
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explictt observer, the chapter titles in the traditional Chinese novels tend to demonstrate 

characters in social interactions and relations that are usually dramatized in a vociferous 

spectacle. Those chapter fitles from Kingston's novel do indicate a strong social 

dimension where characters meet as if destined, talk wholeheartedly, and together work 

out dramas of life. Walt Whitman is a great poet not only singing of sacred individuality 

but also preaching everlasting bonds of brotherhood. Yet, it may be due to the influence 

of Chinese chapter titles that Whitman's spirit of brotherhood has first appeared as such 

in the chapter titles of a contemporary westem novel. 

With a title set up for the chapter in a traditional Chinese novel, a narrative pattem 

is also largely set up; what the story-teller or writer now needs to do is to let the pattem 

achieve its full potential, possibly through rhythm, humor, and fantasy. How much of 

this is true of a chapter title in Kingston's novel is unknown; yet Tripmaster Monkey is 

largely in the tradition of talk-stories, and its chapter titles are expected to function as part 

of the narrative rhetoric of talk-stories. The novel begins with a suicidal fantasy—a lurid 

vision of how a gun-blown-off head flies in disgusting pieces. Several lines of the 

writer's commentary soon ensue like this: "Wittman was not el pachuco. Proof: he could 

tell a figment from a table. Or a tree Whose mind is it that doesn't suffer a loud 

takeover once in a while? He was aware of the ran of his mind, that's all" (3). The 

writer's use of the word/»roo/implies the writer's awareness of the reader who is now 

enjoying the story told by a story-teller. Kingston's commentary contains a rhetorical 

question and a sentence in the emphatic tone, as in a traditional Chinese narrative. An 

effect of this commentary is the reader's quick realization of what is going on, without 
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doing much guessing and inferring. Then follow several pages describing Wittman Ah 

Sing's walk inside the park, formally initiated by something that is both description and 

commentary: "Today Whitman was taking a walk on a path that will lead into the 

underpass beneath the gnarly trees." With the words today and will again implying the 

tone of talk-stories, the writer is telling that the American monkey now is not doing 

anything fantastic as possibly expected by the audience. However, his mind is active, 

and possibly over-active. Thus Kingston feels the need to insert a commentary to make 

the turns in Ah Sing's mind conspicuous to the reader: "This walk was tuming out to be a 

Malte Laurids Brigge walk. There was no helping that. There is no helping what you see 

when you let it all come in" (4). The word> ôw helps the continuation of the tone of a 

story-teller addressing the audience directly and intimately. As clarification, this 

commentary also leads the reader into the thematic center of the novel: an American 

monkey's over-active or ever-wakeful mind. 

Then the two-page description of Ah Sing's walk and his mind in the park and his 

bus-ride unfolds without the writer's commentary. Yet two things come to help reduce 

the silence of the waiter's voice: the syntax of colloquialism that suggests a story-teller 

and a line in Malte Laurids Brigge that defies the forces to destroy an active 

consciousness: "One sat there as if dissolved; entirely without will, without 

consciousness, without desire, without defence." It appears that Kingston is using 

Rilke's words to present Ah Sing as a challenge to the de-humanizing forces of silence. 

Ah Sing's reading oi Malte Laurids Brigge, quoted for a whole page, comes to an end. 

The next paragraph lapses into Ah Sing's imagination of reading famous American 
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novels on the train that zooms through the continent; yet it is an imaginative paragraph 

inaugurated with a commentary on reading: 

None of the passengers was telling Wittman to cool it. ft was pleasant, 
then, for them to ride the bus while Rilke shaded and polished the City's 
greys and golds. Here we are, Walt Whitman's "classless society" of 
"everyone who could read and be read to." Will one of these listening 
passengers please write to the City Council and suggest that there always 
be a reader on this route? (9) 

The first two lines could be basically viewed as descriptive, providing the reader 

with a picture that could not easily arise from the perspective of the character. The next 

few lines are addressing quite directly to the reader who may fail to comprehend the full 

meaning of a bus-ride reading, symbolic of the American soul poet Whitman's "classless 

society" of" everyone who could read or be read to," and the possible budding sign of a 

new way of life—^traveling with good readers of literature. Up to this point of the 

narrative, the reader may acquire a feeling that he or she and the writer or the story-teller 

are standing side-by-side, viewing and comprehending the actions and language of the 

protagonist. It is not like watching the impersonal natural, social, and psychological 

forces acting upon an individual possibly with a sharp and formidable mind and a superb 

physique. Instead, it is tantamount to viewing a play together with the playwright. 

What next may catch a critic's attention is the way in which the obvious intrusive 

voice of the writer serves to make the transition from those "introductory" details—Ah 

Sing's walk and bus-ride with an active mind and a watchful eye in the course of the 

trip—to his plan for that weekend day: 

So, that very aftemoon it happened that: It was September again, which 
used to be the beginning of the year, and Wittman Ah Sing, though not a 
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student anymore, nevertheless was having cappuccino in North Beach 
with a new pretty girl. (10) 

This sounds like a Chinese story-teller's voice making the transifion between two 

sequences of acfions or events, not exactly like commentary. The colloquial syntax it 

happened that is used to initiate an event or a sequence of event segments. In Chapter 

Eight of Outlaws of the Marsh, an unexpected turn in an event is introduced by a rather 

colloquial syntacfic expression: // happened that... (130). Yet besides making the 

transition, these lines also seem to be capable of an implicit commentary: Ah Sing is not 

working hard at a profession in "the industry-science-education complex"; instead he 

keeps up a student lifestyle in search of romance and love. Kingston's commentary on 

Nanci Lee, the beautiful girl that Ah Sing pursues, slips in almost imperceptibly when 

Nanci states that she didn't know about Ah Sing at Berkeley: "No, she wouldn't. She 

was no China Man the way he was China Man. A good-looking chick like her floats 

above it all" (12). It is almost imperceptible partly because these two lines seem like 

something on Ah Sing's mind. Yet a closer look finds that the first line is more likely 

from the writer, and the second is an idea on Ah Sing's mind. Such a fine simultaneous 

commenting by the writer and the protagonist does give rise to an unusual artistic effect 

that intrigues the reader with a subtle sense of multi-layeredness. 

Kingston's American monkey is mind rocking and rolling with an exuberance of 

words and images to catch the fancy of the pretty Nanci, and also for the writer to 

illustrate an artistic off-spring of show business parentage. At the height of Ah Sing's 

telling stories of Chinese show business in the states, Kingston seizes the chance to make 

a commentary that seems inevitable: "Oh, god, he was so glad. He has not lost it, then— 
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the mouth—to send the day high" (15). Ah Sing keeps talking about his wearing the 

costume of monkey in a circus when he was a boy, about his boyish curiosity for plays 

and the stage. Another commentary flows in this time to vivify the ecstasy and to charm 

the scene: 

Yes, this flight, this rush, the oncoming high. He had talked his way— 
here—once more. Good or bad, the worid was exactly as it should be. 
The sidewalk trees were afire in leaf-flames. And the most beyond girl in 
the worid was listening to him. The air which contained all this pleasure 
was as clear as mescaline and he was straight. The sun was out which 
shines golden like this but three times a San Francisco autunm. (16) 

Too much absorbed in talking about his past and in capturing the fancy of the beautiful 

Nanci, Ah Sing may not be attentive to the bewitching beauty of autumn at North Beach. 

His vigor and eloquence become crystallized with the beauty of a listening girl and the 

beauty of North Beach through observations of the writer and possibly also of the reader. 

However, more important than the aesthetic effects is the regularity with which 

Kingston's commentary interlaces Ah Sing's talk with Nanci; such regularity provides 

the narrative with a rhythm and seems able to etch out the imaginative waves and 

fantastic beats of the American monkey's mind. Without such regularity of commentary. 

Ah Sing's self-consciousness of his love of romance and his eloquence would be buried 

deep in the narrative, and the peaks of his mental waves and also heights of his eloquence 

might be missed by the less experienced reader. And most importantly, the regular 

insertion of a different voice acts as a refrain as in a musical piece for the sake of rhythms 

and control of beats. 

Then it is Nanci's tum to talk; she also had a magic story while as a little girl. 

She also makes jokes, giggling about them heartily. So Kingston has to comment on the 
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beautiful Nanci able to talk back to Ah Sing: "You're not the only one, Wittman, who 

fooled with magic, and not the only one who refuses to work for money. And also not 

the only one to talk..." (17). Ah Sing invites Nanci to his apartment; a song from guitars 

flows in the air to comment on the progress of Ah Sing's romance: a young man is 

nothing in this world because the old men have got all the money (20). Ah Sing ducks 

into a bookstore with Nanci following on his heel. A magazine there contains a scene 

from his play-in-progress that intoxicates Ah Sing's mind as beautifully expressed in 

Rilke's words: "Girls in my native land. May the loveliest of you on an aftemoon in 

summer in the darkened library find herself the little book... in whose oversweet 

fragrance there lies a sediment of sheer sweetness" (22). Getting out of the bookstore 

without the slightest idea of Ah Sing's published theatric work, Nanci continues with her 

stories, one of which is about her acting experience. Kingston's intrasive voice again 

cuts in: "Wittman, now's your chance to whip out your Rilke, and give her his 

sympathy." Traly, Rilke's words on the decline of theaters are then quoted partially as 

Kingston's voice (24). Ah Sing and Nanci go on with the topic of theaters, and Ah Sing 

promises to write a play and establish a theater—a pear garden in the west—for Nanci so 

that she can fully satisfy her theatric fancies. 

When Ah Sing rammages through a carton for a poem to read to Nanci, 

Kingston's intrasive voice sounds again: "Remember when everyone you fell in love 

with read poems and listened to poems? Love poetry had gone. And thou? Where went 

thou?"(30) Yet Nanci doesn't appreciate his poems very much, saying they are black. 

Ah Sing's happy day finally comes to an end, when his angry response scares off Nanci. 
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Romance concludes with the writer's brief commentary: "But who could be the right 

consoling giri for him? .... How fucked up he is" (33). Ah Sing's wrifing alone in his 

dingy room after the failed romance metamorphoses into a quiet and reflective piece of 

Ah Sing's own mind in Rilke's words: "Here I sit in my little room, 1, Brigge, who have 

grown to 28 years old and of whom no one knows. 1 sit here and am nothing. And 

nevertheless this nothing begins to think and think..." (34). It does not appear as 

commentary according to Wayne Booth who thinks that anything arising naturally from 

the character's perspective falls out of the category of commentary. Yet why does it 

sound like a commentary? First, it acts as a summary of the protagonist's whole day 

activities; then it may also come out in part as Kingston's voice asking the audience to be 

attentive to Ah Sing's loneliness that night as a writer and thinker. Quite a few times in 

the novel, the reader would find it really hard to tell which voice is speaking Rilke's 

lines, and on one occasion the narrator seems eager to urge Ah Sing to quote Rilke's 

words as a comfort for Nanci—and this could be also Ah Sing's own thought (24). The 

narrator's comments and Ah Sing's consciousness come to be conflated at many points of 

the narrative. 

The chapter finally ends in the characteristic way of concluding a chapter in the 

tradifional Chinese novels: "If you want to see whether he will get that play up, and how 

a poor monkey makes a living..., go on to the next chapter" (35). Obviously not a 

commentary, it is the writer's voice as a story-teller directly addressing the audience for 

their continued interest in the ensuing part of the narrative. To some extent, all the 

phrases that directly address to the audience with "you" and that indirectly address the 
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audience in ways to help them follow the sequence of events and details, and comprehend 

acfions, motivafions, and emotions of the characters—are among the major discursive 

strategies for the smooth unfolding of the narrative. Not only does colloquialism abound 

in dialogues. Ah Sing's telling of stories, and Kingston's descriptions of the characters 

and scenes, it is also characteristically used as initiating words and lines for the 

development of paragraphs as indicated in those words like "yes," "no," "what," 

"maybe," "today," "but," "and'; the kinds of syntax like "so it happened that...," "if...," 

"because..," "remember...," and rather frequent questions as well as some rhetorical 

questions. '̂  The tone, vocabulary, and syntax of talk-stories have inherent qualities of 

addressing to the audience and also a mechanism of unfolding the story in a way easily 

understandable and interesting to the audience. 

All taken together, Maxine Hong Kingston's narrative rhetoric of talk stories, 

sharing obvious similarities with that of the traditional Chinese novels, could be 

interpreted as manifested movements on three intersecting trajectories. First, the 

abundance and variety of colloquial expressions operate as the discursive strategies to 

arouse and maintain the audience's interest and to unfold the main threads of the 

narrative in a fashion easily understood to the audience. Then the profusion of 

commentary as the writer's intrasive voice, altemating with the voices of the characters, 

furnishes the narrative with rhythms, verbal humor, fantasies, and ecstasies, and guides 

the reader to a better understanding of the themes and motifs, and to a higher order of 

'̂  Yes is used three times to initiate paragraphs in the chapter, plus those from Ah Sing's mouth (13, 16, 
and 29), and no is also used three times to initiate paragraphs in the chapter (12, 18, and 32), plus those 
from Ah Sing's mouth. 
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aesthetic pleasures. Meanwhile, die writer' voice once in a while subtly coalesces with 

that of her protagonist, and produces a finessed combination of two distinct aspects of 

human nature—a serene consciousness that observes and fantasizes with the world and a 

clamorous voice that energizes an individual and his or her community. 

Ah Sing is an unusual loud protagonist in the history of American novels, so 

much so that he attracts a conservative youth high up in the sky to ramble about his life 

and belief to Maxine Kingston on the plane, resolved to get the upper hand of him 

through talking. '* However, Ah Sing's loud voice does not at all come out as a threat to 

the other characters' voices; none of the characters is mute in the novel. Ah Sing's 

parents and grandma are good talkers; his aunties are a boisterous group; his hippie 

friends are as loud as he is, though given less chance; the two beautiful girls talk gleefully 

to the "strangers" to the envy of Ah Sing; and the elderly Chinese woman waiting in the 

line for unemployment benefits tells a long story together with a loud fart. One really 

need go out of novels and into plays to find a match of vociferousness. On the top of all 

this, there is the intrasive voice of the writer as a commentator, whose streaming and 

tireless commentary appears to have torn down the limits with which the modem and 

contemporary English novels as a genre allow commentary. The din of the attemating 

voices, the vortex of jests, antics and verbal humors, the swirls of fantasies and ecstasies, 

operate together to pressure a crific to label Maxine Kingston's novel as an unusual 

postmodem creafion in defiance of many important criteria of literary criticism. 

'"̂  Kingston told a story of meeting a youth recognizing and trapping her and talking continuously to her 
as the conservative counterpart of Ah Sing on the airplane (Perry 188). 
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The sensibilifies of modern English novels obsessed with the nofion of objective 

observations led Wayne Booth to remark: 

If direct appeals to the reader's mood and emotions have been thought 
objectionable, direct appeals for his admiration should be seen even more 
so. Not only do they have no immediate relationship to other elements in 
the story, but they frequently call the reader's attention explicitly to the 
fact that he is reading just a story. It was certainly this kind of intrasion to 
which James objected most strenuously, and it is perhaps the kind which 
has been most widely avoided in modem fiction. (205) 

The modern novelisfic paradigm, ably expressed in lan Watt's theory of scienfific 

observafions and Wayne Booth's theory of impersonal narrafion, would find in Maxine 

Hong Kingston's novel a vociferous stranger, a deconstructive force, and an evacuating 

ghost. Not the methodology, but the very ontology of the modem novels is in danger in 

the face of the alternative voices and ever-emerging fantasies in Kingston's monkey work 

where the world and humanity no longer exist as objects of authentic descriptions and 

fine representations; rather they appear as stimuli and spaces for the free play of the 

artists' imagination and their characters' fantasies. The human mind and consciousness, 

instead of being objectified either according to the natural sequence of time or in jumbled 

blocks of time, have achieved their ascendance not by virtue of an ontological fullness 

but by virtue of a free-flowing and ethereal imagination. To speak, to imagine, and to 

fantasize have the ultimate meaning in Kingston's novel, which does not annul 

observations and an external world, but takes them as permeable and transmutable for the 

free movement of the mind. Kingston's discursive strategies of talk stories, resembling 

the narrative rhetoric of the traditional Chinese novels and manifested in the intimacy 

between the author and the reader, in the highly frequent intrasive voice of the narrator as 
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a hilarious commentator, and in the abundant colloquialism, are intended for an ontology 

of emptiness or the possibility of new archetypes of the human mind. Not only does the 

frequency of Kingston's commentary far surpass that in Fielding's Joseph Andrews and 

Austen's Emma, two literary works carefully analyzed in Wayne Booth's The Rhetoric of 

Fiction, but Kingston's commentary seems to have a distinct purpose—to engage the 

mind of herself, of the reader and her characters in an imaginative and fantastic space 

rather than to reveal what should be the real in the world. Kingston's loud-mouthed 

protagonist reminds one of Shakespeare's visionary and eloquent Hamlet. Whereas 

Hamlet as a prince achieves his flowery eloquence mainly through the Renaissance 

rhetoric, and his immortality through humanist melancholy and a noble death, Wittman 

Ah Sing as a marginalized Asian American achieves his talking energy mainly through 

the common-folks' talk-stories, and his immortality through monkey or Buddhist 

fantasies. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE JOURNEY TO THE WEST: A MODEL OF GENERIC WEAVING, 

COMIC FANTASIES, AND BUDDHIST EVOCATIONS 

Yes, 1 had. 1 read them when I was younger and reread them when 
1 was older. 1 read Journey to the West when 1 was writing 
Tripmaster Monkey too because 1 just wanted to verify to myself. 
Am 1 catching the spirit of this monkey person? Am 1 right in 
seeing monkey's presence?" (Maxine Hong Kingston, 
Conversations with Maxine Hong Kingston 205) 

Monkey is unique in its combination of beauty with absurdity, of 
profundity with nonsense. Folk-lore, allegory, religion, history, 
anti-bureaucratic satire, and pure poetry—such are the singularly 
diverse elements out of which the book is compotmded. (Waley, 
"Introduction" 5) 

Maxine Kingston's Novel Under the Chinese Influence 

Backed up with fantasies and verbal jests, the writer's intrusive voice in The 

Journey to the West is possibly more appealing to Maxine Kingston than the writers' 

intrasive voices in a few other Chinese classics also appropriated in Tripmaster Monkey. 

Inviting imitation, the characteristically intrasive voice in this Chinese classic adds a 

dimension of influence on Kingston's novel in addition to the well examined grand image 

of the monkey trickster raving and roving across the multi-ethnic American society much 

more as as a display of his identity than as a search of identity. The issue to be explored 

in this chapter is: Could The Journey to the West influence Kingston's work in other 

ways? Margit Wogowitch's quotation of westem critics' comments on generic weaving 

in the Chinese classics points to a possible Chinese influence on generic weaving in 

Tripmaster Monkey (87). Looking beyond the grand image of the monkey trickster, A. 
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Noelle Williams has perceived "a kind of collaborafion" and "mimefic relationship" 

between the Chinese classic and Kingston's novel: 

Kingston's text extends and disseminates the agenda of the original 
narrative (Buddhist/Taoist teachings), while at the same time using this 
content of the narrative to its own ends of asserting the ultimate unreality 
of monologic constructions of idenfity and experience. (324) 

While Williams has found a pacifist theme of collaborafion in Tripmaster 

Monkey, three studies by Pafricia Lin, Jeanne R. Smith, and John Lowe have identified 

two other major characteristics of Kingston's novel: the intricate generic weaving as 

postmodem and trickster strategies and ethnic humor in postmodem conditions. ' Having 

inspired a number of literary productions, the Chinese classic seems to have a status of 

something like meta-discourse as defined by Michel Foucault. Indeed a remarkable 

resemblance exists between the Chinese classic and Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey— 

both narratives have generic weaving, comic fantasies, and Buddhist evocations as their 

defining features, thus making possible a comprehensive-influence study of the Chinese 

classic on Kingston's novel. 

With quite a few important componerits in common, the Chinese classic and 

Kingston's novel have also profound generic differences: while the former is a prototype 

of supematural fantasies, the latter is a largely realistic work pervaded by fascinating 

strands of fantasy. Influence studies have been largely confined within similar genres: 

influence of a play on another play, influence of a realistic novel on another realistic 

novel, influence of a fantasy on another fantasy. A study of comprehensive-influence of 

' While Lin's study emphasizes the postmodern influence on Kingston's generic weaving. Smith's study 
views Kingston's generic weaving from the perspective of fricksters, and thus is somewhat anthropological. 
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the Chinese fantasy on Kingston's novel could be more acceptable if the latter were 

narrated in a space of supernatural fantasies constituting its setting and plots. Yet 

Kingston's fantasies appear mainly in the form of folk-stories and myths narrated by the 

characters and in the form of the characters' mental chimeras in parallel with the solid 

realities of a capitalist world where nothing fantasfic really happens. Maxine Kingston's 

novel of comic fantasies whose characters move and speak in the real American society 

differs markedly from C. S. Lews's The Choronicles of Narnia, J. R. R. Tolkien's The 

Lord of Rings, Ursula Le Quin's The Earthsea Trilogy, and Alexander Lloyd's The 

Chronicle ofPrydain—all those narratives set in imagined worlds. Mark Salzman's The 

Laughing Sutra narrates a supematural Monkey King escorting a young Buddhist monk 

in the earlier eighties all the way from the mainland China to San Francisco in search of a 

lost sutra. In Salzman's narrative. Monkey's supernatural fantasies blend wonderfully 

with the topsy-turvy of China's realities under the Communist rule and with the cultural 

shocks that greeted Monkey King and the young Buddhist in San Francisco. Maxine 

Kingston's monkey is a Chinese American hippie without supematural powers, except 

for his wild and ever-active imagination and an equally active consciousness to see and 

fantasize with the extemal world. Such a marked generic disparity generates a hesitancy 

for the fear of the possibly tenuous conclusions, and raises a question: Is a multi-faceted 

and comprehensive influence study possible when a supematural Chinese monkey 

metamorphoses into a raving, fun-poking, romance-pursuing, arts-loving, and 

community-building American hippie? Or what encouraging factors could a critic find so 
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that he or she can work against the conventional forces obstmctive to an influence study 

involving marked generic disparity? 

The protagonist Ah Sing's theme-revealing declaration that he is the present-day 

American incamation of the legendary Monkey King, and the numerous monkey images 

throughout the novel point cleariy to an influence from the Chinese classic. A few 

segments of the Chinese classic are directly grafted into Kingston's novel— t̂he empty 

scrolls of Buddhist sutras at the end of the pilgrims' journey, the frolicking of the 

monkeys in a scenic valley. Monkey King's desire for immortality, and his bet with 

Buddha (42, 135-37, 285-86). When asked whether she had read the Chinese classic for 

the writing of her novel in an interview, Maxine Kingston gave a very positive reply: 

Yes, 1 had. I read them when 1 was younger and reread them when I was 
older. 1 read Journey to the West when 1 was writing Tripmaster Monkey 
too because 1 just wanted to verify to myself. Am 1 catching the spirit of 
this monkey person? Am I right in seeing monkey's presence? 
{Converstaions with Maxine Hong Kingston 205) 

Soon after writing the novel Maxine Kingston also admitted at the 1988 Sino-American 

Writers Conference that "in my new book, the Monkey who took the Joumey to the West 

keeps going and arrives in America" ("A Chinese Garland" 41). Possibly as a result of 

the writer's resolve to catch "the spirit of this monkey person," Kingston's novel has a 

resemblance with the Chinese classic of fantasies in generic weaving, comic fantasies, 

and Buddhist evocations. The rather unusual and remarkable combination of fantasy and 

humor characteristic of the Chinese classic turns out to be also a marked feature of 

Kingston's novel. 
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generic The conventional forces against an influence study involving marked ge 

disparity lose much of their volume when the above-mentioned factors appear traly 

encouraging to the intended comprehensive influence study. Furthermore, literary 

practice and contemporary theories of criticism have actually indicated the unreality of 

those conventional forces—the respect for generic boundaries. Derrida's nofion of 

discentered structurality, the Foucauldian concept of power in western history, and Paul 

de Man's discovery of writing as playful linguisfic acts all serve to denigrate the generic 

boundaries as the unstable constracts of human beings and as the violent assertion of 

historical forces. On the side of literary writers, the efforts to transgress the generic 

boundaries have hardly been a new thing since antiquity. Jonathan Swift's Gulliver's 

Travels and Matthew Lewis's Monk, for instance, traverse the real world and the 

imagined worlds with equal descriptive attention. The works of "magic realism" by the 

prominent Latin American novelists, Steven King's horror-fictions, and Toni Morrison's 

famous novel Beloved have battered down the walls separating the real from the fantastic. 

Maxine Kingston's literary works themselves are, no doubt, an important part of the 

intemational efforts to combat the traditional forces of generic distinctions. Remarkably, 

Kingston has succeeded in crossing and merging the genres at two intersections—realism 

and fantasies on the one hand, and novelistic crafts and dramatic arts on the other hand. 

In Kingston's novel, not only do the life-like ravings and gestures of hippies coalesce 

charmingly with the monkey fantasies, but motifs of plays, theatric elements are also 

infused well into the unfolding of the novel's plots and details. 
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The studies that have touched on the Chinese influences on Tripmaster Monkey 

are essentially interpretative—to understand Kingston's thematic concerns in the present 

American cultural, polifical, social, and artistic condifions. To explore the ways in which 

evidence of the Chinese sources interacts or could interact with the mentality and realities 

of tiie American society has almost become a standard mode of inquiry in Maxine 

Kingston studies. Undeniably, this interpretative mode of inquiry has given rise to some 

brilliant studies involving the Chinese influence on Kingston's novel. Yet the problem is: 

How much further could this interpretative mode of inquiry move without serious studies 

into the productive mechanisms of Kingston's novel under the Chinese influence? Or 

could critics achieve a truly profound understanding of Kingston's novel without a 

profound understanding of the Chinese influence as a whole? It is trae that the Chinese 

sources often take on different meanings than they are originally intended when they 

enter Maxine Kingston's novelistic discourse created for the American audience. Yet 

without a profound understanding of the Chinese sources as linked to the deep layers of 

the Chinese cultural and artistic traditions, one can not fully understand the ways in 

which the Chinese sources interact with the American realities and traditions. The aim of 

the present chapter, differing from the interpretive mode of inquiry, is geared towards an 

inquiry into the productive mechanisms of Maxine Kingston's novel under the Chinese 

influence. Rather than an effort to claim a predominant Chinese impact on Kingston's 

work, the study is intended to make clear the productive mechanisms of Kingston's novel 

as related to the influence of the Chinese classic The Journey to the West. Without 

knowledge of how the Chinese influence participates in the productive mechanisms of the 
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novel, its interpretations—no matter what theoretical paradigms and perspectives are 

adopted—run the risk of distortion. 

Generic weaving is widespread in the postmodem westem literature, and so is 

predisposition for fantasies as a means whereby one could delve deeply into imagination 

and shuttle between the "puddles" of popular culture and the palatial labyrinth of high 

literary genres in the west. As a pracficing Buddhist herself and an avid reader of the 

Beats' literature, Maxine Kingston does not need to take The Journey to the West as the 

sole source of Buddhist evocafions. All this makes it almost impossible for a crific to 

claim that generic weaving, comic fantasy, and Buddhist evocations in Kingston's work 

result mainly from the Chinese influence. However, The Journey to the West is very 

probably influenfial on the qualities of generic weaving, comic fantasies, and Buddhist 

evocations in Kingston's work, on the ways in which these three aspects interact with 

each other, and thus on the artistry and thematic concerns. The commingling of generic 

weaving, comic fantasies, and Buddhist allusions in The Journey to the West suggests an 

integrative configuration, which could then be in turn inspirational to Kingston's efforts 

to figure out a set of novelistic strategies to integrate thematic and artistic elements in her 

own work. 

A literary text is more than just indicative of the writer's artistic, intellectual, and 

ideological orientations; it is also demonstrative of the general artistic and intellectual 

dynamism in a culture. When an artistic and intellectual dynamism flows from the 

Chinese classic to Kingston's receptive mind, its effects could be lasting and profound. 

So one needs to retum to cultural roots and traditions while exploring the influence of 
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one text on the otiier. Textual influence is fundamentally subject to filtration and 

mediation of cultural forces, which crisscross the depths of one's mind and heart. 

Fantasies are basically psychological flux, seemingly independent of social realities and 

historical forces. Yet most of the time, fantasies are not exclusively mental; social 

realifies and historical forces enter the vortex of fantasies as fuel and fodder. 

Social Background and the Three Teachings 

Interestingly, a vibrant urban culture and economy is essential to the rise of both 

English and Chinese novels. That the Elizabethan prose ficfion writer Robert Greene 

rejected John Lyly's euphuism in his later romances in favor of a somewhat colloquial 

style—indicates the rise of a new urban culture and a middle class in the English society. 

In contrast to Sidney's contempt for the common people, Thomas Deloney, himself a silk 

weaver, presented English artisans as heroes in his Jack ofNewbery and Thomas of 

Reading within life-breathing backgrounds of English town and rural life. The need to 

satisfy the taste of London middle class had an influence on Thomas Dekker's prose 

fiction of city outlaws and Aphra Behn's works of adventures produced in an era when 

London society craved gossip about the fashionable. Then eighteenth-century English 

novels by such writers as Defoe, Richardson, and Fielding presented the character studies 

in conformity with values of the urban middle class. The earlier Chinese novels in the 

Ming Dynasty (1368-1644)—which evolved from the scripts or prompt-books of story

tellers in the previous Sung Dynasty (960-1280), also emerged together with a thriving 

urban life. Chinese cities in the Ming period prospered mainly due to a high degree of 

commercialized raral production unseen in the west before the nineteenth-century, 
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facilitated by a grand national canal and a fairly well-maintained network of state roads 

{The Cambridge History of China 8: 496-707). The state ran a large-scale mining 

industry, maintained huge manufacturing sites of iron, weapons, textile, ships, and salt; at 

the same fime private enterprises thrived on production of silk, paper, china utensils, and 

on the overseas foreign trade with counfries in the east and south Asia and with Arabian 

countries. "If China had in some sense seen it all before, it had never seen it to quite this 

extent. The changes that have been noted in the preceding sections in the circulation of 

people, goods, and knowledge only make sense in relafion to commerce's remaking of 

social and economic life" {The Cambridge History of China 8: 670). 

China's first formal contact with the westem forces, occurring in the mid-Ming 

period, is a mix of maritime commerce and naval skirmishes {The Cambridge History of 

China 8: 335). Unlike the Englishmen's war with the Spanish armada in the Elizabethan 

period that marks the rise of the English middle class and their surging nationalism, the 

Portuguese entry into the south China seas makes almost no dent in the politics and 

popular imagination of the Ming Dynasty. Historians observe that "until the age of the 

steam Asian maritime traders remained effective competitors of the Europeans on most 

routes, and in most goods, and European political power was confined to small islands 

and coastal enclaves until the Dutch advances in Java from the 1670s on, and until the 

rise of English power in India after 1750" {The Cambridge History of China 8: 335). The 

technique of printing, compass, and explosives that originated in China proved to be 

essential to Europeans' efforts to break away from the so-called dark Middle Ages. Yet 

the profound westem influence on China did not take place until almost the mid-
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nineteenth-century and was violently spearheaded by steam-powered warships and 

degenerate opium. 

The rise of the Ming Dynasty is symbolized by an imperial fleet sailing quite a 

few times into the Arabian seas, a fleet involving several dozen big ships—antedafing 

and far surpassing Columbus's fleet in size. ^ What Marco Paulo saw in his travels 

throughout China is actually a recessive period of culture and economy between the Sung 

and Ming Dynasties, although his exaggerated accounts led to a dreamland called Cathay 

in the westem popular imagination. Matteo Ricci, the first Jesuit missionary getting into 

China in the late Ming dynasty, and the author of China in the Sixteenth-Century, was 

quite amazed by the prosperity of the country, convenience of travel on water and land, 

and the efficient management of the state apparatus (10-12, 21, 26, 34-41, 45-56). 

China's failure to turn into a wholesale capitalist society is actually an issue that has long 

puzzled historians and scholars, and that partly motivated Max Weber's classic study The 

Protestant Ethics and the Spirit of Capitalism—an inquiry into the cultural dynamic in 

the rise of capitalist society. Ricci's account of the mid and late Ming Dynasty contains a 

description of China's advanced printing technique that resulted in "the exceedingly large 

numbers of books in circulation here and the ridiculously low prices at which they are 

sold"(21). The large-scale publishing industry indicates a large audience who took 

interest in both canonical and non-canonical knowledge, including popular literature. 

The chapter "Ming Prose and Poetry" of Ch'en Shou-Yi's Chinese Literature: A 

2 See The Cambridge History of China, Vol. 7, 183, 232-6, 270-72; Vol, 8, 334. 
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Historical Introduction begins with a paragraph on the boom of the Ming's printing 

industry: 

As compared with previous dynasties, the Ming period (1368-1644) in 
Chinese literary development has certain peculiarhies of its own. In the 
first place, publishing activities began to flourish so that not only were 
writings of secondary importance now preserved in print but also obscure 
manuscripts handed down form previous periods were generously 
perpetuated for posterity. This was possible with the springing up of new 
centers of publication, especially in Szechuan and in Fukien where block-
prinfing technique was developed with meticulous care. Texts began to 
appear all over China in which the basic reading was printed in black with 
comments and recommendations for textual changes superimposed in 
multiple colors. In the case of fiction and drama most of the printed 
copies were much more amply illustrated with full- or half-page woodcuts 
than during the Mongol Dynasty. This sudden progress in printing 
technique serves as a most effective stimulus to writers of nearly all types 
of literature. (498) 

Story and novel writings truly flourished in the Ming period; at the same time it 

became fashionable to perpetrate intellectual, artistic activities—past and present—by 

means of printing, including popular stories and folk-lyrics. For any scholar with 

knowledge of the heart-rending and heartening altemations between the strict censorship 

of writings, the horrible persecution of writers and the intellectual, artistic renaissances in 

Chinese history, the boom of the Ming private printing industry is surely a vital sign of 

intellectual and artistic freedom. Truly, Chinese literati were granted much more power 

and enjoyed a higher social status in the Sung and Ming Dynasties than in any other 

Chinese dynastic periods, a fact not very much attended to by the modem and 

contemporary Chinese intellectuals who generally regard the T'ang Dynasty (618-907) as 

the peak of the Chinese civilization. Most emperors of the Sung and Ming dynasties 

believed that literati could well manage the state apparatus without ambition of 
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usurpation, nor intention of regicides in comparison with charismatic generals and 

obstreperous princes.' Private printing or control of media is thus part of concessions 

those feudal rulers had to make for their trast in Chinese literati. Reading, as the essential 

part of the establishment and dominated by Confucian classics and canonized chronicles 

of China for almost a millenium, assumed a new facet with a heavy tinge of popular 

culture. Not only did literati become omnivorous in reading and thus less dominated by 

the Confucian woridview, but the distinction between literati and some other social 

classes such as literate merchants and craftsmen also became less abysmal for their 

common interest in stories and novels. Yin-shih Yu's classic study "Religious Ethics and 

Commercial Spirit in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth-Centuries' China" inquires into the 

decreased distinction between Confucian literati and Chinese merchants, an inquiry based 

on careful analysis and evidence of some new social trends, yet without adequate 

attention to the role of the Ming advanced printing industry. 

As prominent scholars of the earlier Chinese novels, Jaroslaw Prusek and Patrick 

Hanan have foimd a democratic trend in the Sung and Ming short stories and novels that 

defy the ethics of a patriarchic society, depict the life of the ordinary folks with eroticism, 

and denounce the evils of the upper-classes. The first few decades of the seventeenth-

century or the late Ming period saw a few renowned Chinese scholars like Li Chih and 

Feng Meng-lung denounced Confucian traditions and defended openly the moral, social, 

and aesthetic roles of novels, a total new phenomenon in Chinese history. Li is the very 

^ See Cai Meibiao, Ju Ruixi, Zhongguo Tongshi (History of China), Vol.5, 6-7, 18-33; Vol.8, 105-06, 
264-66. 
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first to rate The Journey to the West as a literary masterpiece, and Feng is himself an 

arduous collector and prominent writer of stories, both of them taking a great interest in 

the popular culture and urban life of the low classes. 

Whereas the urban culture and economy acts as the birth-place of the earlier 

Chinese novels as in the case of the rise of the English novel, China has never seen a 

powerful middle class striving for the polifical control of the nation and for a literature of 

its own for ideological and political purposes. The Chinese urban populace has never 

been a decisive political force in Chinese history, even up to the present-day in China. 

The failed democratic movement that swept across most major Chinese cities in the late 

1980s speaks indisputably for the political puerility of the Chinese urban populace. 

There has never been such a thing in Chinese history as the British merchants helping the 

Queen defeat the Spanish Armada, or as London citizens forming a triumphant army 

against the King. Not that the Chinese vu-ban populace has had no desire for power and 

democracy, but it has been historically and institutionally bereft of means or modes to 

straggle for power. As a result, the Chinese urban populace has never had a chance to be 

presented as a class rising into power, making itself as the provider of a dominant 

ideology, or viewing itself as the maker of history, although its size and economic vitality 

dwarfed its European counterpart up to the late eighteenth-century. 

Yet it is possibly due to the tensions—both unnerving and fortuitously 

propitious—between the political puerility of the Chinese urban populace on the one 

hand and its rather privileged geographical, cultural and intellectual positions on the other 

hand that subtly gave rise to a transgressive and subversive quality in its literature. 
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Wrifing from social margins, if not from subterranean zones, without much ado about a 

polifical project of the establishment, the Chinese ficfion writers in the Ming Dynasty 

found themselves engulfed in something tantamount to what Mikhail Bakhtin 

characterizes as medieval culture manifested in parody, dialogism, and carnivalesque 

humors. Marked cultural and linguistic disparity existed in the Ming period between the 

established way of written communication and the daily oral language, between northem 

and southern China, and between China as a whole and its neighboring countries. Then 

Buddhism, which appeared to the Chinese as a foreign language, a new woridview, and a 

way of thinking, and which had penetrated deeply into Chinese culture, was favored by a 

"foreign" or Mongolian Yuan dynasty for nearly a century (1280-1368) sandwiched 

between the Sung and Ming dynasties. And finally, the rivalry and conuningling of 

Confucianism, Buddhism and Taoism had been energizing intellectual and literary 

activities in China for almost a millennium up to the late Ming period. 

The amalgam of Confucianism, Buddhism, and Taoism in the Ming period is 

reflected in the poem describing the religious discourse of Monkey's master Subodhi at 

the beginning of Chapter Two of The Journey to the West: 

The yak's-tail waved slowly and spouted elegance; 
His thunderous voice moved e'vn the Ninth Heaven. 
For a while he lectured on Tao. 
For a while he discoursed on Zen. 
To harmonize the three schools was a natural thing. 
One word's elucidation in conformity to truth 
Would lead to a life birthless and knowledge most profound. 

(1:83) 
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The three schools refer to Confucianism, Buddhism, and Taoism; such an amalgam has 

actually acquired a fixed expression in studies of Chinese thoughts and history: Sanjiao 

(three teachings) Heyi (merging into one). •* To explain clearly to the western reader how 

the three systems of thought and beliefs have become accepted as a whole in Chinese 

society requires much more than a book-length study. When Maxine Hong Kingston told 

Gary Snyder of the simultaneous worship of Kuan-yin, Confucius, and ancestors at her 

family, and that Chinese folks' religion was something like an amalgam, Gary Synder's 

response was a total disbelief.' To a westemer's mind immersed in the singularity of 

Christianity as the only access to immortality or a life beyond this world, that Chinese 

people ranging from the well-leamed to the common folks embrace "different belief 

systems" that have distinct scriptural tradifions and institutions—is certainly 

unbelievable. Neither does Matteo Ricci's long sojoum in the late Ming Dynasty, quite 

in the same period when The Journey to the West was widely circulated, enable him to 

find such an amalgam less inscrutable or find it somewhat amiable: 

* See Min Ze, Zhongguo Meixueshixiangshi (History of Chinese Aesthetic Thoughts) Vol. 2, 258-63; 
Ying-shih Yu, "Religious Ethics and Commercial Spirit in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth-Centuries' 
China " 507-09- Liu Ts'un-yan and Judith Berling, "The Three Teachings in the Mongol-Yuan Period," 
Hok-Iam Chan and Wm. Theodore de Bary. eds. Yuan Thought, Chinese Thought and Religion Under the 
Mongols 479-512; Judith A. Berling, The Syncretic Religion of Lin Chao-en: The Cambridge History of 
China Vol 8 984-86. It is important to say here that Zen Buddhism will be referred to most of the time in 
this chapter as Ch'an Buddhism that existed a few centuries in China before it reached Japan and was called 
Zen Buddhism there. The general frend in American academics is to use Zen Buddhism rather than Ch'an 
Buddhism, even though the former is the continuation of the latter in the Japanese social context. 

' Maxine Hong Kingston's e-mail reply to my question regarding the origin of her Buddhist's belief is 
thus- "My mother raised us with Kuan Yin, Gwang Goong, Confticius, and pictures of Grandmother and 
Grandfather on the altar.... When I asked my parents what our "religion" was, they said Confticius. When 
1 read the Beat writers, 1 recognized that many of our practices were Buddhist. When 1 read Lao Tse, 1 
recognized elements Taoism, especially the seasonal holidays. 1 concluded that our family and village 
religion is a wonderfiil amalgam/integration of Buddhism, Confiicianism, and Taoism. 1 checked out this 
observation with Gary Snyder, who said No, that's not possible; that's not it. But I don't believe him.... 
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Because of the fact they neither prohibit nor command anything relative to 
what should be believed regarding a future life, many who belong to this 
caste [Confucian literati] identify the other two cults with their own. They 
really believe that they are pracficing a high form of religion if they are 
tolerant of falsehood and do not openly spurn or disapprove of an untrath. 
(98) 

"Worship the gods of the place when you come to a new place," so goes an age-

old piece of advice. The very word "religion" takes on a different meaning in the 

Chinese context than in the west. Confucius is all the time viewed as a human being 

devoid of an ardor for immortality, though consecrated as the highest sage. 

Confiicianism could be a religion only because its rituals give out an air of religion, and 

only because one may achieve sagehood in acting out Confticius's teachings. Taoism is 

much more religious than the former because of its ardor for immortality, alchemical 

formulas, and intricacy of rituals. Yet neither of the two Taoist schools comes close to a 

religion as conceived in the western imagination. The philosophical or irmer-vision 

school is similar to Plato's pursuit of an abstract immortality in imagining a 

transcendental set of principles; the alchemical school somewhat resembles the westem 

occultism or hermeticism. ^ 

Mahayana Buddhism that finds its stronghold in China and is far from being a 

narrative of an almighty creator of the universe and human beings, posits that the 

Buddha-nature exists inside every person (and even animals and plants). When the 

Chinese rid Buddhism of all its ascetic practices, intricate rituals, and tumed it into Ch'an 

Buddhism according to the temperament of their own culture, achievement of 

® The two separate trends—idealistic versus alchemical—in Taoism is very easy to discem. For the 
relevant scholarly discussions, see Henri Maspero, Taoism and Chinese Religion, 31-33. 
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immortality or a future life became purely a matter of mind—one just needs to act and 

live out a normal life according to the natural states of the mind. The fiindamental 

difference between Christianity and the Chinese "religions" may be this: one requiring 

total submission to the almighty God for salvation, the other commanding an active yet 

natural mind for salvafion. For a Chinese, any form of religion will do as long as it 

appeals to the mind as sincere, good, and promisingly transcendental. For almost a 

millenium Buddhism had been learning how to adapt to the temperament of Chinese 

culture, to this culture's tenacious adherence to the life in this world. Its adaptation was 

so thorough that a new school of Buddhism, called Ch'an Buddhism, arose in the 

seventh-century in China, and crowded out almost all the other Buddhist sections in 

China by the twelfth century. At the same time, Confiacian officials and literati had been 

learning to tolerate Buddhism as a different woridview or way of thinking, to absorb the 

linguistic abstractions and subtle expressions in Buddhist sutras in their effort to offer a 

transcending exegesis of Confucian principles. Taoists, while sticking to their belief in 

golden-elixir with an unfailing ardor, had been borrowing tremendously from Buddhist 

sutras for a better explanation of Tao or Way. 

The nofion of Tao has never been exclusively Taoist. It appears in Confucius's 

Analects almost as a catchword indicating something governing human society and even 

the universe; Confucius cleariy says that he could die happily in the evening if he were 

informed of Tao in the morning. ^ The neo-Confiicianism is also called Tao hsueh or the 

'' Segment 8 of Chapter IV. Segment 9 of the same chapter says this: A noble-minded man stays focused 
on the pursuit of Tao; if he becomes disfracted because of coarse food and clothes, don't talk with him 
about Tao. 
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Learning of the Way.' Ch'an Buddhists may be the first in juxtaposing Tao with mind, 

because it held mind as ultimate in achieving enlightenment, rather than ascefic, 

meditative practices nor familiarity with sutras. Daisetz T. Suzuki's Essays in Zen 

Buddhism contains a few instances of mind equated with Tao or enlightenment. Tai-hui, 

a famous Ch'an adept in the twelfth century explained enlightenment in terms of Tao and 

mind: 

An ancient sage says that the Tao itself does not require special 
disciplining, only let it not be defiled. 1 would say: To talk about mind or 
nature is defiling; to pracfise meditation or tranquillisation is defiling; to 
direct one's attenfion to it, to think about it is defiling.... (Suzuki 2: 18) 

Another famous Ch'an adept named Chao-chou was enlightened when his master Nan-

chuan thus replied to his inquiry about Tao: "Your everyday mind, that is the 

Tao"(Suzuki 2: 69). Tao is certainly not something charming to the audience when 

lectured on with eloquence, observed Huang-po Shan, a Ch'an master of the early Sung. 

He believed that ".. .in the fullness of time when your mind is so attuned and recollected, 

there will be a sudden awakening within yourselves, —an awakening into the mentality of 

the Buddhas and the patriarchs" (Suzuki 2: 74). The inner-vision school of Taoism finds 

it easy to accept such mimetic relationship between mind and Tao. A Taoist named 

Chang Tzu-yang or Chang Pa-tuan (984-1082) in the eleventh century formulated a 

famous treatise on awakening to perfection, claiming that the golden-elixir must be 

coupled with the realization of the Buddha-nature in mind. At the same time the notion 

of the Buddha-nature also descended into the mental depths of Confucian scholars and 

' See The Cambridge History of China, Vol. 8, p.716. 
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into some of their famous teachings, which the contemporary Chinese mistake as 

typically Confucian (Ying-shih Yu 501-07). 

In a sense, the emphasis on mind in Ch'an Buddhism has played the essenfial role 

in bringing together the three teachings of Confucianism, Buddhism, and Taoism, since it 

had made a mental clearing for the amalgam of the three teachings by highlighting the 

mind designated for truth and beauty. The amalgam of the three teachings in the Ming 

period reached a new height because of the wide acceptance of a paramount mind among 

Confucian scholars and because of a populist movement that clearly ritualized the 

amalgam of the three teachings. As a top Confucian scholar in the mid-Ming period, 

Wang Yang-ming (1472-1528) set off a vogue of reverence of mind by a series of 

lectures that regard all kinds of laws—social, spiritual, and physical—as innate to the 

human mind: 

The mind of man is heaven and it is the abyss, for there is nothing that 
does not belong to the original nature of the mind. There is ab initio this 
one heaven, but it is obscured by means of selfishness, and therefore its 
original character is lost. The principles of the mind are inexhaustible. 
The mind is ab initio an abyss, but it has been stopped up by selfishness, 
and thus its original nature has been lost. If you really contemplate 
extending the use of your intuitive knowledge of good to the utmost, you 
will need to clear away all the things that obscure and obstruct. Then 
nature will reassert itself and will be both heaven and the abyss. 
{Philosophy of 154) 

Heaven used above is quite equivalent to Tao. The very term Tao or Way appears 

frequently in Wang's discourses; it is both the Tao equal to Confucius's "the great mean 

and perfect correctness" and the Tao metaphysically construed in terms of yin and yang 

{Instructions 41-42). Explicating the relations between nature, Tao or Way, and 

education, Wang's lectures move on to say: "The Way is nature and is also destiny. It is 
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complete in itself.... When heaven has conferred something on man, that which is 

conferred is called nature. When man acts in accord with his nature, that nature becomes 

the Way. And when man cultivates the Way and leams, the Way becomes 

education..."{Instructions 83-84). Not only did Wang's theory become very popular 

among Chinese literati, but the efforts to integrate the three teachings also took form of a 

populist movement that resulted in making the three teachings part of the popular culture 

{The Cambridge History of China 8: 723-28).' One actually sees a massive cultural 

movement that is equally religious, spiritual, ethical, artistic, and behavioral, comparable 

to the Protestant revolution in the European history in terms of its far-reaching effects and 

complexity. 

As a historian, Ying-shih Yu acknowledges the penetrating effects of such an 

amalgam of the three teachings on Chinese social ethics and popular culture (507-08). 

As a theoretician of Chinese aesthetics, Min Ze emphasizes the amalgam as a collective 

consciousness in the Chinese literati that has profoundly shaped the perception, taste, and 

imagination of the Chinese artists and writers (2: 264). Yet Min Ze has unfortunately 

failed to analyze and specify the ways in which the amalgam of the three teachings has 

influenced the Chinese literature and arts. The gravity of such a failure seems reduced a 

bit in a few cases that Min Ze has presented to show the influence of Ch'an Buddhism on 

Chinese poetry, literary criticism, and painting. Both Yu and Min Ze have failed to 

notice that to discourse on the three teachings or schools is to walk with confidence in 

different orders of existence, to be delighted with different ways of thinking, and to play 

^ See Judith A. Berling, The Syncretic Religion of Lin Chao-en (Columbia University Press, 1980) 
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with fantasies along different routes of imagination. A knowing, resilient, or unoccupied 

mind that could be enlightened and susceptible to humors and fantasies—acts as a 

stronghold for its dwellers, and gives them a degree of reticent perseverance in the face of 

tiie pains and sufferings of humanity. However, the amalgam of the three teachings does 

not mean that the three teachings are usually juxtaposed on the same level in a Chinese 

mind—a teaching could have a rather fixed priority over the other two or any one of the 

three could have temporary precedence depending on social situations and the states of an 

individual's mind. When Maxine Hong Kingston asked her parents about their religion, 

the answer was Confucianism. Chinese literati formally trained for the civil service tend 

to prioritize Confucianism because it shows responsibility, orthodoxy, and affinity to 

ancestral worship. Yet it does not mean at all the negation of their belief in the other two 

teachings; either of the two could awaken the Confiician literati to the emptiness or the 

relative emptiness of society, family, and ancestry when time is ripe or one gets suddenly 

enlightened under the impact of circumstances. It is possible that the answer of 

Kingston's parents is only her father's; her mother might have been reticent with her 

father when it came to a grave matter like religion. Her possible answer without her 

husband present could be the Bodhisattva Kuan-yin. 

The three teachings with their respective modes of imagination do not enter The 

Journey to the West on the same level nor with the same degree of thematic imports. 

Their mutual relationships are hierarchical possibly with Confucianism at the bottom, 

Taoism on the medium level, and Ch'an Buddhism transcending and governing all. 

Confucianism is basically a humanism that is unwilling to pay much attention to the 
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natural worid and a possible spiritual worid. All is well for Confticius as long as the 

human society is peaceful and families are harmonious; so goes a well-known Confiician 

saying: Tao of humanity is Tao of Heaven. Deploring Confucius' confined perspecfive, 

Taoism takes human society as only part of a much larger worid, composed of heaven, 

the inaccessible mountains and islands, and the subterranean and submarine worlds—all 

inhabited by immortals, the other forms of life, ghosts and monsters. To a Taoist, the 

meaning of a human being's life lies in the progress towards the capability to 

communicate with the other forms of life and towards immortality beyond this human 

world. Yet the human world is not a place to avoid nor to despise, nor could it be 

functional without Confucian ethical codes. Taoist immortals need Confucianism to 

bring out a peaceful, prosperous, and artistic human society so that they have one more 

pleasant world where to enjoy their life while traveling between different worlds. That is 

partly why one could not find obvious criticism of Confucianism in the novel; instead, 

loyalty to the emperor, filial commitment, glory of civil examinations, women's chastity, 

and familial harmony are valued and presented as positive. Yet the life of humanity is 

helplessly weak and transitory and so are their glories. Hsuan Tsang's father gets killed 

and his mother gets raped soon after his father is appointed as a high prefectural official. 

The emperor's recovery from an illness depends on a letter from his prime minister and a 

subject's sacrificing his life to go into the underworld. And Hsuan Tsang's 

insurmountable fear of demons, inability to see through the disguised monsters, and 

homesickness on the journey all point up the fragility of a human being. 
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In contrast to the narrowness of the Confiician perspective and Taoists' behavioral 

hedonism and alchemical technicality, Ch'an Buddhism is presented in The Journey to 

the West as the ultimate theme through the vivid predominance of mind. The joumey to 

the west is actually inifiated in a Ch'an poem at the beginning of Chapter Five, a poem 

focusing on a mind awakening to vacuity as the way to Nirvana, rather than forms of 

asceticism and meditation. The whole journey or the narrative somewhat ends in a bunch 

of empty sutras, supposed to be the real ones, a gesture challenging all scriptural 

authorities, thus also challenging all forms of the establishment in the human society. 

In what ways could Maxine Kingston be influenced by such an amalgam of the 

three schools of thought, modes of imaginafion, a hierarchical amalgam with Ch'an 

Buddhism as its supreme level of values and thinking? Maxine Kingston's American 

realities are also characterized by different cultures, ideologies, and modes of thinking 

and imagination. It is a largely discentered world, appearing to a sensitive writer as a 

vortex of human desires, intellectual, artistic, and spiritual pursuits, and conflicts of 

traditions, social forces, and human beings' longing for a better and just world. Maxine 

Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey is set in the solid realities of American society, 

interwoven with the profuse strands of fantasies flowing out either from the characters' 

talk-stories or from their chimerical mentalities. A second world emerges from these 

strands of fantasies, mythical tales, and characters' ever-vigorous dreams of artistic 

creations. Yet an attentive mind is presented to be ultimate while it joyfully fantasizes 

with everything in sight and defiantly hovers over the solid realities of American society 

where emptiness is found to be almost everywhere—commercialism, hegemony of 
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technology, material prosperity, racial prejudice, war heroism, and even the treasured 

individualism. So the Chinese amalgamation of the three disfinct systems of thought or 

modes of imagination as configured in The Journey to the West could be an inspiration 

when Maxine Kingston found herself in the face of a discentered worid wrapped up in 

differences, when she worked on her novel of fantasies and realities, and when she 

intended to incorporate Buddhism so as to highlight the pacifist theme and to fantasize 

about the human world. 

The amalgam of the three teachings or worldviews actually cooperates with a 

variety of other important factors in the Chinese classic: the democratic tendency in the 

Chinese urban populace, a strong stream of aestheticism originating from both the artistic 

traditions and the intellectual openness in the Ming period, the narrative rhetoric of talk-

stories full of verb jests, and the writer's ideological and artistic inclinations. All this 

gives rise to an almost "ungovernable vertigo" as James Whitlark calls it in his 

intercultural inquiry into Kafkaesque literature; it is "an ungovernable vertigo" that arises 

from encounters of different cultures or worldviews and takes the form of a fantastically 

magic monkey. In the same vein, Kingston's novel could be well compared to a swirling 

vertigo composed of so many significant elements: vociferousness of talk-stories, 

exuberance of fantasies, hectic movements of hippies, the seething tempo of a vaudeville, 

interweaving of genres, cascades of literary allusions, ethnic politics, and different 

cultures. Such a literary vertigo suggests one in the writer's mind and works to arouse 

one in the reader's imagination. Generic weaving, comic fantasies, and evocations of 

Ch'an Buddhism in the Chinese classic arise as part of a vertigo and as a response to the 
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interaction of disfinct woridviews and artistic tradifions in Chinese Ming period. 

Likewise, generic weaving, comic fantasies, and evocafions of Buddhism in Kingston's 

novel also arise as part of a vertigo and as a response to the interacfion of distinct 

cultural, intellectual, and ideological trends in the contemporary American society. In 

this sense, both the Chinese classic and Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey are the 

"ungovernable vertigoes" to simulate the vertigoes in social realities and the writers' 

mentality. 

Generic Weaving in The Journey to the West 

To tread through the different worldviews and schools of thought and to present a 

scene as a syncretic representation of those distinct worldviews often entail interweaving 

of distinct genres and artistic traditions. Apart from the genres of Confucianism, 

Buddhism, and Taoism interwoven into the text in varying degrees, there are other three 

figuring prominently in The Journey to the West: (a) the poetic traditions of Chinese 

literature including the refined folk lyrics, (b) the urban talk-stories much more 

descriptively capable than the previous narratives in old classic Chinese, and (c) jocular 

colloquialism that had already been ingeniously exploited in Chinese dramas. 

Confiicianism as a linguistic entity or genre in the Chinese classic, though not salient, 

flickers throughout the text in the traces of the author's occasional use of old classic 

Chinese in prose and in poetry. Taoism as a genre appears mainly in the form of the 

ever-present golden-elixir, the images, mythical locales, and supematural beings that 

constitute a Taoist cosmology. Ch'an Buddhism in the Chinese classic shows hs generic 

features through the unique expressions on mind and wakefiil emptiness, and through its 
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aesthetics that touches on everything with a soothing caress. However, The Journey to 

the West is not mainly a mix of different scriptural tradifions; rather it is mainly a mix of 

these three components: social ideologies mainly in the form of the three teachings, the 

literary traditions of talk-stories, and the vision and capabilities of a great artist. 

Part of the generic features of the Chinese talk-stories has been mentioned as the 

narrator's intrusive voice and discursive strategies in the preceding chapter. Two aspects 

of generic weaving to be addressed in this chapter—jocular colloquialism and martial 

fights—are also part of the generic markers of the Chinese talk-stories, though they are 

also emphafically employed in plays. To insert a couple of poetic lines and to recite a 

poem easily understandable to the audience is the usual practice of the Chinese story

tellers. Yet poetic profusion of The Journey to the West is so extraordinary that it appears 

to be a deliberate gesture of getting above the "popular" or "vulgar" image of the talk-

stories. Indeed poetry plays a major role in creating a discursive space where the writer 

finds it easy to gratify his aesthetic yeaming for the supreme artistry. What is remarkable 

about this Chinese classic of fantasies is the illustrious marriage between the graceful and 

profuse poetic lines and bawdy speech and antics, and between the leisurely, peaceful life 

style of enlightened minds and martial action-packs of monsters and monster-

vanquishers. When story-writing became accepted as a way of generating a fame, poetry 

was the major means whereby to transform the genre of the talk-stories into a high genre 

more palatable to Chinese literati. Actually a number of narratives that appeared in the 

Ming and Ching Dynasfies are called "novels of literafi" for their poefic profusion and 

abundant allusions. Yet the novels thus called are generally of much less artistic value 
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because of their impoverished plots and thematic thinness. There may be only one earlier 

Chinese novel—Dream of Red Chamber produced in the Ching Dynasty (1644-1911)— 

that could match The Journey to the West in poetic profusion and profound thematic 

concems. 

Poefry works as an integral part of The Journey to the West due to its functional 

regularity and language that is graceful but accessible to the common readers, seldom 

excessively subtle or arcane. Poetry appears—either a few lines or a few dozen lines— 

whenever the writer's pen needs to perform these functions: introduction of characters, 

the arrival of the pilgrims at a new place on their journey, occurrences of martial fights, 

descriptions of parties of ambrosia, depictions of gatherings, and expressions of themes. 

Anthony Yu's remarks on the textual prominence of verse in the Chinese classic are 

insightful and worth quoting at length: 

By the time of the Ming-Ch'ing novelists, the combination of verse and 
prose in narrafion has evolved into a highly flexible medium. And, in the 
exploitation of the technique, few writers could rival the author of The 
Journey to the West in creative skill, keen observational power, vivid 
vocabulary, and sure command of a wide variety of poetic forms. 

Unlike the poetry of the San-kuo-chih yen-i{Romance of the Three 
Kingdoms), where selections from actual poets provide mainly choric 
commentary on characters and incidents, or that of the Chin P 'ing Mei, 
where the libretti of popular song and drama serve frequently to enhance 
the setting or mood of a particular episode, or even that of the later Hung-
lou meng (Dream of the Red Chamber, or The Story of the Stone), where 
the lyrical tradition functions to reveal the subjectivity and development of 
the protagonists and acts as a futile though deeply moving critique of a 
decadent Confucian morality, the original poetry of The Journey to the 
West both excels in formal varieties and assumes a large share of the 
narrative responsibility. At every opportunity, the author seems almost 
eager to display his poetic skills by weaving into the fabric of his tale a 
poem of the style of the chueh-chu (a rhymed quatrain of five- or seven-
syllabic lines with fixed tonal pattem), or of the lu-shih (an eight-line 
rhymed poem of five- or seven-syllabic lines with fixed scheme, with the 
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middle parallel couplets of the lu-shih serially extended), or of the tz'u 
(generally a short, rhymed lyric of irregular meter), or of the/w (the 
rhymed-prose). (23-24) "̂  

The first chapter of The Journey to the West—a crucial place for the writer to 

emphasize the role of verse in his novelisfic arts—has about twenty poems interiaced all 

the way from the beginning to the end, with six poems ranning as long as more than 

twenty lines. Taking up almost one third of the whole chapter, the poems are themselves 

an amazing poetic display. The Chinese classic actually begins with a poem reminding 

one of the beginnings of the Bible and Lao Tze's Tao-de Ching: 

Before Chaos divided. Heaven and Earth were confused; 
Formless and void—such matter no man had seen. 
But when P'an Ku the nebula disperses. 
Creation began, the impure parted from the pure. 
The supreme goodness, benefic to every creature. 
Enlightened all things to attain the good. 

(1:65) 

Out of the novel's total one hundred chapters, about thirty chapters commence with 

versified lines, and about thirty chapters begin with one or two paragraphs of prose 

followed immediately by verse. A poem at the outset of the chapter tends to perform two 

functions: to give some general ideas of what will happen in the following chapter, or to 

summarize or comment on the occurrences in the preceding chapter. The above-quoted 

poem and the immediately ensuing paragraph of prose present a picture of a nurturing 

universe as the imaginative space and the general conceptual framework for the narrative. 

Chapter Seven commences with a poem prognosticating Monkey's failure in the hands of 

'" Ancient Chinese literary critics seldom use a general term to denote what poetry means in western 
literary criticism and present-day Chinese literary criticism; they use different terms to refer to the different 
forms of poetry in ancient Chinese literature. However, the present dissertation just uses the terms poetry 
or poems or verse as general terms to refer to different forms of poetry in The Journey to the West. 
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Buddha: "Fame and fortune, / All predesfined.../ A little presumpfion brings on Heaven's 

wrath; / Though yet unseen, it will surely come in time..." (1: 166). Chapter Eight starts 

with a long poem formally introducing the theme of Ch'an Buddhism into the narrafive. 

In many cases, a chapter ends with two lines in couplet or even a poem as summary or 

commentary. For instance. Chapter Five ends with: "The impish monkey in rebellion 

disturbs Heaven and Earth. / But the net is spread and open, ready night and day" (1: 

149), and Chapter Six with: "Fraud and imprudence, now punished by the Law; / Heroics 

grand will fade in the briefest time!"(l: 165) The verses inside the chapters are generally 

more descriptive than those introductory poems, yet not at all devoid of elements of 

commentary and summary. 

In the first chapter, seven poems, three of which have more than twenty lines, 

describe Monkey King's habitation and his monkey fellows' activities in a beautiful 

valley on an island; another two long poems describe the magic habitation of Subudhti, a 

Ch' an Buddhist patriarch. The poetic descriptions of Monkey's birthplace and the 

frolicking monkeys made a deep impression on Maxine Kingston's mind. The monkeys 

are doing all kinds of antics, and suddenly they become interested in the torrential and 

clear stream: "With a shriek of joy, they dragged along males and females, calling out to 

brothers and sisters, and scrambled up the mountain alongside the sfream. Reaching its 

source, they found a great waterfall" (1: 69). A poem of eight-lines soon follows for the 

grandeur of the waterfall: 

A column of rising white rainbows, 
A thousarid fathoms of dancing waves— 
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Which the sea wind buffets but cannot sever. 
On which the river moon shines and reposes. 
Its cold breath divides the green ranges; 
Its tributaries moisten the blue-green hillsides. 
This torrential body, its name a cascade. 
Appears truly like a hanging curtain. 

(1:69) 

When the monkeys encouraged someone to jump in to explore, ".. .suddenly the stone 

monkey leaped out from the crowd" (1: 70). Wittman Ah Sing's design for the 

inauguration of his vaudeville in Kingston's novel shows the marked influence from the 

poetic and vivid descriptions of monkeys in the Chinese classic: 

We need a rain machine. Now, it may be enough in this day and far-gone 
age to stage a water-and-lights happening, but here's content: Monkeys 
live at the falls. All the actors who play monkeys will have to be 
tumblers. Tumble all over the apron, triple-somersault into the 
proscenium arch, pyramid barefoot onto one another's shoulders. The 
Wallenda pyramid breaks; they pitch against the water, which bounces 
them out. With almost-flying skills, the raggedy-ass and barefoot 
monkeys are asking of nature and one another, what is on the other side of 
the water curtain?... And off a catwalk comes flying on a rope-vine a 
glorious monkey. Red mask-paint rings his handsome human eyes, and 
points to his nose.... He swings out over the heads of monkeys and 
audience, and into the water-curtain, his tail wrapped ingeniously around 
the rope-vine. (135) 

There are also three poems in the chapter describing the appearance of people— 

one for a woodcutter, one for a Taoist disciple, and one for Patriarch Subohdi, as required 

by the narrative rhetoric of the talk-stories where identities and appearance of characters 

are cracial to the listening audience. The woodcutter's song in verse form of twenty-two 

lines is heavily tinged with a strand of Ch'an Buddhism tailored to the common folks: "1 

watched chess games, my ax rotted. /1 chop at wood, cheng-cheng the sound.... / Selling 

my firewood to buy some wine, /1 am happy and laugh without restraint..." (1: 77). A 
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few poems in the first chapter of the classic Chinese novel work cleariy as commentary. 

Two poems comment on Monkey King's magic feats and his sure great fiiture (1: 70, 72), 

one on "the consequence of this joumey"(l: 75), one on humanity that is absorbed in the 

mean and mortal life on earth (1: 75-76). And the last one comments on the meaning of 

Monkey King's Buddhist name Wu-K'ung (Wake-to-Vacuity) to insinuate the theme of 

the novel: "When the world was first created, there was no name; / To break the stubborn 

vacuity one needs to wake to vacuity" (1: 82). 

Anthony Yu observes that the descriptive poems in The Journey to the West are 

often capable of presenfing "an enthralling spectacle of exquisite details." Yet he also 

notes a generalized effect in those descriptive poems, because "the language is often too 

explicit, too direct, too bold, to be evocative or suggestive—that quality of metaphorical 

elusiveness which most Chinese lyric poets cherish and seek to incorporate into their 

verse" (25). Nevertheless, this generalized effect is not necessarily distasteful, because 

"this paradoxical fiision of the particular and the typical is what enables the entire 

narrative to be imbued with a kind of 'epic' grandeur, energy, and expansiveness" (29). 

It is trae that the narrative rhetoric of talk-stories plays a role in making those descriptive 

poems somewhat sound like commentary. Also it is trae that the generalized effect tinges 

on the epic grandeur. Jaroslav Prasek astutely discerns that the inserted poems in the 

earlier Chinese novels "form—possibly quite unintentionally—a kind of second plane to 

the actual story, raise it—even though it be unconsciously—to the demonstrations of a 

certain philosophical conception of the world" (393). Yet this generalized effect or the 

philosophical conception of the world, when diluted by a humorous strain, gives the 
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inserted verses a tinge of mock-epic, like Alexander Pope's The Rape of the Lock X\iai 

happens to have some fantastic elements in the form of sylphs and gnomes. Because of 

their composed tone, moralistic or philosophic vein, and attention to symmetric meters, 

some of the poems interiaced in The Journey to the West could remind one of the poetry 

by the English neo-classicists in the eighteenth-century. 

Like Chapter One, Chapter Nine is a poetic feast for hs poetic profusion and 

appeal. This time, it is a contest of poetic skills between two escapists eulogizing their 

life-style of being a recluse at the riverside or in mountains. Here poetry ceases to be the 

voice of the writer and returns to a real historical ambience where escapists either 

Confucian literati or Taoists or Ch'an Buddhists send their mind and heart sailing in the 

melting beauties of the nature. The fisherman escapist and the woodcutter escapist, each 

vying to show a more beautiful and carefree life, present a variety of poems and thus well 

illustrate the tradition of shanshui (mountain and river) poems. The two escapists each 

first produce six poems in several loose forms (T'zu) to express their happy life by the 

river and at the foot of the mountain; then they each produce a rather long strict-form 

poem as the seventh round of their poetic contest. To immerse in shanshui poems is to 

familiarize oneself with the best of Chinese poetry and with the most beautifiil images 

that the Chinese language can create. In addition, it is also one of the ways in which one 

could become familiar with expressions of Ch'an Buddhism: how the human mind gets 

emptied of personal concems and social vicissitudes in the melting natural beaufies. That 

Wordsworth, his sister Dorothy, and Coleridge conversed with each other in verse amidst 

the forest of Somerset has possibly no famous precedent in the west nor has it established 
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a tradition. To communicate with people in the form of poetry among the educated or in 

the form of ditfies among the illiterate seems to be not much of a fashion in the west. In 

contrast there is a Chinese tiadition to converse in verse, a tradition well reflected in 

numerous documents ranging from Confucian classics to Max Weber's descripfions of 

Chinese literafi, from the extant collections of the Ming ditfies to Maxine Kingston's 

memories of her parents. In the Chinese classic, even monsters talk with Hsuan Tsang in 

verse; the emperor offers a long poem at the end of the narrative as an ovation of the 

pilgrims' perilous and arduous joumey. Such poefic profusion in The Journey to the 

West results to some extent from the cultural realities of the Ming period and leads to the 

following observations by Anthony Yu: 

Cumulatively these poems impress us with the encyclopedic range of the 
poet's interest and the fineness of his vision, for there is hardly anything 
that is too mundane or too exotic for his scrutiny. Foodstuff of all kinds, 
household utensils, birds, animals, and insects, plants and flowers of 
sundry varieties, the beings of heaven and hell—all process unhurried 
before us in their colorful and manifold plentitude, and we are also given a 
profound sense of "God's" plenty. (27) 

However, the versified life-style of Chinese literati is only one major aspect of the 

Chinese classic of fantasies; the poetic gracefulness and the leisured, gentlemanly, care

free way of life is all the time wedded with a life style that is coarse, rough, jocular, 

boisterous, and zany. The poetic feast of the two escapists soon gives way to a tiff, and 

thus the graceful images of poetic lines swing to a rough and ludicrous exchange of 

words. The fisherman Chang Shao starts the tiff when he says: "Elder Brother Li, take 

care as you go on your way.... Be wary of the tiger. If you were harmed, I would find, 

as the saying goes, 'one friend missing on the street tomorrow." The woodcutter soon 
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loses his temper: "What a scoundrel you are! Good friends would even die for each other! 

But you, why do you say such unlucky things to me? If I'm harmed by a tiger, your boat 

will surely capsize in the river" (1: 220). Then the riff leads to the story of how a dragon 

king gets killed, which in turn leads to the emperor's resolution to introduce Mahayana 

Buddhism into China and his selection of Hsuan Tsang as the pilgrim on a westward 

joumey to India in search of sutras. While serving as a device for the unfolding of plot, 

the tiff indeed works to show how language could act as a chameleon changing colors in 

a wink. 

Vivid colloquialism and jocular slangy expressions, though not abundant to the 

extent of making the entire narrative sound like popular talk-stories, appear whenever 

possible to insert a strain of humor. Peasants and monsters talk to the pilgrims in 

colloquialism; Monkey King and his fellow pilgrim Pa-chieh or Piggie talk in 

colloquialism—all these talks greatly contributing to the plot, helping to flesh out 

characters, and exuding a vivid air of social interactions. Chapter Sixty-seven begins with 

the pilgrims' difficulties and fears in the wilderness of mountains when night draws near. 

Whereas Piggie, though an immortal, shows his characteristic fears. Monkey mimics the 

tone of a carpenter, suggesting a house-building project. When the pilgrims finally find 

a peaseuit's house. Monkey has a sharp exchange of words with the host for his reluctance 

to help. Mustering up his courage, the elderly host debunks Monkey for his impertinence 

and ugly look: "You! Look at your skeleton face, flattened brow, collapsed nose, jutting 

jowl, and hairy eyes. A consumptive ghost, no doubt.. .dare use your pointed mouth to 
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offend an elderly person like me" (3: 275). " A peasant's work expression is used when a 

demon sends a mountain on Monkey King's back: "a balanced pole easy to carry, but a 

lopsided pole hard to handle" (2: 120). '' When Monkey King finally gets crushed under 

the three mountains sent by the monster and tums sad with tears like a mortal, he sighs 

out a brief proverb in verse familiar to every Chinese: "a tall tree beckons the wind, the 

wind will rock the tree; a man lives for his name, his name will wreck the man" (2: 123). 

And when Piggie hears that a castrated monster has lived with a beautiful princess for a 

long while, he gives the creature a pat, and ridicules with a chuckle: "This monster-spirit 

is traly a 'red nose who doesn't drink'!" (2: 229). The novel in the original could also 

amuse the reader with slangy phrases and expressions like Leidui (lubberly face, 2: 77), 

chugen (to shit, 2: 62), saogen (penis, 4: 97), and toushen guashou (sexual slang: steal 

ripe and unripe finits, 4: 97). 

Yet what amuses the reader most may be those hilarious dialogues at the moment 

of an imminent fearful fight between the pilgrims and monsters. Promising to vanquish 

the demon for the villagers. Monkey King and Piggie change themselves into a boy and a 

girl as the sacrifice on the offering table. Scared, Piggie wants to quit; Monkey urges him 

on with a proverb: "If we help someone, we must help him to the end." The demon 

arrives in a steamy fog only to be surprised by the composed replies of the sacrificed boy: 

With a laugh. Pilgrim [Monkey] said, " The virgin boy is called Ch'en 
Kuan-pao, and the virgin girl is called One Load of Gold." "This 

" These are typical colloquial expressions in Chinese for an ugly face. 

'̂  This is my translation, because 1 think Yu's translation is far from showing it as a bipartite peasent 
expression used in the original. Yu's translation is thus: ".. .but a lopsided pole is rather difficult to carry." 
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sacrifice," said the fiend, "happens to be an annual custom. Now that you 
have been offered to me, I'm going to eat you." "I dare not resist you," 
said Pilgrim. " Please feel free to enjoy yourself" When the fiendish 
creature heard this, he was even more reluctant to raise his hands. 
Standing there in the doorway, he shouted, "Don't you dare be impudent! 
In years past 1 would eat the virgin boy first. But this year, I'm going to 
eat the virgin giri first." "O Great King," said Pa-chieh, horrified, "please 
do it the usual way! Don't break an old custom!" (2: 370-71) 

One of the most vociferous and humorous conversations occurs in Chapter Thirty-five 

when the monsters decide to steam Piggie as a piece of meat while Monkey King is 

loudly cursing outside their cave. Previously Monkey changed himself into a petty 

monster and got into the cave only to be recognized by Piggie, who explained that 

Monkey's red ass is familiar to him. For fun, Piggie just shouted in the midst of 

Monkey's delicate rescue plan that Monkey King had slipped into the cave. As a result. 

Monkey had to cover his red ass with ash in the kitchen. Monkey killed one of the three 

big monsters outside the cave, causing a terrible wailing among the monsters in the cave. 

Gloating over their grief, Piggie derisively remarks that they would do much better to 

prepare a banquet for the imprisoned pilgrims than to be lost in this useless mourning so 

that Monkey would not kill them all. Infuriated, the head monster rumbles to Piggie: "I 

thought Chu Pa-chieh was a guileless person, but he's actually most sassy. He dares to 

make fun of me at this moment! Little ones, stop mouming. Unfie Chu Pa-chieh and 

steam him until he's soft and tender. Let me have a full stomach first, and then I'll go 

catch Pilgrim Sun to avenge my brother." Piggie gets scared; a petty monster menfioned 

Piggie's tough hide is hard to steam. Another petty monster advises that he will be fine if 
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skinned. Horrified, Piggie screams: "I'm all right! I'm all right! Though my bones and 

skins are coarse, I'll be tender the moment the water boils" (2: 151-52). " 

Piggie's seething sexuality, exaggerated gluttony, and unsightly physicality 

contrast with Hsuan Tsang's unfailing continence, good look, and serene spirituality; 

Monkey's clamorous and fearful combats with other martial gods and horrendous 

monsters contrast with the versified, appreciated, and even consecrated peace of 

Confucian literati, Taoists, and Buddhists. Fearfijl combats or feats of martial arts are 

present in almost every chapter of The Journey to the West, except for the first and the 

last few chapters. Those combats are presented both in prose and in poems, somefime 

ranning as long as more than forty lines, also describing the history and appearance of 

fighters, and even their weapons. If there are two poems devoted to martial arts in most 

of the chapters, then there would be about one hundred and fifty poems on fighting in the 

Chinese classic. Yet there is more to it than that. In a few cases in the Chinese classic, 

the line between the high life-style of discoursing on arts, Taoism, and Ch'an Buddhism 

and the low life-style of laboring like a peasant, eating human beings, and waging fearfiil 

fights is rendered bewitchingly unstable. Man-eating demons and non-human ghosts tum 

themselves into Confucian literati, Taoists, and Buddhists, sit down, and discourse on 

Taoist, Buddhist classics and poetic arts. In Chapter Seventeen, Monkey finds in a dense 

forest three monsters, impersonating a Confucian scholar, a Buddhist and a Taoist. They 

are discoursing on ways of becoming immortals: "They were in the midst of an animated 

'̂  Yu's translation here loses some colloquial and humorous taste of the original. Yu's translation here 
leaves out the slang Quanfu\ Quanful (Go ahead). My translation would be such: My bones and skins look 
tough, but I'll be tender in the boiling water. Go ahead! Go ahead !. 
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conversation, discussing how to establish the ting and the oven, how to knead the 

cinnabar and refine the mercury, the topics of white snow and yellow sprout—all esoteric 

doctrines of heterodox Taoism" (1: 348). In Chapter Sixty-Four, Hsuan Tsang, 

mesmerized, is carried away by four arts-loving, Taoism-pursuing ghosts into a dark 

forest, and enjoys a highly delightfiil conversafion, which his escorting disciples are far 

from able to offer. The delightfully described rendezvous begins with Mahayana 

Buddhism in Hsuan Tsang's poetic lines, which lead to a poetic game of connecting 

lines—each enthusiasfically contributing one or two lines to compose a nice poem. Then 

each works out a poem of eight lines with verve, delicacy, subtlety, and imagery, creating 

a fantastic world of arts lying between the usual human imagination and the eerie depths 

of the human mind. Hsuan Tsang's delight in the rendezvous ceases only when the four 

ghosts want to "enhance" his delight by introducing a beautiful female ghost to him for 

consummation. His three escorting disciples have come in time to his rescue and 

violently destroyed these four tree-tumed ghosts possibly without any ill-intentions on 

the pilgrims (3: 225-32). 

The symphony of dialogues, versification, comedies, and clanks of weapons 

makes interweaving of the genres in the Chinese classic delightfully bewitching. Gracefiil 

verses contrast and merge with colloquial expressions, while the profoundly cherished 

leisure, peace, and artistic transcendence flow above and down into the "low" ways of 

life and "low" discursive space at the same time. The encounter of the rhetoric and 

discursive strategies of the popular talk-stories with the canonized poetic forms of 
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language gives rise to a novelistic space where the elements of the popular culture and 

the elements of the high genres embrace each other with ecstasy and fantasy. 

Three parallels exist between generic weaving in the Chinese classic and that in 

Maxine Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey. Both novels come under the heavy influence of 

the narrative rhetoric of Chinese talk-stories; both strive to achieve a charming blend of 

jocular, bawdy, slangy expressions with high genres of language; both unfold with a high 

degree of dialogic vociferousness. Interestingly, while the writer of the Chinese classic 

played with generic weaving with a carefree mentality, Kingston handles it with a great 

concem. In a sense, whereas generic weaving in the Chinese classic is a cheerful 

representation of artistic traditions and creativity, generic weaving in Kingston's work 

seems in part to be a struggle to revitalize artistic traditions in the Chinese communities 

in the United States. The writer's and her protagonist's struggle to revitalize artistic 

traditions for Chinese Americans coalesces profoundly with the thematic concems of the 

novel and essentially sustains the growth of the plot. The loss of spirituality, morality, 

mind and heart as a thematic concem is common in English literature; yet a burning 

concem over the loss of artistic traditions as an overt theme is rather unusual, especially 

among minority and postmodem writers. The textual prominence, novelistic craftiness, 

and epistemological depths with which the writer presents her own and her protagonist's 

concem over the decline of artistic traditions throughout the text—make it hard for one to 

attribute totally such a concem to the wrher's considerations of ethnic politics. No doubt, 

the Beats and hippies are essenfially artistic, which is a factor in Kingston's making arts 

one of her thematic concerns in the novel. Yet an essential difference lies between the 
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Beats' and hippies' attitude towards arts and Chinese aestheticism. Whereas the Beats 

and hippies find arts to be most powerfiil means in search of self-identity, Chinese 

aestheticism maintains that arts exist just for one to obtain pleasures, and are the end in 

itself. 

Arts are purely for self-expressions, not a means for searching anything in an 

external world. In other words, artistic works are just an indication of an already formed 

identity in Chinese culture, rather than processes of or a means of forming or seeking 

identities. So if literary writings in the west often imply the instability of one's identity 

or life, literary writings in Chinese culture tend to be the signature of a doubled life, 

because they not only confirm one's identity, they also make one's "mute" identity or life 

come alive on pages and assume a different form when read by others. If one can write 

well, he or she has an artistic life, in addition to one like others. Maxine Kingston's 

father, trained as a Confucian scholar, was thrilled to shout "My writing! My writing!" 

when he saw his comments in the margins of his daughter's non-fiction China Men on 

display in a library. '* Writing, like education in Chinese culture, is the way to a doubled 

life. Maxine Kingston's intricate generic weaving is intended to secure a doubled life. 

'* See Paul Skenazy, "Kingston at the University," Conversations with Maxine Hong Kingston, Paul 
Skenazy and Tera Martin, eds., p. 155. Kingston says this: "The Bancroft Library put my father's book (a 
copy of China Men) in a glass case and open to a page that had lots of writing which he had done in red. I 
take him to the case, and 1 say, " Look," and he looks and he's really surprised, wide eyes, big smile, and 
this joy, this joy, and he starts ttiming around to all these people and he says in English, "My writing, my 
writing!" 
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and her concem over the decline of artistic traditions among Chinese Americans is a 

concern over the on-going loss of a promised doubled life. '̂  

Comic Fantasies in The Journey to the West 

The pleasurable reading process in the case of the Chinese classic results in part 

from the fluctuation between chaos and amazement—both brought on by the intricate 

interweaving of genres. Yet pleasures of form, intricacy, and language's mimicking of 

the real life are partial and incomplete if not combined with pleasures of fantasies that the 

Chinese classic could also amply offer. As a unique literary work with unsurpassable 

fantasies, the Chinese classic could bring one into raptures of dark void, ecstasies of 

unlimited imagination, and thrills of transcendence, promoted by and promoting Chinese 

aestheticism, together with pleasures of intricate interweaving of genres. The amazingly 

bewitching, colorful, profuse, and variegated strands of fantasies in the Chinese classic 

stem largely from the tumultuous converging of four sources: Buddhist imagination, 

Taoist imagination, folk-tales, and the writer's own imagination. Two strands are 

obviously Buddhist: metamorphosis of a life form into another based on a Buddhist cycle 

theory of life, and vastness, immensity for demonstration of Buddha's power unseen 

previously in the Chinese imaginafion. The instances of the fantastic imagination in the 

Mahayana literature that tell how thousands of palaces or worids are conjured up by 

Buddha to belittle the human world and that are cited by Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki in his 

account of Ch'an Buddhism in China—are traly astonishing to the most imaginative 

'̂  The difference in the attitudes towards arts between the west and China is far from absolute; there are 
some points of convergence and some points of divergence. 
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Chinese (1: 83-91). If these two Buddhist strands of fantasies are the most powerful in 

The Journey to the West, there seem to be more strands of fantasies also pervasive in the 

Chinese classic that are heavily Taoist: alchemical formulas, the golden elixir, sky-

traveling, cosmology, the yin-yang and five-phase principles of change and manipulating 

forces of nature, and male-female sexuality. '̂  All those Buddhist and Taoist strands of 

fantasies work not only to present a comic, magic, and transgressive monkey, but also to 

unfold a way of life, a mode of imagination, and a cultural space where beauty, reality, 

fantasy, and textuality could achieve a delightful cooperation and interpenetration. 

Maxine Kingston's borrowing from the Chinese classic goes beyond pulling 

Monkey King into her novel as a comic and transgressive trickster. Several segments of 

the Chinese classic that Kingston has pulled into her novel indicate the writer's attenfion 

to fantasies in the Chinese classic as a way of life and mode of imaginafion. Part of the 

begirming of the Chinese classic—^the discovery of a huge and fantastic cave behind a 

cascade as the ideal shefter for thousands of monkeys and the frolicking of monkeys in 

the scenic valley—is replicated in Kingston's novel both as fantasized images for San 

Francisco hippies and as a yeaming for a life-style detached from the roufines of a 

capitalist society. Whereas Thomas More's Utopia is basically a scheme for a future 

society, the monkeys' huge cave behind the cascade and their scenic valley full of frait 

trees, traceable to Tao Chien's "Peach-Blossom Spring" written in the fifth century, is 

'̂  Five-phase theory as the basis of alchemcial formulas means the subjugating and depending 
relationships among these five "elements"—gold (metal), wood, water, fire, and earth—which are 
supposed to constitute the essence of and evolving dynamism of the natural world and human beings. 
Originally not Taoist, it probably obtains most of elaboration from Taoist alchemists. 
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actually suggestive of a strand of Chinese aestheficism—an escapist's love of nature. " 

The episode of the empty sutras at the end of the Chinese classic is also represented in 

Kingston's novel to illuminate a fantastic notion that empty sutras are the real ones rather 

than the canonized sutras. Monkey King's bet with Buddha included also in Kingston's 

novel is both fantastic and comic. Monkey's sky-somersault of a hundred-thousand miles 

is nothing in the shadow of Buddha's power. Yet Buddha's humiliafion of Monkey's 

power is not without a price—Monkey urinates on Buddha's finger as if on a giant rock. 

Of all the variegated strands of fantasies, metamorphosis plays a leading role in 

drawing the narrative thoroughly into the sphere of fantasies. Whereas metamorphoses in 

Greek and Roman mythological tales tend to be conclusive and tragic for those less 

powerfiil beings, metamorphoses in the Chinese classic are often a welcome and comic 

choice to achieve either immortality, or power or fun—the fun of bewitching changes and 

the fun of fast travel in sky, water or underground. Monsters and ghosts have nothing to 

lose in metamorphosis; the worst for them is to change back into their original animal 

shape and live as satisfied huge pets either with top Taoists, or with Kuan-yin as if in 

nirvana. Monkey is born out of a stone under the supreme workings of sun and moon. 

The forces of nature, the forces that one could either accidentally or methodologically 

acquire through manipulating the five phases, can raise a human being to a status higher 

than that of many heavenly gods, if not higher than the supreme one— t̂he Jade Emperor. 

On one side, Hsuan Tsang is just a human being devoted to spirituality; on the other side. 

'̂  Five-phase theory as the basis of alchemcial formulas means the subjugating and depending relationships 
among these five "elements"—gold (metal), wood, water, fire, and earth—which are supposed to constitute 
the essence of and evolving dynamism of the natural world and human beings. Originally not Taoist, it 
probably obtains most of elaboration from Taoist alchemists. 
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he is a cicada-turned Buddhist immortal living with Buddha. Hsuan Tsang's horse is a 

dragon who caused arson in his father's palace under the sea, and he is making the 

journey as his redempfion, like the other three escorting immortals. Piggie used to be a 

very handsome petty god in charge of heavenly rivers; he was hurled down from Heaven 

as a severe pimishment for sexual harassment. In dizziness, he wrongly chose a pig as his 

route of metamorphosis. Not self-pififul at all for his ugly pig-like appearance, Piggie is 

quite content with his surging sexuality and martial capabilities as an immortal. Quite a 

few celestial gods—male and female—assume the form of human beings, descend to the 

human world, and settle down to gratify their erotic emotions. The sister of the Jade 

Emperor marries a human being, gives birth to a magic son named Erh-lang who later 

proves himself to be a formidable match to Monkey King and a lot more powerful than 

all of the Jade Emperor's martial gods. 

Metamorphosis is shown to be comic and fantastic mostly in combats in which 

Monkey King, Taoist, Buddhist immortals, celestial martial gods, and monsters all use it 

as a means to get the upper-hand of their foes. Monkey King's ability of seventy-two 

metamorphoses receives a vivid depiction when he fights with Erh-lang, the nephew of 

the Jade-Emperor. Both Erh-lang and Monkey transform themselves into giants as tall as 

high mountains in a roaring battle; to escape. Monkey disappears into a tiny sparrow only 

to find Erh-lang swooping down on him as a ferocious eagle. Then each tums into a 

more powerful bird fighting in the sky, with Monkey retreating into the water as a fish 

and Erh-lang searching for him as a fish-eating crane. Monkey changes himself into a 
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snake and then a lowly promiscuous bird perching on a tree branch as if waiting for a 

mate, which stops Erh-lang's metamorphosis, for he hates to get near a lowly bird as if to 

mate. When hit by Erh-lang's pellet, Monkey 

took advantage of this opportunity, nonetheless. Rolling down the 
mountain slope, he squatted there to change again—this time into a little 
temple for the local spirit. His wide-open mouth became the entrance, his 
teeth the doors, his tongue the Bodhisattva, and his eyes the window. 
Only his tail he found to be troublesome, so he stuck it up in the back and 
changed it into flagpole. (1: 161) 

Erh-lang sees through the trick immediately, for no temple has a flagpole. As the last 

resort. Monkey disappears swiftly into Erh-lang's own temple thousands of miles away in 

the exact form of Erh-lang, thus receiving a most cordial welcome home ceremony from 

Erh-lang's disciples. 

Quite a few times Monkey turns into a bug, gets into the bodies of his formidable 

foes, performing martial arts and gymnastics there with his magic iron-rod, scaring those 

formidable foes to death (e.g.. Chapters Seventeen, Sixty, Seventy-Five). Another 

famous story of Monkety's metamorphosis is when he decides to change into the husband 

of a female demon named Prince of the Palm-Leaf Fan in order to cheat a magic fan out 

of the female demon. Yet Monkey loses the newly-obtained fan again, because the 

husband of the female demon has changed into Piggie asking for a good look at the magic 

fan. The bewitching tricks by way of metamorphosis are themselves comic in that all 

those non-human beings are good at Machiavellian strategies. Something else equally 

comic in the bewitching processes of metamorphosis is the sexuality of the female demon 
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that the writer tastefully presented in verse and Monkey's breaching of a Chinese taboo: 

Don't slight the wife of one's own friend. '* 

Besides the fantasy of metamorphosis, also notable is the fantasy of treading the 

thin line between life and death, a thin line that a human being and an immortal can cross 

and retum if helped by some supernatural beings or if equipped with magic capabilities. 

Hsuan Tsang's father is resuscitated eighteen years after he is murdered and thrown into a 

river; the same happens to a murdered king through a magic pill. Hsuan Tsang is in the 

shadow of death—physical and spiritual—^throughout a narrative populated with 

monsters, demons who resolve either to eat him to gain immortality or to sleep with him 

to acquire perennial youthfulness. Sexual intercourse with a demon surely leads to a 

spiritual death either in Taoist or Buddhist discourse. While Hsuan Tsang's body and 

spiritual purity are the locus for creating suspense, they also insinuate a playfulness of the 

writer with a sacred body, a playfulness that tums comic in the cases of other pilgrims 

with their much less sacred bodies. 

If the writer draws Hsuan Tsang near death to create narrative suspense and 

Piggie near death to poke fiin at his coarse body, it is his play with the imperishability of 

Monkey's body that gives rise to some of the most lurid fantasies in the narrative. Quite 

a few times. Monkey just lets his foes stiike his head with terrible weapons yet without 

doing any damage. Only two things cause him headache: pecking by a scorpion monster 

and the contracting of Buddha's metal hoop on his head. Except for these. Monkey's 

'* Bull Demon King actually accuses Monkey of breaching the taboo in the novel (3: 157). 
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body seems invincible: he may be captured by Kuan-yin, top Taoists, and some monsters 

with magic weapons, but none of them can do any harm to his body. After capturing him 

with the help of Lao Tze, the celestial gods " then slashed him with a scimitar, hewed 

him with an ax, stabbed him with a spear, and hacked him with a sword, but they could 

not hurt his body in any way" (1: 166). Neither could fire and thunderbotts prevail 

against him. As the last resort, Lao Tze pushes Monkey into his Brazier of Eight Trigram 

which is supposed to transform anything material into ingredients for the golden-elixir by 

its extreme heat. Forty-nine days have elapsed, and Lao Tze comes to "open the brazier 

to take out his elixir" only to find Monkey jumping out of the brazier, kicking it over, 

more powerful and invincible, for Monkey is a "cosmic being perfectly fused with 

nature's gifts" (1: 168). The writer's play on Monkey's imperishable body reaches a 

comic climax when three semi-immortal Taoists want a survival contest with Monkey in 

performing three suicidal acts: cutting off one's head and calling it back, gouging out 

one's heart and putting it back, and bathing in a cauldron of boiling oil without a blister. 

Monkey has no difficulties in doing all these. He kills them all by first tuming into a dog 

that snatches away the first Taoist's head, then turning into an eagle that grabs away the 

second Taoist's heart, and then by ordering the wind god to cut off the cooling air for the 

third Taoist bathing in boiling oil (2: 343-44). 

Fantasies about parties, feasts, ambrosia, and sex are obviously Taoist in the 

Chinese classic. Most of the time when several Taoists get together, there is a party with 

wine, rare fruits, or poetry. Monkey King is described as being fond of feasts and 

parties—having "a small feast every three days and a big feast every five days" as the 
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Chinese saying goes—with the flocks of monkeys in his water-fountain cave. Monsters 

in the wilderness and dragons under seas are also party-lovers. Bull Demon King reftises 

to fight with Monkey because he is hurrying to a party. The havoc that Monkey makes in 

the heaven begins with his steaUng ambrosia from the sacred peach party in honor of the 

Jade Emperor's wife, and ends with a huge heavenly party celebrating the capture of 

Monkey. The very idea of making Hsuan Tsang travel to the west for Buddhist sutras 

starts in a party of exotic flowers and rare fraits, attended by Buddha and his supreme 

disciples. The four pilgrims are greeted with a superb vegetarian feast when they finally 

reach Buddha's palace for sutras, and honored by a gathering of all Buddha's disciples 

when they leave with sutras. The villagers worship them with tables of food when they 

return within Chinese territories and the Emperor honors them with a state banquet. 

In parallel with Taoist fantasies about immortalizing ambrosia and elixir, sexual 

fantasies are also prominent in the Chinese classic with a heavy Taoist tinge, or a Taoist 

ambivalence. On the one hand, the fear of sex or excessive sex, well documented in 

Taoist texts, stems from the deemed loss of males' energy, or prime energy in Taoist 

terms. On the other hand, the sexual pleasures and female beauty and the relevant 

mystery are also irresistibly appealing to Taoists as aesthetes and explorers of the yin and 

yang forces. Reflecting the intricate set of theories and techniques in Taoist documents 

concerning the balance between continence and abandon, the Chinese classic gives a few 

lines of description on Taoists' sexual skills used to reinforce a male's strength and 

longevity when Monkey pushes his master for skills of achieving immortality: 

such as gathering the yin to nourish the yang, bending the bow and 
treading the arrow, and rubbing the naval to pass breath. There are also 
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experimentation with alchemical formulas, burning rushes and forging 
cauldrons, taking red mercury, making autumn stone, and drinking bride's 
milk and the like. " (1: 85) 

With a Taoist extreme caufion of sex on the side of Hsuan Tsang, Taoist sexuality subtiy 

shows tts face in Piggie's harmless promiscuity—he is born for this with his bull-like 

sfrength and never-ending source of sexuality. Piggie is probably not boasting when he 

remarks to Mama of the three daughters that he is able to gratify them all if they could 

take him as their husband. 

The profuse, intricate, and absorbing sfrands of fantasies in the Chinese classic are 

a resuh of converging modes of imaginafion of Buddhist, Taoist, common folks and the 

writer. Remarkably, the variegated stands of fantasies thus converged, narrated in the 

rhetoric of talk-stories, and inserted in an embroidery of different genres have profound 

comic effects. An artistically sensitive mind such as that of Maxine Kingston already 

immersed in Chinese culture would not fail to be impressed by such exuberant, 

expansive, and exulting strands of fantasies as indicative of pleasurable imagination and 

mental freedom. The fantasy of metamorphosis in the Chinese classic does leave a deep 

impression on Maxine Kingston. When the protagonist Ah Sing gets into Tana's closet 

littered with "huaraches, sling-backs, spectators, red shoes, white pumps, etc.," 

"'Beeeen!' said the evolutionary monkey." Then follows an imaginative vista where Ah 

Sing becomes an intimidating ape able to change into a small size and a huge size, tearing 

" While the bow and arrow may refer to female and male sexual organs, the red mercury refers to a 
virgin's mensfrual discharge and autumn stone to the urine of a virgin boy. In the novel. Monkey's master 
Subodhi does not think that those sexual skills of Taoist could make one immortal, although they could 
elongate one's life. 
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"through man's puny barriers against reality," and leaping "into the stampeding 

audience" (221). Human beings become "a parade of freaks [that] gimped and 

hobblefooted across the screen—nuke mutants"(96); an ancient Chinese woman warrior 

gets exploded but turns into a supernatural being coming after her enemy (148). Beeeen 

or change also occurs in the vaudeville where an acrobatic boy turns into a bee (280). 

And it is part of the end of Kingston's novel when the narrator makes the final themafic 

remark: "Studying the mighfiest war epic of all fime, Wittman changed—beeen!—into a 

pacifist" (340). In addhion to the discernible Chinese influence on Kingston's fantasy of 

metamorphosis as shown in a few specific cases, the Chinese classic may also influence 

Kingston's fantasies as a whole in two ways. Like the writer of The Journey to the West 

which she has read carefully, Kingston has made conscientious efforts to lay out strands 

of fantasies, as manifested in the fantasy-infused beginning and end of the narrative, the 

insertion of the Gothic scene from Rilke's novel, the lengthy talk about The Saragossa 

Manuscript, the mention of the name of Kafka and the Chinese classic of change I Ching, 

and the frequent mental chimeras of the characters. With marked tinge of vociferousness 

and jocularity, fantasies are created in Kingston's novel for fun and as an indication of a 

life of mental freedom—free imagination and free speech. Such comic nature of 

fantasies, while constractive to a grand image of the present-day American monkey 

trickster, is strongly reminiscent of the Chinese classic. 

Evocations of Ch'an Buddhism in The Journey to the West 

The Journey to the West can be viewed as a heavily Taoist-oriented text for three 

reasons: the textual prominence of the golden-elixir, the subscription to the Taoist 
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an cosmology, and some Taoists' efforts to connect the myth of golden-elixir with the Ch 

Buddhist notion of the Buddha-nature.'' Yet a Buddhist reading of the Chinese classic 

may be more valid for at least three reasons: the highlighted status of the Buddha-nature 

against the Taoist golden-elixir, the Buddhist philosophy encouraging interweaving of 

genres and comic fantasies, and the unmistable textual evidence of the writer's mockery 

of Taoists. In a sense, the Chinese classic can be a case where Taoism is tumed inside 

out and utilized as a narrative space to be swelled with a Buddhist theme. Rather than 

necessarily implying an abhorrence against Taoism as a reglion, the writer of the Chinese 

classic may point toward the highest status of Buddhism and some evils in Taoism as, an 

institution. 

Chapter Seventy-One of the Chinese classic ends with the arrival of a famous 

Taoist named Chang Tzu-yang (also called Chang Po-tuan) to retrieve a coir coat that has 

protected a queen's chastity from a demon. Chang Tzu-yang (984-1082) or more widely 

called the Realized Immortal Tzu-yang among Taoists is a trae historical figure in the 

Sung Dynasty. His treatise Wu-chen pi 'en (Treatise on Awakening to Perfection) is a 

Taoist classic that claims the "Buddha-nature," obviously a Ch'an conception, as the 

necessary part in Taoists' cultivation of the elixir for immortality. '̂ Without knowledge 

of Chang Tzu-yang as one of the highest Taoist patriarchs, the reader of the Chinese 

^° Ping Shao's dissertation Monkey and Chinese Scriptural Tradition: A Rereading of the Novel Xivou Ji 
is representative of such argument. Interestingly, Ping Shao acknowledges that Chang Tzu-yang "initiated 
a vital change when he reformulated the Taoist emphasis in terms of the Chan conception of the Buddha-
nature, and made it part of the elixir (7, note 7). 

'̂ See Livia Kohn, The Taoist Experience: An Anthology, pp. 313-320. 
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classic would not be surprised at his humble politeness towards Monkey King. The most 

esteemed Taoist is typically humble when he answers the greeting from Monkey: "Great 

Sage, this humble immortal Chang Po-tuan raises my hand to salute you." The Taoist 

does not forget to be humble when he takes leave: "1 beg your pardon. Great Sage, for 

this humble immortal must take leave of you" (3: 356). Interestingly, while the 

references to the golden elixir outnumber Buddhist evocations in the Chinese classic, the 

writer appears deliberate in playing down the Taoist status in the text against the ultimate 

wisdom and power of Buddha. Lao Tzu, the acknowledged creator of Taoism and 

usually deemed as the most powerful Taoist, seems helpless in the face of Monkey's 

disastrous subversion of the heavenly order. When Monkey jumped out of his brazier, 

and kicked it over to make a great havoc in heaven, "Lao Tzu rushed up to clutch at him, 

only to be greeted by such a violent shove that he fell head over heels while the Great 

Sage escaped" (1: 168). The Taoist universe made chaotic by Monkey is restored by 

Buddha, the only one who could truly tame the wild Monkey. The same thing happens in 

Chapter Twenty-five to another supreme Taoist named Chen-yuan Immortal, who 

becomes furious when Monkey makes fun of all his punishments. None of the non-

Buddhist immortals could resuscitate the uprooted ginseng frait tree for the Chen-yuan 

Immortal; only Budhisattva Kuan-yin has a sort of magic water that could resuscitate 

anything destroyed by Taoist death powers, including a frig bumed black in Lao Tzu's 

brazier (2: 13-16). 

The most flagrant ridicule of Taoists occurs in Chapters Forty-four, Forty-five, 

and Forty-six in the form of a series of magic power contests between Monkey and three 
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Taoists who occupy the position of prime minister in a kingdom and persecute Buddhists. 

The contests are preceded by a few antics of Monkey, Piggie, and Sha Monk—they 

tiicked the Taoists into a timid kowtow and a full taste of their urine after they had 

moved the statues of Taoist Patriarchs into a smelly resfroom and took the positions of 

those Taoist Patriarchs on the altar. Monkey defeats the Taoists in the contest of 

evoking dragons, gods of wind and lightening, and he outwits them in prophecies. 

Finally Monkey kills them all in a survival contest of performing suicides—taking out the 

heart and putting it back, cutting off the head and calling it back, bathing in a cauldron of 

boiling oil without a blister. The Cambridge History of China offers an account of 

different Ming emperors who showed great favors to Taoists, either entrasting Taoists as 

military strategists or asking them to plead for rain or inquiring them in matters of 

fertility and sexual arts (8: 962-68). Both the part on the Chia-ching emperor (1522-66) 

and the part on Taoism in the Ming Dynasty in The Cambridge History of China 

highlight the emperor's unique affinity to Taoism. Two Taoists, one named Shao Yuan-

chieh, the other named T'ao Chung-wen, were in great favor of the emperor. In 1524, the 

emperor 

invited a Taoist adept from Kiangsi named Shao Yuan-chieh (1459-1539) 
to court on the recommendation of his teacher, an influential Taoist 
master. By 1526 Shao had won the emperor's favor with his prayers for 
rain and for an end to calamities.... 

In any event, he seems to have been more interested in the efficacy 
of Shao's prayers for fertility, which were credited for the births of several 
sons after 1533. (7:479) 

T'ao Chung wen's Taoist rituals were also impressive: 

He was soon credited with using them to keep the Mongols at bay by 
capturing their spears. His successes were generously rewarded. He was 
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granted the highest Taoist title in the realm..., and was subsequently 
granted tides of nobility. In 1546, he reportedly invited 24,000 followers 
to the capital to ordain them as priests. (8: 967) 

The Chia-ching part of Zhongguo Tongshi menfions a famous Confucian official named 

Hairui who risked his life and presented a lengthy criticism of the emperor's unjustified 

trust of Taoists, warning the emperor that all the troubles of his empire and sufferings of 

his subjects issued from his fervent Taoist beliefs (8: 302). ^̂  All this happened just one 

or two decades prior to the writing of the Chinese classic published in 1592, about a 

quarter century after the death of the emperor. 

Truly, The Journey to the West is a spectacular novelistic display of Taoist 

imagination, fantasy, and alchemical formulas, an indication of Confucian scholars' 

familiarity with and profound interest in Taoist theory of the universe. However, it is 

Ch'an Buddhism rather than Taoism that is central to the thematic concems of the 

novel—Ch'an Buddhism's emphasis on the predominance of mind transcends and 

crisscrosses at the same time Taoist fantasy, imagination, and philosophy of life. 

Interestingly, while Ch'an Buddhism succeeded in achieving ascendancy in Chinese 

religious life in a time span from the eleventh century to the fifteenth century, Ch'an 

Buddhism as an insfitution suffered a relative decline in the middle Ming period, and 

especially in the reign of Chia-ching emperor. Chia-ching's persecution of Buddhists, 

mentioned in The Cambridge History of China, seems intimated in the story of an 

emperor and the three Taoists' mistreatment of monks and in another story of an 

^̂  The Chia-ching part oi Zhongguo Tongshi mentions that the emperor imprisoned Hairui and intended 
to put him to death, which was reversed by a prime minister's strong persuasion; Vol. 8, 302. 
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emperor's resolution to kill ten thousand monks in The Journey to the West. " By the 

time of publication of the Chinese classic, a Ch'an vogue had flooded among Chinese 

literati, involving almost all the top literary writers and critics, says Min Ze in his book 

on the history of Chinese aesthefics (2: 556). 

Evocations of Ch'an Buddhism in The Journey to the West arise from the general 

intellectual and religious dynamism of self-actualization, intertwined with Taoist 

fantasies and the aesthetic traditions of Chinese hterati. On the one hand, such religious 

evocations indicate the predominance of mind as the ultimate theme of the Chinese 

classic. On the other hand, they give a hint that all those artistic and fantastic elements in 

the novel result from workings of a free and imaginative mind, which in turn is symbolic 

of an era in which all the intellectual, religious, artistic, and imaginative energies were re-

fiieled by an awareness of human beings' paramount mind. Mind or Buddhist mind of 

emptiness is highlighted in the very first chapter of the Chinese classic with hs titie being 

this: "The divine root being conceived, the origin emerges; / The moral nature once 

cultivated, the Great Tao is born." The moral nature is just the Buddha-nature, or mind, 

as manifested in the two poetic lines describing the godliness of Subodhi, Monkey's 

master: "Vacuous, spontaneous, and freely changing, / His Buddha-nature could perform 

all things"(l: 81). The end of Chapter One is of a typical Ch'an flair: Monkey has no 

family name and no parents and no temperament when Subodhi inquires about his family 

^̂  The Cambridge History of China says this: The beginning of this period [the revival of Buddhism in 
the late Ming period] hardly seemed auspicious for Buddhism. Buddhists in late sixteenth centtiry had only 
recently recovered from the nightmare of anti-Buddhist persecution carried out by the Chia-ching emperor 
(8: 928) 
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background, thus no ties to human world and no form or no prejudice (temperament 

sounds like family name in Chinese). With a Taoist twist in the sound of ape in Chinese, 

Monkey acquires his family name from apes and a given name from nothingness, or 

specifically a Ch'an name "Wake-to-Vacuity." 

Remarkably, history is also pulled in to highlight the Buddhist theme of the novel 

through a replay of a historically true imperial debate over the role of Buddhism in China 

in the Tang Dynasty, artisfically re-designed just prior to Hsuan Tsang's joumey to the 

west for sutras. Fu I (555-639), the court historian, objects to the T'ang emperor's wish 

to implement grand Buddhist ceremonies with the argument that Buddhism worsens 

relations between father and son, between the lord and his subjects, and burdens the 

country with numerous parasitic monks. A few high officials, including the prime 

minister Hsiao Yu defended the role of Buddhism in terms of its spiritual forces in 

ridding people of evil desires and of its magic prowess in bringing peace and prosperity 

to the nation. Commissioned by Buddha, Kuan-yin journeys all the way from India to 

China's capital Ch'ang-an, interrapts Hsuan Tsang's grand preaching, and reprimands 

him for his ignorance of the Great Vehicle, or Mahayana Buddhism, thus setting in 

motion Hsuan Tsang's pilgrimage to India. It is important to note that Mahayana 

Buddhism that emphasizes the Buddha-nature as existent in the mind of every people and 

works as the gospel for all is the scriptural and spiritual fountainhead of Ch'an 

Buddhism. -"' Beneath the surface of the ingenious novelistic techniques to work out an 

24 See Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki, Essays in Zen Buddhism, Vol. 1, 62-82; 
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enficing and grand opening of an epic-style narrative, the ulfimate theme of Ch'an 

Buddhism or the human mind is subtly infused into the lines in the form of all those 

Buddhist evocafions—some in poetic lines, some in the naming of Monkey, and some in 

the representation of history. Actually, Chapter Eight, where Buddha initiates the idea of 

making a high Chinese monk travel to India for sutras of the Great Vehicle, begins with a 

poem full of Ch'an Buddhist allusions: 

Ask at the site of meditation. 
Now it is that even endless exercise 
Often leads only to empty old age! 
Polishing bricks to make a mirror. 
Hoarding snow to use as foodstuff— 
How many young persons are thus deceived? 
A feather swallows the great ocean? 
A mustard see contains the Sumeru? 
The Golden Dhuta is gently smiling. 
Enlightened, one transcends the ten stages and three vehicles. 
The sluggards must join the four creatures and six ways. 
Who has heard below the Thoughtless Cliff, 
Beneath the Shadowless Tree, 
The cuckoo's one call greeting the dawn of spring? 
Perilous are the roads at Ts'ao-ch'i. 
And dense are the clouds on Chiu-ling; 
Here the voice of any acquaintance is mute. 
The waterfall often thousand feet. 
The spreading of fivefold leaf of the lotus. 
The incense-draped curtain hanging in an old temple. 
In that hour. 
Once you penetrate to the origin. 
You'll see the three jewels and the Dragon King. 

(1: 180) 

Throwing light on the foregoing lines of vivid imagery and dense allusions, the 

last three lines on sudden enlightenment clearly point up the theme of Ch'an Buddhism. 

One suddenly gets to the hidden treasure in the palace of Dragon King at the sea bottom 

—a poetic vision of one intuiting the triple core of Buddhism: the Buddha, the Dharma, 
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and the Sangha. ft is also a vision of a totally new world that one achieves "in that hour," 

or "the unfolding of a new worid hitherto unperceived in the confusion of a dualisfically-

trained mind"(Suzuki 1:216). "Polishing bricks to make a mirror," a widely quoted 

story, illustrates Ch'an focus on the true enlightenment and the fiatility of formal 

meditations. " The Golden Dhuta, also named Mahakasyapa, symbolizes one's intuiting 

the Buddha-nature in a smile without use of words, an Indian precedent to Ch'an 

Buddhism. Ts'ao Ch'i, as a name of place, alludes to the most famous Ch'an patriarch 

Hiu-neng (637-713), one of his poems typically expressive of the matured Ch'an spirit: 

The Bodhi is not like the tree. 
The mirror bright is nowhere shining; 
As there is nothing from the first. 
Where can the dust itself collect? 

(Suzuki 1:192) 

If Monkey's master as a Ch'an patriarch and Monkey's Buddhist name infuse 

covertly a thematic thread of Ch'an Buddhism at the beginning of The Journey to the 

West, the writer's poem quoted above as a lead to the Sakyamuni's plan to have a 

Chinese monk come to India for sutras—points rather clearly to the Ch'an spirit. Such a 

thematic poem is also at the same time emblematic of highly poetic arts of the Chinese 

writers for its profound images, rhythmic and running allusions, and fantastic 

imagination. The gentle smile of the enlightened in the ancient India traverses huge and 

silent spans of time and becomes a "cuckoo's one call greeting the dawn of spring." 

After dwelling "below the Thoughtless Cliff, reposing under "the Shadowless Tree" and 

meditating in "an old temple," a Ch'an recluse achieves enlightenment in the exquisite 

25 To read the story in detail, see Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki, Essays in Zen Buddhism, Vol. 1, 221-22, which 
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yet formless web of the fantastic images: a smile tuming into a cuckoo's call, "the 

waterfall often thousand feet," and the hidden treasures guarded by Dragon King. Here 

in the Chinese classic, Ch'an Buddhism exquisitely blends with poetics, humors, and 

fantasies. When Kuan-yin metamorphoses herself into a demon. Monkey finds it so 

fantastic that he gives out a laugh: "Marvelous, Marvelous! Is the monster the 

Bodhisattva, or is the Bodhisattva the monster?" Kuan-yin gives Monkey a laughing and 

enlightening reply, "Wu-K'ung, the Bodhisattva, and the monster—they all exist in a 

single thought, for originally they are nothing"(l: 363). The unique adherence to 

emptiness in Ch'an Buddhism collapses the distincfion between human beings and 

demons when Hsuan Tsang has a delightful rendezvous with four ghosts who are well 

leamed in poefics. Buddhism, and Taoism (3: 225-32). However, it is hard to tell 

whether it is Ch'an Buddhism that enables aesthetics and intellectuality to go into 

demons or it is the running aestheticism that creates a delightful conversation on Ch'an 

Buddhism and arts between the high Buddhist Hsuan Tsang and the subterranean 

demons. Ch'an spirit, poetics, fantasy, and aesthetics here become one, overriding 

generic and human vis-a-vis demon boundaries. 

To anyone without knowledge of Ch'an Buddhism and a degree of familiarity 

with Chinese fantasies, the intricate relationships among the different religions, generic 

weaving, Chinese aestheticism could be nothing but inscrutable. How would this 

novelistic combination of Ch'an spirit, poetics, fantasy, humor, and aestheticism appeal 

to Maxine Hong Kingston, a Berkeley English graduate, a female Chinese American 

has also a Chinese version. 
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immersed in both American and Chinese cultures and literary traditions? On the one 

hand, the Chinese classic The Journey to the West would not appear to her as inscratable, 

exotic, and unexpectedly thrilling. The verbal jests and fantasies in the Chinese classic 

have already been anticipated in the Chinese talk-stories and Asian mythical tales floating 

in Stockton's small Chinese community and Kingston's family. The high genre of 

Chinese poetry has been on her parents' mouths as their pastime and relish of their "past" 

yet "better" culture than that of the "foreign ghosts." If Kingston's father, who was 

trained to be a Confucian scholar, and her mother, who was also trained to be a "better" 

woman back in China, might have a degree of reserve towards folk-stories and rough 

jokes, the shocking roughness they have encountered in making an American living 

should be adequate to eradicate that degree of reserve and enable them to juxtapose the 

low genres of talk-stories, comic anecdotes, mythical tales with Chinese poetry and 

classics of prose. The political potentiality of their language and their acquaintance with 

the high genres of their language cease to function in a new land and new culture where 

they are politically deprived for their inability to speak a second language. As a resutt, 

Chinese talk-stories, mythical tales, rough jokes, novels, and poetry stand in the same line 

for the same purpose of sustaining the collective and individual consciousness of their 

parents—linguistically derived joy and aliveness of mind thus take priority in their 

polifically deprived sittiation. Chinese language, no matter what genres or forms it 

assumes, becomes the means whereby they find self-comfort and self-appreciation in a 

new and sometimes hostile land. However, their dependence on Chinese stories and 

poetry does not go without systems of traditional beliefs and values. Like many Chinese 
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families, Kingston's parents believe in the amalgam of Confiicianism, Buddhism, and 

Taoism, an amalgam that throws light on the implicit themes of the talk-stories and 

poems for them. 

Nevertheless, the Chinese classic The Journey to the West is fresh, fantasfic, 

joyful, and inspiring to Maxine Kingston. The ingenious interweaving of profuse poetics 

with colloquialism and rough jokes in a space of the novelistic discourse is an eye-opener 

for Kingston. The exuberant stands of fantasies in the Chinese classic overshadow any 

mythical tale familiar to Kingston in imaginativeness and complexity of plots. As a 

sensitive and talented artist herself, Kingston could readily discern that a thematic force 

saturated with Ch'an Buddhism and a joyous flow of aestheticism run throughout the 

narrative, sometimes divergent and sometimes confluent, forming a powerful dynamic for 

the growth of the narrative. The Chinese classic is illustrative in that it clearly presents a 

tmique model of novelistic processes that involve a trickster's antics and subversion, 

pleasurable interweaving of genres, profuse strands of fantasies intertwined with comic 

and colloquial expressions, and the predominance of mind as the ultimate theme of the 

work. So is it illuminative in that it may bring Kingston up to a better understanding of 

all those cultural, linguistic, and artistic aspects of Chinese traditions that she has 

unconsciously absorbed in life. 

Mind as highlighted in the Chinese classic encourages an effort on the part of the 

reader to ascertain an overall configuration of the novel and take it as a whole. The 

writer's pleasures in interweaving poetics with prose and colloquialism indicates a mind 

of artistry; the writer's indulgence in fantasies suggests a mind of imagination and 
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transcendence; the writer's adeptness in anfics, chaos, humors, and jests points up a mind 

of defiance, resistance, and independence. Both Maxine Kingston's protagonist Wittman 

Ah Sing and Kingston's herself are mind monkeys. Both of them resolve to get into arts 

regardless of generic boundaries, and get into comic fantasies with an absorbing force. 

Both need to fight with racial prejudice with Monkey's bravery and anfics, yet both are 

pacifists believing in Buddha living in everyone's heart, and believing in the ultimate 

power of mind as the only source for personal emancipafion and enlightenment. To some 

extent, the social, cultural, and artistic milieu in which Maxine Kingston writes her 

literary works has resemblance to the social, cultural, and artistic milieu for the creation 

of the Chinese classic in the sense that both writers find themselves in a powerful and 

dizzy vortex of distinct cultural, ideological, and intellectual forces that both unnerve and 

energize a writer striving for artistic supremacy. Remarkably, both writers find that to 

highlight a human mind engaged in pleasurable generic weaving, indulgent in comic 

fantasies, and defiant of unjust social forces and conventions—is the most effective route 

to artistic supremacy. Yet it is Ch'an Buddhism that has oriented the two writers towards 

the predominance and fantastic formlessness of mind. 
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CHAPTER V 

BUDDHISM IN MAXINE HONG KINGSTON"S TRIPMASTER MONKEY 

Someday I'll tell you my theory about how every one is already a 
Buddhist whether you know it or not, whether you like it or not. 

(Maxine Hong Kingston, Tripmaster Monkey 321) 

CORES' core, center of all circumstances, 
almost self-enclosed and sweetening, 
all from here to all the constellations 
is your fhiit-pulp: you I sing. 

(Rainer Maria Rilke, "Buddha in Glory" 295) 

But then I really believed in the reality of charity and kindness and 
humility and zeal and neutral tranquility and wisdom and ecstasy, 
and I believe that 1 was oldtime bhikku in modem clothes 
wandering the world in order to tum the wheel of the Trae 
Meaning, or Dharma, and gain merit for myself as a fiiture Buddha 
(Awakener) and as a future hero in Paradise. 
(Jack Kerouac, The Dharma Bums 5) 

What could be construed as a curious phenomenon that characterizes some of 

interviews with Maxine Hong Kingston is a contrast of consciousness: while the writer 

seizes the chance to bring up a Buddhist perspective during the talks, the interviewers 

have never inquired about the writer's life as a practicing Buddhist or about a possible 

Buddhist dimension in her work. Laura Skandera-Trombley failed to do so, even though 

she knew about the writer as a practicing Buddhist ("Introduction" 5). As a reply to the 

question about her tiip to Vietnam, Maxine Kingston told Skandera-Trombley that "it's a 

continuation of a novel" called The Fifth Book of Peace in tandem with the writer's 

writing workshops for the Vietnam veterans where "some of the techniques I use to teach 

them are Buddhist meditations, Buddhist pacifist techniques"(Skandera-Trombley, "A 
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Conversafion" 45-46). In an interview devised as part of her newly-published book 

Maxine Hong Kingston (Twayne's United States Authors Series), Diane Simmons 

ventured into the sphere of worldviews by asking the writer: "Are you a Westem 

individualist or a Confucian, for whom the individual exists in relation to the 

community?" Interestingly, Kingston mentioned the conflicting facets of Confiicianism; 

more interestingly, Kingston tumed the topic of the female narrator into one of "a saving 

and nurturing force in the universe" epitomized in Kuan-yin (166). Cleariy, she said this: 

"I can feel an incamation of Kuan Yin, just like 1 identify with Penelope standing there 

saying to Odysseus, 'Cut ft out. You're home now"'(167). 

Except for A. Noelle Williams's "Parody and Pacifist Transformations in Maxine 

Hong Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey" that insinuates a Buddhist influence on Kingston's 

novel, no critics or scholars have ever addressed the Buddhist and pacifist dimensions in 

her work. Such a critical negligence, of course, arises from the critics and scholars' 

failure to notice Buddhism and the pacifist stance as central to the thematic concems of 

the novel and the human mind as a predominant dimension of the text. Yet on a deeper 

level, there are also two other factors of discouragement at work. First, Kingston's novel, 

if examined in light of Buddhism—a non-westem woridview or way of life, would 

appear less American, and worse, capable of a political overtone of cultural discontent. 

White boys' taking to a non-westem woridview—as the Beat writers' engagement with 

Buddhism—could be viewed as the normal discontent repeated as the regular vacillation 

of westem cultural dynamics. Yet an ethnic writer's engagement with a non-westem 

woridview is another story, ranning the risk of self-osfracism. Furthermore, Buddhism 
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and pacifism may appear traditional, subdued, powerless, and banal vis-a-vis the fierce 

battleground or discourse of American democracy that demands a vehement spirit of 

fight, a forceful voice, and an image of warriors for success and progress. In the eyes of 

some crifics, to dwell on pacifism and Buddhism as a "subdued" form of life or 

spirituality might lead to a decreased spirit of fight or a total withdrawal from the 

battleground of democracy in a culture that values acfions and quick results, and is 

impafient of slowness and "ineffectiveness" of contemplation. Maxine Kingston is 

expected to be a warrior and so are the characters in her novel. Aware of all this, 

Kingston is not at all destitute of a fighting spirit, nor are the characters in her work. The 

conflict is that while American culture expects an unqualified fighting spirit to be 

rendered lusfrous and thrilling through a writer's artistry, Maxine Kingston has inftised it 

with an ever-attentive mind pivoted on an adamant pacifist stance and cuddled with 

Buddhist threads. Not only may American critics find it unnerving to go against their 

cultural expectations, but it could also be a formidable task to explain well the ways in 

which the pacifist stance and Buddhism have promoted, rather than vitiated, the fighting 

spirit needed for ethnic politics, individual identity, and social justice. 

Commencing with an unequivocal theme of Buddhism—the narrator's view of 

himself as a wandering bum "in order to tum the wheel of the Trae Meaning, or Dharma, 

and gain merit for myself as a future Buddha," Jack Kerouac's The Dharma Bums is 

unmistakably a Buddhist novel. A reader with or without knowledge of Buddhism could 

be impressed with the Buddhist elements arranged throughout the text—the major 

character's sincerity in pursuit of Buddhist enlightenment, his chanting of sutras and 
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ecstatic exclamations while feeling enlightened, the characters' verbal exchanges in 

Buddhist terms, Zen koans, and their talks about an ancient escapist Han Shan together 

with his Buddhist poems. In comparison, Maxine Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey 

possesses none of these prominent Buddhist elements for a commentator to discem the 

novel as obviously Buddhist. The protagonist Wittman Ah Sing does not show any clear 

signs of pursuing Buddhist enlightenment, although he uses Buddhist terms once in a 

while in making fun of life going around him. No Buddhists are mentioned as paragon 

Dharma-seekers; nor are there Zen koans, sutras, Buddhist precepts to be found in the 

text. In most cases, references to Buddhism or Zen Buddhism seem to be only signs of 

consciousness of either the writer or the protagonist, tinged with a smattering of Buddhist 

knowledge and playful with Buddhist images and Zen ways of viewing the world. Traly, 

many hippies are dabblers in Zen Buddhism, with only a small fraction of them—or a 

small fraction of the young intellectuals—^having a serious interest. Possibly, to represent 

the hippies' dabbling in an eastem religion is one of the writer's intentions and part of her 

sub-consciousness. 

Nevertheless, it is also historically trae that Zen Buddhism is an important part of 

the 1960s' counterculture and of consciousness of those who seriously looked beyond 

westem civilization for new woridviews and lifestyles. As the quintessential novel of 

1960s, Tom Wolfe's The Electric Kool-AidAcid Test is deficient in two ways: display of 

the hippies' play with the eastem religions and the inclusion of minorities' voices. As 

another quintessential novel of 1960s, Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey, though not as deep 

into the looseness of hippies' lifestyles and lucky in having a famous hippie like Ken 
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Kesey as its protagonist as Tom Wolfe's novel, is superior in displaying hippies' 

fantasies, in including a minority's voice tinged with Buddhist images, and most 

importantly, in pulling in pacifism—which is made quite equivalent to an artist's 

magnanimous mind and intended as a new definition of the 1960s' counterculture. 

Instead of being Buddhist in terms of plot and characterization of the major characters, 

Tripmaster Monkey is profoundly Buddhist in that a powerfiilly interactive dynamics 

exists between the novel's often facetious Buddhist images and references on the one 

hand and the novel's major thematic concems on the other hand. To be sure, the novel's 

major thematic strands such as pacifism, the human mind, preservation of arts, 

community-building, and ethnic politics, and the novel's generic features such as 

interweaving of genres, comic fantasy, and talk-stories, all can be well illuminated in 

light of Buddhism. 

Yet there is more. The novel is strongly Buddhist also in that it is actually a 

convergence of different strands of Buddhist influence. The Chinese classic The Journey 

to the West is clearly Buddhist to Maxine Kingston; so are some of the works by the 

Beats writers. Jack Kerouac's The Dharma Bums could be in Kingston's consciousness 

while writing Tripmaster Monkey. Yet it is unlikely that Maxine Kingston could have 

been aware of the Buddhist influence on Rainer Maria Rilke whose The Notebooks of 

Malte Laurids Brigge is quoted numerous times throughout Tripmaster Monkey. It is 

unlikely because such a Buddhist influence on the German writer Rilke is far from 

highlighted in America, possibly no American scholar of Rainer Maria Rilke having ever 

ventured into this Buddhist inquiry. Nenetheless, the conflation of the Chinese classic. 
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Kerouac's work, and Rainer Maria Rilke's novel in Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey, far 

from accidental, is due to the commonly highlighted status of the human mind in these 

literary works, which is in tum due to a common Buddhist influence. Therefore, one 

faces an issue of how to take Buddhism as a philosophy and aesthetics of mind before an 

effort to make clear how the Buddhist influence leads to the highlighted status of the 

human mind in works by Kerouac, Rilke, and Kingston. 

Buddhism as a Philosophy and Aesthetics of Mind 

Four fraditional schools of westem thought have been essential to the highlight of 

mind in westem literature—Stoics' emphasis on individuals' virtue, Neoplatonists' 

eulogy of beauty and transcendence, Rousseau's powerful proposition of a noble savage's 

mind, and nineteenth-century Romanticism as the literary out-cropping of the first three. 

However, these schools of thought, although very much conducive to an emphasis on 

mind in westem literature up to the beginning of the twentieth century, appear 

impoverished in a "refined" capitalist and postmodem ambience. In addition to its air of 

self-righteousness, stoicism could be problematic in a postmodem or late-capitalist 

society because of its lack of humor, deep interest in human behaviors, and even 

necessary emotions. Neoplatonism could be unpalatable to the contemporary aesthetics 

in that its religious transcendence covertly belittles this human world and hinders mental 

energies from getting into the eerie, complex, and confounding aspects of society and 

human beings. ' Many of the nineteenth-century westem literary works saturated with 

individualism owe much to Rousseau's exposition of individuals' liberty based on their 
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innate prestige and goodness. Some of Rousseau's words upholding individuals' 

freedom really remind one of Zen Buddhism: "I do not deduce these rales from the 

principles of a high philosophy, but I find them in the depths of my heart, written by 

Nature in ineffaceable characters (qtd. in Berfrand Russell 692). Nevertheless, the sharp 

division between the heart and reason in Rousseau's theory is at odds with the holistic 

attitude of the twentieth-century writers towards the activities of the human mind. To the 

contemporary writers, to highlight the heart at the expense of reason sounds unduly 

primitive. In addition, Rousseau's defense of liberty which was originally more religious 

than aesthetic has been unduly politicized in the last few centuries, and as such it has 

become almost an in-discriminatory platitude—flat and dry—to the finely critical minds 

of some present-day literary writers. 

As Bertrand Russell rightly discerns in A History of Western Philosophy, 

nineteenth-century Romanticism is almost a direct literary expression of Rousseau's love 

of freedom and nature (697). Going against the stifling mode of reason. Romantics gave 

a rather fill I expression of human emotions, sentiments, nostalgia, and showed a sincere 

yeaming for transcendence and mystery. Yet, since mental activities of the human mind 

related to reason are denigrated by Romantics, a fine analyticality is lacking in their 

works conceming human nature and society. It is in the works by such novelists as Jane 

Austen, E. M. Forster, Charles Dickens, and Henry James that one could find the 

exquisite and fine analyses of human nature and their relations. A whole human intellect 

or an all-embracing spirit as seen in Walt Whitman's poetry is missing in the discourse of 

' Formal explanations of Neoplatonism mention the influence from oriental mysticism. 
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the nineteenth-century Romanticism. Thus the appearance of a newer and remedial genre 

called Neo-Romanficism. 

The scientific concept of consciousness or Freudian-style psychoanalysis seems 

as though it has satisfied the twentieth-century literary demand for motivations and 

means of depicting the human mind, as attested in numerous literary works including 

some classic works produced in its wake. In James Joyce's Ulysses, the meticulous 

Lockean-style recording of interactions of the heroic human beings and their often hostile 

environments gives way to lingering, penetrating, and analytic acts of delving into 

mentality of human beings, who are no longer that heroic when the dark sides and comers 

of their mind are represented as saturated in lethargy and self-division. Modem realistic 

novels as "epics of the bourgeoisie" thus have metamorphosed into contemporary novels 

often preoccupied with a type of underground prisoner, creeping out at short or long 

intervals upon our daylight respectability with dark groans, maledictions, and atavistic 

lusts. Yet psychoanalysis is parallel to Lockean realism in an essential aspect: Both 

strive to achieve scientific or realistic accounts of describable, distinct, clearly defined 

forces of history, society, and human mentality. What falls into Lockean-style realisfic 

accounts and Freudian-style psychoanalytic records becomes something objectified, 

viewed and interpreted by the somewhat detached reader, who comes to those varieties of 

the novel for objective knowledge of human beings and their society. Thus novels 

inquinng psychologically and sociologically into human nature and sustained by 

appealing poetics usually win the favor from the Stockholm Nobel Prize Committee. 
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Now the question is: Could this coupling of an objective depiction with westem-

style poetics be capable of capturing all that goes on in the human mind and society? 

What is privileged in this paradigmatic and novelistic coupling of objective depiction 

with westem poetics is something readily expressible in westem languages, an outsider's 

perspective, phenomena coming closer to theories, and aesthetics that can be formalized 

in terms of vehement emotions, characterization, development of plots, consummate 

conclusions, grandiose scope, and tragedies. What defies this novelistic paradigm tends 

to be deemed as mystic, inexpressible, subjective, emotionally imponderable, fantastic, 

and thus relegated either into the sphere of poetry or viewed as "low," "experimental" 

genres of the novel. 

A mind that works as a subject, as an agent in its own right, a mind that is 

artisfically subtle, fuses westem dichotomies, and achieves sensations, revelafions, 

enlightenment, and undergoes fantasies, excitement and pains in its instantaneous 

relationships with people, texts, society, and the world, such a mind finds it hard to enter 

the fraditional westem novelistic discourse. Rainer Maria Rilks's The Notebooks of 

Malte Laurids Brigge defies the tradifional novelistic arts in that it is so much absorbed in 

the protagonist's mental activities that it fragments chronological orders, plots, and the 

outside forces to an unprecedented extent. Jack Kerouac's On the Road is viewed by 

some critics as the starting point of postmodem novelistic arts in America because it may 

be the first influential American novel without a cenfral thread of plot, without an event 
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either as the characters' motivating force or as the consummating conclusion.' Maxine 

Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey possesses a central plot in the form of the protagonist's 

theatiic plans that unfold chronologically throughout the narrative. Nevertheless, 

Kingston's novel is made unconventional by at least three things: intricate intertextuality 

in correspondence to diverse constracts of realities, the emphatic use of narrative rhetoric 

of talk-stories amply infused with comic fantasies, and the competition between various 

themes that makes the novel a "writerly" text. If the hectic road-trips and boisterous 

gatherings in On the Road point covertly to the Beats' restive minds, the unceasing talk-

stories and mental chimeras in Tripmaster Monkey exhibit an active mind that moves, 

metamorphoses, surveys, scoffs, raminates, and rambles as an agent in its own right. 

A novelist coming under the Buddhist influence may find it compulsory to present 

a keenly observing mind without objectification, to etch out a protagonist on a par with 

the novelist him or herself, and to work out mental states and episodes of events in a 

manner that gives the reader an ample chance to identify with characters in the reading 

process. In the essay "Emerson, Whitman, and Zen Buddhism," Yoshinobu Hakutani 

finds a few parallels between Zen Buddhism and Emerson, Whitman as 

transcendentalists, yet without solid evidence of a Zen Buddhist influence. A speculative 

remark could be this: Whitman took the east as a source of his inspirations because 

oriental mysticism offered him cues of how to present the human mind without 

consfraints of forms, theories, genres, and without a division between the heart and mind. 

^ See David Seed, "In Pursuit of the Receding Plot: Some American Postmodemists," Postmodernism 
and Contemporary Fiction; Edmund J. Smyth, ed. (London: B. T. Batsford, 1991), pp. 36-53. 
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As a result, the human mind emerges in his poetry not as an object but as a sovereign soul 

moving freely in all the directions it wills. 

However, a Buddhist nofion of a predominant human mind is not without its own 

problematic: How could the human mind become predominant when Buddhism urges 

people to rid themselves of all thoughts and worldly interests? Posing a good question, 

this problematic also cautions one to be aware of the relativity of any Buddhist statement 

that upholds the human mind. The human mind should be emptied of all worldly 

concems and sense-objects, severed from all cormections with the outside world, and 

steady and placid as a small pond in a deep forest, as has been preached by Buddhists for 

centuries. Such an orthodox or high version of Buddhism is indeed somewhat 

discouraging to an active and attentive human mind. Yet Buddhism is a complex 

discourse composed of internal contradictions, differentiated zones, and sharply defined 

stages; it is a discourse that allows the human mind to be predominant in subtle and 

intricate ways. To be emptied of worldly concems is highly Buddhist; to live a simple 

and moral life, and to shun greed, sensuous passions, lust, theft, and evil ideas of 

destroying human life is also Buddhist, though possibly a low form. Although an empty 

mind is often symbolic of the high version of Buddhism, an ulfimate Buddhist 

enlightenment often results from an attentive mind vis-a-vis a phenomenal world. Thus, 

an artist's astute observations of the human world, although not a high form of 

Buddhism, could appear as a low form of Buddhism which is often the basis for the high 

form that is not supposed to despise its low counterpart. To a great extent, a high-level 

Buddhist enlightenment is a dialectic of taking the high and low paths at the same time. 
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as well illustrated in the classic story of Sakyamuni's ulfimate enlightenment. The 

sufferings of the worid finally revealed themselves to the Indian prince when he managed 

to get out of the palace to see the world. Shocked by old age, disease, and death. Prince 

Sakyamuni fled from the palace and went into a meditative trance alone in the forest: 

He had obtained that concentrafion of mind which is bom of detachment, 
and is accompanied by the highest rapture and joy, and in this state of 
trance his mind considered the destiny of the world correctly, as it is: 
"Pitiful indeed, that these people who themselves are helpless and doomed 
to undergo illness, old age, and destraction, should in the ignorant 
blindness of their self-intoxication, show so little respect for others who 
are likewise victims of old age, disease, and death! But now that I have 
discerned this supreme Dharma, it would be unworthy and unbecoming if 
I, who am so constituted, should show no respect for others whose 
constitution is essentially the same as mine." (Conze, Buddhist Scriptures 
42-43) 

Clearly the ultimate enlightenment initiates from one's close contact with the 

human world, which seems to be always a deep concem of Buddha, although it may lose 

its variegated trivialities and recede into an abstraction in Buddha's mind. A Buddhist 

empty mind is capable of multiple meanings. It denotes either a mind devoid of 

unhealthy or evil desires, or a mind rid of delusions of this impermanent world, or a mind 

fiilly enlightened while maintaining a profoimd love of human beings and other forms of 

life. Actually Buddhism has intricate, institutionalized, and distinct stages and manners 

of striving towards the ultimate enlightenment. Buddha denotes an ultimately 

enlightened being, Bodhisattva refers to a being destined to Buddhahood, Arhat 

designates one who has achieved holiness or immortality by being free from all worldly 

fetters, and Stream-Wiimer indicates the next stage below an Arhat with partial 

resemblance to the latter. 
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Buddhist doctrines consist in three aspects: morality, meditative pracfices, and 

wisdom. While the rales of monastic restraint have a tendency to seclude Buddhist 

monks from the worid, tiie Five Buddhist Precepts—abstaining from taking life, theft, 

sensuous misconduct, lies, and intoxicants—are really reminders calling for an attentive 

and guarding mind of one living within the usual coordinates of human society. ^ 

Meditative practices are not merely geared towards enlightenment; they also constitute 

the basis for morality. Mind should be more broadly and more intellectually engaged in 

meditation than in observance of moral precepts, which require will-power. Buddhist 

meditation, very much psychological and intellectual and far surpassing Confucians' 

introspection for self-criticism, could denote anything arising in the mind of a meditative 

Buddhist—ranging from ablissfiil state of joy to clusters of life-like or fancifiil images, 

and from a free-flowing intellectuality to an unspeakable concentration. In addition to 

faith, intelligence can be well utilized in Buddhist meditation to counter hate and delusion 

existing in one's mind. While love, generosity and guilelessness could dispel, eradicate 

deceit, conceit, temptations, and fickleness, intelligence—in the forms of mindfubiess, 

vigilance, peace, gentleness, friendship, moderation in eating—is a force against anger, 

gradge, envy, and mearmess (Conze, Buddhist Scriptures 119-21). Intelligence here 

mainly consists in mindfulness and willpower utilized to guard against daily 

licentiousness, and embark on the path of a virtuous and peaceful life. 

If observance of moral precepts and meditative practices constitute the basis for a 

Buddhist life, it is wisdom that produces leaps into enlightenment in the Buddhist 

^ For the Buddhist Five Precepts, see Buddhist Scriptures selected and translated by Edward Conze, 70-
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discourse. Sakyamuni goes far beyond feeling pity for people victimized by old age, 

disease, and death; he obtains the ultimate enlightenment in a meditative trance where his 

wisdom reaches the highest point—the victimized people being also the victimizers of 

other people. Buddhist wisdom is, therefore, human intellect applied in observations of 

the worid and religious transcendence. People living in culttires under heavy Buddhist 

influence have the belief that Buddha and Bodhisattvas are ultimately mercifiil and wise 

at the same time. The episode of distinguishing the two magic monkeys in The Joumey 

to the West is partly to show that Buddha is incomparable in wisdom and knowledge. A 

comparative reading of Buddhist sutras on wisdom on the one hand and those on moral 

precepts and meditative practices on the other hand is capable of leading one to believe 

that if there is any gate leading to enlightenment, it is when wisdom is fully ufilized for a 

virtuous vision of the human world and the universe. In a sense, observance of Buddhist 

moral precepts is to ensure the path to a virtuous wisdom, and the purpose of meditation 

is to provide one with a mental state whereby one's wisdom could be fully applied in 

achieving enlightenment 

The various sufras and poetic works in the wisdom section of Buddhist Scriptures 

compiled by Edward Conze converge on the theme of formless forms and dialectics of 

emptiness, typically addressed in The Heart Sutra and The Diamond Sutra. The most 

illustrative passage in The Diamond Sutra could be these lines Sakyamuni offered in a 

dialogue with Subodhi: 

If, Subhuti, these Bodhisattvas should have a perception of either a 
dharma or a no-dharma, they would thereby seize on a self, a being, a soul, 

73. 
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or a person. And why? Because a Bodhisattvas should not seize on either 
a dharma or a no-dharma. Therefore this saying has been taught by the 
Tathagata with a hidden meaning: " Those who know the discourse on 
dharma as like unto a raft, should forsake dharmas, still more so no-
dharmas." {Conze, Buddhist Scriptures 168) 

To dogmatize Buddhist teachings, just as dismissing them with ease, is to constrain one's 

wisdom and mind, thus blocking oneself from enlightenment. At its highest degree, 

wisdom may become intangible, formless, and consciousness may also appear as non

existent, as claimed in The Heart Sutra: "Therefore, O Sapriputra, in emptiness there is 

no form, nor feeling, nor perception, nor impulse, nor consciousness...; there is no decay 

and death, no extinction of decay; there is no suffering, no origination, no stopping, no 

path, there is no cognition, no attainment, and no non-attainment" (Conze, Buddhist 

Scriptures 163). With The Heart Sutra as its quintessential text, the Mahayana school 

appears to claim vacuity as the ultimate nature of the world and human consciousness, 

and as the only trae gate to Buddhist enlightenment. 

Believably, Mahayana Buddhism is split between those upholding the absolute 

vacuity and those still believing in a world of substantiality. An effort to reconcile the 

two views came from the prominent Chinese Buddhist monk Hsuan Tsang, also one of 

the major characters in The Journey to the West, and his disciples. Their reconciling 

strategy was to deny the existence of extemal things as such, but affirm that of 

consciousness." To them, what is called the ego and things has only a false basis and 

lacks any real nature of their own; the manifestations of the ego and the world are all 

* My discussion of Hsuan Tsang's reconciling effort is based on the relevant parts of Fung Yu-Lan's /4 
History of Chinese Philosophy (2: 299-338) and Hou Wailou's Zhongguo Sixiang Tongshi (A General 
History of Chinese Thoughts, 4: 199-230). 
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mental representations dependent upon the mental flux or revolutions of consciousness. 

Hsuan Tsang and his disciples' work to present the predominance of mind, crystalhzed in 

Ch 'eng Wei-shih Lun (Theory of Consciousness or Mere Ideation)—a translation of 

several Mahayana Buddhist texts on consciousness interiaced with numerous 

commentaries—fully reflects the amazing analyticality and intricate conceptualization of 

Buddhist discourse, thus indicating at the same fime a higher form of Buddhist wisdom. 

Mental activities of human beings are grouped into eight categories—the first five 

derived from eye, ear, nose, tongue, and touch; the sixth one derived from perception of 

the outside world, superior to and coordinating the first five; the seventh one being purely 

intellectual, operating noumenally while adhering closely to the eighth or the innermost 

one that is the mysterious source of all kinds of mental activities and locus of achieving 

enlightenment. To be exact, consciousness is often used to denote the first six kinds of 

mental activities, intellect {manas) used to denote the seventh one, and mind used to 

indicate the eighth {alaya), although consciousness is also used as an umbrella term 

covering them all. Thus appears a scale of mental activities with those relying on object-

senses as the low class, with intellect {manas), the seventh one operating at the medium 

level as an apparatus of wisdom, energized and directed by the innermost eighth one 

{alaya), which functions as the basic nexus of the whole organism and acts as a 

storehouse of "seeds" that give rise to all kinds of mental acfivifies. Interestingly, 

"seeds" are of two kinds—tainted and untainted. The tainted "seeds" are the causes of all 

the impure dharmas or appearance of an imperfect world; the untainted or pure "seeds" 

are mainly for the operation of intellect and the eighth one—mind itself, prognosticating 
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enlightenment as occurring in the form of serene intellectualization and mysterious 

intuition. "Seeds" can be understood as individualistic or the "non-universal" insofar 

they work in other people's consciousness; yet they are collective or the "universal" once 

consciousness of other people is reflected upon in consciousness of the reflectors. 

However, "seeds" can be changed, stimulated, influenced towards certain 

dimension of growth, or "perfumed" in Buddhist terms. The Buddhist notion of 

"perfuming" allows defiling influence from below, from the low class of consciousness 

upon the high class of consciousness. The effects of "perfuming" are at least two-sided. 

One's intellect {manas) and perception get clouded by the low class of consciousness and 

sense-objects, thus giving rise to the sense of a "trae" ego" and the false existence of an 

outside world; yet such clouding may also tum out to be an impetus for intellect {manas) 

and mind {alaya) to revolutionize for enlightenment or inner-vision, as in the case of a 

highly virtuous mind watching the evils and sufferings of the world. These three 

elements—the original seeds, the perfuming consciousnesses, and the seeds engendered 

or caused to grow by the perfuming—revolve in a cycle, simultaneously acting as cause 

and effect. It is also a cycle of four theoretically defined and interactive pairs: "seeds" 

producing effects, "seeds" producing "seeds," effects producing "seeds," and effects 

producing effects on the notional basis of simultaneous production of heterogeneous 

kinds and sequenfial production of homogeneous kinds (Hou 4:218). 

Then how can one achieve a superior wisdom to dismantle one's ego formed by 

intellect {manas) and perception (the sixth consciousness) and to deconstract the false 

existence of an outside world established through perception and the five senses? The 
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way suggested by Hsuan Tsang and his disciples is to understand how the forms of 

consciousness become a perceiving "subjecf and the objects perceived: 

What we have previously spoken of are the three evolving categories of 
consciousness and their mental qualities. The term "evolving" is applied 
to them because they are all capable of evolving into two seeming aspects: 
that of the perceiving division and that of the perceived division. The 
evolved perceiving division is termed "discrimination," because it takes 
the perceived division (as the object of perception). The evolved 
perceived division is termed "that which is discriminated," because it is 
taken by the perceiving division (as the object of perception). According 
to this correct principle, there are definitely no "real" ego or dharmas 
aside from what is thus evolved from consciousness. For apart from what 
thus "takes" or "is taken," there exists nothing else; there are no "real" 
things apart from these two aspects. Therefore everything phenomenal {yu 
wei) and noumenal {wu wei), everything seemingly "real" and "false" 
alike, is all inseparable from consciousness, (qtd. in Fung, A History 
2:318) 

The capabilities of the seventh consciousness intellect {manas) and the eighth 

consciousness {alaya) otherwise called mind to generate wisdom and enlightenment are 

oftentimes eclipsed by the intricate analyticality and pervasive dialectics devoted to 

making clear dynamics of all kinds of consciousness. Yet such blissful potentialities are 

made clear when Hsuan Tsang and disciples tumed to the fifty-one qualities used to 

designate the mental states produced by consciousness. All the qualities assigned to the 

eighth consciousness {alaya) or mind are good or at least neutral. The seven 

consciousness {manas) or intellect possesses all the same qualities that are assigned to the 

eighth, in addition to wisdom and some undesirable ones related to the production of an 

ego. Then interestingly, while most other qualities appear negative and are assigned to 

the low class of consciousness, the sixth consciousness/7ercep//o« possesses a few 

positive qualities among a host of negative ones. 
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hi the analytic scheme presented by Hsuan Tsang and his disciples, consciousness 

is neither permanent nor impermanent, for it is in perpetual revolution. All kinds of 

mental activities ultimately, energized by mind {alaya) or the human beings' innermost 

spirit that is itself in an ever-lasting flux, are interconnected and mutually propelling, 

forming both a homogenous torrent of consciousness and dissimilar cascades, streams, 

and waves of perception and thinking. In this torrential cataract of consciousness, a 

momentum or an effect on a layer or a spot, as the function of forces of "seeds" and 

"perfuming" of various levels of cascading consciousness, has influence on any moment 

of mental activities anywhere in the cataract. It is an immense and complex world in 

itself, immense, generative, and complex enough to enable a human being to "envision" a 

whole extemal world; or something "which contains the universe" in the words of the 

narrator of Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey. 

A spectacular ontology of consciousness or mental activities arises from Hsuan 

Tsang and his disciples' Ch 'eng Wei-shih Lun saturated with Buddhist analyticality and 

dialectics of mind. In a sense, it is a complex psychological philosophy, comparable to 

modem theories of human mind in conceptual breadth and analytic depths. Human 

consciousness as presented in Ch 'eng Wei-shih Lun enjoys almost absolute freedom vis

a-vis the physical world and human society as its derivatives. To those beheving in 

material forces, the absolutism of the human mind is surely nonsensical. Yet such 

absolutism has received echoes from the advanced physics and the social theory that 

finds society as couched in and shaped by verbal communication and game rales. The 

idealism advanced by modem westem philosophers such as Descartes, Leibniz, Berkeley, 
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Kant, and Hegel has quite a few parallels to Ch 'eng Wei-shih Lun, but it is also very 

much different in a few ways.' In the first place, God or the shadow of God usually 

appears in the discourse of those westem idealists as the ultimate force setting the human 

mind in motion, in contrast to the Buddhist notion of divinity that is intrinsic to the 

human mind. Secondly, the analytical gravity in the philosophical discourse of those 

westem idealists lies in the relationships between the human mind and the extemal world, 

rather than those between the different layers of consciousness that are both hierarchical 

and reciprocal as expounded in Ch 'eng Wei-shih Lun. As a result, mind appears in the 

modem westem philosophy mainly as an object of philosophical abstractions, rather than 

as a vivid world with its own functioning organism and dynamics. Finally, modem 

Europe emerging as a new world with its new science, technology, theories of human 

society usually looms as an inescapable shadow in the mind of the modem westem 

philosophers, crying for explanations. Descartes' aphoristic reasoning that "1 think, 

therefore I am" is intended to show mind as more veritable than matter, rather than totally 

negate the reality of matter. Thoughts become fluent and interfiise in the best thinking, 

according to Fredrich Hegel whose career as the most prominent philosopher in the 

nineteenth-century began in his Phenomenology of Mind, and crested in his Absolute Idea 

elaborated in his Logic. Rather than intending to eliminate the substantiality of the 

human world, Hegel proposes the Absolute Idea to affirm the realities of the modem 

Europe, including the rise of science and technology, though from a perspective different 

' My understanding of the modem westem idealists is mainly based upon Berfrand Russell's A History of 
Westem Philosophy. 
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from those of rationalists and empiricists. For him, there is a high correspondence and 

fransference between the Absolute Idea and what emerged in modem Europe in the forms 

of science, technology, and possibly liberahsm in political institutions. The Absolute 

Idea, an abstraction based on logic and dialectics, is anything but an individual's mental 

reality; it is like a thinking, scheming divine being hovering far above ordinary human 

beings, like what Plato proposed as the ultimate in his theory of ideas. 

Kant's superb analysis of the superiority of the human mind has an influence on 

Romanticism, especially German Romanticism. Yet his theory of mind could sound too 

philosophical and thus deficient in mystic and artistic appeal. Hegel's Absolute Idea 

blends with oriental mysticism in some of Walt Whitman's upbeat poetry eulogizing 

individuality and material progress in a rising civilization. * Nevertheless, Hegel's 

Absolute Idea could be of much less appeal to an artist in that it is not at all 

individualistic nor indicative of a human mind that is amazingly intricate, mysteriously 

powerful, and bewitchingly liberating. In comparison with the abstractness of the 

Absolute Idea, the Buddhist theory of mind is suggestive of a whole intricate and vivid 

world with the concreteness of human life, grandeur of images, excitement of 

revolutions, and darkness of imaginative depths. When Maxine Kingston's protagonist 

Wittman Ah Sing says that his presence integrates a place, he probably means his mind 

that absorbs the variegated and contradictory elements in a place and transforms them 

into an exhilarating flux of mentality. Unlike the Absolute Idea, time and space assume 

specificity and human dimensions in the Buddhist theory of mind. Everything in the 
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physical worid, human society, and their imagination ranging from the minutest to the 

most spectacular, from the most apparent to the most arcane, from the ethereal heaven to 

the eerie underworld drops into the Buddhist grand scheme of mind, since it is the 

workings of mind that give rise to all things as sense-objects. Mountains, forests, rivers, 

cities, and the heaven could easily appear in a Buddhist mind with all forms of life, 

ghosts, celestial beings with their varying degrees of sentiency, defilement, meanness, 

and holiness. Generic boundaries and artistic conventions can be extremely blurry once 

they are churned over in a Buddhist mind operating as an atomic accelerator. In a sense, 

the Buddhist theory of mind is in itself a comprehensive spectram of aesthetics coping 

with all forms of reality and all manners of perception and conceptualization. To be sure, 

it is an aesthefics infused with enticing analyticality, exciting flux of images, the soothing 

peace of meditation, the secularity of human life and the possibility of rehgious 

transcendence. 

Buddhist Influence on Rainer Maria Rilke 

The publication of his The World as Will and Idea at the end of 1818 inftised the 

German philosopher Schopenhauer with so much self-confidence that he put his lectures 

at Berlin University in the same hour as that of Hegel to lure away the latter's hearers 

(Russell 754). Although he failed to be an acclaimed correction to Hegelian system in 

nineteenth-century philosophy, Schopenhauer has been an influence on "artistic and 

literary people in search of a philosophy that they could believe" (Russell 753). Rainer 

* There are some critical studies conceming the Hegelian influence on Whitman's poetry; for me 
Whitman's "Song of the Universe" is an obvious example in this respect. 
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Maria Rilke is among those artists and writers taking an interest in Schopenhauer, a 

German philosopher who had come under the heavy influence of Hinduism and 

Buddhism when the west began to feel itself superior to the east, and who was unusually 

free from German nationalism and German idealists' complacent optimism (Russell 753). 

As replies to a questionnaire sent from a professor named Hermann Pongs, Rilke 

admitted in a letter that he had never read philosophers except Schopenhauer because of 

his "aversion to that sort of systematization" (Rilke, Letters 2:353). While it is hard to 

decide on Schopenhauer as the most important source of Buddhist influence on Rilke, 

partly because Schopenhauer himself was not a Buddhist, several parallels do exist 

between the philosopher and the literary writer. Both were impatient of the confines of 

German nationalism and interested in non-westem cultures; both were antagonistic to 

Hegelian systemization in terms of the Absolute Idea complicit with positivism and 

German nationalism; and both were pessimistic in comparison with the optimistic strains 

of most German idealists. In sharp contrast to the Hegelian Absolute Idea supposedly 

shining only on the west, Rilke's New Poems—the summit of his poetic endeavors— 

concludes with "Buddha in Glory": 

CORES' core, center of all circumstances, 
almost self-enclosed and sweetening, 
all from here to all the constellations 
is your fruit-pulp: you I sing. 

How released you feel from all belonging! 
In the Infinite expands your rind. 
And within it your strong juice is thronging; 
And a radiance from without is kind. 

For those many suns of yours are spinning 
Full and glowingly on high. 
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What in you, though, 's had beginning 
Suns shall be outlasted by. 

{New Poems 295) 

Where Hegel churned out a copious book to establish the cosmic status of the 

Absolute Idea, Rilke figured out just three stanzas to present the cosmic beatitude of 

Buddha. What is more surprising is that such a supreme Buddhist encomium is 

composed by Rilke as a non-Buddhist, who did not leave any records of a serious reading 

of Buddhist sutras or continued practices of Buddhist rituals. ^ Thus a riddle: what gave 

rise to Rilke's great passion and admiration of Buddha that prompted him to write three 

Buddhist poems occupying an important place in his poetics? And a question: what is the 

role of the three Buddhist poems in his New Poems? In search of an answer, H. F. Peters 

expresses his view in Rainer Maria Rilke: Masks and the Man as this: 

Thus like a great arc the course of action in New Poems leads from 
classical antiquity through Christianity to the modem world and comes to 
rest in Buddha, "the center of all centers." The inner intensity of Indian 
mysticism is the counterpoise to the pure form of Greek art: Buddha 
complements Apollo, and we experience reality as oscillations between 
these two poles. (104) 

Surely, Rilke's poetic mind is cross-cultural; yet Peters' idea of "the inner intensity of 

Indian mysticism" as the counterpoise to Greek art may be still a step away from what 

was really behind Rilke's passionate admiration of Buddha. What motivated Rilke's 

Buddhist poems appears only to be these two things: Buddhism highly conforming with 

Rilke's woridview and Buddhism going along well with Rilke's understanding of an 

^ See Jinhyung Park, Rainer Maria Rilkes Selbstwerdung in buddhistischer Sicht (New York: Peter 
Lang, 1990); Park says that no one has found acttial sources of Buddhism for Rilke's poetry, although 
many studies have pointed up the Buddhist parallels in his poetry (176, nl3). 
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artist's way of seeing the world. As to a reader's questions conceming the gravity of 

human sufferings in The Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge, Rilke's explanations are 

reminiscent of Buddhist's thus perception of a suffering world: 

What is expressed in the suffering that is written into Malte Laurids 
Brigge is really only this, with every means and always anew and by every 
manifestation this. This: how is it possible to five when after all the 
elements of this life are utterly incomprehensible to us? {Letters 2: 146) 

Yet Rilke's horror at the world sufferings appearing as thus is decorated with a thread of 

hope, quite as a Buddhist's hope of nirvana that requires wisdom of seeing through the 

cormected cascades of phenomena in a suffering world with a loving equanimity. Rilke's 

woridview and mentality differed drastically from that of Hegel who felt elated at an 

emerging new Europe to push the east out of history. What was optimistic in the eyes of 

Hegel tumed pessimistic in the eyes of Rilke, yet with a flickering hope of looking out in 

the same direction as "the divine face" looks at a vast area of bliss almost inaccessible to 

the majority of human beings: 

My astonishment over this fact, whenever I yield to it, drives me first into 
the greatest dismay and then into a sort of horror, but behind the horror 
again there is something else and again something else, something so 
intensive that I cannot tell by the feeling whether it is white-hot or icy. 1 
tried to once before, years ago, to write about Malte, to someone who had 
been frightened by the book, that I myself sometimes thought of it as a 
hollow form, a negative mold, all the grooves and indentations of which 
are agony, disconsolations and most painful insights, but the casting from 
which, were it possible to make one, would perhaps be happiness, assent, 
—most perfect and most certain bliss. Who knows, I ask myself, whether 
we do not always approach the gods so to speak from behind, separated 
from their sublimely radiant face through nothing but themselves, quite 
near to the expression we yearn for, only just standing behind it—what 
does that mean save that our countenance and the divine face are looking 
out in the same direction, are at one; and this being so, how are we to 
approach the god from the space that Ues in front of him? {Letters 2: 147) 
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On the surface, the difference between Rilke and Hegel is an issue of whether a 

philosopher or an artist may come closer to divinity or the real hope of human beings; on 

a deeper level it is an issue of which is the trae route to salvation: the route through 

human sufferings or the route guided by signs of human progress evident only in the 

west. As with a Buddhist, human sufferings entail for Rilke a way in which these 

sufferings are viewed and interpreted as pointing towards a mental liberation: "what is 

expressed in the suffering.. .is really only this..."; and "what does that mean save that our 

countenance and the divine face are looking out in the same direction, are at one...." If 

Hegel took as his mission to find the working signs of the Absolute Idea, Rilke took as 

his great pleasure and the essence of his life to look at the world in the same way as 

Buddha looks into the world. The Buddhist way of viewing the world must have infused 

Rilke's poetic mind with a substantive and perspectival sweetness; otherwise he would 

not have probably sung such encomiastic lines: "CORE'S core, center of all 

circumstances, / almost self-enclosed and sweetening...." Actually Rilke's other two 

Buddhist poems are his artistic inquiry into the mystery of Buddha's way of seeing the 

world. In the first one, Buddha is described as a mighty star sitting deep in a dark sky as 

if inattentive to human sufferings. Yet inspirations for salvation or self-salvation issue 

from the star image of Buddha, "For that in him which drags us to his feet / has circled in 

him for a million years. / He who forgets our hopes and fears / in thoughts from which 

our thoughts retreat" {New Poems 73). Rilke's second Buddhist poem, first acquiring an 

artistic mystery in the image of trickling and ripened penitences that "had unheaped there 

all their secrecy," presents Buddha coming nearer to the human world as if he had raised 
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his brows and "cast doubt into his mind." The quesfion of how to interpret Buddha's 

raising of his eyebrows in the face of a suffering worid becomes an intensified mystery 

and prompts the poet to ask: 

Is there one, then, who could reckon up 
what things have been melted down to found 
just this image on this flower-cup: 

muter, of a yellow more reposing 
than a golden one's, and all around 
touching, like itself, the space enclosing? 

{New Poems 123) 

The mystery of Buddha's seeing through the world appears here idenfical to the 

poet's pursuit of the supreme artistry with a mystic tinge. The image of Buddha appeared 

to have exerted a great influence on Rilke in a few years between 1905 and 1908, since 

all of Rilke's few Buddhist references in his letters and all his three Buddhist poems 

emerged in these few years. These were the years when Rilke spent lots of time in Paris 

with Auguste Rodin, a world-renowned French sculptor; the effigy of Buddha in Rodin's 

yard became inspirations for Rilke's thinking and poetry. Rilke, the author of Auguste 

Rodin, and Rodin must have conversed on Buddhism when their conversations switched 

to that effigy of Buddha resting "in fanatic silence" and "dispensing with quiet reserve 

the inexpressible self-containedness of his gesture beneath all the skies of say and night."* 

More importantly, these few years of making Buddhist references in letters and 

writing Buddhist poems corresponded well with the span of Rilke's writing of The 

* See note to Rilke's first Buddha poem (New Poems 73) and Letters of Rainer Maria Rilke (1: 194); 
actually Rilke mentioned to Rodin the image of Buddha on his mind (1: 194). I have made some efforts to 
fmd studies that relate Rodin to Buddhism but failed to find any. 
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Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge, supposedly from 1904 to 1909.' Such a 

correspondence strongly enables one to speculate about a strong Buddhist influence on 

Rilke's novel, in addition to a few elements in the novel that appear as Buddhist parallels. 

It is hard to find a westem literary work that takes a special interest in viewing the world 

as a form of emptiness and that depicts a human mind, sweet, observing, and moving as 

ether through a vast space of emptiness as typically found in Rilke's work. It must be 

such an ethereal quality of mind flowing through emptiness and human sufferings and 

etched out in the supreme gracefulness of language that atfracts Maxine Kingston's 

special attention and leads to numerous quotes from Rilke's novel. 

Rilke's novel, narrated with errafic signs of a time line, begins with death: "So, 

then people do come here in order to live; 1 would sooner have thought one died here.... 

I saw a man who swayed and sank to the ground. People gathered round him, so I was 

spared the rest" (13). Sufferings then begin to permeate everything in sight and mind of 

the narrating persona: the agony of travel in cabs with "uncommonly intriguing windows 

of opaque glass, behind which one can picture the most magnificent agonies"; a girl who 

screams, a woman scared of the approaching pedestrians and violently pulling away as if 

with a faceless head staying in her hands, hospitals that institutionalized peoples' death, 

and the narrator's grandfather who "looked as if he carried a death within him." 

Noticeably, human sufferings as presented in Rilke's novel do not go along with the 

formalistic sensibility of the eighteenth-century bourgeoisie or a touching Dickensian 

' See Andrea Cervi, "The Composition of Reality, Rainer Maria Rilke, Die Aufzeichnungen des Malte 
Laurids Brigge," The German Novel in the Twentieth Century, ed, David Midgley (New York: St. Martin's 
Press, 1993), 45. 
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empathy. They are just there as inescapable conditions of human existence, their 

presence being familiar to the writer to the extent of feeling them upon the slightest 

suggestions. The most typical lines depicting human sufferings could be the following, 

when the narrator found them unexpectedly pervasive and horrible upon his first entrance 

to Paris: 

The existence of the horrible in every particle of air! You breathe it in 
with what is transparent; but inside you it precipitates, hardens, takes on 
pointed, geometrical forms between your organs; for whatever of torment 
and horror has happened on places of execution, in torture-chambers, 
madhouses, operating-theatres, imder the vaults of bridges in late autumn: 
all this has tough imperishability, all this subsists in its own right and, 
jealous of all that is, clings to its own frightful reality. People would like 
to be allowed to forget much of this; sleep genfiy files over such grooves 
in their brains, but dreams drive sleep away and trace the designs again. 
(68) 

Subtly, "the existence of the horrible" switches from the physical aspects to the 

pitifuhiess of the human mind which refuses to face it squarely: " And they wake up 

gasping and let the gleam of a candle mett into the darkness, and drink, like sugared 

water, the half-light solace. But, alas, on what a ledge this security rests!"(68). Such a 

possibly Buddhist or non-westem conception of human sufferings as a state of the human 

mind is alien to the nineteenth century European middle class and socialists—the former 

wished for salvation through hard work and accumulation of wealth and the latter pinned 

then hope on social reforms. Also it differs markedly from the Christian notion of sin 

and stoics' worship of virtue in conformity with a divine cosmic plan. 

The narrator's Buddhist perspective becomes all the more obvious when suchness 

of human sufferings coheres with the frequent motif of emptiness. "The street was too 

empty" with a woman who had a face as a "hollow form"; "the unnatural emptiness of 
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the theaters" appeared to the narrator as "dangerous holes"; and a vaulted dining-

chamber, "like a vacant spot," almost dissolved the consciousness of the young narrator 

and actually spit out a mysterious lady moving like a ghost (16, 27-28, 31). "Books are 

empty" (133). The notion of family is empty. The people gathering for the family dinner 

can not at all be viewed as familial to each other: "My grandfather called them 'the 

family,' and 1 also heard the others use the same term, which was entirely arbitrary" (32). 

After a great effort to be a writer full of thoughts and memories, young Malte feels that 

"nothing has happened" (44). One's life could be likened to an old lady no longer able to 

take solid and large pieces of food and thus dependent on small bits of crambs washed 

dowoi with water (77). And the course of one life is also like a fissure, a "hopeless 

hyperbola of your path, that only once curved toward us and draws off again in 

terror"(75). At a point of the text, the narrator, finding himself so much taken up with the 

notion of emptiness, has to thus remark: "What sense would there have been in my going 

anywhere else. 1 was empty. Like a blank sheet of paper 1 drifted along past the house, 

up the boulevard again"(66). If eighteenth-century English novels are weighed down 

with a ponderous desire of social climbing and wealth as windfalls, and works by 

Romantics are dilated with vehement emotions and individuality against desires of 

material gains, Rilke's novel sets up a contrast to the literary works in the previous two 

centuries by dint of its frequent motif of emptiness and seeming lethargy. 

Remarkably, love exists in Rilke's novel, despite emptiness and seeming 

indolence. Yet it is a love that is rendered ethereal and pulsates with no corporeality nor 

vehemence of emotion, thus sharply confrastive to the titillating sexual overtones as 
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found in Byron's Don Juan and seething emotions as found in Goethe's The Sorrows of 

Young Werther. The point showing the "highest" degree of emotion stirring for love in 

the text lies in these lines which Maxine Kingston also makes sound in her protagonist's 

mind: 

Girls in my native land. May the loveliest of you on an aftemoon in 
summer in the darkened library find herself the little book that Jan des 
Toumes printed in 1556. May she take the cooling, glossy volume out 
with her into the murmurous orchard, or yonder to the phlox, in whose 
oversweet fragrance there lies a sediment of sheer sweetness. (200) 

It is only this kind of sheer Platonic love—subdued and devoid of corporeality—^that can 

go along with human sufferings and emptiness as observed in Rilke's eyes. Yet love may 

not be as everlasting as imagined by some neo-Platonists, for it needs youth and is 

feasible only "while her mouth, being younger, is still able to bite off much too big pieces 

of an apple and be full" (200). Paradoxically, love, when granted an ethereal quality, 

becomes for Rilke an involuntary means to add to the emptiness of the human world. 

Interestingly, Rilke's language of emptiness is repeated in Maxine Kingston's novel as 

part of the protagonist's consciousness: first when Wittman Ah Sing reads that part of the 

vaulted dining chamber dissolving young Malte's consciousness (8), and second when 

Ah Sing and Tana hop along the street in anticipation of sweet love-making and find a 

single sheet of newspaper flaring up into the air "like a blank piece of paper..." (151). 

However, emptiness and sufferings in Rilke's novel are not powerful and 

ubiquitous to the extent of engulfing the whole human world in relentless darkness, nor to 

the extent of annihilating any hope. Just as sweetness is a marked image in one of 

Rilke's Buddha poems, sweetness also flickers as a motif in Rilke's novel. Hence the 
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question: what is the source of such sweetness? The sfrangeness, stilhiess, and darkness 

invaded young Malte with fears when he spent his first nights in Paris; it is his 

reminiscences of his mother who flew to the small boy Malte to dispel his fears that gave 

him comfort or a sense of sweetness (69-70). His mother, long gone, could no longer 

give him comfort in Paris; it is sweetness of his reminiscences that counts in young 

Malte's fight with fears. At first glance, the phrases "your etemal path" and "the flight of 

your love" arise to commemorate the mother's unfailing rescue to the scared little Malte. 

Yet a reliable and loving mother is only one color in the rainbow. The matemal love is 

here the fodder for young Malte's active mind that produces a sweetness in its digestion 

of fodder; therefore, it is possibly the free or even magic flights of Malte's active mind 

that makes an etemal path through oceans of sufferings and an infinity of emptiness. 

As Buddhist meditative practices and wisdom stand as a shield of salvation 

against infinite and cascading sufferings of the human world, an active and attentive mind 

moves in Rilke's work as a protective shield with equanimity, perspicacity, and patches 

of fantasy through countless forms of emptiness and the boundless space of sufferings. 

Here one could find a mute, eerie, and breathtaking rivalry between a human mind and 

sufferings, a rivalry without fearftil roars and clangs of weapon, a rivalry calling for a 

supreme artistiy for its representation. While sufferings attempt to drown everything in 

darkness, indolence, and ignorance, the human mind strives to become an etemal beam of 

light shooting through the heavy layers of sufferings and darkness. As death, fear, and 

sufferings step on the stage at the outset of narrative, an attentive human mind also 

appears at the same time: "I would sooner have thought..."; "I saw: hospitals"; "I saw a 
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man who swayed..."; "I looked on my map"; "then I saw a curiously purblind house" 

(13). Young Make uses his senses and thinks; therefore he is and is sure that he lives. 

Despite uncertainties in seeing through things and oceans of sufferings, "the main thing 

was, being alive. That was the main thing"(13). In the night smell of Paris, young Malte 

finds all sounds work on his ears: the ranning of automobiles, slamming of a door, 

clattering of a window-pane, laughing and snickering of people, screaming of a giri, some 

muffled noise, and someone's climbing the stairs (14). This very conscious act of 

depicting seeing and hearing leads to a self-awareness and a revelation: 

1 am leaming to see. I don't know why it is, but everything penetrates 
more deeply into me and does not stop at the place where until now it 
always used to finish. I have an inner self of which I was ignorant. 
Everything goes thither now. What happens there I do not know. (15) 

As "I am leaming to see" becomes an adage (15, 26), think also flares up as a sign 

of young Malte's mentality throughout the text (e.g.,18, 23, 26, 28, 66, 99, 161). A silent 

explosion of thoughts occurs in the earlier part of the narrative and is preceded by a few 

graceful lines—quoted by Maxine Kingston in Tripmaster Monkey—a few lines that 

highlight young Malte's mental confrontation with realities and infuse such confrontation 

with a meditative rhythm and soothing touch: 

Here I sit in my little room, I Brigge, who have grown to be twenty-eight 
years old and of whom no one knows. I sit here and am nothing. And 
nevertheless this nothing begins to think and thinks, five flights up, on a 
grey Parisian aftemoon, these thoughts.... (28) 

To be allowed "five flights up" in the course of thinking "these thoughts" is the source of 

Rilke's sweetness, for it gives him opportunities to find that his "countenance and the 

divine face are looking out in the same direction, are at one." The paramount status of 
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mind that is sometimes presented by Rilke in a way of collapsing the distinction of object 

and subject reminds one of Hsuan Tsang and his disciples' Ch 'eng Wei-shih Lun where a 

magically all-powerful mind bewitchingly contains all cascading and shifting fragments 

and scraps of a phenomenal world. Not only do young Malte's keen observations of the 

human world relate to the Buddhist concept of wisdom, the linguistic and metaphoric 

flow of the text also sounds like a superb mental stream of a devout Buddhist meditator. 

In the face of a phenomenal world, young Malte, as a lonely Parisian sojoumer, asks a 

whole string of questions conceming things like epistemology, culture, religion, human 

history, the mystic continuity of human beings, the possibility of an utterly isolated 

human being without memories of the past and knowledge of women, and the 

universality of God (29-30). At this point, young Matte almost metamorphoses into "it," 

because of his being "nothing" and because of his hyperactive mind: "Is it possible, it 

thinks, that one had not yet...?" (28). Yet it is an "it" that goes far beyond the 

conventional westem concept of objectification, nor is "it" a typical subject full of raging 

emotions, individuality burdened with a mission of trath-discovery. "It" is here the core 

of young Malte's life, the moving center of the text, the spirit of the writer, the source of 

cosmic sweetness, and the locus of salvation. Also "it" is Rilke's art to erect an interface 

of language between the swiriing fragments of a threatening reality and a vulnerable 

individual's yeaming for security and etemity—an art that bridges across the mind as an 

object and the mind as a subject, and that is to be repeated very charmingly in Maxine 

Kingston's efforts to create an artistic and meditative consciousness in her Tripmaster 

Monkey. 
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Buddhism and Jack Kerouac 

The boisterous lifestyle of Kerouac's Beats as represented in Kingston's 

Tripmaster Monkey appears as a contrast to Rilke's observing, meditative, soliloquizing, 

and lonely young Malte. And it is such a contrast between the Beats' or hippies' seeming 

hyper-kinetics and young Malte's meditative mind—which never gets engrossed in a 

boisterous party nor lost in rowdy talks—that gives Kingston's narrative a dynamics of 

growth out of the heavy doses of experience—seeing, feeling, hearing, moving, and 

thinking. The Beats as presented in Kerouac's On the Road seem unable to sit quietly for 

a while to contemplate the world and their own situations. Road trips, parties, sex, 

rowdy talks, madness, and antics indeed constitute the dominant rhythm of the narrative. 

Yet, occasions of the narrator's contemplation in On the Road, although far from 

numerous, also figure significantly in the writer's thematic concems. Anyhow, it is not 

very hard at all to view the Beats' hyper-kinetics as indication of a restive mind defiant of 

the cultural constraints of the cold-war era. Timothy A. Hunt observes that "the second 

On the Road was to detail the 'dreams' and 'visions' of its hero and trace his 'Soul 

States' in a symbolic joumey from innocence to corraption to grace"; and that the writer 

"came to view writing as an act of perception and meditation in which one was concerned 

with the thing in itself and with the thing as imaginative occasion" (535, 536). If Hunt 

has gone a bit too far in viewing On the Road as a work of mind, Kerouac's other novels 

such as The Subterraneans, The Dharma Bums, and Doctor Sax are indeed much less 

kinetic and seriously contemplative. 
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Kerouac's characterization of his own work is thus: "Not 'selecfivity' of 

expression but following free deviation (associafion) of mind into limitless blow-on-

subject seas of thought, swimming in sea of English with no discipline other than 

rhythms of exhalafion and expostulated statement..." ("Essenfials" 531). Kerouac's self-

appraisal is interestingly also reflective of Rilke's novel of a hypersensitive mind. Now 

the question is: What is the role of Buddhism in Kerouac's keen awareness of a mind that 

could swim in "sea of English" and in "limitless blow-on-subject seas of thought"? John 

Tytell's several pages' discussion of Buddhism in his Naked Angels appears to be 

commensurate with the marked role of Buddhism in the personal life experience and 

literary works of quite a few important Beat writers. Tytell has gone so far as to say: 

For many of the Beat writers. Buddhism became a form of psychic ballast, 
and their study of various schools of Eastem thought became both a means 
of deconditioning themselves from Westem habits of mind and feeling, 
and a way out of the morass of Self into which they had so angrily 
plimged.... The Buddhist emphasis on sympathy and compassion for all 
sentient beings served to balance the Beats' vitriolic condemnation of 
American materialism. Impressed by the Buddhist concept of the 
insubstantiality of all apparent sensory phenomena, they learned how to 
simplify conditioned cravings and desires as Thoreau had a century 
earlier.... (25) 

Yet, Tytell is also quick to qualify the Buddhist influence on the Beat writers: ".. .their 

use of Buddhism was eccentric, inconsistent, and most of all eclectic"; and "the Beats 

were uninspired by the wordy, speculative, and metaphysical interpretations of some 

Buddhist scholars, but tended to accept the tough dialectics of Zen.. ."(26, 27). Such 

qualification of the Buddhist influence on the Beat writers elicited quick responses from 

James Whitlark and William Blackbum. While James Whitlark's "The Beats and Their 

Tantric Goddesses" indicates the important role of Tantric Buddhism in the Beats' erotic 
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epistemology, William Blackburn's essay shows a possibility of the career of Prince 

Siddhartha (later the Buddha) working both as an emblem of Kerouac's own life and as a 

pattem for his major fiction. 

According to Tom Clark's Jack Kerouac, which contains an independent chapter 

on the Buddhist influence in contrast to quite a few other Kerouac biographies that tend 

to avoid or de-emphasize Buddhism, a fiery enthusiasm gripped Kerouac when he started 

reading Ashvagosa's Life of the Buddha on a winter day of 1954 (131-33). Such an 

initial interest in Buddhist narratives led to Kerouac's aspirations to a state of Buddhist 

renunciation, to his more Buddhist readings aided by scrapbooks, and to copious 

bibliographies of Orientalia (134). When Kerouac came to court to hear raling on his 

marriage on a day of 1955, he was "carrying an armload of typed notes on Buddhism, 

ready to go to jail" (137). Buddhism blossomed in Kerouac's The Dharma Bums, a 

monumental Buddhist novel, and his numerous Buddhist poems to be viewed as highly 

representative of the genre. Yet Kerouac's enthusiasm for Buddhism also came to fraition 

in some of his other novels, though not heavily Buddhist, and two unpublished works— 

""Buddha Tells Us, an American version of the Surangama Sutra, and Wake Up, a life 

story of Buddha" (137). 

The most serious and comprehensive effort to address the Buddhist influence on 

Kerouac's mentality and artistry comes probably from Allen Ginsberg's "Kerouac's 

Ethic," an essay that handles the issue at different levels in Buddhist terms—Three Marks 

of Existence, the Three Refuges, the Four Noble Traths, the four vows of the 

Bodhisattva, meditation, and sutras. The Buddhist influence on Kerouac, as observed by 
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Ginsberg, is profound, multi-dimensional and essential to his literary creations, as 

opposed to Tytell's observation that "thefr use of Buddhism was eccentric, inconsistent, 

and most of all eclectic." Reminiscing Kerouac's avid reading of A Buddhist Bible, a 

very good anthology of Buddhist texts, Ginsbergs tells the reader that: 

Kerouac read them very deeply, memorized many of them and then went 
on to do other reading and other research and actually became a leamed 
Buddhist intuitive scholar. A practitioner like the poet Gary Snyder.. .later 
thought that Kerouac was quite brilliant and if faced by Koan exercises, 
would probably solve them very fast. So Kerouac did have an intelligent 
grasp of Eastem thought, also a leamed grasp, and that's something most 
people don't realize. (45) 

Tytell's qualification of the Buddhist influence on the Beat writers takes shape not 

as much in his qualifying remarks as in the absence of remarks expected to be made. 

Nowhere in his Naked Angels could the reader find analysis of the Buddhist influence on 

literary works by the Beat writers, although Buddhism forms an important part in the 

introduction of the book and in the part of Kerouac's life experience. Such absence 

repeats itself in Regina Weinreich's The Spontaneous Poetics of Jack Kerouac: A Study 

of the Fiction, also unwilling to consider a Buddhist influence on Kerouac's novelistic 

arts. Is there no parallel between the Zen Buddhist notion of spontaneity and Kerouac's 

spontaneous poetics? Ironically, while the Beat writers themselves have acknowledged 

parallels between their artistry and the Zen Buddhist notion of spontaneity, such parallels 

have been largely neglected among critics.'" Yes, Tytell recognized the parallel when he 

addressed the influence of Zen Buddhism on the Beat writers and when he used the 

'" For the Beat writer's recognition of the parallels between their spontaneous artistry and Zen notion of 
spontaneity, see Allen Ginsberg, "Buddhist Meditation and Poetic Spontaneity: Two Interviews by Paul 
Portuges and Guy Amirthanayagam" and the essays by Allen Ginsberg and Gary Snyder in Under the 
Single Moon; also see Kerouac's own words quoted in Allen Ginsberg's "Kerouac's Ethics"(57-59). 
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phrase "the Zen notion of 'artless an'"{Naked Angels 27, 29). Yet Tytell's recognition is 

impoverished for lack of concrete examples. Truly, On the i?oaJ possibly most 

representative of Keouac's spontaneous poetics was written prior to the writer's 

entiiusiasm for Buddhism; yet Kerouac spent two years reworking the manuscript when 

he was deep in reading Buddhist texts (Tytell, Naked Angels 78). Though it might sound 

far-fetched to say that the whole narrative was sustained on a reading of how a wandering 

and suffering Indian prince became Buddha, a Buddhist influence is discernible in On the 

Road. If the reader is unsure whether the images of emptiness and void in the novel 

could be traceable to Buddhism, the following lines quoted from the novel point toward a 

definite Buddhist influence: 

1 had reached the point of ecstasy that I always wanted to reach, which 
was the complete step across chronological time into timeless shadows, 
and the sensation of death kicking at my heels to move on, with a phantom 
dogging its own heels, and myself hurrying to a plank where all the angels 
dove off and flew into the holy void of uncreated emptiness, the potent of 
the inconceivable radiance shining in bright Mind Essence, innumerable 
lotus-lands falling open in the magic mothswarm of heaven.... 1 realized 
that I had died and been reborn numberless times but just didn't remember 
especially because the transitions from life to death and back to life are so 
ghostly easy.... (173) 

The image of "innumerable lotus-lands falling open" is very possibly Buddhist. A 

few other images could be also Buddhist: "step...into fimeless shadows," "the holy void 

of uncreated emptiness," "Mind Essence," and "reborn numberiess times." A heavy 

touch of Buddhist or eastem mysficism shows itself in the narrator's ecstasy, which could 

be constraed as liberation, because void, timeless shadows, or emptiness suggest 

liberation from the limitation of horizon or boundary. In addition, the novel also contains 
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a few occasions of meditation, as possible signs of the Buddhist influence. If On the 

Road has Buddhism sparkle a few times in the text. The Dharma Bums is as a whole a 

rare flower of Buddhist literature. Indicating the melodious crest of the writer's 

enthusiasm for Buddhism, the novel came to the reader as the lucky one of the three 

Buddhist books Kerouac wrote in a short span of time, two of which remain unpublished 

to the present-day. Buddhism is essential almost in every major aspect of The Dharma 

Bums: functioning as the comerstone of thematic concems, providing dynamics for the 

growth of plot, featuring a new language and way of perception, and weighing heavily on 

the mind of the protagonist. 

If different sfrands of Buddhism, the protagonist's mentality, physicality, social 

interactions, and the protagonist's search of Buddhist enlightenment could be likened to 

the various petals of a rare flower, the effects of the profound and multi-dimensional 

Buddhist force in The Dharma Bums are thus in the shading zones between those vivid 

petals. It is in the shading zones of those lurid petals that the reader can better figure out 

meanings and work out interpretations. The first shading zone is between the protagonist 

Ray Smith's ascetic strand of Buddhism and Japhy Ryder's unconventional Zen 

Buddhism. Ray Smith (Kerouac's persona) had the experience of reading sutras, 

practicing asceticism, and wandering like an "oldtime bhikku" or bum across the states 

and even into Mexico. He was almost stunned by Japhy Ryder's Zen or liberal strand of 

Buddhism that appeared so weird in contrast to what he upheld as Buddhist practices. In 

the face of Ryder's knowledge of "all the details of Tibetan, Chinese, Mahayana, 

Hinayana, Japanese, and Burmese Buddhism," Ray warned that "I didn't give a goddamn 
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about the mythology and all the names and national flavors of Buddhism, but was just 

interested in the first of Sakyamuni's four noble traths. All life is suffering. And to some 

extent interested in the third. The suppression of suffering can be achieved..." (12). If 

Ray's Buddhism is somewhat gloomy and centered on suffering, Ryder's Buddhism is 

hilarious almost in every sense, at least on the surface. At first, Ray's Buddhism got the 

upper-hand for his seriousness and depths of religious passion, especially when he 

contended that "Zen Buddhism didn't concentrate on kindness so much as on confusing 

the intellect to make it perceive the illusion of all sources of things" (13). Nevertheless, 

Japhy's Zen repartees seemed to have got the upper-hand at last, for "Japhy's answers 

and come-backs and come-ons" had put Ray "on pins and needles all the time." At last 

Ray admitted that those Zen repartees "eventually stick something in my crystal head that 

made me change my plans for life" (13). 

Ray's subsequent efforts in the narrative possessed a Zen dimension when he 

frained himself in meditation to achieve a broader notion of emptiness. Yet Ray did not 

at all strive to be a Zen Buddhist; Japhy's Zen repartees did something to change Ray's 

plans for his life, but might have affected only a small part of Ray's mentality. Ray was 

basically on his own trajectory of spiritual explorations after his encounter with Japhy as 

a Zen lunatic. WHiile Japhy was reciting sutras in a Japanese temple, Ray was amazed by 

the heavenly beauty emerging from the amorphous clouds and lurid beams of sunshine at 

a Washington's mountaintop: "What is a rainbow. Lord? / A hoop / For the lowly" (241). 

Promulgating Zen Buddhism on the surface. The Dharma Bums is sfrongly a confession 

of one's own spiritual pursuits, asking for rejoinders from the younger generation. 
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The next shading zone lies between the petal of the human world and the petal of Ray 

Smith as an individual dissecting the human worid; it is a shading zone that retains much 

of the tone of social misfits in On the RoadhvX is enriched with Buddhist language and 

images. The novel begins with Ray leaving Los Angeles as the symbol of the modem 

world, and his encounter with "a thin little bum" who climbed into Ray's gondola on a 

first-class freight with a prayer by Saint Teresa on a tiny slip of paper, a prayer that the 

little bum read every day. The next time Ray determined to get out of Los Angeles, he 

again met a Jewish ex-Marine bum who healed his arthritis by standing on his head, and 

did not drink but read the words of Buddha (117-18). The figures drifting on the road, no 

longer those party-loving, sex-pursuing, and loudly-talking young Beatniks or hippies, 

are the quiet, little, or middle-aged religious wanderers, much more marginal than the 

robust, restive, and rebellious young men. Kerouac seemed to intend on an image of 

voiceless bums looking as if they were moving in a different sphere only to appear 

occasionally in the ordinary world as unreal phantoms. 

Yet, it may be this ordinary world that is unreal. The Beats' question of how to 

behave in a baffling and confining world in On the Road here sloughs into an issue of 

how to handle an um-eal world. Thinking of his mother, his relatives and girl friends, Ray 

felt fHghtened because they were all worried over his failure to "understand the serious 

significance of this very important, very real world" (111). Ray's nofion of this world 

being unreal reached its climax when he was home trying to convince his parents and 

sister of the unreality of this world with Christmas just around the comer. Lying under 

pine trees one night just before Christmas Eve, Ray sank into a blessedness and fell "at 
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peace with all the ephemeral world of dream and dreamers and the dreaming itself 

(134). He became enlightened: "What a horror it would have been if the worid was real, 

because if the worid was real, it would be immortal" (134-45). At several points, the 

Beats' characteristic zest for self-identity evaporated when Ray realized that he was 

nothing but emptiness: 

What does it mean that I am in this endless universe, thinking that I'm a 
man sitting under the stars on the terrace of the earth, but actually empty 
and awake throughout the emptiness and awakedness of everything? It 
means that I'm empty and awake, that I knew I'm empty, awake, and that 
there's no difference between me and anything else. In other words it 
means that I've become the same as everything else. It means that I've 
become a Buddha. (145) 

However, this shading zone between the world and oneself is far from purely 

Buddhist, just as Ray's awakedness is a mixture—being Buddhist when Strang with 

emptiness, being artistic when intended for literary representations, and being mundane 

when intertwined with self-identity, self-esteem, and self-perception. Thus there seems 

to be another shading zone between the petal of being a Buddhist and the petal of being a 

non-Buddhist. Japhy and his friends at Berkeley appeared sometimes as a group of Zen 

Buddhists, conversing in koans and performing erotic acts in conformity with Tantric 

conventions. Yet they also appeared no different from the ordinary Beatniks or hippies, 

fun-seeking, arguing with each other for almost nothing at parties, and giving policemen 

headaches once in a while. They were also artists, confronting a culture where they grew 

up, and yeaming for the day when they would wake up the next moming to find 

themselves famous. If Japhy's having sex with the blonde could be Tantric, Ray's 

passionate foreplay with the blonde at the street and then having sex with her inside the 
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house is typically the Beat style of yielding to spontaneous arousal. Japhy criticized 

Ray's distinction between country and town as non-Buddhist, since the whole world is 

void and everything is part of that void. Conversely, Ray also persuaded Japhy to make 

no rigid difference between his Zen Buddhism and Buddhism housed in a temple of 

Chinatown. WTiile Japhy appeared as a real Zen Buddhist in the eyes of his fiiends, 

Japhy knew in his own heart that he had a long way to go and thus he made the decision 

to refine himself through a long spiritual sojoum in Japan. 

Kerouac can be viewed as a Buddhist poet in terms of either the number of 

Buddhist poems or Buddhist wisdom and passion. Remarkably, some of Kerouac's 

Buddhist poems possess a tone similar to that of Rilke's Buddha poems—a tone of awe, 

relief, equanimity, and assurance. The second poem in Kerouac's The Scripture of the 

Golden Eternity, a poetic record of his taking on Buddhism etched out in sixty-four 

poems, unfolds as the following: 

The awakened Buddha to show the way, the 
chosen messiah to die in the degradation 
of sentience, is the golden etemity 

Animate Divine. The Deified one. 
The Verified One. The Free One. 
The liberator. The Still one. 
The Settled One. The Established One. 
Golden Etemity. All is Well. 
The Empty One. The Ready One. 
The Quitter. The Sitter. 
The Justified One. The Happy One. 

(19) 

If this poem takes Buddhism or Buddha as something extemal, another poem 

numbered 64 at the end of the collection shows how the poet has become a rapturous 
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Buddhist being and identified with the Buddhist world: "The 'golden' came from the sun 

in my eyelids, / and the 'etemity' from my sudden instant / realization as I woke up that I 

had just / been where it all came from and where it / was all retuming, the everlasting 

So..." (45). Deeply impressed by Kerouac's poetry, Allen Ginsberg told critics this: "His 

work is accepted in the Buddhist community as a great manifestation of poetic mind; trae 

to the nature of mind as understood traditionally by Buddhist theories of spontaneous 

mind, how to achieve and how to use it"("Kerouac's Ethic" 57). Buddhism and 

fascination with an individual's mind reinforce each other in Kerouac's works just as in 

Rilke's The Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge—a fact sustaining the proposition that 

some writers take to Buddhism because it could enlarge, deepen, and enrich their 

perspectives in their quests of the human mind. 

Maxine Hong Kingston as a Practicing Buddhist 

Practicing Buddhist, first used by Skandera-Trombley in "Introduction" to 

Critical Essays on Maxine Hong Kingston, is perhaps an accurate term to define Maxine 

Kingston's Buddhist dimensions. In 1980, Maxine Kingston was recognized in the 

rhythms of humming Sanskrit as a Living Treasure of Hawaii by a Honolulu Buddhist 

sect named The Honpa Hongwanji Mission. The presumpfion that the writer's receiving 

an honor from a Buddhist sect might imply her Buddhist activities in Hawaii is 

discredited by Kingston herself when she says that "1 do not believe that I had Buddhist 

'activities' (other than meditation) in the 70s & 80s. I was named a Living Treasure of 
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Hawaii because of my services to Hawaii, not because of Buddhism." " Nevertheless, 

Maxine Kingston may concur if she is compared to those called Jushi in Chinese history 

since the sixteenth-century—the well-educated people well-leamed in Buddhist scriptures 

and receptive to Buddhist worldviews but not affiliated with a Buddhist sect nor 

interested in "fragrant incense," that is, depending on a Buddhist temple for material 

gains and familial continuity. Most of those called Jushi are artists, writers, and 

connoisseurs mainly interested in taking Buddhism as spiritual and philosophical 

guidelines in order to maintain an attentive, artistic, and magnanimous mind. 

Interestingly, a Jushi can be either stoic or hedonistic, just as indicated in the contrast 

between Ray's ascetic Buddhism and Japhy's hilarious practice of ritual copulation in 

Kerouac's The Dharma Bums. Without the slightest intention to suggest a stoic or 

hedonist strain in Maxine Kingston's mentality, this goes to say that there has been a 

strong fradifion of artists with an interest in Buddhism, whose relations to Buddhism and 

its institutions are variegated, amorphous, and coactive with their other beliefs, social 

activities, and mental dimensions. 

Buddhism, in Kingston's own reminiscences, was part of her family's syncretic 

religious worship, and often symbolized in icons of Kuan-yin, the female Bodhisattva, 

widely worshiped in southem China. If the rathless capitaUsm and crampedness in 

Chinatowns could disrapt a Chinese family's religious fradition, Kingston's family was 

blessed in their movement from New York City to Stockton, a small town in Califomia, 

" It is Maxine Kingston's e-mail reply on June 30, 2000 to my presumption that a Honolulu Buddhist 
sect's naming of her as a "Living Treasure of Hawaii" might imply her Buddhist activities in the 70s. 
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since their religious worships could be performed much less under the pressure of the 

dream of making a fortune. Kingston was named by her father for a blonde woman lucky 

at the gambling tables. Yet such a capitalist drive to make a fortune was soon to 

disappear when her father was deprived of a managerial position of a gambling house for 

his argument with his Chinese boss, who might have cheated him out of the promised 

part of the profits. With dreams of making a fortime shattered in the States, Kingston's 

family had to subsist on a small laundry and by working as field hands for Califomian 

farmers, and also perhaps had to fall back upon the old ways of living and religious 

worship. Kingston's reminiscences of talk-stories, gossips, and anecdotes told at the 

laundry, of all those tales and myths told by her parents, of her parents reciting Chinese 

poems, and of a Chinese-language school, suggest a peacefiil life where Chinese 

immigrants could have the "leisure" to reclaim their mother-culture. 

It seems that westem civilization lacks such a female divine being as Kuan-yin, 

the Buddhist Goddess of Mercy that perfectly combines power, compassion, justice, 

beauty, and wisdom. Sakyamuni as the supreme Buddha is more powerful; yet he lives 

in India far from China proper, and possibly with a greater interest in his own 

countrymen than in the Chinese. Chinese folks needed a Buddha with a special interest 

in their own things and thus appeared Kuan-yin, a female Bodhisattva with her abode in a 

mysterious island amidst the south China seas. In a patiiarchal society like China, most 

males pretended to be forgetfiil of a female Buddha who was the most powerfiil divinity 

within the Chinese territories. There were scarcely magnificent temples especially 

devoted to Kuan-yin, who usually took a position less prestigious than Sakyamuni in a 
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grand Buddhist temple or was enshrined in a lesser Buddhist temple or on a family's 

altar. To a cultural analyst, a question regarding the Buddhist Goddess Kuan-yin may be 

this: Could a female divinity as the most powerful within the Chinese territories suggest 

the fear among Chinese Buddhists and Chinese women of the bratality and meanness of a 

patriarchal society and the irrationality of male dominance? Anyhow, the myth of a 

powerful, just, compassionate, and wise Kuan-yin has prevailed in China for centuries 

through the efforts of Chinese Buddhists, women, and literary writers, leaving a deep 

schism in the fabric of Chinese patriarchal culture. There has never been a prominent 

female figure in Confucianism nor in Taoism; female Bodhisattvas in Buddhism give 

Chinese people an excuse to create an all-powerfiil female divinity in the grid of male 

dominance. '- The effects of such creation are necessarily profound and far-reaching. 

That the most fabulous Tang emperor kneels in awe below Kuan-yin in a celestial halo as 

depicted in The Joumey to the West symbolizes the submission of the royal supremacy to 

Buddhist divinity, and equally important, a mockery of masculinity and male dominance. 

Some human qualities conventionally assigned to females are praised by Jesus in 

the sermon on the mount. Yet the thrast of such a Christian sermon has been vitiated in 

the west all the time by masculine heroism and martial tactics required in combats for the 

prestige of aristocratic lords, for the slogans of nationalism, and for opportunities to 

become rich. The ubiquitous divinity of Kuan-yin in Chinese culture makes it hard to 

'̂  Sfrictly speaking, Kuan-yin derives from Avalokitesvara, a prominent male figure in the Indian 
Buddhist narratives, who dwells at the Potalaka Mountain, southeast of Malakuta. "In the Chinese fradition 
of popular Buddhism, the equivalent place is the P'ut'o Mountain, east of the port city of Ningpo m the 
Che-Chiang Province, where it is the center of the cult of Kuan-yin" (Anthony Yu, The Journey to the 
West, Vol. I: 5\0, note 1). 
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highlight mascuhne heroism and martial tactics to the extent of totally dismissing peace, 

compassion, gentleness, and sensibility as futile feminine frailties and burying them deep 

in cultural sediments. On the one hand, the power and divinity of Kuan-yin works 

against the inferiority complex of women that a patriarchal society conspires to conceive 

and maintain. On the other hand, the narratives of Kuan-yin produce an awareness that 

power need not be used for dominance nor oppression nor vain glories; rather it should be 

intrinsically bound with compassion, wisdom, liberation, and enlightenment. Kuan-yin 

comes into Maxine Kingston's memory from two sources: popular Buddhism with 

rituals, narratives, and icons devoted to the female Bodhisattva in her family and the 

small Chinese community in Stockton, and some literary texts like The Journey to the 

West, where Kuan-yin is a traly "Great Compassionate Deliverer" and powerful enough 

to beat all monsters and supreme Taoist immortals. Curiously, if women in the 

patriarchal China find it hard to identify themselves with a female divinity, Kingston in 

democratic America finds it easy to make such identification. In a recent interview, 

Kingston imagines herself as Kuan-yin calling a halt to masculine violence. '̂  Is it 

possible that Kingston also came under the divine shadow of Kuan-yin in the processes of 

her writing Tripmaster Monkey"? The answer seems positive as revealed in a few 

interviews with Maxine Kingston. ''' 

Kingston's asking her parents about their religious beliefs shows that her family is 

not a decisive influence in Kingston's becoming a practicing Buddhist, although 

'̂  See Diane Simmons, "A Conversation with Maxine Hong Kingston," Maxine Hong Kingston, p. 164. 

''* See Conversations with Maxine Hong Kingston, 82 and 89. 
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Kingston herself intends to emphasize Kuan-yin worshiped by her mother as an earlier 

influence. Kingston was deeply involved in anti-war movement in the late 1960s, but 

such involvement has never been related to Buddhism in any of her writings or talks. As 

mentioned earlier, Kingston denies relations with Buddhist sects in Hawaii, which in tum 

could negate a decisive influence from a monk or nun in the process of her becoming a 

practicing Buddhist. Possibly there does not exist for Kingston a decisive, exulting, and 

celebratory occasion as a Buddhist demarcation. Kingston herself might view it as a 

gradual process infused with diverse and quiet strands of influence working on her 

without a clearly defining moment. Nevertheless, Kingston seems to have acknowledged 

that she began meditations in the 1970s when she made such meditations as an exception 

to her denial of Buddhist acfivities in the 1970s and '80s. Possibly, both she and the 

Honolulu Buddhist sect would agree that those meditations performed in her mind and 

body are essentially of a Buddhist nature. In an informal essay "Dishwashing" included 

in Hawai'i One Summer, a collection of Kingston's reminiscences of her life in Hawaii, 

the routine of dishwashing is looked at in the Zen light: Why is it an enlightening koan 

when the Zen master advises the novice to wash his bowl after the meal? Kingston 

comes up with " a revolutionary meaning: Each monk in that monastery washed his own 

bowl.... Each member of the family takes his or her dishes to the sink and does them. 

Pots and pans negotiable. Cat dishes negotiable too" (25). 

This kind of play with Zen koans is reminiscent of the Beat writers coming under 

the Buddhist influence. If the work by the Beat writers is as influential as some critics 

have claimed in spreading Buddhism at university campuses across the United States, it 
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must have been influential on Maxine Kingston, an English graduate from Berkeley, an 

active participant in that student movement, and a would-be novelist. As to the 

questions—when she became a practicing Buddhist and whether the Beat writers played a 

role in her acceptance of Buddhism, Kingston offered the following vague yet still 

suggestive response: 

My mother raised us with Kuan Yin, Gwang Goong, Confticius, 
and the pictures of Grandmother and Grandfather on the altar. Maybe this 
is what the anthropologists call "ancestor worship." When I asked my 
parents what our "rehgion" was, they said Confticius. When I read the 
Beat writers, 1 recognized that many of our practices were Buddhist. When 
1 read Lao Tse, 1 recognized elements of Taoism, especially the seasonal 
holidays. 1 concluded that our family and village religion is a wonderful 
amalgam / integration of Buddhism, Confiicianism, and Taoism.... The 
Beat writers are very important to me because they gave Westem English 
expression to what has been mystical, mysterious, intuitive, private. They 
showed how all this Chinese stuff is cool. (My e-mail interviews with 
Maxine Kingston) 

Maxine Kingston's reminiscences above show a degree of identificafion— 

conscious or unconscious—with the Chinese amalgam tradition that reftises to pit 

Buddhism, Confiicianism, and Taoism against each other. Also there is an intimation that 

Kingston did not "know" much about Buddhism before she read the Beat writers, thus the 

possibility of their works inspiring her to make a retum to Chinese culture, literary 

fraditions, and Buddhism in her works. In a sense. Buddhism and Chinese culture were 

to blossom in Kingston's artistic endeavors after they had flowed in a curve through the 

mentality and arts of the Beat writers. 

Nevertheless, Buddhism, Chinese artistic traditions, and styles of the Beat writers 

did not flow gently into the young mind of the female Chinese American and English 

graduate from UC Berkeley when she was alone in a rose garden or a quaint comer of 
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campus, dreamy with a book in her hands and oblivious of an outside world. Rather, all 

these oriental things represented in the work of the Beat writers are actually part of a 

gigantic whirlwind that swept across many American campuses in the 1960s, a gigantic 

whirlwind with different facets—the student revolution, anti-war movement, 

counterculture, and civil rights movement. Just as the Beat writers and their Buddhism 

were part and parcel of that gigantic whirlwind, Kingston and her reading of Buddhism in 

the Beat literature were also part and parcel of that gigantic whirlwind, which set the 

young minds of American university students on passionate pursuits of individuality and 

human dignity and at the same time induced them into a characteristically limpid realm of 

meditations. Shouting and protesting for hours under the sun or moon, some of those 

agitated university students and young intellectuals would retire under the roof, 

meditating for hours for a full and quiet taste of individualisfic humanity. Never before 

in American history had so many people spent their life this way—vociferous social 

activism concocted with serene expanses of meditations, the use and abuse of psychedelic 

experience, fantasies of imaginafion, and spiritual, artistic pursuits. The beatniks and 

hippies were, in a sense, escapists with the route of their retreat littered with beer cans, 

butts of marijuana and wrapped up in meditations, poetry, stories, and lyrics. But a good 

many of them would be sober enough to wake up the next moming to join with others for 

a refreshed social protest. 

Buddhism, which was to take a stronghold in Kingston's mind and arts, was thus 

combined with quite a few other things in this gigantic whirlwind in the 1960s—with 

surging individuality against constraining social forces, with arts, imagination, and 
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fantasies against the cramps of technology and social engineering, with respect for the 

eastem cultures against Eurocentrism, and with rights of minorities against the statiis quo 

of white dominance. The young mind of Maxine Kingston grew and matured in this 

remarkable combination, and was to crystallize into a revelation that Buddhism, Chinese 

culture, individuality, social activism, and arts could join forces some day for a literary 

outburst. To have a deeper undersanding of the role of Zen Buddhism in the 1960s' 

counterculture, it may do well to read again some lines in Theodore Roszak's The 

Making of a Counter Culture: 

And grasping it, they bought the books, and attended the lectures, and 
spread about the catch phrases, and in general helped to provide the 
ambiance within which a few good minds who understood more deeply 
could speak out in criticism of the dominant culture. Perhaps what the 
young took Zen to be has little relationship to that venerable and elusive 
fradition; but what they readily adopted was a gentle and gay rejection of 
the positivistic and the compulsively cerebral. It was the beginning of a 
youth culture that continues to be shot through with the spontaneous urge 
to counter the joyless, rapacious, and egomaniacal order of our 
technological society. (137) 

The Zen notion of everything being empty in this human world not only conforms 

with the Beats and hippies' "spontaneous urge to counter the joyless, rapacious, and 

egomaniacal order of our technological society," but also encourages "an artless art" in 

defiance of the westem artistic conventions and traditions. Ceasing to be the object of 

anthropological investigations and of public entertainment, the oriental narratives and 

modes of imagination were there to help those rebellious writers to shock and jolt the 

public out of its established ways of looking at the world and other people. Maxine 

Kingston's understanding could be this: the spells of the racialized discourse can be 

broken and a new direction of interpretation is possible, if the "outlandish" elements in 
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the oriental narratives or memories are repackaged with a fighting spirit, a quest of 

individuality, and in a formless form, disrespectful of story-telling rales in the west. 

What emerged from the Beat writers and what has inspired Maxine Kingston is 

not so much a new literature with strands of Buddhism as the possibility of a new cultural 

discourse that interacted deeply with Buddhism, that vacillated with unchecked fantasies, 

or a pre-industrial and shamanistic mode of imagination, and that often appeared as a 

lifestyle coming to the fore with artistic and imaginative overtones. These words in 

Theodore Roszak's The Making of a Counter Culture are definitely capable of striking a 

deep chord in the heart of Maxine Kingston: "This, as I have argued, is the primary 

project of our coimterculture: to proclaim a new heaven and a new earth so vast, so 

marvelous that the inordinate claims of technical expertise must of necessity withdraw in 

the presence of such splendor to a subordinate and marginal status of lives of men" (240). 

While literary scholars are mainly interested in the novelties in narrative stracture and the 

growtth of consciousness in Kingston's two non-fictions, what strikes the ordinary 

reader—for whom Kingston's works are mainly intended—is a flux of mythical tales, 

magic events, legendary heroes and heroines, and embalming strands of fantasies. And if 

the Beat writers' robust imagination and enficing fantasies appear mainly in their poetry 

and it is not easy to find a novel indicative of wild imagination and fantasies of beatniks 

and hippies, Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey stands as a novelisfic monument for the 

beatniks and hippies' imaginative minds and their project to "claim a new heaven and a 

new earth so vast, so marvelous." To a reader with adequate knowledge of Chinese 

culture and literary fraditions, Kingston's literary works may signal a cultural project— 
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exhibiting the best mythical and magic tales out of the higher and popular Chinese 

literary fraditions. The totality of the counterculture and civil rights movement could 

Maxine Kingston such an inspiration as this: if the Beat writers could strike out a new 

discourse by virtue of breaking away from social and literary conventions, by a 

combination of Buddhist woridviews, wild imagination, and unchecked fantasies, 

Kingston herself could forge out a new literary discourse for the memories and 

imagination of Asian Americans by showing the magnificent imagination of their 

forefathers in the context or aftermath of the 1960s' counterculhire. 

Expectedly, Buddhism works on Maxine Kingston in a few ways different than 

did it on the Beat writers. Part of her own culture. Buddhism as ethics and images in the 

popular imagination must be naturally instractive and inspiring to Maxine Kingston. 

Where Buddhism inspired the Beat writers as "a spontaneous art," it must have promoted 

Kingston's intricate intertextuality as a formless form. Tripmaster Monkey presents to 

critics an imprecedented case where Buddhism as a unique form of pacifism and pacifism 

as part of social activism are vividly kneaded into a novelistic discourse in a manner that 

defies the current theoretical apparatus in the west. Yet Buddhism as understood by 

Maxine Kingston and represented in her works is probably not what is assumed to be an 

orthodox version. For one thing, it is closely intertwined with hippie fantasies and the 

humorous vein of the Chinese popular culture. For another, it is profoundly informed by 

social activism or appears like what is called engaged Buddhism, something contrastive 

to the conventional notion of Buddhism as cloistered in monasteries and callous to social 

politics. To some American Buddhists, there should be no distinction between the temple 
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or Dharma hall and the mundane world; the world is the temple. Compassion and care 

are not brought into the world by those gloomy escapists, but are actualized within the 

world by living an active social life and leaming the fundamental tmth of the 

interdependence of all beings. Curiously, social activism that has contributed greatly to 

the present-day American Buddhism as recounted in Richard Seager's recent book 

Buddhism in America did not appear with Buddhism in American literature until Maxine 

Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey where Buddhism cooperates with anti-war activities and 

efforts of community-building. The only possible exception may be Gary Snyder's 

poetry where the concem over the ecological balance is enriched with the Buddhist view 

of interdependence of all beings. Still, Gary Snyder's poetry contains only a common 

concem of some social activists, not their activities per se—not descriptions of the 

actions taken. The drastic and comic effort to levitate the Pentagon in the anti-war 

movement does not appear with Buddhism in Allen Ginsberg's poetry, although he was a 

major participant in that shamanistic anti-war action in 1967. It is two decades later 

when this sort of shamanistic anti-war action appears together with Buddhism in Maxine 

Kingston's novel. 

A paradox emerged in the mentality of the Beat writers when the Buddhist notion 

of self-abnegation met their adamant insistence on self-expressions. Commenting on 

some of the Beat writers as Zen Buddhists, Alan Watts dubbed them as Beat Zen in his 

famous essay "Beat Zen, Square Zen, and Zen," and concluded that "Beat Zen is always a 

shade too self-conscious, too subjective, and too strident to have the flavor of Zen" (qdt. 

In Rick Fields, How the Swans Came to the Lake 221). The Beat writers' fondness of 
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their own egos could be thus understood: Their self-expressions and consciousness are 

not so much individualistic as a collective counter cultural act against the immolation of 

the American soul in the cold abstractions of money for its own sake, against a mass 

culture falsified by the crael dynamics of technocracy and pickled in dank images of 

wealth and property. Or it is their individualistic and strident voices that have helped 

induce a good many young minds into the limpid realm of Buddhist mdeditations. 

Nevertheless, the typical prioritization of the self and subjectivity among some of the 

Beat writers presents a almost fatal schism in their movement toward Zen Buddhism, a 

schism that needs a cure in pacifism, in a new artistic consciousness that sees the human 

mind as both individualistic and collective, both experiential and negative of the self, and 

that blends well with social activism and community. 

Social activism and Buddhism began to engage Maxine Kingston probably when 

she had far less worked into the dream of becoming a writer than had some Beat writers 

such as Kerouac and Allen Ginsberg. As a result, social activism and Buddhism may 

form a strong combination and find it easy to go together because of less distraction from 

other mental elements. Aside from tiiis psychological explanation, social activism is dear 

to Kingston also because of two other factors—she is a woman and one of the long 

suppressed Asian Americans, thus her fondness of civil rights for women and minorities. 

Kingston's cherished social activism, after having come a long way, provides a solution 

to the conflict between Buddhism and the westem tradition of self-expressions. 

Remarkably, social activism in the case of Maxine Kingston mainly takes the form of 

pacifism, which is to enter her novel together with Buddhism in an intiicate and artistic 
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manner. The Buddhist precepts for living an ethical life in this worid are essentially 

pacifist. The first of the five Buddhist precepts is "to abstain from taking life"; the other 

vices cautioned against in the rest of the precepts—stealth, sensuous misconduct, false 

speech, and intoxicants—are also capable of violence. To be sure, the earthly aims of 

Buddhism gravitate toward a peaceful life in all sentient beings. 

Having taught in a high school and strenuously protested against the Vietnam War 

for a few years in Califomia, Kingston and her husband Earll moved to Hawaii with their 

son Joseph. "We did not look for new jobs in Hawai'i. It was the duty of the pacifist in a 

war economy not to work," thus reminisces Kingston in "War," an informal essay in her 

Hawai 'i One Summer (15). What worried them was the feebleness of war protests in 

Hawaii, which ftinneled everything—soldiers, tanks, jeeps—to Vietnam. They asked 

some other people from the mainland if they were giving up working for peace (16-17). 

Anyhow, war protests would begin in those from the mainland, because "there was 

nothing to do but continue the protest, help the AWOL soldiers and sailors when they 

took sanctuary at the Church of the Crossroads and formed the Servicemen's Union"(18). 

The pacifist activities confinued with Kingston, her husband, and other people in Hawaii 

until the end of war, consisting in much more than just protesting outside the barracks 

with anti-war slogans. For ten years, they maintained sanctuaries for the deserters, 

educated wandering soldiers with history, helped those soldiers establish anti-war 

servicemen union, and protested against the draft bill, as mainly described in Kingston's 

essays "War" and "The Novel's Next Step: From the Novel of the Americas to the Global 

Novel." This is also the period when Kingston maintained her Buddhist meditations, a 
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period represented in her upcoming novel The Fifth Book of Peace called a Buddhist 

work by Kingston herself 

Pacifism and Buddhism must have reinforced each other and even formed an 

integrated block as the comerstone of Maxine Kingston's worldviews. The end of the 

Vietnam War and her becoming a prominent writer do not in any way make Kingston 

less of a pacifist. Her large mind tums to strife, tragedies, bloodshed incidents anywhere 

else in the world. While receiving a book award in New York 1979, Kingston was 

deeply impressed by anti-nuclear demonstrations and rallies there; "I 'm definitely 

committed to speak at an Asian American feminists' fiindraiser," thus she said over a 

telephone interview (Karen Horton 9). On quite a few occasions, Kingston claimed that 

she did not like the word warrior in the title of her first book, which is the idea of the 

editors not hers. In an interview with Kay Bonetti, Kingston said this: 

.. .1 don't really like warriors. I wish I had not had a metaphor of a warrior 
person who uses weapons and goes to war. I think that there's always a 
doubt about war as a way of solving things, so throughout, I keep trying to 
say, isn't there another—.... 

We're using images and moods against the bombs. If only the 
word has as much power. {Converstaions with Maxine Hong Kingston 37) 

Again in the process of writing Tripmaster Monkey, Kingston reiterated that she 

was not telling the story of war in The Woman Warrior, and she wanted to be a pacifist, 

and wanted the readers to take the woman warrior in another sense—fighting wars not 

with swords (Hoy 49). In another interview a few years later, Kingston highlighted the 

pacifist dimension in the story of Ts'ai Yen—the heroine's act of tuming arrow-

producing reeds into flutes just like beating swords into plowshares, and declared that "I 

have become more and more of a pacifist" (Skenazy 132-33). In 1997, Maxine Kingston 
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addressed as one of the featured speakers together with the Dalai Lama, Alice Walker, 

and Dolores Huerta at a three-day peace conference entitled "Peacemaking: The Power of 

Nonviolence" at San Francisco. Her pacifist stance publicized at this high-profile 

conference reappeared in an emotional tone the next year when she told a story in 

"Preface to the Paperback Edition" of her Hawai 'i One Summer. Two Hawaiian tribes 

had been deep into a bloody feud for two centuries because of a murder. Now the tribal 

leaders on the both sides have found it necessary to heal history by repeating the 

historical event that ended up in the murder with a peaceful conclusion. Thus the two 

tribes have since been on friendly terms. With an emotional touch, Kingston thus 

remarked: "Now unification is the coming together of former enemies in peace. It is 

possible to heal history. It is possible to be one people living in harmony"(xiv). 

Possibly Maxine Kingston's formal relations with a Buddhist sect or organization 

began in the late 1980s when she went to the Buddhist meditation retreats guided by 

Thich Nhat Hanh, a famous Buddhist activist of peace from Vietnam. There is no 

mention of any Buddhist reheats in Hawai 'i One Summer. Some of Thich Nhat Hanh's 

Buddhist refreats were specially set up for Vietnam-era veterans from America and from 

Vietnam; it occurred to Kingston at one of Thich Nhat Hanh's Buddhist retreats that the 

art of writing could be complementary to Buddhist meditations for those Vietnam 

veterans. In addition to these Buddhist retreats that Kingston mentioned in the interviews 

with Paul Skenazy in 1989, with Donna in 1991, and with Eric Schroeder in 1996, two 

other pieces of evidence of Kingston's formal relations with a Buddhist sect are her two 

articles—one as the preface to Sister Chan Khong's Leaming True Love: How I Learned 
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and Practiced Social Change in Vietnam published in 1993, the other as an essay "Home 

Again" in Thich Nhat Hanh's For a Future to be Possible also published in 1993. Going 

beyond serving as the evidence of Kingston's formal relations with a Buddhist sect, 

Kingston's participation in these Buddhist retreats is symbolic of the confluence of two 

great progressive trends—the socially engaged Buddhism in the United States and the 

socially engaged Buddhism in Asia. The Buddhist activists of peace generated and 

tempered by the Vietnam War on both sides of the Pacific are now and here collaborating 

on a grand project of the world peace. 

Who is Thich Nhat Hanh, the Vietnamese Zen Master who has succeeded in 

drawing Maxine Kingston into his Buddhist retreats and publications after Kingston had 

resisted formal relations with Buddhist sects for so long? Sallie King's essay "Thich 

Nhat Hanh and the Unified Buddhist Church: Nondualism in Action" and a few chapters 

in Richard Hughes Seager's Buddhism in America have offered enough information for a 

clear pictiire of the Vietnamese monk devoted to the world peace and combination of 

Buddhism and social activism. Ordained in 1949, and as the founder of several monastic 

communities in South Vietnam, Thich Nhat Hanh began to express in print as Editor-in-

Chief of Vietnamese Buddhism the ideas of socially engaged Buddhism in 1956. After he 

returned to his motheriand in early 1964 from a three-year stay in America stiidying 

religions and lecturing on contemporary Buddhism, his engaged Buddhism began to fully 

blossom; he founded a Buddhist university, started various publications, and established a 

new Buddhist order—the order of Interbeing "as a manifestation of engaged Buddhism. 

In the late 1960s and 1970s, he was the most prominent Vietnamese monk active in the 
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west for a peaceful end to the Vietnam War. After working for some years to relieve the 

plight of Vietnamese refugees in the west in the late 70s and early 80s, he has been since 

endeavoring for a Buddhist way of life in the west, focusing on mindfulness as the 

essential Buddhist interior quality and social activism as the major Buddhist social 

attitude. Over the past three decades, Nhat Hahn has published sixty books ranging from 

Buddhism to scholarship to poetry—the most famous ones possibly being The Miracle of 

Mindfulness, Being Peace, Interbeing: Fourteen Guidelines for Engaged Buddhism, and 

Living Buddha, Living Christ. 

The Buddhist meditation or mindfulness retreats organized under his guidance 

began to spread in the United States in 1983, and now have grown to a number more than 

one hundred and become the most important force in Buddhist social activism in America 

together with the Buddhist Peace Fellowship, another large Buddhist organization whose 

social activism has been also informed by Nhat Hanh's writings and the face-to-face talks 

with him. Maxine Kingston's active participation in his meditation retreats and writing 

for his publishing projects signifies the breadth and depth of Thich Nhat Hanh's Buddhist 

influence in the United States and the west. Thich Nhat Nahn's great influence in 

America as a socially active Buddhist monk can be accounted for by these factors: his 

personality that is both sincere and poefic, his approach that is visionary, nonsectarian, 

ecumenical, attentive more to inspiration than doctrine, and his adamant belief in a 

socially engaged Buddhism in the contemporary westem context. He believes that 

"suffering is not enough" and that social peace begins with the cultivation of inner peace 
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by individuals. People cultivate love, harmony, and mindftilness not in order to be 

escapists but to have a deep and thorough engagement with society. 

Thich Nhat Hanh's emphasis on individuals' ability to enjoy an inner peace has 

an obvious influence on Maxine Kingston, who once informed an interviewer of Nhat 

Hanh's pacifist views: "one of the things he says is that we don't know how to feel 

peace" (Perry 176). Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey came out possibly before Thich Nhat 

Hahn began to exert a ponderous influence on American Buddhism. While Nhat Hanh 

praises Chan Khong as a Bodhisattva for her engaged Buddhism against the war in South 

Vietnam in the preface to Chan's book of reminiscences, Kingston's part of the preface to 

the same book emphasizes the nun's heroism as a fighter for peace and woman's rights. 

Kingston's essay included in For a Future to Be Possible—compiled by Thich Nhat 

Hanh to popularize the Buddhist mindful lifestyle in the west—has an upbeat Buddhist 

tone. Disputes and arguments arose among those joining the Buddhist retreats with 

regard to interpretations of the Buddhist five precepts; Kingston confirms that discussions 

and meditations at such Buddhist retreats for a mindfiil lifestyle are capable of pointing to 

a bright future that soothes and encourages her even when her manuscript of a novel in 

process was destroyed in a fire. 

Nhat Hanh and Maxine Kingston's coming together for the same Buddhist course 

manifests something new and important in the fabric of American culture—Buddhism 

working itself out in pacifism, social activism, and artistic pursuits. And for those 

nostalgic of the progressive spirit of the 1960s' movements, Thich Nhat Nanh's engaged 

Buddhism and Kingston's Buddhist novels can be a comforting continuation of what they 
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had enjoyed when they were idealistic and imaginative. Phantasmagoria and flaming 

individuality of the 1960s' counterculture, though emphatically replayed in Kingston's 

novel, are no longer holding an ultimate status as they used to in the eyes of some critics; 

they are textually prominent but at the same time profoundly pervaded and enriched by 

pacifism, which takes the form of anti-militarism, protests against racial prejudice, and 

artistic efforts made for community-building. 

Buddhism, Pacifism, and Comic Fantasies 

One of the typical cases of fantasy commingled with religiosity in Tripmaster 

Monkey is "Friday's Tao up 2.53 points" (85). Set off by the Dow Jones numbers, the 

protagonist and the narrator joked that "we are a people who measure our goodness each 

day. And we trade light; this is our way of shooting beams at one another. A scientific 

people with a measurable Tao" (85). Wittman Ah Sing felt pleased with himself because 

"he had kept a religious Chinese way of hearing while living within the military-

industrial-educational complex" (85). In most cases, fantasy and Buddhism come 

together in Kingston's novel in a comical fashion without a sincere strain of religiosity. 

This Dow-Tao fantasy, a bit religious, is sfill far short of a crific's expectations of a 

rehgious novel. With one or two exceptions, Buddhism appears in the text in the form of 

either facetious images or brief references. Seldom does the narrator spin out a few lines 

of Buddhism so that it can be thematically didactic or doctrinal. If Buddhism traly plays 

a serious role in conveyance of thematic concems and dynamics of artistry in Tripmaster 

Monkey, such a serious role is generally implied, requiring sfrenuous efforts of 

explication. If Kerouac's The Dharma Bums is an explicitly Buddhist novel with its 
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protagonist yeaming for Buddhist enlightenment and ecstatically chanting sutras, Maxine 

Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey is an implicit one characterized by the tacit yet intricate 

relationships between Buddhism on the hand and a whole set of thematic concems on the 

other hand. 

A Buddhist interpretation of the novel is predicated on three kinds of reading—to 

recognize pacifism as standing at the center of all thematic concems, to perceive the 

paramount status of mind in the text, and to admit the interchangeability between 

pacifism and Buddhism in the work by Maxine Kingston who has achieved an integration 

of these two thoughts. In Kingston's novel, any incident or act of pacifism works in one 

way or another to corroborate the pacifist stance in Buddhism; meanwhile, any Buddhist 

reference or image appearing in the text asks for a pacifist reading and serves as the 

philosophic basis of pacifist activism. The human mind as superior to the physical 

realities and peace as the ultimate virtue of human life are the two fundamental Buddhist 

principles, which are profoundly integrated in the 1960s' counterculture, in the anti-war 

movement, and in Maxine Kingston's mind and life—invigorated by meditations and 

pacifist activities. In a sense, Buddhism, pacifism, and the human mind work as three 

powerful beams of light, cutting into, enriching, and illuminating the other thematic 

concems in Kingston's novel—such as preservation of arts, crasades against racism, 

community-building, fantasies, and war heroism. While the novel's diversified strands of 

the thematic concems resemble the diversified realities, there is a tendency of them all 

gathering around pacifism and the attentiveness of the human mind, thus pointing to the 

essenfial status of Buddhism in the text. 
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To emphasize Buddhism is in one way or another compatible with the history of 

hippies or with the 1960s' counterculture. As one of the most illuminative lines in The 

Making of a Counter Culture, Theodore Roszak has said this: "What began with Zen has 

now rapidly, perhaps, proliferated into a phantasmagoria of exotic rehgiosity" (138-39). 

In an attempt to show that Zen is utilized by the dissenting young to live out a life that is 

religious, phantasmic, unconventional, and comic, Rozsak made a fiiU use of Allen 

Ginsberg, instead of Jack Kerouac whose The Dharma Bums is said to have helped 

greatly in popularizing Zen Buddhism among the dissenting young. Roszak's choice has 

its reasons. First, Kerouac's work lacks a clear dimension of protesting against "the 

thermonuclear technocracy"; second. The Dharma Bums, though fully religious, is not 

adequately mystic, poetic, or comic. In a sense, Kerouac's Buddhist novel is permeated 

by a religious overtone that is too "conventional" or old-fashioned, as recognized by the 

narrator himself. Japhy's Zen Buddhism, which comes close to antics, fantasy, and 

spontaneity, is overshadowed thematically by the sincerity of Ray's fervent spirittial 

pursuits, something far from what Roszak could welcome as shamanistic gestiires and 

imagination. Nor is Allen Ginsberg's poetry typical enough to present most of what 

Roszak has defined as a crasade against "our culture's enfrenched prejudice against myth, 

religion, and rifiial"; or most of what could be termed as a lifestyle manifested in ways of 

thinking and perception, modes of imagination, language used in snatches of 

conversation, and gestiires, postiires adopted in a mundane moment of daily life. Quite 

often, Roszak had to digress from the typical Beat writers and just address antics, fantasy, 
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and spontaneity as the general traits of the counterculture without succor from specifics.'* 

To an obvious extent, Maxine Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey is a belated literary work 

able to provide a whole range of succulent specifics—imagined and culled from real 

life—for what Roszak has defined as the counterculture. Antics, fantasy, and spontaneity 

as marked features in Kingston's novel have attracted attention from critics, for instance, 

from Jearme Rosier Smith and Bradley Monsma who have approached Kingston's novel 

in terms of tricksters. To be sure, Maxine Kingston and her protagonist Wittman Ah Sing 

have taken Buddhism or Zen Buddhism mundanely or even light-heartedly in a variety of 

ways that seem far from pious or highly spiritual. None of the occasions where the word 

Zen appears in the novel is anything serious enough to lead to Buddhism enhghtenment. 

W^en Wittman Ah Sing felt infuriated with a smart Japanese girl's intended cosmetic 

surgery for doubled eyelids, his infiiriation tumed toward Zen for abatement: "Oh, for the 

right existential Zen act that would re-define everything" (107). When Ah Sing reminded 

Lance of his past mischief—nailing his Japanese fiiend inside a room for three days, the 

craelty of the act was illuminated by Lance's self-created Zen koan: "If the nail sticks up, 

hammer it down" (120). Ah Sing's fiiend Charley took it as a Zen act to invite the 

soldiers and civilians in wartime to the hillpiles of skulls: "The right disarming touch Zen 

non-violence?! What is it?" (144). Yet this rather serious Zen act was rendered facetious 

by the whole rowdy atmosphere of their theatrical improvisation and Charley's chop-

socky hand, swiveled head, wide-opened eyes, and stomping foot. Asked by a bum 

'* Roszak may have included Tom Wolfe's novelistic descriptions of hippies, if Wolfe's The Electric 
Kool-AidAcid Test had been published a few years later. 
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hippie whether he could marry them so that Ah Sing could be exempt from the draft. 

Tana agreed without thinking. Ah Sing also gave out "sure," not as much out of a great 

joy, as out of "a principle about spontaneity" which is Zen, and abstains from mulling 

(163). Zen was used to explain why some dirt has accumulated in a tea-cup—to remind 

one of tea flavor when there was no money for real tea (191). Zen appeared when Ah 

Sing and Tana got into a casino—"Although Zenly one doesn't care about winning and 

losing, one feels a thrill and satisfaction at each number that matches" (210). Zen is thus 

related in the text to an infuriated mind, a crael mischievous act, an expedient marriage, a 

tea-cup with dirt, and matching numbers in a casino. 

The terms of Buddhist and Buddha seem to fare no better than Zen in the text. 

The Chinatown people used the Buddha-shaped lotion bottles with the Buddha's heads 

unscrewed off (27, 277); the voices of Native Americans at a fanfare were compared to 

chanting of Sanskrit Buddhists (152). Ah Sing's boredom with movies and its relief in 

the movie version of The Saragossa Manuscript were linked by a rather flippant remark: 

"The way a Buddhist life works is that when you need to leam something bad enough, 

the right teacher comes along" (100). The violent and acrobatic movements on the 

ground and in the sky dramatized with Hollywood cinematography appeared to Ah Sing 

as "spinning silver mandalas," and made his mind sfretch for satori. He wondered with 

explosions massaging the brain: "Here we observers sit, detached as Buddhas, as the 

universe blows up. What was that?" (95). From the perspective of the non-Buddhists, 

the grinning Buddhas enshrined in temples seemingly indicate a detachment from this 

suffering world. Interestingly, the perspective of Ah Sing moves within a sphere between 
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a Buddhist and a non-Buddhist, and so does that of the narrator, partly attributable to the 

Chinese syncretic traditions. When Ah Sing improvises Monkey King fighting with 

Kuan-yin, he is a non-Buddhist, whereas the narrator appears as a Buddhist or even as 

Kuan-yin puppet-showing Monkey's anfics (279). The most "flippant" image of 

Buddhas arises with a farting story that trips Ah Sing out "as on drags—spheres of 

protons and neutrons resolve into the bald heads of monks, Buddhaheads" (235). A giri 

disciple of the Buddha let out a fart while the Buddha was discoursing on enlightenment; 

everyone laughed, except for Gold Wing who stabbed the farting giri student to death. 

As a result of his heartless murder. Gold Wing had to desperately flee from attacks by a 

fiery dragon. The fantastic side of the story is that the merciless Gold Wing then had to 

tum into an age-honored patriotic hero redeeming his heartless murder of a farting girl. 

Quite a few important elements exist in this comic fantasy: flippant gesture of the 

popular culture toward the divinity, the unswerving pacifist stance, patriotism, and a 

Buddhist explanation of a paragon patriotic hero. Hippies' flippancy is an important part 

of the 1960s'counterculture, which Kingston has endeavored to mirror in her work. The 

story of a farting girl and a murderous Chinese national hero reveals the existence of 

hippies in the ancient China and the forces of a popular culture where no celestial Gods 

have been as highly deified as the Christian God in the west. Just as Theodore Roszak 

uses Allen Ginsberg as his metaphor for the counterculhire, Wittman Ah Sing is 

Kingston's metaphor of the 1960s' dissenting young with a heavy touch of 

multiculturalism and ethnic politics, and with much more. Whereas Allen Ginsberg as a 

metaphor posits for Roszak a "phantasmagoria of exotic religiosity," Wittman Ah Sing as 
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a metaphor acts out Kingston's vision where pacifism, attenfiveness of the human mind, 

consciousness of Zen Buddhism, fantasfic imaginafion, anfics of hippies, and ethnic 

polifics would meet and form enticing mandalas. Whereas Roszak's formalistic 

argument emphasizes mystic religiosity and magic shamanism in the counterculture, 

Kingston's novelistic effort, less mystic yet more multi-dimensional, unfolds along a 

variety of thematic and aesthetic frajectories, and achieves a unity in the light of pacifism 

and the Buddhist influence. If Roszak is a bit evasive in explicating the relationship 

between the high-minded religiosity and facetious shamanism in the counterculture, 

Maxine Kingston has purveyed a remarkable case where these two contrastive elements 

come together in a fashion both life-like and highly imaginative, and become mutually 

permeated under the impact of Buddhism and pacifism. 

Intertwined with antics and fantasies, pacifism rears up its head once in a while 

cooperating with Buddhist images and references to propel the thematic and artistic 

growth of the novel. The theme of death or suicide in the image of flying pieces of a 

broken head at the very beginning of the novel, reminding one of the Buddhist notion of 

non-self, skittered flippantly in Ah Sing's mind when he stepped out of his room and 

sauntered into a park on a Sunday moming. One of the suicidal images streaming 

through Ah Sing's mind is a Buddhist setting himself on fire: "his name was Quang Due. 

Quang Due. Remember" (4). In a sense, Quang Due's self-buming helped set in motion 

the pacifist movements in a war-tom Vietnam and a prosperous and militarily strong 

United States in the 1960s, and manifested a pacifist's adamant will in the face of the 

stupendous craelty of modem warfare: 
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No recent event has revealed the social and political dimensions of 
modem Buddhism as powerfully as the fiery death of Thich Quang Due on 
a Saigon street in 1963. Because the image of a meditating monk in 
flames was broadcast by wire service and television, and because Quang 
Due and thirty-six other monks and a laywoman died voluntarily, their 
message of anguish and protest over the Vietnam was engraved on the 
heart of the world.... (Queen, "Introduction" 1) 

Radical and dramatic as it was, the Buddhists' self-immolation was intended to move the 

heart of the world, and to put a heart into Capitol Hill and Pentagon. Nevertheless, Ah 

Sing was not going on streets for a war protest that Sunday; the image of the buming 

Buddhist was only part of his play with his own consciousness. What is implied here is 

an anti-war image entrenched and popping up in the mind of a pacifist Chinese hippie, 

who would find it someday galvanizing to his pacifist activities. 

A great part of the first chapter of the novel is about Ah Sing's open mind set up 

as a camera to let in all sights, happenings, and sounds as he sauntered to a cappuccino 

place where to meet a beautiful Chinese girl. He passed the Orpheum, " once 'the best 

vaudeville house in the West'" and where "in 1911, Count llya Tolstoy, the Tolstoy's 

son, lectiired.. .on 'Universal Peace'" (7). Interestingly, Leo Tolstoy's famous pacifist 

stance is somewhat related to Buddhism. " Instead of heroic acts. Ah Sing impressed the 

beautiful Nanci with his love of talk, which drew her into his room where Ah Sing could 

fiirther impress the beautiftil Nanci with his poems. Nanci's alluring legs appeared close 

to his face, as Ah Sing lowered to open the chest to take out some of his poems. He had 

an impulse to grab or mount an endearing attack, which might overwhelm the Chinese 

' ' For the relation between Leo Tolstoy and Buddhism, see Detlef Kantowsky, "Reception of Max 
Weber's Studies on Hinduism and Buddhism in Southern Asia: A Misunderstanding?" Archives 
Europeennes deSociologie 23 (1982): 317-55. 
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beauty. Yet the impulse to grab was held back by an artist's mind that could not let it 

happen before the beautifiil Nanci would take him as a poet. The romance could not 

proceed by virtue of physical fraction at the expense of Ah Sing as an artist with a 

superbly attentive mind. 

Buddhism has a prominent appearance in the second chapter of the novel when 

the conclusion of the Chinese classic The Journey to the West repeats itself as part of Ah 

Sing's consciousness at midnight: the empty scrolls that were viewed by the Chinese 

pilgrims as a hoax were actiially the most precious of all sutras for enlightenment. WTiile 

the empty-scroll story served for Ah Sing as a pretense for his buming of his writings 

"bimgled out" at night, it also pointed up limitations of language and protocols of literary 

creations. Buddhism then appears in the form of meditations carried out by a Yale 

Younger Poet down in the stockroom of the store where Ah Sing worked. They talked 

about their experiences of handling consciousness as subterraneans for quite a while, 

secluded from the boisterous rhythms of shopping upstairs and noises of a commercial 

society. 

Pacifism as the twin-sister of Buddhism appears transparent in two details in 

Chapter Two of the novel: Wittman Ah Sing's dissuading a customer from buying a big 

toy gun and advising a female co-worker dating soldiers to blow a pacifist breeze into 

their ears. Unhappy with Ah Sing's dissuasion, the customer retorted by asking whether 

he was one of those fastidious people against war toys. Yet the customer's retort gave 

the pacifist hippie a chance to talk back: "Yeah, I'm against war toys. I'm anti-war. 

Look, I'm looking after your grandson better than you are if you're going to let him grow 
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up to be a draftee" (47). Far from a preacher's sermons, Ah Sing's anti-war talks are 

characteristic of hippies, full of verve and bite. His female co-worker intimately told him 

of her plan to meet some sailors with her girlfiiends to have a nice weekend. Imagining 

for a short while the scenario of the dating secretaries and the Navy retuming from the 

war. Ah Sing suddenly talked dirty: "Fuck the war out of them, Louise." The innocent 

Louise made an easy defense that guys in uniforms were traly attractive and so would Ah 

Sing ifhe were dressed likewise. "What's the use. Huh? Babytalk." 

Pacifism appears in the text most of the time in a fun-poking atmosphere, devoid 

of highlighting moments: no big rallies of peace protests, no shouting of anfi-war slogans 

outside barracks, no orations levied against mongers of war. The impact of those 

prominent textual components, most of them markedly tinged with fantasies—such as the 

protagonist's hilarious talks of his past, his theatric plans, his mental flux as an artist and 

hippie, the ancient Chinese war stories, the romances of the young and the old, the 

vaudeville, and the verbal crasade against the racial prejudices—could easily lead to an 

impression of pacifism and Buddhism serving only as appetizers, or at best as the 

enticing ingredients for a life-like mosaic, far from taking a central position in the 

thematic and artistic growth of the text. However, vitiation of such an impression is 

inevitable when the interpretation of Buddhism and pacifism in this amazingly 

intercultural literary text grows beyond their mere textual appearance. Possibly trae, 

pacifism and Buddhism, if read separately, do not figure prominently in the novel. Yet if 

they are read in reference to each other, they are mutually promoting and even become 

one thing. While pacifism adds a preponderant facet of ethics to Buddhism, Buddhism 
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installs for pacifism a solid religious and philosophical groundwork. As a result. 

Buddhism is no longer confined to a role in fantasies and rowdy talks and pacifism no 

longer something only briefly sUding on the surface of the text. As a combined force, 

Buddhism and pacifism make forays into the diverse themes and motifs and images of the 

novel, and guide the reader to a discovery that wars, war heroism, and racism that stand 

akimbo in the text are crael, inane, and inhumane. 

Chapter Three of the novel, a sprawling yet fascinating description of a San 

Francisco hippies party and possibly a classic literary representation of the 1960s' 

counter-culture with all of its vociferous and visceral intensity, is devoted to verbal 

exchanges, visions, fantasies, gestures, and romances of hippies. Images of violence are 

moderate and comic at the party of these "twisters and shouters": "the gracefiil puffing of 

H-bombs" on the TV screen, Ah Sing's challenging Lance to a fight over a childhood 

feud. Ah Sing's kidding imagination to kill Lance to usurp his fox-tale, a brawl of other 

two hippies that threw the party into a brief pell-mell, and the mention of the Nazi-

uniform that might tum on some girls. The force of peace takes the form of poetry-

reading, the interracial romance between Ah Sing and Tana, and Lance's mythic tale of 

foxes—presenting an implictt contrast to a world inflicted with hate and wars. A few 

references to Zen and the image of a detached Buddha in the face of a possible nuclear 

war confer on the force of peace an implictt reinforcement. 

Wars, martial arts, masculine heroism, and violence swirl clamorously into the 

text when Ah Sing begins in the next chapter to talk about his theatric plans, interpolated 

with other hippies' comic fantasies and pacifist jujitsu. At the same time, the romance of 
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Ah Sing and Tana reaches its due climax in an ecstatic love-making and grows into a 

marriage, which gives Ah Sing more chances to discourse on ancient and modem 

warfare. Some commentators' distaste with Ah Sing's talk-stories of war stems on the 

surface from their dislike of the marriage of the quiet moments of the protagonist's keen 

observation with his loud chats that sound to them generically jarring or thematically 

incoherent. It is indeed a marriage seldom seen in the westem novelistic discourse. Yet 

it would be much less jarring if the reader could take these rowdy and continuous chats as 

a way to reveal the fantasies, comic adventures, and mental energy of Califomia hippies, 

if the reader could take the topic of war as an integral part in the hippies' consciousness, 

and most importantly if the reader could allow pacifism to be thematically central in the 

text. Put in another way, hippies' rowdy chats on war, whether modem or ancient, have 

the respective aesthetic, social, and thematic purposes; they are not just inserted there for 

a hillpile of stories. To chat diffusely is a contrast of sorts to the engagement in a bloody 

war with another country. 

Pacifist anti-war protests are viewed as being peripheral in the 1960s' 

counterculture from the perspective of some critics such as Frederick Crews, Theodore 

Roszak, and Peter Martin who have characterized the counterculture as "a breakthrough 

of feeling" or "a phantasmagoria of exotic religiosity" or "fiery vehemence of youth." 

For Maxine Kingston as an active pacifist in the 1960s, pacifism is necessarily a dear part 

of her memories to be included in her literary creations—an inclusion made easy by 

Buddhism that finds no sharp boundaries between a yeaming for peace and a drive of 

novelistic creations, no sharp boundaries between an image of profound equanimity and a 
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clutter of strife. To some extent, the ancient Chinese wars, martial arts of the "bandits," 

and Monkey's divine prowess expressed in the form of Ah Sing's talk-stories are 

reproductions tailored to the hyperactive and fantastic mentality of Califomian hippies, 

reproductions made easy in Kingston's hand because of her powerfiil English prose, her 

insights into the original versions, and her empathy with the mentality of hippies. Thus 

some critics' failure to see the relevance of the Chinese war stories in the novel is due in 

a measure to their disbelief in the compatibility of those stories with the mentality of 

hippies. 

To be sure, ethnic politics are noticeable in those represented Chinese stories of 

wars and heroism—a physical and mental toughness exhibited to be part of Chinese 

traditions to annihilate the molluscous, effeminate, and nicey-nice image of Chinese 

Americans. Yet those stories are at the same time treated largely as fantasies to reflect 

the mentality and aesthetics of hippies. Multivalent, those stories resist a reading that is 

linear, unilateral, or one-dimensional. When Monkey is first presented, what the reader 

sees is something typically fantastic—the magic frolicking of monkeys, their spectacular 

military fraining matchable to that of the US army, and Monkey King's sky-somersault to 

crash a celestial party that denies his divinity. At the vaudeville towards the end of the 

novel. Monkey made a bet with the supreme Buddha and pissed on one of Buddha's 

fingers as if on a giant pillar of rock to mark his magic somersault. Then Kingston 

utilizes part of her own imagination to sensationalize the eerie appearance of a murdered 

and headless Kwan Goong—the posthumously putative god of war—^whose bodiless 

head suddenly began to speak from the opened coffin only to make Cho Cho, another war 
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hero, faint with a cry. Then there are those Chinese Robin Hoods—who wandered into a 

tavern run by a like-minded ogress and performed martial arts after a few fun-poking 

rounds of verbal exchange and sexual innuendoes. Heroism is markedly diluted in the 

sfrands of comic fantasies and in hippies' pursuit of excitement and laughter. At least at 

some points of the text, heroism appears not so much as a respected form of traditions or 

a lifestyle, but as a parodied discourse where one can find different ways of shragging off 

social conventions and achieving therapeutic laughter. 

In the interstices of interactions between fantasies and heroism, a pacifist voice 

humorously chimes in once in a while, to undermine the interpretations that heroism is all 

that is needed for ethnic politics and that fantasies are the only things that matter in the 

final analysis. When Ah Sing fantasized that Monkey's troops were formed like 

"straight-rale chessboard divisions" and like "a reinforced-concrete cubiform hundred-

story building viewed from the sidewalk below," hallucinating people with its 

"monumental unwavering immensity," he remarked that "what I want to know about: 

Why the totalitarian armies that even I, a pacifist person, helplessly see on laughing gas 

and carbogen?" (137). In the middle of Ah Sing's improvising heroism in The Romance 

of Three Kingdoms, Lance cut in quite a few times shamelessly with pacifist disclaimers. 

First time, he declared that "I'd rather be killed than kill"; second time, he wished to 

carry an experiment "as to whether more lives are lost fighting or in 'unilateral 

surrender'" and whether a Frisbee-Slinky combination would induce war-loving 

countries and people to love peace; third time, he suggested to invite enemies to the 

parties and going everywhere and marrying anybody; and one more time he simulated 
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Mahatma Gandhi's satyagraha while supposed to say a bloody vow as part of the Chinese 

heroic traditions (142-44). Fantasies, heroism, and pacifism each started a vying torrent 

when Ah Sing retold and fantasized with a famous war story in Chinese history while 

dining out for the first time with Tana after their marriage. In a terrifying confiision that 

involved countless fighters, two most beautiful ladies, ten thousand firecrackers, 

hundreds of boats, and the greatest military tactics, the three swom brothers waged a 

desperate battle with Cho Cho (170-71). There used to be three books of peace in China, 

the three books supposed to be powerful enough to stop wars. A wizard found them in a 

cave and finally gave them to one of his students, not smart enough to pass exams. 

Possibly because the student was too dumb to master all those skills written in the books 

in order to make peace, or possibly because he liked money, he joined Cho Cho's side 

and performed his wizardry of wind against the three brothers (170-71). Unfortunately, 

the three books of peace failed to achieve their ordained purposes and are now nowhere 

to be found, yet the yeaming of human beings for peace has been proved to be eminent 

since antiquity. 

The Heroic Tradition versus Buddhist Pacifism 

A militancy is evident in Ah Sing's fight to be a writer and in his protest against a 

commercialized society prefigures war heroism in Ah Sing's talk-stories of the ancient 

Chinese warfare. Wars, violence, and heroism function in the novel to unfold fantasies, 

to serve the purpose of ethnic politics, and then to be challenged by pacifism. Yet there 

is more—they also act as a genre to ensure a continuous display of the Chinese heroic 

fradition, which, first introduced in the fourth chapter, acts in the remaining part of the 
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novel to highlight the fighting spirit of Asian Americans for empowerment, and more 

importantly to propel interacfions of Buddhism, pacifism, fantasies, ethnic politics, and 

masculine heroism into a higher order of thematic significance and artistic appeal. 

The Asian American movement for empowerment needs a literary institution of 

its own to awaken, maintain a fighting spirit, and chronicle the political and cultural 

consciousness of those heroically engaged in fights for civil and cultural rights. An 

avidity more intense than that with which Kingston presents the heroic Mu Lan in The 

Woman Warrior is easily perceptible in Kingston's representation of wars and heroism in 

Tripmaster Monkey, which is already touched on as a genre in a previous chapter on 

Kingston's interweaving of genres. The vividness, energy, and charm with which 

Kingston describes war stories and martial fights point up a masculine and martial aspect 

of the writer who can envision and enjoy the excitement and grandeur of wars no less 

than male writers. Anyone familiar with the three Chinese classic novels of war 

heroism—The Romance of Three Kingdoms, Water Margin, and The Journey to the 

West—may admit that Kingston has culled some best parts from those Chinese classics to 

indicate her vision of wars, fights, and heroism substantiated in the abundance of 

language, colored with fantasies, and inftised with a pacifist critique of violence. 

Wars and martial heroism reveal their full grandeur and excitement in a few 

places of the novel without the heavy-handed parody from the quick-tongued hippies. 

First, Monkey fights the havoc monster, who is a worry of all those ordinary monkeys, 

because its "black shape looms into the sky and shoots through the crowds of armies and 

audience," and because 
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it goes through changes—a malevolent baby, a white bone demoness, a 
king of swords, who mentally commands a rain of swords, a king of the 
lute, whose music drives the monkeys crazy, like the Fiddler against the 
Batinan and the Flash. The other monkeys leave the cave and fight too. 
Wars involve everyone; every war is a worid war. Ah Monkey too goes 
through his changes—a cormorant, a falcon, a koi fish, a temple with a 
flagpole tail. The war goes on for a long time. "Kingdoms rise and fall. 
(139) 

Remarkably, the syntax and tone Kingston has worked out well simulate the rhythms of 

wars and the beats of exhilarated heart of the listening hippies. Human beings' 

inclinafions for war and heroism are subtly exposed in the excitement of language. The 

next case of war heroism comes along with a feminist touch. A legendary war heroine, 

named Hoong Ngoak or Red Jade or China's Joan of Arc, coming out of a brothel as a 

top prostitute, was leading a navy to "the rescue at the height of the war that you have 

guessed is coming up": 

She kept alit a lantem over her head, and against the black sea and sky, 
she was a flying, dramming, lit inspiration.... From the fleeting ships, she 
appears to be a supematural being coming after them. She whips up the 
drambeat, and the wind and wave rise.... Her fleet traps the enemy in a 
bay.... (147-48) 

Hiding the prostitute part of the legendary, Kingston has added much more to the original 

version of Red Jade's commanding a fight, making it more fantastic and more orally 

exciting. Then comes along the war of the three swom bothers with Cho Cho, just 

mentioned above, a war with two beautifiil women installed on the top of a tower as the 

sign of Cho Cho's strategic confidence, with wizardry of wind control, hundreds of boats 

under a canopy of fireworks, and with a gigantic fire scorching the battleground and the 

Yangtze River for miles. Finally comes along the pell-mell of the martial fights that 

started on the stage and spread to the streets in Chinatown supposed to be the ancient 
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Chinese capital on a boisterous lantem festival night, bringing up the climax of the 

vaudeville ranning for quite a few nights. 

Such an avidity for martial heroism points toward a conscientious effort to create 

a style or a paradigmatic form that can work as a permanent literary podium for the full 

expressions of the Chinese heroic tradition. Yet there exists a paradox: the Chinese 

heroic tradition is congraous with ethnic politics but incongraous with a pacifist stance. 

In a sense, the thematic center of the novel lies in the tensions between the pull of three 

forces—fantasies, the Chinese heroic tradition, and the Buddhist pacifism. Interestingly, 

Maxine Kingston's ingenious effort to present the Chinese heroic fradition is a response 

to Frank Chin's pungent criticism that The Woman Warrior belongs in nature to the genre 

of Christian confessions and as such is less authentical a representation of Chinese 

consciousness thas is the Chinese heroic tradition. '* Not admitting in any degree Frank 

Chin's pungent criticism as relevant or appropriate, Kingston may concur with Frank 

Chin on his espousal of the Chinese heroic tradition as a literary genre and as a powerful 

weapon for ethnic politics. Responding to Frank Chin's "call to arms," Kingston has 

responded to Frank Chin's espousal of the Chinese heroic tradition with a twist of 

fantasy, a bent of pacifism, and re-conceptualization on a higher plane of Buddhist 

philosophy. Considering the avidity and success with which the Chinese heroic tradition 

is represented in Tripmaster Monkey, and considering Kingston's "yielding" response to 

Frank Chin's pounding criticism, one may conjecture that Maxine Kingston may have 

'* See Frank Chin, "This Is Not An Autobiography," Genre 18 (1985): 109-30; and "Come All Ye Asian 
American Writers of the Real and the Fake," The Big Aiiieeeee! An Anthology of Chinese American and 
Japanese American Literature. Ed. Jeffery Chan, Frank Chin, Lawson Inada, and Shawn Wong (New 
York: Meridian, 1991). 
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intended to beat Franl< Chin on his own turf by representing the Chinese heroic tradition 

with vigor and charm hitherto unforeseen by the Chinese American writers. 

Expectedly, the espousal of the Chinese heroic tradition entails a high degree of 

familiarity with Chinese culture. Franlc Chin sounds sure and fimdamentalist when it 

comes to Chinese culture: "Before 1 can practice or talk about literature, I have to explain 

oiu- universe, our sensibility, the literature, the history"("This is Not" 109). Judging from 

his perspective or the standard of the Chinese heroic tradition, Frank Chin finds himself 

in the face of a vista where most Chinese American writers with a recent fame 

"characterize Chinese history and culture in terms of the Christian stereotype and tell of 

the same Cinderella story of rescue from the perverse, the unnatural, and cruel Chinese 

into the one trae imiverse"(l 10). Acutely feeling the crisis of historical extinction of 

Chinese culture in American society, Frank Chin senses that Christian autobiographical 

tradition is the most powerful in bringing about such extinction for its mesmerizing 

effects on the Chinese American writers. For Frank Chin, existence of individuals and 

their culture depends on people's realization of life as a war: "the basic form is war" and 

"the rales that shape the art of war are rales of form itself (111). Denouncing 

autobiographies as destructive to the Chinese heroic spirit and thus as the suicide of 

Chinese culture in western civilization, Franlc Chin urges that 

As a rule of style and literary activity, it means the fighter writer uses the 
literary forms as weapons of war, not the expression of ego alone, and 
does not fuck around wasting time with dandyish expressions of feeling 
and psychological attitudinizing. The individual is found in the act of war, 
of not selling out, not in feelings. (112) 
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Frank Chin's argument is predicated on his keen awareness of the sharp contrast 

between westem and Chinese civilizations: while the former is based on religion, the 

latter is founded on history, which is in tum deemed as heroic and alien to confessions 

and soul-cleansing. The image of Chinese culture appears in Frank Chin's mind as such: 

"With every man, '1 am the law,' living a life that is war, where kingdoms rise and fall, 

nations come and go"(l 15). To be sure, Chinese civilization is considerably less 

religious than westem civilization. But it is far from irreligious—Buddhism and Taoism 

are pervasive in Chinese culture with Confucianism also much ritualized. If Frank Chin's 

effort to highlight the Chinese heroic tradition and its influence in the establishment of 

Chinatowns is perfectly understandable, his effortless exclusion of religions from 

Chinese culture is dubious and so is his characterization of Confucianism in terms of 

private revenge against evil individuals and popular revenge against the corrapt state 

("Come All Ye" 34-35). Though revenge can be deduced from the humanistic Confucian 

discourse, nowhere in the Confiician classics is it found as a notion to be promoted. 

Surely, bravery is something important in the Confiician discourse, but a few things are 

much more important: loyalty, harmony, and kindness. Mencius's radical point that a 

regicide is legitimate if an imperial raler is horribly crael and inhumane had made 

Confiician scholars shuffle in fear for centuries. In two places in Analects, Confucius 

persuades his disciples not to engage in heroism if the state politics has slipped into a 

dangerous mess. " Actually, the school of Mo Tzu—almost contemporaneous with 

Confucius—is a contrast to Confucianism for its emphasis on heroic actions for social 

" See 5:21 and 8:13 of Analects. 
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justice and peace, its distaste with aestheticism of aristocratic culture, and its espousal of 

universal love. If Franl< Chin's seeing Confticius in the image of a warrior is somewhat 

zany and scanty of support, the followers of Mo Tzu are recorded in the ancient Chinese 

history book Huai-nan-tzu as unparalleled heroes: "Those who followed Mo Tzu 

amounted to one hundred and eighty men, all of whom he could have made enter fire or 

tread on knife blades, and whom even death would not have prevented from following 

one another"(qtd. in Fung, A History of I: 82). 

Frank Chin's unusually militant espousal of the Chinese heroic tradition as a 

literary genre to be promoted among Chinese American writers raises two major 

questions, each meriting a book-length study. Do Chinese American writers have 

freedom to stay away from their "mother" culture and then look at it with a critical bent? 

To what extent are Frank Chin's fimdamentalist zest and reductionist impulse equivalent 

to what is required of ethnic politics of Asian Americans in a postmodem era? While 

working as a wake-up call to those Chinese American writers sliding into the shadow of 

racist stereotypes, Frank Chin's purist stance could be coimter-productive in a few ways. 

It may simplify the multifaceted Chinese culture; it may blind people to the possibilities 

of desirable cultural transformations and irmovations; it may make it hard for Chinese 

American writers to write according to his or her own lights; and it may unduly politicize 

the discourse of Chinese American literature by fostering the hegemony of the so-called 

Chinese heroic tradition and by viewing the western genres as absolutely inimical to 

Chinese culture. The encounter between Frank Chin's preoccupation with Chinese 
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heroism, his abnegation of feminism as constractive in ethnic politics and Maxine 

Kingston's Buddhist pacifism and acute feminist perspective is fascinating, and capable 

of leading a commentator to consider the diverse possibilities in the further development 

of Asian American literature. One may ask: What advantages of a pacifist stance could 

then be in the straggle of Chinese or Asian American writers for recognition, self-

expression, and cultural preservation? Clearly, the answer to the question lies much less 

in a line of theoretical inquiries than in a writers' practice that vividly shows all the 

complexity, ingenuity, and profound effects in adopting a pacifist stance. 

At numerous moments, aspects of narration, at many tums of plot, and various 

points of characterization in Tripmaster Monkey, the reader may find himself or herself in 

a vortex of different forces, interpretations, and thematic concems. Ah Sing's talk-stories 

at the outset of the novel are amazingly many-sided. They are part of his romance, part 

of the writer's effort to present an eloquent Chinese artist against the stereotype of 

Chinese Americans as hard-working yet mute engineers, part of the image of a Chinese 

American hippie fond of fantasies, and also part of the protagonist's movement on the 

borderlines between being a Chinese American and being an American hippie. 

Kingston's Buddhist pacifism finds it easy to have intimate dialogues with different 

forces and factors competing and converging on the often confusing and sometime even 

excraciating borderlines of Chinese, American, and Chinese American cultures. 

The Buddhist empty scrolls as an instance of formless form here takes on a highly 

literary sense in that they may have inspired Maxine Kingston to be at ease with Frank 

Chin's scathing accusations against her literary works, to find such accusations as 
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opportime to a synthesis or a unified vision of diverse strands of her long thought-out 

thematic, aesthetic, and political concems, and to lay out such a synthesis or unified 

vision by shifting between talk-stories, mental flux, fantasies, romances, plays, and 

diatribes of ethnic politics. In improvising the Peach Garden scene of Romance of the 

Three Kingdoms, Lance as a facetious pacifist suggested all kinds of ways of making 

peace—inventing enticing toys, offering himself as a hostage, sending out picture brides, 

and having a multitudinous wedding. Ah Sing, playing the hawk, wamed him that 

countless people might have been killed before his pacifist strategy would take effect— 

the Guinness Book of World Records reported twenty-six millions killed in a famine 

caused by China's movement of communization, and twenty-five millions killed in the 

Russian part of World War II. Sustained on their "heroic" vision of a supreme Aryan 

race, Nazis were bent on genocide. Chinese communists were blind to a catastrophic 

famine because of their "heroic" plan of tuming China into a second Soviet Union in the 

world east. Some of Kingston's relatives suffered a lot and a few even died in the famine 

and the movement of communization at the end of 1950s—a tragedy giving rise to a two-

page horrifying description in The Woman Warrior (50-51). Kingston's parents felt 

lucky that they had escaped long before this catastrophe, but young Kingston realized that 

America was hardly a promised-land but a land of ghosts exuding racial prejudices, 

scaring her sometimes with something smacking of Fascism. 

Quite a few things that used to be far apart converge in this brief improvising act 

for a heroic segment of Three Kingdoms: Nazis juxtaposed with Chinese communists, 

fantasies with heroics, personal experience with historical sense, and the Chinese heroic 
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tradition with hippies' gimmicks. Such convergence derives, of course, in part from 

Maxine Kingston's craftsmanship of postmodem pastiche, but it may also derive from a 

Buddhist view of form that collapses generic boundaries and allows a writer to get below 

veneers of things and to move between different realms of imagination and experience in 

the nick of time. Frank Chin's rather reductionist call of reviving the Chinese heroic 

tradition is played in Tripmaster Monkey into something abundantly inclusive, something 

amorphous, something one may call a pacifist hippie fantasy in order to view it as a form. 

On the one hand, the Chinese heroic tradition as a genre or form does appear at some 

points of narration as positive, laudable, and worthy of imitation; on the other hand, it is 

parodied, doubted, eroded, undermined, and thrown into a negative light in contrast to the 

traly humanitarian pacifism. Whereas Frank Chin claims that "the rales that shape the art 

of war are rales of form itself," Maxine Kingston's play of the Chinese heroic tradition 

into a formless and open space of fantasies and talk-stories points towards a pacifist's 

observing and critical mind—^both formal and formless—that supersedes any genres, 

forms, styles, and any political, cultural, and artistic considerations. Frank Chin is 

insightful in discerning the intrinsic "harm" of a westem genre as to the Asian 

Americans' project of cultural preservation, but he fails to see the dialectic of form—its 

being simultaneously enslaving and emancipatory. Essential to emancipation is such 

dialectic of form made clear to writers. Chin's espousal of the Chinese heroic tradition is 

to a great extent one of masculinity and physical violence, thus ranning the risk of 

remaking himself in the image of his oppressors, as observed from the feminist 

perspective, for instance, from the perspective of the woman critic King-Kok Cheung, 
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who has espoused a different type of Chinese male heroe—the poet-scholar shy of 

physical violence but ample in mental strengths—also a tradition in Chinese literature 

("Of Men and Men" 181,190-94). 

Interestingly, Wittman Ah Sing is a mix of the Chinese heroic tradition as 

espoused by Frank Chin and of the poet-scholar model as proposed by King-Kok 

Cheung. Possibly taking his name from Charles Shepherd's novel The Ways of Ah Sin, 

which Frank Chin labeled as vilifying Chinese Americans, and very possibly acting as a 

shadow of the angry Frank Chin confronting the white supremacists, as observed by a 

few critics. Ah Sing is militant in quite a few senses. °̂ Ah Sing's tantrams against racial 

prejudices remind one of Frank Chin's highly militant accusations of white supremacists. 

Ah Sing's words and speeches are fiery, fearless, cutting, biting, crispy, and witty, just as 

Frank Chin's prose that touches on things with impact and punch and moves on with 

force, enticing rhythms, gusto, and wit. Shawn Wong, novelist and colleague of Chin's, 

told people that he was amazed at how accurately Kingston caught Chin's voice; he told 

Chin over the phone that Kingston must have been a fly on the wall when Chin was 

talking (Ling, "Maxine Hong Kingston" 171). The avidity with which Ah Sing told the 

heroic stories out of the Chinese classics is no less than that with which Frank Chin 

espouses the Chinese heroic tradition. To etch out his physical courage. Ah Sing is 

described as twice challenging people to a fight: once with his friend Lance over a 

childhood feud, and once with a few diners in a restaurant for their racist jokes. He also 

^̂  Bharati Mukherjee in "Wittman at the Golden Gate" and Amy Ling in "Maxine Hong Kingston and 
the Dialogic Dilemma of Asian American Writers" believed that Frank Chin appears in some of Ah Sing's 
words and actions. 
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asked Tana, much better trained in fencing than he was, to make a few moves with him 

with swords. His rumbling diatribes against racism in society and in critics' reviews of 

his vaudeville upset the audience as cats on the hot tin-roofs. Standing on the stage, he 

went so far as to dissect the Chinese character "I", and showing the ideograph as an 

image of a warrior carrying a huge spear (319). As a hippie, he dared to make fun of a 

commercialized society and to lose a job; as an angry young man of Chinese descent, he 

had the courage to uphold the Chinese heroic tradition and to crasade against racial 

practice. 

WTien Ah Sing appears in the image of Monkey King, he immediately rises above 

any human heroes in the Chinese heroic tradition, some of whom are actually ridiculed in 

The Journey to the West for their martial puniness when compared with an ape divinity. 

Yet Monkey King is itself a multivalent trope, bursting with an intemal dialogism— 

comprising valorization and denigration of martial capabilities at the same time. Monkey 

King is valorized for his militancy, defiance, and jocularity as far as the earthly kingdoms 

and Taoist Heavenly Orders are concerned. Yet he is denigrated for his overbearing self-

confidence, belligerence, and lack of patience when it comes to Buddhist philosophy and 

ethics. No Taoist divinities and earthly monsters can beat Monkey, but Monkey is 

constantly found short of power and wisdom in comparison with Kuan-yin, the female 

Goddess of mercy, to whom Monkey has to go for assistance all the time on the joumey 

to the west. If the Chinese heroic tradition is watered down in the Buddhist fantasies in 

The Journey to the West, the literary genre of the scholar-poet may have appeared in 

opposition to the Chinese heroic tradition under the impact of Buddhist pacifism or 
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emphasis on tiie human mind. When the protagonist Baoyu of The Dream of the Red 

Chamber first appears as an infant, he fails in his father's test of his fiiture masculinity-

he is fond of cosmetics instead of anything related to masculine heroism. Greatly 

angered, the father cursed the infant son unfit to uphold genealogical prosperity and 

continuity in a world of change and strife. Although talented in versification, Baoyu as a 

youth takes great pleasures in the red chamber—splaying among young and beautiful 

females with his justification that girls are pure water but men are dirt. The classic ends 

in Baoyu's reneging on his duty of carrying on his family-line and his becoming a 

Buddhist monk in a temple. 

W^at King-kok Cheung espouses as the model of masculinity in the Chinese 

literary fradition of the scholar-poet entails an image of a young and romantic scholar, 

excelling in arts, fiiendship with males, and love with females, but lacking in physical 

sfrength and martial arts. Poet-scholars, such as Paoyu in The Dream of the Red 

Chamber, are unconventional, defiant of social norms, and critical of what other people 

take for granted. Rather than masculine heroism or skills to fight, it is the largeness of 

their mind and their satirical and insouciant spirit that catch the attention from the reader. 

As a poet, a playwright, a pacifist, a hippie in pursuit of amorous encounters and in 

defiance of social conventions, Wittman Ah Sing falls easily into the poet-scholar model 

of masculinity, a model that encourages gender crossing, which has been noticed in 

Tripmaster Monkey by critics. '̂ His readiness to engage in fights is only tantalizingly 

^' Hsiao-hung Chang, "Gender Crossing in Maxine Hong Kingston's Tripmaster," MELUS 22 (1997): 
15-32 
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militant, derived more from a tough mind than from a tough body. Tana refrained from 

praising the softness of his penis for fear of the toughness of his mind. Ah Sing was 

more intent on presenting himself as an artist than conquering a beautiful Chinese girl 

with masculinity. He decided to take with ease Tana's arm that was masculinely around 

his waist. He could stay with ease with his mum and aunties, having hearty chats with 

them. He had a tender heart that went out all the way in search of his abandoned 

grandmother. With a sword between his knees in front of a mirror, he suddenly found 

that the body part that held his penis, reflected huge in the mirror, was like a vagina— 

"Hey, take a look at this"—^he called Tana to share his discovery (221). The only real 

disfracter is his acting out an angry young man airing diatribes on the stage against 

racism at the end of the novel; that is the only occasion when the image of the poet-

scholar—much compatible with that of hippies—tums into one of a warrior. 

With the diverse thematic and artistic strands having reached their climaxes and 

highest resonance towards the end of the novel, Buddhist pacifism has also deeply 

infilfrated into the thematic and artistic fabrics of the narrative. Ah Sing's self-fashioning 

culminated in the success of his community-building; his dream of staging Chinese epics 

came trae in a vaudeville ranning for almost a week and atfracting abundant reviews. His 

romance with Tana was awarded by the Chinese community with tables of food, 

fireworks, champagne, and dancing dragons; his resolve to show Chinese Americans as 

entertaining, heroic, theatric, and imaginative was realized in Kung Fu performances and 

singing and dancing by all those elderiy aunties. And most prominently, the anger 

against racism had a cathartic outlet when Ah Sing rumbled against racial practices on the 
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stage in front of a large audience. Debunking the stereotype of Chinese Americans as 

either inscratably evil or spinelessly nice-nicey and asexual in daily life, movies, plays, 

fravel accounts, and novels. Ah Sing told a story from Romance of the Three Kingdoms 

as a waming to those stuck up in their racist paranoia: "we have a story about what to do 

to those who try to hang on to the jewel of their naivete. Cho Cho will get them." The 

tragedy of Cho Cho's killing of a protecting family in his desperate flight carries out two 

messages: paranoia breeds paranoia and Cho Cho deemed to be a big hero is really a 

coward for his killing an old couple and their grandchildren. The tragedy grimly echoes 

the anti-heroic sighs of dying Cho Cho and Liu Pei, both of whom found their heroism 

quite inane on their death-beds: "I Have Grown Old Waging War" (283). 

The masculine heroism as espoused by Frank Chin, though a definitely effective 

strategy to fight the rampant prejudices against Asian Americans, has its own dark side, 

because it may turn paranoid, as racism is a form of paranoia. The vaudeville has a small 

act of two clowns: Eng and Chang as twin-brothers talked about conscience, race, and 

war. Both trying to evade the draft, Eng was thinking hard for "a deep philosophy 

against war" and Chang suggested that an attachment to a dove of peace might do. They 

discovered that if they were both to join the Confederate Army, they would not have 

enough room to shoot long rifles at each other. In the face of possible charges against 

them as a traitor and a coward, they both got drank, "slurring and weaving, and falling 

down, which gets a laff' (293). If the chipping away at masculine heroism is vague in 

the anti-heroic sighs of the dying Cho Cho and Liu Pei, it is markedly reinforced in the 

anti-militarism in the hippies' words and their performance and in the horrible story of 
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Cho Cho's paranoia that swooped down on an innocent family and crashed it into a mess 

of blood. 

Never would Maxine Kingston be willing to send a head-on blow to the Chinese 

heroic tradition, which is definitely needed in Asian Americans' straggle for equality in a 

society where heroism so much helps people move ahead against oppressions. The dark 

side of masculine heroism—^paranoia and scary revenge—can be only suggested and then 

pinched with finesse and fantasy and even love. Kingston's pinching masculine heroism 

is artistically enticing because it is subtle yet convincingly forceful, and because it is 

done just as Ah Sing becomes amazingly heroic and outspoken in his crasade against 

racial prejudices. Masculine heroism is undermined when the protagonist shows his most 

heroic face and voice and when the heart of the audience still vibrates in the aftermath of 

the sonorous gongs of the exciting martial fights. Thus, heroism and pacifism—often 

appearing in tandem—^become valorized at the same time on the surface of the text, 

although one is undermined in the deep stracture of thematic concems. Most of the time, 

the reader could sense a skirmish or a romantic encounter between heroism and pacifism 

in the compositional process of the text—sometimes heroism has the louder voice and 

takes the center of the spotlight and sometimes pacifism is more convincing and forceful 

because it appeals to a magnanimous status of the human mind. In a sense, they are yin 

and yang, each appearing impoverished without the other and both becoming much more 

powerfiil whenever they join hands and confront their common enemy. 

From the perspective of Frank Chin and some of his colleagues, there is too much 

yin in Kingston's The Woman Warrior hecawse it sounds like Christian confessions. 
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From the perspective of Maxine Kingston and quite a few woman critics, Frank Chin's 

project of the Chinese heroic tradition, is unduly masculine or yang, smacking of the 

westem aggressive individualism, and obfuscating the real contour of ethnic politics. ^̂  

One side pursues recognition, equality, and respect by resorting to the Chinese yang 

against the racists' yang; the other side intends to infuse yin into the already too much 

yanged discourse of American society while insisting on civil rights for Asian 

Americans. For some Chinese woman writers, critics, and the Buddhist Thich Nhat 

Hanh, American or westem civilization is insufficient in aesthetics or appreciation of 

peace. ^ Thus the mission for the Chinese American writers with a cultural background 

much less inflicted with history of an intimidating aristocracy or aggressive capitalism, in 

Kingston's words, is possibly: 

To put out into the world a vision of peaceful living and of how human 
beings can relate to one another harmoniously and joyfully and how 
groups of people come together. I feel that peace has hardly been 
imagined. It is rarely dramatized in the theater, in the movies, even in 
books. {Conversations with Maxine Hong Kingston 201) 

The conjoining or encounter of masculine heroism with Kingston's pacifism 

necessitates rethinking of heroism along a line of rethinking the American cultural 

context. To confront masculinity with femininity is a heroic act; to preach and stiive for 

peace that is deemed dull or unpatriotic is a heroic act; to reveal dangers of excessive 

^̂  For the woman critics' defense of Maxine Kingston against Frank Chin's accusations, see King-Kok 
Cheung, "The Women Warrior versus The Chinaman Pacific: Must a Chinese American Critic Choose 
between Feminism and Heroism?" "Of Men and Men: Reconstmcting Chinese American Masculinity"; 
Amy Ling, "Maxine Hong Kingston an the Dialogic Dilemma of Asian American Writers"; and Pafricia 
Chu, "Tripmaster Monkey, Frank Chin, and the Chinese Heroic Tradition." 

^̂  In an interview with Donna Peny in 1991, Maxine Kingston told Perry that Thich Nhat Hanh thought 
one of the problems in the west is that many people do not know how to feel peace (176). 
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masculine heroism in either ethnic politics or the political discourse of American 

democracy as a whole where heroism is helplessly fetishized is also a heroic act. To have 

a magnanimous mind franscending cultural constraints and to have new visions of human 

society is to be heroic. Christianity has a tradition of feminine heroism as evidenced in 

Jesus sermon on the mount: the saved will be those who are weak and meek. Yet such a 

feminine dimension in Christianity is unfortunately clouded by a history inflicted with an 

overbearing aristocracy and aggressive capitalism. In making her protagonist explicitly 

denounce racial prejudices and the Vietnam War, Maxine Kingston has been subtly 

pinching masculine heroism from time to time. The diverse thematic strands converge 

resonantly and chaotically at the end of the novel; they become illuminative to each other 

in the light of Buddhist pacifism when the narrator winds up her tale of the Chinese 

American hippie Wittman Ah Sing: 

He had made up his mind: he will not go to Viet Nam or to any war. He 
had staged the War of the Three Kingdoms as heroically as he could, 
which made him start to imderstand: The three brothers and Cho Cho were 
masters of war; they had worked out strategies and justifications for war 
so brilliantly that their poUcies and their tactics are used today, even by 
governments with nuclear-powered weapons. And they lost. The 
clanging and banging fooled us, but now we know—they lost. Studying 
the mightiest war epic of all time, Wittman changed—^beeen!—into a 
pacifist. Dear American monkey, don't be afraid. Here, let us tweak your 
ear, and kiss your other ear. (340) 

The process of a war-loving Monkey becoming a Buddhist has never been easy in 

The Journey to the West—\i\s enlightenment depends on Kuan-yin's teaching of the 

paramount power of mind. Sometimes the opposite could happen—a pacifist filming into 

a belligerent soldier as shown in Kingston's story of a Shaolin monk who "crosses the 
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ocean to America to raise money for guns" (279). Social and psychological forces are 

ubiquitous to urge people to distrast, to separate, and to fight. It requires a magnanimous 

mind to remain tranquil in the face of those strife-inducing forces and see through all the 

forms of heroism and masculinity. Ah Sing regarded racists as if they had had their brains 

tightly sewn, unwilling to see and understand things beyond their small world. It seems 

that the impoverishment and crampedness of mind underlines both racism and unchecked 

masculinity that is fond of confrontation and warfare. The story of Grandmother in 

Kingston's The Woman Warrior is one of large-mindedness—the old woman encouraged 

the whole family to go to watch the show in the center of the village, regardless of an 

imminent raid from bandits and comforted the family after the bandits' plundering that it 

was marvelous none of them was hurt while watching the show. It is more than clear to 

Maxine Kingston that love of arts and a magnanimous mind are much akin to each other. 

When Ah Sing raved about the decline of dramatic arts in Chinese communities, he was 

worried whether Chinatown's petty capitalism would shrink the mind of Chinese 

immigrants, as cautioned by an old Chinese saying: the void of your mind stuffed with 

money, thus no longer "the container of the universe." The growth of the novel's plot 

seems to have indicated the growth of a mind—a hippie in search of self-identity finally 

tumed into a community-builder through staging a spectacular vaudeville, through 

revival of arts. All the social evils or weaknesses of human beings stem from lack of a 

large mind or a small mind obsessed with unexamined beliefs, conventions, institutions, 

and ways of life, as viewed from Zen Buddhism that upholds an empty or large mind as 

the ultimate in meanings of one's fife. To be sure, there is a widely used American 
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phrase—take it easy, yet it almost tums into a farce in a society where so many factors 

compel people to take it hard. 

Curiously, while the American 1960s' counterculture is akin to the Chinese 

mystic aestheticism of the fourth century because of their common mystic religiosity and 

anti-social sentiments, its pacifist impulse has neither been reflected in novels, with the 

exception of Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey, nor made prominent in scholarly inquiries. 

Goodman's "A Quick Chronology of the Movemenf is fiill of pacifist activities: ranging 

from the Student Peace Union to anti-war marches in Washington, from sit-ins against 

the war and draft at numerous campuses to SDS pledges to build anti-draft unions, and 

from massive buming of draft files to bombing of ROTC buildings (x-xi). Unfortunately, 

neither Goodman nor Peter Martin paid enough attention to this massive pacifist impulse, 

even though admitting that the whole society was plunged into "never-ending social and 

economic warfare" and the national economy geared towards "war and imperialism." 

Unable to knead a prominent pacifist stance into their writings where the catch-words are 

spirit, primitives, brotherhood, immediacy of feeling, fiery vehemence of youth, 

adolescence, apocalyptic, and new ways of seeing, Goodman and Peter Martin failed to 

work out a single line devoted to love and beauty of peace or abomination and horror of 

violence. That pacifism as one of the major three or four wings or aspects of the 

movement failed to enter the written discourse raises a question of why. Is it too sissy or 

dull to write about it, while it is great to do things about it? Or is it a derivative of "the 

fiery vehemence of youth" or "a breakthrough of feeling" so that it can barely stand 

alone? The first question further points to the inability of language for a sittiation where 
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pacifism is deeply embedded in things like social activism and phantasmagoria and 

pursuit of self-identity—^things that seem contrary to the concept of peace. The second 

question is actually an issue of mentality that may hesitate to give the movement a too 

obvious ethical foundation and that may hate to dwell on ethics like a priest. A possible 

fear could be this: talks of peace would be a loser in a confrontation with talks of 

patriotism, anti-communism, and heroism—all these equipped with a ready-made 

language and fiery rhetoric to win the heart of listeners. The movement was itself a fight, 

requiring a fiery rhetoric and forceful expressions that could point to the seething 

energies locked up in culture, body, and mind. A tacit argument may be this: Since the 

zealous pressure for material gains and the glory of military adventures abroad are the 

conspiracy of culture to manipulate the seething energies locked up in the body and mind 

of the youth, to rave, to demonstrate, to bum, to be stoned, and to be anti-social are the 

direct ways to liberation. Thus to dwell on philosophy and ethics and aesthetics of peace 

could be miles away from the locus of liberation or discovery of a therapy. 

Maxine Kingston's ingenious kneading of pacifism into her novelisfic arts and 

tuming it into a thematic comerstone has a great deal to do with her feminist and cross-

cultural perspectives, which also have informed the pacifist sfrand in Ursula Le Guin's 

work of fantasies. ^* If pacifism is much more evident with Kingston than with Le Guin, 

it is due to Kingston's extensive experience of being a pacifist and her Buddhist 

woridview of peace as ultimately significant within the sphere of human beings. Anti-

^ See J. R. Wytenbroek, "Always Coming Home: Pacifism and Anarchy in Le Guin's Latest Utopia," 

Extrapolation 28 (1987): 330-39. 
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war protests, draft-evasion, and refusal to fight in Vietnam are no longer viewed as 

derivatives of an outburst of pent-up mental, physical, and imaginative energies; they 

come out clearly from the deepest human nature that yeams for peace and brotherhood 

when they are cast in Buddhist light. Buddhism also encourages Kingston's efforts to 

devise new forms in presenting and representing the experience of hippies and student 

activists in the movement. Both Goodman and Martin keenly felt the issue of devising a 

new language to propel and capture what happened in the movement—one dismissing the 

status quo of language as "eroded and deformed by misuse" and feeling-sterilizing, the 

other feeling his way towards "an eccentric method of composition that may seem 

fragmentary, jumpy, and broken." To them, a new language would emerge once a writer 

could fully describe a natural and adolescent force working its way up from the depths of 

the restless heart of those young activists and hippies. Yet the necessity of a new 

vocabulary or way of presenting pacifism was missing in their consciousness. 

Remarkably, pacifism as presented and represented by Kingston in Tripmaster 

Monkey does not in any way subtract from the "fiery vehemence" of the coimterculture, 

instead it helps make that youthful vehemence more vigorous, multifaceted, and thus 

more real. Pacifism as devoid of didactic gravity and rashed on in a flux of fantasies and 

talk-stories in Kingston's novel goes well with a discharge of physical vitality, with a 

simple and naive release of emotions, and with flashes of the adolescent type of thinking 

and heavy doses of experiences. The rather facetious Buddhist images and references 

also rashed on in a flux of fantasies that not only help pacifism raise its head once in 

while, but also add to the religiosity of the narrative. Throughout the whole text 
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Buddhism and pacifism work in tandem to reinforce each other in forming the thematic 

comerstone of the novel. Yet this whole dynamic and interactive process is ftirther re

energized by Maxine Kingston 's introduction of the Chinese heroic tradition, which has 

almost magically performed three distinct functions at the same time: enrichment of 

fantasies, highlighting of ethnic polifics, and reinforcement of pacifism in a fashion full 

of tensions. What has been a headache for American writers intending to recapture the 

realifies and dynamics of the 1960s' counterculture has now tumed into a pleasurable and 

trae account full of fantasy and imagination in the wake of Maxine Kingston's cross-

cultural movement. 

In the 1988 Sino-American writers' conference, Maxine Kingston proclaimed the 

completion of her first novel Tripmaster Monkey. At that conference, she was further 

informed by some Chinese writers of their almost unspeakable sufferings in the so-called 

Great Cultural Revolution ("Chinese Garland"). The next year, the massive protest for 

democracy initiated by Chinese university students ended in a tragedy at Tiananmen 

Square. Kingston was among the most vehement Americans in showing support and 

sympathy for those ill-fated students—she wrote two essays, respectively published in the 

Honolulu Advertiser and the Michigan Quarterly Review. She may be the only one who 

keenly ascertained the pacifist impulse in Chinese people's request of democracy and she 

was not at all short of a language to capttire this pacifist impulse of those brave Chinese 

youths: "students of Tiananmen: braving a way of peace" and "violence and non-violence 

in China, 1989." In 1996, Maxine Kingston paid a vistt to Vietnam; the following is her 
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brief recount of that trip imbued with pacifist and Buddhist sentiments, well accorded 

with an American social activist's home-coming after three decades' straggle for peace: 

I visited Thich Nhat Hanh's home temple near Hue, and met some monks 
and nuns, and was surprised to meet a child monk. I saw the car which the 
monks drove to Saigon when one of them immolated himself I saw the 
photos of many monks and nims who'd immolated themselves to protest 
the war. (Maxine Kingston's e-mail reply to my questions) 
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CHAPTER VI 

COMIC FANTASIES AND MAXINE KINGSTON'S NEW ARCHETYPE 

I'm just now beginning to realize how much of my life I've spent 
in fantasy... 1 never felt that 1 had room, and the way 1 made all 
the room in the world was to create a fantasy world. 1 think my 
main psychological problem is that when 1 have a problem, instead 
of dealing with it, 1 will go inside a fantasy worid. I will make up 
all kinds of things about ft. (Maxine Hong Kingston, 
Conversations with Maxine Hong Kingston 137) 

If the writer has done a good job, they don't just scramble the 
facts; they transform them. You can't put them back together. If 
you tried, it wouldn't make sense any more. This is what 1 mean 
about the writer demythologizing, then making the new archetype. 
(Maxine Hong Kingston, Conversations with Maxine Hong 
Kingston 149) 

Collective Memories, Fantasy, and Archetypes 

One can hardly expect to perceive fully the artisfic vitality of Kingston's two non-

fictions The Woman Warrior and China Men without seeing them as a spectacular 

display of myths, legends, and fantasies arising out of the mental vitality of an 

imaginative people. To ascertain what prompted Maxine Kingston's act of setting up a 

refulgent parade of eastern myths, legends, and fantasies may lead one feel the strong 

influence from such American wo-iters as Ken Kesey, Jack Kerouac, Kurt Vonnegut, and 

Thomas Pynchon, and influence from such non-American writers as James Joyce, Jorge 

Luis Borges, and Gabriel Garcia Marquez on Kingston's novel has brought some chaos 

into the traditional mimetic and linear narrative modes and rely heavily on myths and 

fantasies. The general tendency of American novelistic creations in the 1970s had 

decidedly taken a new course, relying much less on the mimetic modes of capturing 

realities and delving more into the depths of an individual's chaotic and imaginative mind 
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that is usually defiant of logo-centrism, linear temporality, and socially sancfioned 

patterns of knowing and memorizing. Such a new course of novelisfic productions in 

America marked by senfiments against the middle-class rafionality and scienfism, by wild 

imagination and fantasies—whether comic, dark, rebellious, or colorful—was to set off a 

vortex in Maxine Kingston's imaginative mind that was quick to see in it a great 

opportuntty to make articulate the fantasy and imagination of Asian Americans. 

To be sure, along with the imaginative and mentally robust mind of Asians, there 

looms a suppressing weight of diasporic anguish to be alleviated in the Asian 

immigrants' reminiscences of their motherland myths and legends. Toiling in a racially 

discriminating land, their mind could often turn icy only to be warmed up by small sums 

of money they sent back to their homelands and the myths and legends that used to make 

them feel like people. However, the eastem myths and legends are much more artistic 

than therapeutic in Kingston's novel Tripmaster Monkey, since the protagonist Wittman 

Ah Sing is first and foremost a fifth-generation American, taking the New Continent like 

a fish in its own waters, and thus is devoid of diasporic anguish that yeams for therapies 

in the motherland myths, high-tales, and fantasies as in the case of his immigrant 

ancestors. 

Wittman Ah Sing appears at the outset of the novel as a fully carefree artist 

stopping at almost nothing—imagining his brain scattered in the universe as a play of 

mind, indulging in boyish babbling in front of beautiful giris, and freaking out when the 

beautiful Nancy fails to appreciate his dark poetry. The first story Ah Sing tells in the 

novel is about a Dr. Woo who set out to present Chinese people as a carefree, humorous. 
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and artistic race. The only thing that weighs on Ah Sing's mind is the decline of arts in 

the Chinese communities; his mission is to revive a strong commimal sense in Chinatown 

through a renaissance of theatric arts. Almost everything that falls into his sight— t̂he 

body and the face of his lover, the street scenes, the landscape of the city outskirts, and 

the bleak expanses laying between California and Nevada—reminds him of aesthefics, 

Rilke, and hippie literature. His mother and aunties are spirited singers and dancers; his 

buddies captivate a large audience for a run of several nights with their enticing martial 

arts; his lover Tana cherishes a dream of becoming a painter. The main plot-line of the 

novel imfolds in continuous and vivid images of a literary writer striving for his artistic 

visions. 

Once in a while, Wittman Ah Sing the artist breaks into the realm of the fantastic 

in poetry, stories, or jokes. As a poet. Ah Sing visualizes that a stunning window-washer 

is falling from the sky with a grimace at the girls in the typing-pool and performing acts 

of rodeo. As a lover staying in his girl-friend's house he sees himself turning into a 

leopard lashing into the audience. As a party and road-trip loving hippie, he finds the 

rising air dancing like dragons. If a crific could see in Maxine Kingston's protagonist an 

embodiment of what Roszak's has defined as the "phantasmagoria of exotic religiostty" 

in the 1960s, then there is also an important difference between Ah Sing, the self-

professed Chinese American artist and Roszak's beat and hippie writers. Unlike them. 

Ah Sing is not very much self-consciously into a religious pursuit, though the novel as a 

whole possesses a Buddhist overtone. As it has been found in the preceding chapter, 

Buddhist terms and images correspond well with the paramount pacifist theme in Maxine 
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Kingston's novel. Yet such correspondence is more historically true than textually 

explicit, and it will go amiss for a reader of the novel without adequate Buddhist 

knowledge. What is explictt in the text is a playftilness—somefimes fantasfic, sometimes 

blasphemously jocular—with which Ah Sing employs Buddhist terms and images. 

Instead of pursuing something exfra-terrestrially sacred or ecstatic. Ah Sing has his own 

ways of creafing a meaningful life: to be a top-notch artist fully enjoying life, to be a 

community-builder through theatric arts, to be a crusader against racial discrimination, 

and to be a virile Asian American loved by women. 

Obviously, mental rather than physical pleasures rank as Ah Sing's top priority. 

If the woman writer disagrees with her protagonist over a few things such as Ah Sing's 

possible over-reaction to racism and over-assertion of masculinity, they see eye-to-eye at 

one essential aspect—the extremely important role of arts in human life. Put in another 

way. Ah Sing the artist is the novelistic version of Maxine Kingston's artistic visions, or 

is an archetype that Maxine Kingston has formed to represent what she envisions as the 

mental freedom essential to an artistic life. Along with the image of a woman warrior in 

Kingston's The Woman Warrior, there is the vitality of a girl's mind that imagines and 

blithely fantasizes with the world and its mythic past. It is unknown whether Maxine 

Kingston was conscious of the archetypal imports in representing myths and a young 

girl's mind while writing The Woman Warrior Yet she must have been aware of the 

archetypal imports behind the protagonist Ah Sing, since both the writer and the character 

have focused their attention on mind and taken great delight in seeing how mind could 

move on, spin, and keep itself in a blithe contact with a diversified and ever-changing 
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worid. The best explanation for the amazing number of quotes from Rilke's The 

Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge is Maxine Kingston's strong intention to reveal an 

archetypal relation between Rilke's young artist and her own protagonist. Beneath the 

vociferous surface of lively talks and movements, the protagonist's mind seldom stops 

examining and enjoying the world and the workings of its own. ft thinks and asks 

questions when the protagonist is on the bus with a novel; it takes San Francisco as a 

stage when the protagonist drifts jobless on the streets; it visualizes the history of human 

life when confronted with a landscape, and it integrates the variegated elements of a place 

whenever it feels its own presence. 

To fantasize is essentially an archetypal phenomenon, because fantasy usually 

arises from the dark depths of the mind, is related to the collective unconsciousness, and 

can often be equated with basic instincts. The works that have established the 

relationship literary fantasy to archetypes include James Whitlark's Behind the Great 

Wall: A Post-Jungian Approach to Kafkaesque Literature, Tobin Siebers's The Romantic 

Fantastic, and David K. Danow's The Spirit of Carnivals. Although the three book-

lengthy studies relate literary fantasy to archetypes in very much different ways, they 

have all shown that the mentality of people and especially the fantasy writers should be in 

the center of critics' attention. To explore what lies behind fantasy thus requires 

psychological explanations, especially explanations enriched with Jung's notion of 

archetypes. And thus a critical treatment of fantasies in Tripmaster Monkey calls for a 

crifical treatment of the protagonist's mind. 
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Yet to define the archetype that Maxine Kingston has projected into the mind and 

body of her protagonist meets some difficulfies, since such an archetype probably 

recognizes no boundaries and no doubt shuttles blithely between the western and eastem 

cultures. Also puzzling are the writer's own words when she describes her artisfic 

pursuits as "making the new archetype." ' According to the classic Jungian definition, 

archetype is something that accrues over time from the behavioral and mental activities 

of a race. When it becomes clear, tt may take the form of a primordial image, and when 

it is vague in darkness, it may be a formless pattern underlying both instinctual behaviors 

and primordial images. Examined in such a light, a writer's effort to make a new 

archetype thus sounds semantically inappropriate. Yet the classic notion of an archetype 

has to take on a new meaning oftentimes when it enters the discourse of literature and 

arts—artists have the privilege to give a new, innovative touch to the collective memories 

and archetypes. On the one hand, Toni Morrison's Beloved is heavily based on the 

collective memories of African Americans; on the other hand, it is also a work of the 

writer's own imagination and creativeness, and a work coming under the influence of the 

contemporary artistic and theoretic trends. Interestingly, collective memories in Maxine 

Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey appear much less salient and or powerful than they do in 

Morrison's Beloved. Instead of living in the painful and macabre shadow of the past as 

the African American characters do in Morrison's narrative, Kingston's protagonist 

stands as a man of full freedom, almost unburdened with the painful collective memories 

' See Conversations with Maxine Hong Kingston, 149; it is also quoted at the beginning of the chapter. 
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of Chinese Americans, and more than ready to have a fiill play of his Chinese artisfic 

heritage. 

Collective memories would recede into the far background in Kingston's novel 

once a critic takes the Chinese tales, legends, and myths as the building material for the 

protagonist's artisfic projects and for his pursuit of identity. In Toni Morrison's novel, 

collective memories appear powerful because they hamper painfully the daily functions 

of the characters; collective memories in Maxine Kingston's novel, by contrast, seem far 

less powerful because they usually appear in the form of myths, legends, and fantasies in 

order to indicate the protagonist's pursutt of artistic visions and self-identity. A Chinese 

hippie's subjectivity seems more powerful than the collective memories of his race in 

Tripmaster Monkey. 

Here one encounters an obvious paradox—while archetypes are fundamentally 

collective and inherited, Maxine Kingston intends to make new archetypes infiised with a 

ponderous dimension of individuality. In the middle of writing Tripmaster Monkey, 

Kingston had an interview with Paula Rabinowitz, who recorded it as "Eccentric 

Memories: A Conversation with Maxine Hong Kingston." The first question posed by 

the interviewer concems "some coimection between the use of memory and the function 

of imagination—the image of China, in particular for you as a writer, and in general for 

Chinese Americans." The woman writer's answer is as follows: 

The artist's memory winnows out; it edtts for what is important 
and significant. Memory, my own memory, shows me what is 
unforgettable, and helps me get to an essence that will not die and that 
haunts me until 1 can put it into a form, which is the writing. I don't want 
to get confused by making new memories on top of the old ones which 
were already such a large vision—the mythic China. Going to China 
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would have meant the creation of, and the beginning, another memory. 
{Conversations with Maxine Hong Kingston 67) 

One sees a dynamic interaction between the collective memories of Chinese 

Americans and the memory of Maxine Kingston the artist that winnows, edits, and gets to 

an essence, ft is not just an issue of how to represent vividly collective memories nor an 

issue of how to interpret those memories. Rather, the writer's own memory seems to 

have taken precedence in the interactive process of the collective and individual 

memories. So Paula Rabinowitz realizes that "memory is the starting point for your 

work, but once the waiting begins, it's actually language that takes over the next level of 

memory, and words become traces themselves" (68). Maxine Kingston's further 

explanations have a tinge of Zen Buddhism that recognizes no fixed demarcations in the 

intercormected phenomena of the world—the past and the present, collective and 

individual memories having numerous points of interpenetration: 

Because then you find the next memory, all of the time keeping an eye on 
what's happening in real life, right now. 1 think that my stories have a 
constant breaking in and out of the present and past. So the reader might 
be walking along very well in the present, but the past breaks through and 
changes and enlightens the present, and vice versa. The reason that we 
remember a past moment at all is that our present-day life is still a 
working-out of a similar situation. (68) 

So a novel, from Kingston's perspective, is to a great extent the record of the 

mental and linguistic traces of an agile and fantastic mind that floats blithely through this 

phenomenal world. Then it seems that Kingston's new archetype has a free-flowing 

quality impafient of boundaries. Yet she also says the following in the same interview: 

"Toni's and Leslie's and my aliveness must come from our sense of a connecfion with 

people who have a community and a tribe.... 1 don't see how 1 would live without a 
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community, family, friends" (74). When the interviewer Paula Rabinowitz intends to 

emphasize the role of a cultural community in her novelisfic arts, Kingston promptiy 

qualifies: "But I am always very interested in how one can be an individual and be part of 

a collective people and a collective memory. Of course, that's very American too, 

because Americans strive to stand alone. 1 am always figuring out how the lone person 

forms a community" (74). Kingston's mind moves somewhat like a jigsaw between 

collective memories and an individual's memory of collective memories, between the 

faithfulness to collective memories and an individual artist's inclination to transform and 

transcend those collective memories. Anyhow, Kingston's archetype involves the 

collective memories of Chinese Americans if not very much of the mythic China as a 

whole; it also involves the memory of an individual, either an ordinary Chinese American 

or a Chinese American writer like Kingston herself, who should be imaginative enough to 

see the connections between the past and the present, or who is able to play with words 

and form. In the same interview, Maxine Kingston tells Paula Rabinowttz that "to have a 

right imaginafion is very powerful, because tt's a bridge toward reality" (71). Thus the 

archetype that the woman writer intends to make is a mix of collecfive and individual 

memories, of ability to play with words and of "a right imagination" to blend the past 

with the present. Yet there is more when Maxine Kingston says the following as the end 

of the interview: 

There seems to be a fantasy at work that's different from memory and 
imagination. For fiction, we fantasize about what we would like to 
happen: 1 am making what I would like to happen happen. And so, this 
yvrtting always feels new and going forward. If there is such a thing as 
reverse memory, maybe that's what 1 am getting into; because it seems to 
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me, I'm wrtting the memory of the future rather than a memory of the 
past. (76) 

Fantasy is an essential component in Kingston's effort to make the new archetype, 

which is supposed to be infused with a quality of free-flowing individuality. Imaginafion 

and fantasy that often tend to de-emphasize or even ignore collecfive memories do point 

to a salient dimension of individuality in Maxine Kingston's works. Nevertheless, 

fantasy, though usually deemed as individualistic and subversive, could be also a 

collective quality because it is passed down as a collective gesture and nurtured in 

collective memories. To fantasize as a collective instinctual behavior takes on at least 

two meanings: it typically shows itself in a special group of people among a race and it 

belongs to a race as a whole but with less typical or less intensified manifestations. 

Maxine Kingston's new archetype wrapped up in fantasies seems to have two 

distinct shapes and walk in two different realms. It walks in the mind of artists who 

know how to play with words and who need constant amazement and fantasies; it also 

walks in the mind of common people who need fun, entertainment, mental therapies, and 

comic fantasies. In parallel with Wittman Ah Sing the artist, Maxine Kingston has 

created a horde of arts and fantasy loving characters, although they are a lot less typical 

than the protagonist. The vaudeville at the end of the novel is actually a collecfive 

outburst of fantasies in Chinatown. When Ah Sing resolves to stage a several-day long 

vaudeville in Chinatown, obviously he intends not only to help his people see the beauty 

of their myths and tales—the integral part of their collective memories. Yet tt is also an 

archetypal behavior: to satisfy his love of arts and fantasy as an artist and to carry on the 

arts and fun loving fradition in the Chinese American community. 
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In the eyes of Maxine Kingston, Ah Sing's artistic pursuits are geared toward 

making a new archetype that can express the collective memories of Chinese Americans 

and their present life in America. Set up as a model, the arts-loving archetype that 

Kingston intends to make in the mind and body of Wittman Ah Sing is new in two 

senses: it is fundamentally individualistic and fantastic, and it results from active life here 

in America with a culture drastically different from that of Asia. However, since the 

present and the past, collective and individuals' memories have so many points of 

coalescence as Kingston herself has observed, to distinguish what is collective from what 

is individual and to separate what is Asian from what is American could be a highly 

difficult or even futile effort. Since Wittman Ah Sing is the only major character and the 

only character clearly presented as an artist in the novel, it seems reasonable to say that 

the arts and fantasy loving archetype that Maxine Kingston intends to create has much 

more to do with artists than with the Chinese Americans or the American readers as a 

whole. Traly, the novel is intended to arouse love of arts among American people in 

general. But the new archetype that Maxine Kingston has embodied in the arts-loving 

protagonist Wittman Ah Sing has a special meaning for American artists—an artist can 

have a mind different from that of his or her predecessors—humanists, realists, 

classicists, romanficists, or modemists. 

In allowing the reader to have a moment-by-moment look at what transpires in 

Wittman Ah Sing's mind, Maxine Kingston astutely allows her protagonist to think about 

masculinity and the anima when the right situations come along. Actually she indicated 

some familiarity with Jungian explanations of the human mind when she mentioned 
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anima and animus to characterize artistic creativity in the interview with Paula 

Rabinowitz. The woman writer is deeply concerned with presenting a mind, or depths of 

a mind sometimes in the form of fantasy and somefimes in the forms of sexuality, 

masculinity, or femininity. The current western theoretical apparatus can well account 

for part of what a crific needs to know about Kingston's novel, but certainly not all a 

critic needs to know about her novel. As a postmodern writer under the influence of 

Buddhism, Maxine Kingston would in no way yield to collective memories, collective 

unconsciousness, and artistic conventions or traditions. Impressed by Kingston's 

individualistic take on collecfive memories, James Whitiark, a scholar well-known for his 

studies of Taoist and Buddhist influence on western literature, finds it imperative to say: 

She is emphasizing that artistic memory must be largely a leaving out, i.e., 
a forgetting. This is perhaps related to the Buddhist idea that suffering 
comes from holding on to things (including, presumably, memories). In 
this context, "essential" and "mythic" both refer to what is left when all 
that is temporary and accidental is removed. This is very different from 
Jimg's Collective Unconscious, which is the way he explained how people 
knew things they had never leamed. Instead, Kingston is telling why an 
artist should forget much of what she has leamed so that her writing only 
contains those details that are already or can be made into a collective 
experience. ^ 

Magic Realism and Maxine Kingston's Comic Fantasies 

An ambivalence is noticeable in Jeaime Smith's book Writing Tricksters when it 

comes to the label of magic realism—she finds it powerful and unavoidable while keenly 

feeling its inadequacy in her effort to account for the artistic and thematic imports of 

some literary works by Maxine Kingston, Toni, Morrison, and Louise Erdrich. After 
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acknowledging their works as "varieties of magic realism," Jeanne Smith soon goes on to 

emphasize that the trickster figure as presented in their works is there to "cultivate a large 

sense of the real, a sense that transcends the magical realist label.."(17). A disciplined 

exploration as guided under the hope and the current episteme of fricksters appears to 

Jeanne Smith more promising than the label magic realism. Interestingly, magic realist 

narrafives as created in Latin America have also a marked tendency of comic fantasies, if 

not so highly marked as that in some works by writers outside that area. Alejo 

Carpenfier's The Kingdom of This World hegms with a black slave's amusement in 

seeing different heads pop up in front of his eyes—the white men's head in the hands of 

the barber, the wax heads adoming the counter, and the pale calves' heads hanging up 

next door. A comic touch is recurrent in Garcia Marquez's One Hundred Years of 

Solitude—ribald jokes on sex, the trickster-style strategies to advance one's purpose, and 

the zany encounters between people. 

To be sure, a critic has adequate reasons to characterize Maxine Kingston's works 

in terms of magic realism—mythic, supematural elements do cohere with the realistic 

unfolding of the woman writer's major narrative lines and are deeply embedded in her 

social and political inclinations. ^ Like magic realist novels by Latin American writers, 

^ It is Professor James Whitlark's e-mail reply (January 22, 2001) to my questions conceming Kingston's 
individualistic take on collective memories. 

' Kingston's literary works have been labeled as magic realism in such essays as Carlo Coppola's 
"Magic Realism" {Encyclopedia of the Novel), Lois P. Zamora's "Magic Romance / Magic Realism: 
Ghosts in U.S. and LaUn American Ficdon," and Micheal V. Moses' "Magic Realism at Worid's End." 
However, serious efforts to characterize Kingston's works in terms of magic realism seem lacking in 
American literary criticism. Jeanne R. Smith's Writing Tricksters may be the only published work that 
comes close. 
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Maxine Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey has a plethora of myths and high-tales that blend 

smoothly with the reality of characters' daily life. As the wonderful and magic is 

represented by Latin American writers to highlight their cultural identity and a unique 

literau-y discourse in their confrontation with the overflowing influence of the westem 

culture, Kingston's fusion of magic and mundane works to create a new literary discourse 

and to give Asian Americans an inerasable cultural identity in a society long obsessed 

with an elusive yet deep-rooted timidity toward anything un-American or non-Anglo-

Saxon to be more exact. However, such a label as magic realism would be less 

illuminating nor irrefutably adequate for Kingston's novel if one realizes that both magic 

and realistic elements are subject to diverse interpretations and they may come into 

fusion in Maxine Kingston's novel under the force of something absent in Latin America. 

Far from monolithic, magic realism in Latin American literature challenges the 

effort by a critic to offer it a unified framework. Alejo Carpenfier's works, especially his 

The Kingdom of This World, are obviously intended to cast a huge web of myths and 

legends with the story-lines zigzagging between mundane and magic. His characters 

were living between two worids—the real and the imaginary, both crisscrossing the main 

narrative lines with verve as well as nonchalance. Gabriel Garcia Marquez's One 

Hundred Years of Solitude, by contrast, is far more motivated by an intent to give a 

profound portrayal of reality and people's mentality under the impact of vicissittides of 

modem society. Instead of offering something like the lurid voodoo rituals and a 

mysteriously macabre attack in the form of fungi poison as in Alejo Carpenfier's The 

Kingdom of This World, Garcia Marquez's world has a sfrong dimension of the influence 
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of the western technology like electricity upon Latin American society. To a great extent, 

Garcia Marquez's worid is excruciafingly squeezed between Lafin America's old way of 

life characterized by imagination and humanity and modern capitalism with its 

technological wonders and crushing cruelty needed for explottation. The magic elements 

as rendered in Garcia Marquez's novel do not appear as a huge lurid web as in the case of 

Alejo Carpentier's The Kingdom of This World, but rather as frequent patches issuing 

from people's imaginative mind, indicative of still robust cultural traditions in face of 

western capitalism. If Alejo Carpentier's intention was to display the marvelous in Latin 

America with characters moving in a semi-modern society, Garcia Marquez seemed to be 

fascinated with how a human mind and a race acted under the forces of the past and the 

present. While the ghosts of the past are the most powerful in Alejo Carpentier's world, 

ghosts in Garcia Marquez's world are the living people themselves because they become 

revengeful angels once they are crashed under the iron wheels of capitalism. 

A ponderous dimension of intemationalism or a cosmopolitan propinquity runs 

through many of Jorge Luis Borges's short stories, especially those highly marked in 

literary criticism. Actually Borges's literary works maintain an intellectual aloofness, 

distancing themselves from either the cultural past as emphasized in Alejo Carpenfier's 

The Kingdom of This World or the cultural present as vividly portrayed in Garcia 

Marquez's One Hundred Years of Solitude. The enfrenched dichotomy of subject and 

object, of material and spirit, and certainty, clarity, and finality as pursued in the 

protracted line of western philosophy are the main thematic concems for Jorge Borges, 

who interrogated European logo-centrism or westem philosophic fraditions in a unique 
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artistic form, which can be viewed as belonging to Latin America mainly because the 

writer is an Argentinean. Borges's magic realism or tales of the fantastic, never content 

with fantasy in the simple sense of facile wish-fulfillment and seldom a report of the 

already fabricated tales, are essentially aesthetic expressions of his worid outlook. The 

world and the human mind are caught up in a chaotic flux—vertical superposhions of 

different and mutually qualifying levels intersecting horizontal progressions of qualitative 

leaps, which are counteracted by infinite regressions. While highly self-conscious, a 

human being is also painfiiUy aware of inevitable limits that obstract total inspirations or 

a fiill knowledge. Reading Borges's short stories, one could be transported into a realm 

where fact and fiction, the real and the unreal, the lofty and the lowly, the imaginative 

and the rational, are complementary components of the same continuous being. 

In Borges's "The Library of Babel," the narrator's effort to ponder the ultimate 

rule for the arrangement of knowledge becomes an anguishing impossibility, since 

knowledge appears much more labyrinthine than classificatory. Such a theme repeats 

itself in "The Garden of Forking Paths" that suggests a human world resembling "one 

sinuous spreading labyrinth that would encompass the past and the future and in some 

way involve the stars." Borges is "an abstract perceiver of the world," as the narrator 

views himself in the story, to be puzzled yet also energized by the problematic nature of 

the worid, of knowledge, of time, and of the self The worid and human beings are 

presented in "The Circular Ruins" as a curious and accumulated effect of mirrors looking 

into mirrors. The dreaming character realizes in his dream that all his activities result 

merely from a dreamer; the realization thus achieved gives rise to another realization that 
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all human beings' activities carried out in the daylight may result from an invisible 

dreamer. The same theme is conveyed in a different grand metaphor—an unseen hand ad 

infinitum manipulating the hand of hands—in his poem "The Game of Chess." Here one 

could see the trace of the Buddhist idea that all phenomena are interconnected and the 

cause-effect chains are infinitely retrieving into circles. Recounting a revolving, 

iridescent, small yet also limttless sphere called Aleph, "the Aleph" is one of a few 

Borges's stories that come close to the label of magic realism. Seeing everything in the 

spinning Aleph in the dark basement, the narrator wants to tell that science and common 

sense are futile when it comes to someone's ineffable and unique experience. Rather 

than the mythic tales culled from Latin American culture, what the reader usually 

encounters in Borges's stories is something issuing from the writer's own imaginative 

mind to challenge some of the basic assumptions in westem thought. 

Jorge Luis Borges is to an obvious extent an exception to some critics' effort to 

define magic realism as a culturally motivated endeavor—Latin American writers as the 

spokesmen for the collective temperaments and sentiments nurtured in a continent with 

tts special history and mentality. Alejo Carpentier said clearly in the preface to The 

Kingdom of This World that "but in spite of a record of absurd deeds and many sins, we 

must recognize that our style is reaffirmed throughout our history, even though at times 

this style can beget veritable monsters." "* Again in his "Baroque and the Marvelous 

Real" Carpentier emphasized a collective spirit in Latin America when he said that "the 

'* "On the Marvelous Real in America," in Magic Realism, ed. Lois Zamora and Wendy Paris (Duke 
University Press, 1995), 83. 
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American baroque develops along with criollo culture, with the meaning of criollo, with 

the self-awareness of the American man..., the awareness of being Other, of being new, 

of being symbiofic, of being a criollo...."' For the Latin American literary critic Angel 

Flores, magic realism is certainly a collective act because he found "the works of one 

novelist after another" in the continent possessed a mix of romanticism and realism and 

because "much of it can be ascribed to the unstable economic and social milieu of the 

writers of Spain and Latin America which forces them to improvisation." * Zamora and 

Wendy Paris, editors of Magic Realism: Theory, History, Community, acknowledging the 

powerful influence of cultural systems upon the writers of magic realist novels, have 

commented in the introduction to the book that "their investment may be in myths, 

legends, rituals—that is, in collective practices that bind communities together"(3). 

Maria-Elena Angulo's book-length study Magic Realism: Social Context and Discourse 

is deeply motivated by a cultural belief: "in all of the above-mentioned works realismo 

maravilloso will be considered as a type of narrative discourse which is specific to Latin 

America due to the way it helps to elucidate social problems of race, class, and 

gender"(xi). To convincingly indicate magic realism as a cultural and social discourse, 

Maria-Elena Angulo has cited the book-length studies by the Latin American literary 

' "Baroque and the Marvelous Real," in Magic Realism, ed. Lois Zamora and Wendy Paris (Duke 
University Press, 1995), 100. He refers to the monolithic Aztec sculpture of Coatlique in the Museum of 
Anthropology in Mexico City. 

^ "Magic Realism in Spanish American Literature," in Magic Realism, ed. Lois Zamora and Wendy Paris 
(Duke University Press, 1995), 110. 
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critics Irlemar Chiampi and Graciela N. Ricci—the former having approached magic 

realism in terms of cultural semiology and the latter in terms of Jungian archetypes. 

Setting magic realism in contrast to fantastic, psychological, surrealist literature, 

the Latin American literary critic Luis Leal is truly perceptive in his defining magic 

realism as such: 

Magic realism is not magic literature either. Its aim, unlike that of magic, 
is to express emofions, not to evoke them. Magic realism is, more than 
everything else, an attitude toward reality that can be expressed in popular 
or cultural forms, in elaborate or rustic styles, in closed or open 
structures.... In magic realism the writer confronts reality and tries to 
untangle it, to discover what is mysterious in things, in life, in human acts. 
("Magic Realism in Spanish America," 121) 

Luis Leal has excluded Jorge Luis Borges from magic realism because he thinks that 

Borges's "creation of infinite hierarchies" or imaginary things and worlds differs from 

the magic realists' "discovery of the mysterious relationship between man and his 

circumstances." The attitude of magic realistic writers toward reality like that of many of 

their countrymen is "to seize the mystery that breathes behind things." Leal is right in the 

sense that the world is mysterious to Borges in a more philosophic than aesthetic or 

cultural sense. Leal's use of the word "creation" with regard to Borges's artistic efforts 

indicates that a magic realist writer is for him primarily an empathetic presenter of his or 

her own culture, especially the mythic and legendary aspects of culture. Actually Leal 

has cited an English critic named Collingwood who urges the reader of any given work of 

art to "be interested in its subject for its own sake, as well as in the artist's handling of tt." 
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Unlike Alejo Carpentier and Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Jorge Luis Borges at least in his 

best-known works did not take presentation of Latin American culture and society as his 

artistic mission. Reality and magic may take on different meanings in his vision than in 

those of most Latin American writers. Whereas magic means for most Lafin American 

wrtters something already existent in culture, it means for Borges a creative form of art 

that defies the prevalent woridviews of modem westem civilizafion, and an individual's 

fantastic endeavor to explore meanings in a chaotic world. 

Magic realism as canonized in Alejo Carpentier and Garcia Marquez's works and 

magic realism as suggested in Borgesian short stories both have their parallels in Maxine 

Kingston's novel Tripmaster Monkey. On the one hand, Maxine Kingston's narrative 

possesses a tireless and seething parade of myths, legends, and high-tales of Asian 

Americans; on the other hand, the protagonist Ah Sing as a 1960s' hippie is having a 

great fun all the time throughout the novel in fantasizing about and against a capitalist 

society that cherishes accumulation of wealth, power of technology and science, and 

conformist calculation. The 1960s' counterculture as defined by Theodore Roszak in 

terms of "a phantasmagoria of exotic religiosity" has some resemblance to the Borgesian 

vision of the world. For one thing, both share Zen Buddhism as one of their intellectual 

sources, and for another, both challenge science as the ultimate rale to validate human 

experience. American hippies in this period were more fascinated with unique and 

individualistic experiences acquired through the means of excess, extravagant 

' "Magic Realism in Spanish America," in Magic Realism, ed. Lois Zamora and Wendy Paris (Duke 
University Press, 1995), 122. 
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experimentation with lifestyles, drags, tasting of foreign religions, exotic rituals, and 

universal brotherhood than making a return to their own national myths and legends. 

Thomas Pychon's typically postmodernist novels, sure to exert influence on Maxine 

Kingston, are also reminiscent of Jorge Borges's short stories both in spirit and in form, 

except that Pychon seems fonder of intricate plots, dream-like fantasy, and esoteric 

references. As envisioned by both Jorge Borges and Thomas Pychon, the world and text 

are mysteriously isomorphic, or at least interconnected, no longer designated with 

physical stability and conceptual clarity. 

A marked strand of humanity rans throughout Alejo Carpentier's The Kingdom of 

This World with its thematic concerns focusing on the black slave's rich imagination, 

comic fantasy, and yeaming for freedom, and throughout Garcia Marquez's One 

Hundred Years of Solitude where people of Columbia are presented as brave, 

imaginative, freedom-loving, and open-minded through the family saga of Buendias. 

However, the westem-style individualism, which sees its highlight in the 1960s' 

American counterculture and carefully represented in the image of an Asian American 

hippie in Tripmaster Monkey, is not a marked dimension in magic realism of Latin 

America. Whereas capttalism looms up as an oppressive force upon people of Latin 

America as a whole in magic realist novels by Latin American writers, it prevails in the 

west as a conformist shadow to be contested in defense of individuality and right of 

personal imagination. 

Reality expectedly takes on revolutionary meanings with a postmodemist writer 

like Maxine Kingston. Not only does it refer to the present-day human life, it also points 
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to language and textuality or intertexuality—reality carved into language, which in tum 

has a way of creating reality. Tripmaster Monkey is not so much into the isomorphic play 

of reality and textuality as in the case of Jorge Borges's "The Garden of Forking Paths" 

where the labyrinth designed in a novel and the labyrinth built as a physical entity 

become almost indistinguishable, yet it proffers a way in which texts and reality become 

exchangeable in the fantastic operation of the protagonist's mind and in the writer's 

intention to make the Chinese artistic traditions alive in the current ethnic politics of 

Asian Americans. With an amazing frequency, the neo-romantic novel The Notebooks of 

Malte Laurids Brigge by the German writer Rainer Rilke enters the protagonist Ah Sing's 

life when he tries to understand reality and the states of his own existence. Sometimes, 

the quotes from Rilke's novel come along as a conscious act of the protagonist, but 

sometimes they just pop up as an on-going momentum of life or of an observing mind 

without a marked indication of quotation. A German text created a hundred years ago 

has thus acquired life in American reality because it is amazingly congraous with the 

protagonist's perception of life and his own artistic mind. Texts and reality come closer 

and closer to each other when they equally become the fodder for the fantastic operation 

of an artist's mind. The ancient Chinese war romances alluded to in the novel come 

alive in the present American society mainly in two ways— t̂hey imply the possible 

continuafion of Chinese heroic tradttions among Chinese Americans in their straggle for 

racial equality and the masculine heroism as perceived in these Chinese war romances are 

to be parodied under a pacifist light put in by the woman writer. The bewitching 

relations between reality and text are also made explicit in the novel through the talks on 
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the movie version of The Saragossa Manuscript when the character Charley, who "saw tt 

four fimes in three nights," realized that "we're practically the same person living infinite 

versions of the great human adventure," and when Ah Sing was led by the talk of the 

magic movie into a state of mind "as if he'd hallucinated that movie, a dream he'd had 

when he was a yoimger and more stoned monkey." 

In the face of the confusing and almost ineffable relations between reality and 

texts, one thing seems quite clear—it is the human mind that establishes and dismantles 

the difference between the two. On the surface, the postmodernist effort to collapse the 

distinction between reality and text seems to have stemmed from a new philosophy or 

world outlook; exploring further, one may see the human mind as the traly motivating 

force, for it longs to go beyond the limits of philosophy and common sense and yeams 

for fantastic operations in a broader scope than heretofore explored. In quite a few 

important ways, Maxine Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey can be rightly called a work of 

magic realism, yet it also stands out as a contrast for its possessing a unique and essential 

quality—an artist's naked mind, emphatically presented, in its highly self-conscious 

pursuit of beauty and fantasy. Such a mind is magic realistic in that it is sensitive to the 

magic aspects of life and fond of myths and wonderful legends, and tt belongs to and 

challenges at once the life experience of a race, a nation, and human beings as a whole. It 

is simultaneously individualisfic and collecfive in that it is self-conscious of these 

categories and the possibility of transcending them. Here the reader is viewing a picture 

of a human mind that calls people to a realm of fantasy, beauty, mental freedom, and 

vivid imagination. 
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Comic Fantasies in Tripmaster Monkey 

Comic fantasies are prominent in Maxine Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey mainly 

in two ways—the retelling of the Chinese myths, legends, and classics and fantasy that 

rises spontaneously in the protagonist's mind. When fantasy is called comic, it possesses 

such features as jocular, funny, disdainful of convenfions and the establishment, and free-

flowing as a sign of mental freedom. Equipped with all those features, fantasy as 

displayed in Maxine Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey is unique in that an artist's mind 

operates as the locus of fantasies that flow throughout the text. The Chinese myths and 

legends are displayed in the form of talk-stories told from the lips of the art-pursuing 

protagonist; wild imagination coupled with jocularity comes out most of the time from 

the mind of the arts-pursuing protagonist. The reader encounters an artist all the time in 

the text, an artist who is highly self-conscious in displaying fantasy whether it is already 

existent in popular culture, or superbly recorded in classics, or newly created in his own 

mind as a low or high genre. As a result, fantasy itself seems to have taken on a life or 

consciousness of its own because it seems isotopic with the human mind itself in 

Tripmaster Monkey and because it is essential in presenting an artist's highly energetic 

and joyful mind. 

Some American critics' dislike of folkloric stories in Tripmaster Monkey stems in 

part from the powerful tradition of the English realistic novels focusing on the fine and 

often rather quiet descriptions of human interactions and the workings of their mind, as 

well illustrated in the works by Jane Austen and Henry James. Instead of subjecting 

herself to this powerful novelisfic tradifion with a minor sleight of hand in the form of 
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magic imagery or narrative twists, Maxine Kingston has been rebellious from a different 

perspective informed by something unfamiliar to most western critics. The tradttional 

Chinese novels are inherently vociferous in that they are largely talk-stories for the 

audience in tea-houses; the traditional Chinese novelists are expected to share "the magic 

that breathes behind things" with people, who might be munching on sunflower seeds or 

chicken feet while listening to stories. Truly, the professional story-tellers are expected 

to give a true picture of life and relate themselves to life and sentiments of common 

people gathering in the tea-houses. As entertainers, they have to tell stories in a dramatic 

and performative fashion using all those oral language skills. Yet the story-telling is also 

sometimes, if not always, a kind of ritual with all those present—story-tellers and 

listeners—in the tea houses as equal participants, losing themselves in a created 

atmosphere that makes the magic aspects of life and fantasy appear in front of people, 

that apotheosizes heroes who wreck revenge upon the evil doers, and that delights in the 

exuberance of language. Story-telling is a ritual full of magic, an entertaining form of 

popular culture embellished with a touch of high genres, and a feast of language pointing 

both to reality and the full scope of imagination. 

Wittman Ah Sing's tireless retelling of Chinese classic fantasies, mythic tales, and 

wild jokes is obviously in line with this ancient Chinese artistic tradition, whose siblings 

include theatric troupes that sometime shared the same scripts with the story-tellers. 

Nonetheless, the artisfically vociferous Wittman Ah Sing is also typically American in 

that to talk, to rave, to be artistic, and to fantasize are also characteristic of the 1960s' 

counterculture that defied decoram and mainstream arts and literature. This mimefic 
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aspect becomes vmfortunately negligible to some critics of Tripmaster Monkey, who are 

amazed at the mental energy and verbal exuberance flowing from page to page in the text 

but imable to discern their sources. In addition to fondness of language in its written and 

oral forms, some ancient Chinese novelists and some beats and hippie writers are similar 

to each other in another important aspect—critical of the mainstream culture and ready to 

confront conventions as individuals. Tripmaster Monkey possesses a curious but also 

inspiring paradox—myths and fantasy as indicative of an artist's identification with his or 

her own culture and myths and fantasy also used to remove the veneer of culture to 

expose its "skeletons." 

Chinese myths, legends, and high-tales, most of which are already recorded in the 

ancient classics, stream into Tripmaster Monkey mainly on two occasions—Wittman Ah 

Sing's description of his theatric plan to stage a several-day long vaudeville after a wild 

hippie party and the vaudeville itself where segments of the Chinese classics are put on 

the stage wtth a magic touch and a characteristic jocularity. Monkey King appears 

briefly a few times as the central trope in the earlier parts of the text— t̂he protagonist's 

monkey-style squatting on a trunk that contains the variegated costumes for the seventy-

two transformations of Monkey King and the sexual fight between a Barbie and a toy 

Monkey. Such a central trope further acquires great conspicuousness in Wittman Ah 

Sing's scheme to establish a monkey kingdom on the stage, tt is a beautifiil and carefree 

land of abundance with all those monkeys roaming, chatting, frolicking, jostiing, and 

doing gymnastics with the slim branches of trees and swinging over canyons. "Three or 

four hundred years go by" in the monkeys spending their time eafing and showing off; 
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then "thefr cavortions become organized acrobatics" and the strict movements of soldiers 

ready for a war under the leadership of Monkey King. Discontent with being the king of 

this monkey land. Monkey King feels left out after hearing a grand party to be held for 

the birthday of the mother of Emperor Jade, the ruler of the universe. He somersaults 

into the sky with his magic pole to crash the party and afterwards he has to fight a fierce 

war with all those war gods descending from the sky. The frolicking monkeys as a 

society with its own ways of living, of course, suggest hippies gathering at parties doing 

things in defiance of the mainstream society. Monkey King's being left out from a grand 

party implies the downgraded state of Asian Americans in the nation. The writer and Ah 

Sing's message is this: it is a folly and a danger to leave someone with magic powers out 

in the cold. However, when the carefree and frolicking monkeys are turned into 

"straight-rale chessboard divisions, troops, squadrons, ranks and files of eighty-four 

thousand monkeys," a possible mockery arises with regard to the Pentagon's militarism 

that prides itself on strict rules of training and meticulous schemes of war. 

Mainly not a novel of magic or fantasy in itself, Romance of the Three Kingdoms 

relates itself to the magic aspects of Chinese culture because one of tts major characters 

called Gwan Goong is later widely deified as the God of War and Wealth in China. Not 

having much to offer in way of fantasy, the Chinese classic war romance offers Maxine 

Kingston and her protagonist a language to address brotherhood and male bonding in the 

1960s' counterculture, and promotes the spontaneous fantasy on the side of the hippie 

characters by ushering in the topic of heroism and by way of its being something 

parodied from the perspective of pacifists and women. Three major characters Liu Pei, 
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Gwan Goong, and Chang Fei, positively presented in the Chinese war classic, swear into 

brotherhood for the start of an empire-building effort in a peach garden. This peach 

garden scene has ever since been highly symbolic of the unsurpassable male bonding and 

of fighting wars as a manly enterprise. In Tripmaster Monkey, two Chinese Americans 

and a Japanese American improvise the scene with a newly devised and fantastic 

counterpoint between militarism and pacifism. In response to Ah Sing's militarisfic 

slogans of war in the role of Gwan Goong, Lance Kamiyama, a Japanese American in the 

role of Lui Pei, urges pacifist moves by way of fantasy. In contrast to war, guns, and 

bombs. Lance moves for cross-national marriages, feasts, unilateral surrenders, and 

barbecues, for which Ah Sing suggests a black ox and a white horse for steaks and 

hamburgers, and a taste of puppy dogs. 

With the Pentagon's military maneuvers ridiculed, some Chinese American 

critics' unbridled advocacy of masculine heroism typically shown in Romance of the 

Three Kingdoms is also subtly parodied in light of pacifism. Maxine Kingston is sure to 

have an ambivalent attitude toward the Chinese heroic traditions or forms of ragged 

masculinity—^they are justifiable when applied in struggles for racial equality but 

questionable if taken as a woridview or way of life. Thus an issue: how to be tough in the 

straggle for racial equality without making this toughness an essential part of one's way 

of life? Such a paradox becomes a bit less nerve-wTacking when Maxine Kingston 

succeeds in introducing women as war heroes in the text—Chinese culture has a magic 

aspect invested in heroic women who are also legendary in the mind of people. Liu Pei is 

saved by his wife, a sword-woman with guts and martial arts. Red Jade, a famous 
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concubine, leads a navy to the rescue of a big Chinese army in war with invaders. After 

repeating roughly some lines describing the heroic figure in the original story. Ah Sing or 

Maxine Kingston goes on to fantasize: 

She is a loud-drumming will-o'-the wisp faery, and she flies on a pair of 
wings, flags tucked into her sash, the flag of Han and the flag of her 
family.... She is a target for explosives flown up to the crow's nest by 
missile birds, which explode and make flare the metal discs in her 
headdress and in her pink silk maybe bulletproof jacket. From the fleeing 
ships, she appears to be a supematural being coming after them. She 
whips up the drumbeat, and the wind and the waves rise.... (148) 

Wittman Ah Sing's theatric plan finally materializes after he loses his job, makes 

a few trips to the unemployment agency, and many people agree to act for the vaudeville 

that is to run during the Halloween weekend. An artist hippie or a long-haired "bum-

low" retums to Chinatown to salvage it from its declining interest in arts and the 

disintegrating effect of petty-capitalism. While this kind of community-building effort 

appears thematically inspiring to American critics long nurtured in the contrast between 

individuals and community and well receptive to the image of hippies as scoffers of 

community in its conventional sense, one needs to be aware that community, which 

universally means people living and interacting in a region, is defined differently in 

different cultures. If community typically means in the west going to the same church, 

abiding by the same laws and conventions, watching the same sports, consenting to 

certain pattern of business relations, tt means something else in Chinese culture as viewed 

by Maxine Kingston, who is fascinated by the traditions of talk-stories and theatric 

troupes going from village to village, from town to town—the artistic traditions appealing 

to people's sense of magic and serving to maintain the coherence of community. In 
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confrast to the dominance of Christianity in American communities, Chinese 

communities have been long under the syncretic influence of Confucianism, Taoism, and 

Buddhism. In contrast to the relatively short history of American communities that 

makes it hard for people to build up a reservoir of myths and legends as an essential part 

of their identity, a Chinese community is inherently defined by the national myths, 

legends about heroes of the race, and stories of kinsmen, all of which circulate in forms 

of talk-stories and plays acted out by the theatric troupes. Another Chinese term for 

theatric arts comes in a poetic image—pear gardens—suggesting an escapist intoxication 

in arts. When Maxine Kingston entitles one of the novel's chapters A Pear Garden in the 

West, she is intending not only to revive this Chinese theatric tradition in the community 

of Chinese Americans, but also perhaps to set it up in a subtle contrast to westem 

capitalism and professionalism that seem to have some adverse effects on community and 

even family. Not that America is short of artistic traditions, but that such traditions tend 

to be blighted in the craze for more wealth and professional success, and that such 

traditions may not be so much a communal act as it has been in China. 

Almost every person who appears in Maxine Kingston's novel comes to act in the 

vaudeville and almost everyone who could be informed of the show comes as a viewer. 

"Everyone came—friends, and friends' friends, and family.... They came because what 

Boleslavsky said is trae: 'Acting is the life of the human soul receiving its birth through 

art'" (276). Imagining the magic atmosphere that could begin well before the show ttself, 

Maxine Kingston finds it imperative to fantasize: 

.. .and here we are again—inside the cedarwood, sandalwood, 
camphorball, mothball atmosphere. Aunties were crovming one another 
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with headdresses. Peacock feathers and silver eyeballs were waving 
around looking at one and all. Somebody was growl-speaking from the 
depths of a dragon head. Beautiful Nanci was tippy-toeing in fake bound-
feet shoes. The Goodwife Tana and Aunfie Bessie and Auntie Sophie 
were tappety-tapping "The Sidewalks of New York".... (276) 

Following the kung fu guys' performance that twists a human body into 

unbelievable shapes and that hits without touching, a few scenes of Romance of the Three 

Kingdoms are put on the stage and cast in a mix of heroism, weariness of war, and 

fantasy. The first night of the vaudeville comes to end with an intermezzo by Ah Sing 

who plays both Monkey King and Buddha engaged in a bet where Monkey King tries to 

beat Buddha by his himdred-thousand mile somersault and a piss for a mark. Buddha 

shows his finger with the monkey piss smell to the audience and picks up the tiny 

monkey between his fingers "like King Kong with Fay Wray in his hand, but vice versa." 

American humor and theatric arts are emphatically represented in a comic deuice and 

exchange of words called "Bones and Jones"—a fanciful mix of romantic sentiments, 

mockery of militarism, and jocular inquiry of one's identity caught up in a cross-racial 

marriage. Chinese martial arts are followed by aunties' American-style dance with feet 

kicking high and highly rhythmical music. 

Anyhow, the vaudeville ends back in Chinese history almost a thousand years 

ago—one hundred and eight Chinese Robin Hood's men, as described in the Chinese 

classic novel Outlaws of the Marshal, stealing into the nation's capital and storming the 

jail on the night of Lantern Festival—a fierce fight thus spreading to the crowded streets 

flanked with theaters, restaurants, and brothels, all decorated with red lanterns, and 

spreading to the streets of San Francisco's Chinatown. Maxine Kingston does not forget 
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to report the mythic fate of these famous bandits after the fantastic mix of martial fights 

and Lantem Festival: "On the third night, the one hundred and eight bandits climbed the 

stairs to become stars in the sky, except for some of the Juan brothers"(306). If 

Tripmaster Monkey's two long chapters focusing on the hippie party make the novel 

quintessential in novelistic descriptions of the 1960s' counterculture, the two chapters 

devoted to the Chinese theatric arts and their effects on the audience have achieved a 

classic status in that they may be unsurpassable in the efforts to capture the magic of 

Chinese theatric arts in the English language. Equal to a high degree of familiarity with 

the Chinese artistic traditions and a masterful use of the English language in bringing out 

this success is an artist's mind that enjoys itself immensely in the magic spell of arts and 

that blithely springs on Boleslavsky's words: "Acting is the life of the human soul 

receiving its birth through art." 

Viewed as the on-going momentum of plot, the different chapters in Tripmaster 

Monkey serve to provide a set of locales whereby a Chinese American hippie talks, raves, 

moves, interacts with people, seeks romances, and pursues arts. Beneath the distinct 

forms of physicality as seen in these locales, a careful reader could see something quite 

different—the diverse strands of fantasy arising with an ontology that defies the 

explanatory capabilities of language and flowing through these chapters as if they were 

smooth plates deliberately created for the mental flow. The strands of fantasy Maxine 

Kingston has created in the novel sometimes appear physical because of the force and 

speed with which they move in the protagonist's mind and because they are often 

conjured up by a view, a shape, a sound, a movement, and a color in the physical reality. 
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They are also metaphysical because they have an ethereal quality of transcendence, an 

ineffable detachment to the physical reality. Yet they are not metaphysical in the sense of 

westem philosophy that usually aims to discern form and external divinity. They are 

usually formless, self-initiated, and self-contained, without an obsession with seeking an 

ultimate truth or external divinity. The amorphousness and self-fulfillment of these 

diverse strands of fantasy seem to suggest that divinity and ultimate trath lie within 

dynamics of their own. 

Alongside the strand of fantasy sustained in the myths, legends, and tales already 

carved into the collective memories of Chinese Americans, the reader could see a second 

strand of fantasy not as the clear derivative of the magic aspects of some collective 

memories nor dependent upon the unusual happenings in reality. A view, a shape, or a 

sound that is perceived as rather common by most people could trigger fantasy to rise in 

the mind of the protagonist Wittman Ah Sing. Thus one gets the impression that fantasy 

is always there under a threshold to be triggered. 

The novel starts off just in a fantasy of suicide that starts without a clear source: 

"Maybe it comes from living in San Francisco, city of clammy humors and foghoms that 

war and wam—omen, o-o-men, o dolorous omen, o dolors of omens—and not enough 

sun" (3). Wittman Ah Sing imagines his own head flying in pieces in the universe and 

has fun in doing that because he is thus "aware of the run of his mind." Walking toward 

a tryst on North Beach with the Golden Gate in sight, he puts himself in the mental frame 

of those making suicidal attempts from the bridge: they hear Laurence Olivier ask 

them—"To be or not to be?" and they answer, "Not to be" while climbing on top of the 
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railing, "fingers and toes roosfing on the cinnabarine steel." The image of an old 

couple's suicide with a shot-gun arises in his mind and so does the image of a Viet Nam 

Buddhist's setting himself on fire. A brief regret is all that a failed romance makes him 

suffer; fantasy begins to grab him as a playwright with a greater force at night than tt 

does in the moming of the same day: 

A long time ago, before the blackbottom, a band of ancestors with talent 
left their music house, .. .and sailed a music boat a-roving the rivers of 
China. They beat the big drum hard, which vibrated in stomachs and 
diaphrams for miles around. An audience gathered on the riverbank, and 
saw the red swan boat come floating on strains of mandolin and flute. 
Between red wings, got up in the style of putting-on-a-show, rode the 
players. To the knocking of the wood fish drams—dok-dok-dok—the 
singer lifted his skylark voice over water and fields. He threw out ropes, 
and their audience pulled them to shore. (34) 

This is a rather common form of imagination coming out of a playwright infatuated with 

the image of the oriental minstrels as the soul of a nation long back in history. Yet it is 

also fantasy because Ah Sing makes the mind of the singer run wild in telling ribald jokes 

and weird tales and because Maxine Kingston makes her protagonist set his work on fire 

and think that "the empty scrolls had been the right ones all along." 

Anger takes the form of fantasy when Ah Sing is furious at a commercialized 

Christmas, at the big toy-guns as Christmas gifts for kids, and when he protests by setting 

a toy monkey sexually upon a Barbie on the cotmter of the department store. Fantasy 

also works as soothing solace when the jobless Ah Sing drifts along the street as if to act 

on a huge stage, urged on by Kerouac's vigorous descriptions of city bums. Taking a bus 

ride to the hippie party, he meets a talkative Chinese American giri, who teaches him 

how to become a real American boy and appears like "a blue boar" in the dim bus. He 
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"mistakes" Dow for Dao at the hippie party and marvels at social and moral progress 

measured in numbers. Dancing at the party, he finds that "we are as face cards being 

shuffled," and some dancing females appearing as the white-bone demons as visualized 

in The Journey to the West. When music stops, the hearts of hippie dancers seem to be 

dropping from their mooring arteries and flopping "like frogs all over the floor." In an 

acoustic bombardment that makes many scream. Ah Sing sees an image—"the skull and 

the planet spltt into bowls of mush brains." The talk of the viscous flesh dripping in 

comic books and The Saragossa Manuscript is preceded by the blank TV screen 

fantasy—one trying to tum the snowy dots and lines on the blank screen into wishfiil 

images usually under the effect of marijuana. No need to be on a psychedelic trip for 

visual fantasy. Ah Sing feasts his eyes with a snowy screen: brand-new cars with drivers 

behind the wheels sliding from the assembly line into an eight-lane freeway, girls poking 

their heads out of the sunroofs, drying their hair; a Volkswagen spinning on its back 

among the onrashing race; elephants with fringe and leis and an Indian band riding a 

flatbed track without nationalistic flags; "a line of shooting stars, each with a golden tail" 

and "spinning silver mandalas in the heavenly skies..." (94-95). 

Like the suicide fantasy that arises in Wittman Ah Sing's mind at the outset of the 

narrative without a clear stimulus in reality, fantasy comes from nowhere, stealthily grabs 

his mind, and glides through diverse spheres of imagination when he feels good to be 

alone for a while after a long trip to Las Vegas and his fatigued lover Tana has gone to 

bed. He finds his penis reflected huge in the shining steel handguard of a sword put 

between his knees, and looking like a vagina. When he ventures into the closet of Tana's 
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room to face the woman's clothes, shoes, sling-backs, he changes into an evolutionary 

monkey— 

The curtains opens—he flung her dresses aside—the great killer ape in 
chains sees the audience. Bloodshot eyes roll, sharp teeth gnash. Roar! 
Roar! He opened his mouth wide like in the silent movie.... The chains 
snap. "Bring down the curtain!" shouts the stage manager. The curtain 
swings across. Down drops the asbestos wall. The shape of the gargantua 
ape swells and bulges. He tears through man's puny barriers against 
realtty, and leaps out the proscenium into the stampeding audience.... 
Swooping Fay Wray up in his mighty arm, he and she swing across the 
ceiling of the San Francisco Opera House.... (221) 

Not only are other people seen as mythological figures reincarnated, but also 

Wittman sees himself as a creature making excursions into the human society from 

another world. Riding with Tana and Nanci in a Porche after the vaudeville's first 

exciting night. Ah Sing feels so elated as to make a joyous dracula bite on the two 

beautiful women from behind. Catching a banana thrown from below the stage, Wittman 

becomes Macbeth seeing the phantom of a dagger: "Is this a dagger which 1 see before 

me, the handle toward my hand?" Fantasy arises from everywhere and nowhere. While 

fantasy may arise as a sprawling expanse cheuiging its contour and even content as in the 

case of King Kong fantasy that changes into a vision of a mother lying beside the 

evacuation road with her babe clinging to her dead yet still warm body, it also takes the 

form of brief cascades, coming and going as flying phantoms. Fantasy appears 

sometimes contingent upon reality, and sometimes it is rather self-initiated in Ah Sing's 

mind without a particular stimulus from outside. While fantasy in Tripmaster Monkey is 

certainly part of the magic aspects of collective memories, tt is also highly individualisfic 

and characteristic of a self-professed artist's pursuit of inspirations. Whereas fantasy has 
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Wittman Ah Sing's mind as its main locus, it flows out of the mind of other characters as 

well. Recognizing no boundaries, following no conventions, tt is a joyful play of mind, 

textual and stylistic possibilities. A few moments after it descends into a weird and dark 

realm of imagination, it peaks high with a blithe rhythm and lurid images. Really hard to 

define, tt is magic, wonderful, and supernatural; it is visions, images, hallucinafion, 

phantoms, daydreaming, meditation, and wild imagination. It is almost anything coming 

out of a Chinese American artist's mind that defies the conventionality of this world. 

As in the case of some realistic novels that highlight a protagonist's observation 

of the world, Tripmaster Monkey is also typical in describing an artist's moment-by-

moment and day-to-day observation of life. Wittman's observation of life borders on 

fantasy because it is constantly intertwined with fantasy and because it is comically 

aesthetic and deliberately defiant of the scientific mode of observation. The novel's start 

in the suicide fantasy goes on then in the form of a Malte Laurids Brigge walk when 

Wittman walks through part of San Francisco to the tryst on a sunny weekend moming 

with an opened mind—"there was no helping in that. There is no helping what you see 

when you let it all come in." The contours of buildings with the human sounds inside 

them, the un-American immigrants who are green in this country, animals in the zoo, 

stuffed birds in the museum, playing kids speaking as adults, a stroller damning his dog, 

zany graffiti on the walls of the turmel—all stimulate a great interest inside him. He goes 

to the hippie party partly because he could meet different kinds of people, see different 

things, and listen to different talks. Driving out of San Francisco, he finds the beaufifiil 

expanse of the blue sky is disturbed by a black war plane that makes ugly holes. 
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Standing on Coit Tower, Ah Sing sees "the dragon's tail zigzagging up and over 

Lombard Street," the cellblocks as "a scaffold set like Bye Bye Birdie, and "desolation 

China Man angels." Ah Sing keeps digging the street while talking with Nanci over the 

phone about something important. Ah Sing's observation of life, his fantasy, talks, and 

actions are enriched by a magic atmosphere created by the uEurator, an atmosphere that 

adds to the aesthetic of Ah Sing's mind and of the narrative as a whole and that gives 

comic fantasy a tinge of "higher" gem-es. The magic flows in the fresh moming air when 

the hippie party is over and all the participants are returning to their normal life. In this 

case, both the narrator and the protagonist are feeling the magic of life: 

Sky poured pink through the windows. Everyone floated in pink air— 
spun sugar, spun glass, angel's hair. Champagne.... Is tt a time of year—a 
season of rose air? The crew in the lightbooth has flipped on the pink 
gels, and tinted all the stage and the men's and women's faces. It seemed 
you could float out the window on the strange atmosphere. There are 
Chinese people who would explain that Gwan Goong was paying us a 
vistt.... (148) 

The image of Wittman Ah Sing etched out in his actions, language, fantasy, and 

observation of life sends out a strong message of living out a full and artistic life in this 

worid. Much more than indicating a nostalgia for the past in the face of the ineffable 

chaos of the present life, the magic or romantic past in Tripmaster Monkey largely serves 

as fodder for an artist's energetic mind. As such, Maxine Kingston's magic realism 

differs from magic realism of Latin America as examined by Lois Zamora and Michael 

Moses, the former pointing up an exigency of reconciling with a discordant history and 

the latter just simply calling tt a nostalgia for a romantic past.' The weight of the past 

* See Lois P. Zamora's The Usable Past (New York: The Cambridge University Press, 1997), and 
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and the ponderosity of reality are rendered light and even ethereal in the predominance of 

an artistic and fantastic mind in Tripmaster Monkey. This kind of illustrious humanism 

exemplified here in Tripmaster Monkey or in the Chinese artistic traditions as a whole 

runs counter to the vein of the current western critical theories that view humankind 

including the best minds as helplessly mired in the massive and unfathomable sediments 

of history. 

As with Jorge Borges, fantasy indicates for Maxine Kingston a woridview and a 

philosophy of arts deviant from the intellectual and literary establishment. The worid 

may be exactiy like the snowy lines and dots on a blank TV screen devoid of an 

underlying stracture or a set of inherent rules. It is chaotic, impredictable, ineffable, 

mysterious, violent, and comically circular as viewed by Jorge Borges and Maxine 

Kingston. If it appears sometimes stractured, govemed by rules, regulated by 

institutions, it is only because of the forces couched in ideology, worldviews, interest 

groups of society, and man-made traditions. These forces are not at all more fundamental 

than what appears as the chaotic snow^ lines and dots. Thus to fantasize is not only trae 

to the nature of the world and human beings but also reveals the artificiality of the forces 

that brings to this world a structured appearance. Quite in the same vein, artistic forms, 

traditions, and generic requirements are here not only to govern and to achieve power but 

also to be messed up and even dismantled for liberatory jubilation. An artist is thus 

entitled to fantasizing with a seemingly rule-governed world and with the hierarchy of 

Michael V. Moses' "Magic Realism at World's End," Literary Imagination, 3.1 (2001): 105-137. 
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artistic forms and conventions; an artist has the right to create something out of chaos or 

the snowy lines and dots of human life. Ah Sing's formafion of life images out of the 

snowy blank TV screen symbolizes the productive mechanism of an artist in defiance of 

artistic and intellectual traditions. In light of Buddhism, the world appears solid or 

substantial only because of people's holdings on things out of desire and their mental 

faculties that classify what is seen and sensed into dissimilar parts and functions, which 

are then to be rearranged into hierarchical systems. The world ultimately consists of 

emptiness and interdependence that goes against people's sense of a material world based 

on their mental and physical classification of things structured in hierarchies. A novelist 

like Maxine Kingston under the heavy influence of Buddhism finds it easy to overstep the 

conventional lines of form and to enter a fantasy world under the combined stimuli of 

reality and workings of an artist's mind. 

Intercultural Perspectives and a Post-Jungian Approach 

The plethora and diversity of literature of the fantastic in the contemporary west 

has given headaches to those critics who narrowly define or take a stracturalist approach 

to the genre. Although dismissed by C. N. Manlove as almost meaningless, Tzvetan 

Todorov's focus on "a certain hesitation" on the side of readers—in contrast to their 

decisions that give rise to the genres of the marvelous and the uncanny—is heuristic in 

that hesitation seems superior to wonder in pointing up the mentaltty of the reader in the 

face of a fantastic mind that defies conventions. Wonder is conventionally used to 

describe the reader's amazement at an artist's work or something in the real or imagined 

worid, yet usually not at the workings of an artist's mind itself Hesitation seems able to 
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imply a couple of real-time questions on the side of the reader—how and why the fantasy 

writer or a character can be so fantasfic vis-a-vis the "solid" realifies or "normal" ways of 

life and whether "1 could let go of my mind along with the imaginative mind of the 

fantasy writer?" Going through Tripmaster Monkey, the reader has to consciously and 

unconsciously ask the question whether or not the fantasy writer or her protagonist can be 

taken seriously, both of whom are so deep into literary and narrative fancies, something 

obviously deviant from classicism and realism in western literature. Aware of a wide 

range of fantasy in westem literature, C. N. Manlove has made an effort to offer a broad 

definition of wonder: "By wonder is meant anything from crade astonishment at the 

marvelous, to a sense of 'meaning-in-the-mysterious' or even of the numinous" ("On the 

Nature of Fantasy" 22). Nevertheless, wonder seems to Manlove to be only related to 

"the presence of the supematural or impossible"—something created by the fantasy 

wTiter, instead of the artist's mind per se. 

Interestingly, Brian Attebery sees comic as inherent to fantasy when he maintains 

that "the characteristic structure of fantasy is comic" {Strategies of Fantasy 15). While 

his comic view of fantasy seems able to point to the mentality of a fantasy writer, Brian 

Attebery actually means eucatastrophe—a narrative of fantasy taking on a strong moral 

sense because "it begins with a problem and ends with resolution." As a quality of mind 

for both Maxine Kingston and her protagonist Ah Sing, comic denotes a defiant 

imaginafiveness and unbounded blitheness of an artist's mind caught up in the chaotic 

and mysterious realities. The challenge that Maxine Kingston's novel makes to studies of 

fantasy in the west is thus an issue of how to include a fantastic human mind into the 
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definition of fantasy so as to reflect an artist's endeavor where fantasy is as much 

subjective as objective, or related as much to how it arises on the human mind as to tts 

being an object in its own right for the reader's astonishment. Once the human mind is 

deemed as necessary for the definifion of fantasy, the nofion of the impossible as central 

to the nature of fantasy is left on a rather shaky ground, since almost nothing seems 

impossible for the human mind, which jumbles the boundaries between physical, social, 

and psychological realities. Then what is required anew is a phenomenology of mind in 

addition to analysis of textual components and psychology of the reader's mind, or a new 

aesthetics that urges the reader of fantasies to appreciate the workings of another human 

being's mind, whether they are presented in a loosely constracted narrative, or displayed 

in loud or maniac sounds of raving and moving, or etched out in comic and unstoppable 

fantasies. 

Westem literature is not at all deficient in portrayals of the human mind; the 

problem is that the human mind tends to be viewed as an object and with a tinge of 

pathology. In a secret gloom, a human mind is often revealed to be anti-social, maniac, 

sluggish, or devoid of fun and hope. In Henry James's The Portrait of a Lady, Isabel 

Archer is shown to possess a mind of strength, toughened in intellectual exercises and 

acting like a castle in confrontation with the world. However, the writer's main purpose 

is characterization rather than showing directly how a mind could nourish and nurture 

and navigate itself for fun, for meanings, and for discoveries in this world. For some 

untold reasons, Isabel Archer's mind that used to be gay and vivacious is shrouded in a 

thick mist of tragedy toward the end of the novel when she decides to live in a marriage 
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with a hypocrifical aesthete bent on money. Isabel's love of arts is only generally 

mentioned or briefly suggested without concrete manifestations. Since not much is done 

in Henry James's novel to show the heroine's awareness and appreciation of her own 

mind, certainly not in any way like that of an artist, and to use this awareness to call up 

the readers' awareness of their own mind as to the maximum possibilities of achieving 

freedom, beauty, vitality, and intellectuality, the mind of Isabel Archer tends to appear as 

an object as viewed by an observer or analyzer. The relations between Maxine Kingston 

and her protagonist Wittman Ah Sing appear cooperative or somewhat reciprocal, more 

like the relations between a commentator and a performer than those between a detached 

and analytic writer and a character awaiting development. Certainly, a critic could 

possibly view Maxine Kingston's protagonist as an object of artistic presentation in one 

way or another, yet such possibility is minimized in the protagonist's constant awareness 

of himself as an observer of life and his never-failing fantasy that amazes and befuddles 

some of the readers. 

In comparison with English literature in the Renaissance and 18"^-century periods, 

the ancient Chinese literature does show a ponderous escapist tendency. Literary writing 

is an effort equally of nation-building and of self-fashioning for English literary writers 

before the 19*-century. Yet it appeared less of a nation-building effort for the ancient 

Chinese wrtters because they had almost no illustrious "higher" models of other 

civilizations to catch up with, and appeared more of an individualistic endeavor under the 

influence of Buddhism and Taoism, both openly disparaging the human world. 

Chaucer's long poem The House of Fame is an eariier indication of an ambivalent 
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mentality of English Renaissance writers under the pressure of Greek and Roman classics 

that acted on their creative impulse as both emancipating and enslaving forces. The 

standard image of the great ancient Chinese poets or prose writers does not have much to 

do with recitals in aristocratic families nor a consciousness of nation-building nor 

considerations of training the mind of a middle-class. It is an image of someone hiding in 

mountains and conversing with Taoists and Buddhists, an image of someone roaming 

across the country and marveling at its scenic beauties or someone living an ordinary life 

with a sharp eye toward the ironies and absurdities of life and with a fantastic interest in 

play of language. Note that three of the five major traditional Chinese novels end in one 

or a group of major characters leaving this world and becoming Buddhists. '" As Jack 

Kerouac mentioned the famous Chinese poets Li Po, Tu Fu, and Han Shan as free spirits 

in his Dharma Bums, Maxine Kingston also mentioned Li Po and Tu Fu as part of 

Wittman Ah Sing's consciousness. Traly, Ah Sing's vision of himself as a Chinese 

singer, story-teller, and poet sailing through civilizations on a music boat in the earlier 

part of the novel points to a young Chinese American's dream of artistic fame or even 

becoming a legend across the nation. Yet such a vision is perhaps more related to a 

yeaming for mental freedom, for becoming a free spirtt that drinks wine, cracks wild 

jokes, roams across different nafions, pursues romances, and transcends ideological and 

literary conventions for the sake of beauty and satisfaction of soul. 

'" Romance of the Three Kingdoms, Water Margins, The Journey to the West. Jin Pin Mei. The Dream of 
the Red Chamber, and Yulin Waishi are conventionally referred to as the five great novelistic works in the 
ancient China. The Journey to the West ends in a grand ceremony of Monkey, Piggie, and Sandie 
becoming enlightened Buddhists; Jin Pin Mei ends in the anti-hero's son becoming a monk with a tiredness 
of society; The Dream of Red Chamber ends in the major character Bo Yu's leaving the family and 
civilization and becoming a monk with a total disillusion of society. 
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Almost every character in Tripmaster Monkey is portrayed as a free spirit in 

varying degrees. Of course, such a strong message of spiritual freedom derives directly 

from the momentum of the 1960s' American counterculture and civil rights movement. 

Yet for many young American intellectuals in the 1960s, a great part of their inspirafions 

came from the east or more specifically from Zen Buddhism, which appeared as an ideal 

combination of a complex philosophy to satisfy their intellectual curiosity, a new vision 

of arts well suttable to their individualisfic mentality, and a lifestyle that offered them 

enough fantasy and a take-it-easy attitude toward reality. Actually, it is in the 1960s and 

70s that American universities saw an increase in teaching Asian literature that 

acquainted Americeui university students with a few names of Chinese and Japanese 

poets. WTiat is implied in this collective encounter of American university students and 

young intellectuals with Zen Buddhism and eastern literatures? Numerous studies have 

appeared conceming works of some American writers under the influence of eastem 

religions and literatures. If it is unfortunate that probably no serious studies have been 

produced conceming the combined influence of Zen Buddhism and Chinese or Japanese 

literature upon the American writers or university students as a whole, it is equally 

unfortunate that the westem academics have so far failed to see a unique mentality as 

couched in the subtle combination of Zen Buddhism, artistic pursuits, and fantasy. 

Probably it is Zen Buddhism's amiable relations with arts and fantasy that gave rise to a 

wave of enthusiasm in the eastem religions and arts in a big horde of young and well-

educated Americans in the 1960s. 
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Historically true, the combinafion of Buddhism or Zen Buddhism, Taoism, and 

aestheficism has been nurturing to an artistic mentality ever since the Wei-Jin period 

starting in the earlier third century. Although to write powerfiilly, gracefiilly, and 

poetically had been a path to officialdom and wealth for almost a millennium in Chinese 

history, almost all the well-educated Chinese in the past had admitted in their heart that 

the real masters of language were those artists who found it easy to detach themselves 

from the bounds of society and human desires or from the Confiician concepfions of the 

worid. Free from the social and linguisfic conventions, a real artist is supposed to be able 

to get into everything and then leave it out, to rearrange a horde of things and transform 

the preconceived relations between them, to be delighted in and also jocular about this 

world. Like sky-walkers or heavenly horses, they seem able to float above this world 

because they have achieved a mind of freedom and because they are free spirits. 

Supposed not to hold on to anything as a Zen Buddhist or Taoist, they find the world 

inherently mysterious and full of fantasies. What distinguishes them from a pure 

Buddhist or Taoist is that they aim at superb use of language, that they get into the 

beauties, pains, and intricacies of the human world and stay there as observers, and that 

they consciously pursue joy and excitement through a play of language and mind. While 

they are helplessly the children of collective memories of a race, they are taught that 

these racial memories could be transient and mutable over huge spans of time and in the 

mystic operations of one's mind. Shamelessly they take to forms and content of folk 

literature, but they also find it a great fiin to hitch them with higher genres. To them, 

forms of arts and language are both productive and unproductive, depending on 
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circumstances and one's own artistic abilifies. To them, social power, wealth, and 

arbitrary rales ran counter to the possibility of achieving real joy and freedom. As a 

caveat, it should be said that these qualities required for a great literary writer in most 

cases point to a goal often ahead, hardly quite reached. 

Nonetheless, a western critic would find tt easy to dismiss all this as a myth, an 

illusion, or a false consciousness. Actually, a western critic, especially a critic of novels, 

could feel a bit befuddled at Wittman Ah Sing's vision of himself as a singer and poet 

telling ribald jokes and playing fantasies on a music boat that has sailed through 

civilizations. Self-aggrandizement as it is, to achieve a status of divinity or immortality 

by creating great works and through constant plays of texts and mind has been really the 

ultimate aim of many Chinese artists, who know the limitations and mischief of forms 

and human memories and who have really strove to develop in themselves an ideal 

combination of Zen Buddhism, love of arts, and capacity for comic fantasies. To be sure, 

it is a myth to be dismissed by anyone with a heavily realistic bent of mind. Yet it is also 

a magic quality of mind that has been sought for centuries by many Chinese with an 

imaginative and artistic bent of mind. Thus tt can be viewed as an archetype formed over 

centuries among the ancient Chinese artists, or a collective unconsciousness that drives 

the Chinese artists to achieve a status of divinity and that explains why the word shen— 

magic, godly, or divine—is used frequently in Chinese language to describe a great 

artistic work. For a people who strongly believed in myths, magic, and fantasy and liked 

to have a joyful and comic ran of mind, the artists who created and re-created myths. 
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magic tales, and fantasies and found tt easy to achieve a joyful and comic ran of mind, 

were naturally seen to be the best minds of the race. 

Carl Jung's theory of archetypes appears relevant here because it gives credibility 

to myths, magic tales, imagination, and even an individual's yearning for divinity in 

forming people's mentality and their collective unconsciousness. In pointing up the 

importance of literature in studies of a nation's character, Carl Jung has hinted on the 

important role of literary writers in the formation of a culture. However, Jung's emphasis 

is on the profoimd impact of collective memories or unconsciousness that takes the form 

of recurrent images in a literary work. Thus he seems to imply that a great part of 

meanings, whether explicit or implicit, in a literary work is determined before an artist 

sets out to write. No doubt, Jung's theory can be and has been highly successful in 

analysis of a wide range of literary works across different cultures. Nevertheless, to 

explore the extent to which Jung's theory of archetypes or the collective unconsciousness 

is applicable in analysis of Tripmaster Monkey is not exactly the purpose of the present 

writing project. Instead, it is necessary to make a significant change to Jung's theory of 

archetypes in order to make it better applicable to analysis of Tripmaster Monkey. The 

reason for a change or a post-Jungian approach lies in the historical fact that the fusion of 

Zen Buddhism, Taoism, and aestheticism in China had given birth to a long-cherished 

dream, an outstanding goal, or a protracted mentality among Chinese artists, something 

both conscious and subconsiousness, both collective and individualistic—that may be 

also called an archetype. 
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Conforming to Jung's nofion of archetypes, the archetype of a Chinese artist as a 

free spirit is collecfive, unconscious, and possesses salient images in the collective 

memories of the nation. Differing from Jung's nofion of archetypes as constituting the 

developmental pattern within a race, the archetype of a Chinese artist as a free spirit is 

not genetically inherited and only concerns a small group of people, only those who are 

determined on artistic pursutts. Also differing from Jung's notion of archetypes, it is both 

conscious and tmconscious and its images are brief, vague, and also equally lurid and 

extended. The Chinese language has quite a few fixed terms to conjure up the image of 

the thoroughbred artists as free spirits, and to point to their unique mentality. Indeed, 

such an archetype formed through eighteen century-long interactions of Buddhism, 

Taoism, and aestheticism has been working like a dream or a goal and driving the life of 

Chinese artists for centuries. It is an archetype only available to the artists in defiance of 

the collective unconsciousness of their society, and thus in defiance of part of themselves. 

Carl Jung and Zen Buddhists have some important common points. Both 

highlight the role of symbolism, images, and fantasies in the formation of mentality; both 

recognize the numinous experiences as essential to personalities, and both take the 

mysterious human mind, not a materialistic force like sex, as central to the systems of 

their thought. While Jung's interest in Buddhism has long been noted, his dialogues with 

the famous Japanese Zen Buddhist Suzuki has spurred a wave of enthusiasm in 

comparative studies of Jung's psychology and Zen Buddhism in the west. Nevertheless, 

distincfions are also obvious between the two once a crific takes a close look. Jung's 

purpose has been all the time to find a general scheme that can account for the growth 
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and states of the human mind as a collective identity. His intricate explanations of the 

Self are not mainly intended to highlight disfinct personalifies; rather they point to a quite 

uniform mode for an individual's growing awareness of the Self Jung's notions of 

collective and the Self do not work with Zen Buddhists; for them, the difference and 

distance between people and even between people and animals are almost insignificant. 

One should not view him or herself as a solid identity separated from other people or 

things in this world. While Jung's notion of archetypes governs or constrains an 

individual's mind over the large span of time, Zen Buddhism sees and encourages the 

possibility of breaking out of collective unconsciousness and personal desires in order to 

achieve enlightenment. Zen Buddhists believe in one's moment-by-moment, day-to-day 

experience, and in one's novel understanding and personal feelings that may lead to 

sudden revelations. Mind, no longer the locus of the Self, is supposed to work as an 

impersonal mechanism in a constant search of enlightenment. The mind of other people 

can be one's owoi mind, insofar as it leads to enlightenment. A triumph of a Zen 

Buddhist is a triumph of the enlightening moment-by-moment, day-to-day experiences, a 

triumph of mind that negates the difference and distance and validity of forms. If fantasy 

appears to Jung as relatively stable and uniform, it is a formless and ever-changing 

phenomenon with Zen Buddhists, depending on different people and life situations. 

Whereas Jung is interested in generalizations, a Zen Buddhist takes any moment in life as 

uniquely potential for enlightenment. 

The number of literary studies that take a post-Jungian approach—recognizing 

both strengths and weaknesses in Jung's theory of mind—is alarmingly small. 
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considering the large number of literary studies in terms of Jungian psychology and the 

fairiy large number of comparafive studies of Jung and Buddhism. " In a search for a 

model that deals with literature of the fantastic from the psychological and intercultural 

perspectives, James Whttlark's two related studies—his essay "A Post-Jungian Approach 

to Kaflca" and his book Behind the Great Wall: A Post-Jungian Approach to Kafkaesque 

Literature—are especially inspiring to the present writing project on Maxine Kingston's 

comic fantasies. Jung's notion of archetypes, examined by James Whitiark, is 

unfortunately vague and thus needs much more clarification so that it can be applied 

more productively in literary studies than it hitherto has been. For that purpose, James 

Whitlark has proposed to take a closer look at the four major pattems of language: 

repetition, metaphor, metonymy, and antithesis because they are profoundly reflective of 

the contours and workings of Jung's archetypes. '- To account for fantasies in Tripmaster 

Monkey in terms of these four pattems of language is certainly not an easy thing nor is it 

part of what is planned to accomplish in the present writing project. Yet language is 

indeed a central topic on the mind of Maxine Kingston, a theme and flaring motif in her 

two nonfictions and especially in Tripmaster Monkey. For an Asian American, creative 

use of English serves well to reclaim the social and political rights for his or her ethnic 

group; it may also work as psychotherapy for Asian immigrants because it expresses their 

mentality and gets out their fantasies in an English-speaking world. While The Woman 

" MLA database offers only four citafions: "The Short Fiction of Gerald de Nerval and Nathaniel 
Hawthorne: A Study of Post-Jungian Aesthetics" by M. K. E. Kailo, "Archetypal Projection in 'Legeia': A 
Post-Jungian Reading" by Joseph Andriano, and two studies by James Whitlark. 

'̂  See Chapter 9 of Behind the Great Wall: A Post-Jungian Approach to Kafkaesque Literature. 
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Warrior shows a burning concem over a Chinese girl's inabiltty to speak English, 

Tripmaster Monkey is an explosive show of a raving Chinese American protagonist who 

talks and cracks jokes wherever he goes. In the text, the protagonist dreams of becoming 

a big-time artist and talks enthusiastically of Chinese myths and legends; such a dream 

and love of talk well suggest a close relation between fantasy and forms of language. In a 

sense, to become an eloquent artist is for him the most effecfive way of handling his 

fantasies. 

The first few chapters of Whitlark's book work together to give a picture of how 

possibly diverse strands of intercultural influences operated on the minds of Franz Kafka 

and Carl Jung, both of them reported to have a deep interest in Cabbalist, Taoist, and 

Buddhist thoughts. Possibly, Kafka's works of fantasy and Jung's explorations of mind 

would have been rather truncated without their coming into contact with different 

cultures that set up "an ungovernable vertigo" in their minds. A great portion of 

Whitlark's book is devoted to a display of a wide range of literature of the fantastic 

produced by three dozen contemporary writers and grouped into three categories— 

leopards, frogs, and ravens. The central message is clear: Kafkaesque fantasy is 

pervasive in present-day westem literature. The last chapter is a post-Jungian analysis of 

Kafka's influential and fragmentary narrafive "At the Building of the Great Wall," an 

analysis that makes clear how comedy, dark fantasy, and a deconstractionist woridview 

came together and formed a chaotic text that gives one a glimpse of "an ungovemable 

world." There might exist only another book-length study of fantasy that has something 

to do with an intercultural perspective—Into Darkness Peering—a collection of essays 
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published in 1997. If Into Darkness Peering is comparable to Behind the Great Wall: A 

Post-Jungian Approach to Kafkaesque Literature in breadth, it seems incomparable to the 

latter in theoretical depth. Actually, most essays in Into Darkness Peering are rather 

confined to diverse cultures within the states without reaching out to the east. Some 

works of fantasy are analyzed not because they have heavy intercultural elements but 

because they provide samples to reveal how Caucasians or white male Americans view 

the non-Caucasians, non-westem cultures, or females. 

In sum, Whitlark's book is greatly helpful to a serious effort to understand comic 

fantasies in Maxine Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey because it has substantiated three 

important claims: an encounter of different cultures gives rise to fantasies by 

deconstructing the consensus reality of each group; fantasies as phenomena of mind can 

be well accounted for using a post-Jungian approach; and fantasies are shaped by pattems 

of language. Growing up in and between two worlds or two cultures, Maxine Kingston is 

a writer who has devoted herself to the mutual understanding of Caucasian and Asian 

Americans, to a literary display of the shocks, confusions, pains, and sufferings of Asian 

Americans living in an often indifferent and sometimes hostile environment where white 

supremacy looms as a rather ineffable monster disturbing the mental peace of Asian 

Americans. The best strategy for her was comic fantasies conveyed in an innovative and 

postmodem fashion of interweaving of genres and narrative skills of talk-stories. 

Literary fantasies are empowering because they are wild, boundary-crossing, and fresh 

from the dark depths of the mind. Yet literary fantasies are also harmless because they 

are natural, therapeutic, non-confrontational, and often winningly comic. They reveal the 
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mind of an individual or an ethnic group for another individual or race to see; tt is as if 

one's mind were trying to get into another people's mind with a joke and grimace. 

Although they often start out with a fearful roar, they usually soon retreat back into the 

starting zones with a plea for peace. They are liberatory as well as protective, self-

aggrandizing as well as self-depreciating. 

The world and the human mind seen as ungovernable vertigoes ftirther validate 

Maxine Kingston's choice of comic fantasies as her major mode of literary expressions. 

As she remarks about herself, Maxine Kingston is born a fantasist or lover of arts. Yet, 

she must be overjoyed if she has perceived an archetype or a complex of artistic pursuits 

in Chinese history. Further encouraged by such a Chinese archetype of artistic pursuits, 

Maxine Kingston would find more joy and fiin in creating arts out of chaotic fantasies. 

Surely, to attribute Ah Sing's artistic mentality all to a Chinese tradition or archetype 

sounds unfair and far-fetched, since Ah Sing is a fifth-generation Chinese American and 

since America has also a well-established tradition of artistic pursuits. Wittman Ah Sing 

is indeed presented to be a new American archetype to live in this side of the Pacific. He 

is a hippie, proud of speaking English no less fluently than other native speakers; 

dreaming of making a name for himself, he wants his Chinese community to be well 

incorporated into the mainstream of American society. However, his creator Maxine 

Kingston is a first-generation American proud of her memories of her parents who recited 

Chinese poems as their pastime, of her Chinese community where talk-stories abounded, 

and of her knowledge of the Chinese classic novels where myths, legends of heroes, 

heroines, fantasies, and narrative skills combine to show a flaring humanistic spirit and 
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suggest an archetype of artistic pursuits with a touch of divinity. There is nothing wrong 

in an intention to show the American readers and the community of American writers that 

the tradition of artistic pursuits in China had grown into an archetype possibly with a 

flimsy divine halo; and there is nothing wrong in an intention to create a new American 

archetype under the influence of a Chinese artistic archetype. 

Wittman Ah Sing's familiarity with the Chinese artistic traditions, though 

possibly incomparable to that of his creator, should be adequate to gain for himself a 

glimpse of the almost divine status of great artists in ancient China. His talks and plan to 

revive the Chinese artistic traditions in San Francisco Chinatown, though well sustained 

on the momentum of the 1960s' counterculture and civil rights movement, are still a bit 

politically dangerous in a society requiring everyone to melt into a big pot of 

Americanism. Evoking the Chinese artistic traditions seemingly contradicts Ah Sing's 

self-assertion of his being American. The paradox is that while the white boys' 

fascination with the eastem arts and philosophies and religions seems fine in American 

society and reinforces their pursuits of identity. Ah Sing's getting into the eastem stuff 

tums problematic. Such a paradox, however, becomes for Maxine Kingston a litmus-test 

of courage and mental toughness of a yoimg Chinese American artist and a context in 

which the Chinese artistic archetype can be well transformed into an American artistic 

archetype. If Jack Kerouac, Gary Snyder, and Allen Ginsberg are no less American 

because of the heavy influence of Asian culture in their works, the same is trae for 

Maxine Kingston's protagonist Wittman Ah Sing. If Ah Sing became less American for 
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his profound interest in the Chinese artistic traditions, it is only because he has long 

before been deemed less American for his skin color. 

The several page long descriptions of Ah Sing's vision of himself as a carefree 

Chinese poet and singer—sailing on a music boat, flirting with beautiful women, 

cracking wild jokes, and telling stories of fantasy—come to an abrupt halt when the 

protagonist realizes that he is an American: 

He had been tripping out on the wrong side of the street. The wrong side 
of the world. What had he to do with foreigners? .. .The story boat has 
got to light out on the Mississippi or among the houseboats on the San 
Joaquin Delta. It should work the yachts at Lake Tahoe. His province is 
America. America, his province.... (41) 

He wants to be another Walt Whitman, not Li Po or Tu Fu. The fluctuation of Ah Sing's 

mind here calls for an intricate and combined analysis of psychologists and 

anthropologists. Nevertheless, Maxine Kingston is delving into the depths of a young 

Chinese American artist and urging the reader to infer what is on the mind of her 

mentally robust protagonist. An archetypal yearning for artistic fantasies is perhaps here 

in conflict with the protagonist's consciousness of his social identity; or the archetypal 

impact of a quintessential Chinese artist could expectedly clash with American reality; or 

the archetypal continuity of the Chinese artists has to transform itself when it gets into a 

Chinese American artist because of all the difficulties and complexities involved in the 

intercultural encounters. Maxine Kingston may be getting archetypal herself: a question 

emerges unconsciously—how to make it less painful or more fraitful when the deepest 

sediments from different cultures are chumed in a mental vertigo? 
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The new archetype in the process of making in Tripmaster Monkey, though 

helplessly nebulous, is somewhat perceivable in the traces of Wittman Ah Sing's mental 

acfivifies, comic fantasies, physical movements, and also inferable according to 

American social requirements. Under the influence of the Chinese artistic tradttions, this 

new archetype should have an element of the Zen Buddhist take-it-easy attitude in order 

for an artist not to be bound by racial memories, collective unconsciousness, forms, 

genres, and ideological forces. Then it may have a Taoist element of ethereal 

transcendence, Taoist pursuit of joy and fantasy. Also it is expected to include an 

omnivorous love of distinct artistic forms or genres—poetry, novels, dramas, talk-stories, 

and fantasies, all of which have played a role in Wittman Ah Sing's artistic pursuits as 

Maxine Kingston has presented in Tripmaster Monkey. An artist is not supposed to 

confine his or her interest to a specific type of writing or a certain genre. However, 

Maxine Kingston's new archetype will also have to be markedly American. First of all, tt 

has to have a love and enthusiasm to portray American reality and the mind of American 

people, which are supposed to be more compelling and attractive than a mythic land in 

the east. If the ancient Chinese artists tended to have a sort of secret contempt for the 

ordinary life or the common people, Maxine Kingston's new archetype is embodied in an 

artist coming from the ordinary life and singing of the common people just like the 

American soul-poet Walt Whitman. With a possible distaste for Taoist laissez-allez that 

produces slothful aesthetes, an American artist is indusfrious and tries to make a sfir with 

his or her mighty pens. Finally, comic fantasies have to have a sfrong sense of American 

humor, be related to American reality, and appeal to the American audience. Comic 
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fantasies are the possible therapies for a mind threatened by all those dehumanizing 

forces. The trope of the mink monkey is truly muttivalent: it fantasizes, ponders, pokes 

fiins, entertains, arouses, subverts, and also needs to be watchful of ttself 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION: THE MONKEY, THE ARTIST, AND THE THEORIST 

The Journey to the West started in a sense from the pilgrim Hsuan Tsang's own 

fravel accounts that reveal a mind interested in the variegated aspects of non-Chinese 

culture, a mind not exclusively preoccupied with the halo of Buddha's golden temple in 

the mid-air. Despite the expected and oftentimes emphasized formidability, severity, and 

steadfastness required for a protracted religious mission, pleasures of the joumey are 

manifest in the unexpected but beautiful scenes of sfrange lands, the pilgrims' inspiring 

experience with the unforeseen forms of government or ways of life, and even the 

occasional mockery at Hsuan Tsang's unswerving continence. Encounters and fights 

with the almost inconceivable monsters are horrible but also exciting. Hardships in 

frekking through a country are alleviated with joys of arriving at a new land—new things 

to see, to experience, and to leam. The meanings of the joumey, not totally channeled 

toward its destination or Buddhism in its nominal sense, are also generated during the 

joumey—the established views, outlooks of the world, and memories are challenged once 

in while and ask for re-configuration. What makes the pilgrims' joumey unmistakably 

pleasant and full of fun is, of course. Monkey King who travels by his magic somersault 

from earth to Heaven, from the inner chamber of a royal palace to a monster's cave in the 

wildness either to attend a grand party of rare food and wine or to seek help from Kuan-

yin or to rescue his master Hsuan Tsang from danger. Embodying a spirit of traveling, 

partying, fighting, and transgressing, the grand trope of the Chinese magic monkey is 

muttivalent mainly in three senses. It seeks fun and challenges the establishment without 
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inhibitions; it subtly points to an artisfic consciousness that delights in comic fantasy and 

interweaving of genres; and tt offers itself as an object of parody in light of Buddhist 

pacifism. In contrast to the phrase magic monkey that denotes immortality, incomparable 

prowess, and magic travel capabilities, the phrase mind monkey (or mind of apes) points 

to a mind that is restive, transgressive, omnivorous, and artistically imaginative. Just as 

the joumey in the Chinese classic is as much mental as physical, Maxine Kingston's 

Tripmaster Monkey is a work where hippies are at once hilariously performative and 

persistently fond of chimeras on their mind. 

Trips of imagination, "Biblical god trips. The Tibetan Book of the Dead, Ulysses, 

Finneagans Wake trips" emphasized throughout Kingston's work may drop from the 

sight of some readers if they take Kingston's tripmaster monkey as merely performative 

on the outside by means of his hippie fantasies, talk-stories, and fiery rhetoric of ethnic 

politics. Shows visible to the eye can be more important for some readers than the mind 

that motivates those shows, for it is almost common sense that fiction is like history by 

means of presenting events, happenings, though only in a mimetic sense. Such common 

sense, of course, has been forcefully challenged in the Westem novels that highlight 

characters' mind or "streams of consciousness." Yet it is a challenge either with an 

uncanny atavistic touch, or confined to a highly sensitive mind, hardly coming close to a 

mode of artistic imagination that appeals to people in general. For Maxine Kingston, arts 

are supposed to produce magic, incantatory, and ritualistic experience for the majority of 

people or a community. In Tripmaster Monkey, Maxine Kingston indicates two major 

concems: to help readers realize the importance of their imaginative capabilities and to 
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help establish a communal form of arts in the novelistic discourse. Just as artistic 

imagination is both individualistic and collective, the processes of moving toward a 

communal form of arts in Tripmaster Monkey are embedded in vivid details of 

characterization and at once dramatized in the vociferous occasions where many people 

get together for fun and a free ran of their artistic imagination. 

Pervasive and almost amorphous in Maxine Kingston's text, artistic imagination 

sometimes works to characterize individuals and sometimes appears as a communal form 

of arts as in the case of talk-stories and the vaudeville. Thus it can be viewed as a 

spectram, a continuum, or a gamut spanning the mind of individuals and that of a 

community or a nation. At one end, the author presents the protagonist as "the present-

day U.S. A incamation of the King of the Monkeys" who determines to make a name for 

himself in literature and who uses numerous passages from Rilke's fiction that portrays a 

lonely young artist's vivid imagination in a society where artists have to fight with the 

prevalent cultural mechanism for a survival. What lies in the middle is the hippie party 

and the protagonist's interactions with other characters often through talk-stories or talks 

on arts and imagination. At the other end of the spectram is the extravagant vaudeville 

that excites and dramatizes a whole Chinese American community. If such a two-way 

movement of artistic imagination between individuals and communities is traly 

fascinating, it is further enhanced and enriched by other two prominent components in the 

text: the intricate interweaving of genres and the narrative rhetoric of talk-stories, both of 

which occur at the level of an artist's creative impulse and that of arts as a collective 

effort and mentality. No contemporary American literary writer may compare with 
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Maxine Kingston in deliberate appropriation of American, European, and American 

artistic traditions and in deliberate efforts to present a new artistic consciousness 

manifested in an illustrious marriage of low and high genres, cascading fantasies, a wide 

range of allusion, and ingenious enactment of theatric schemes in novelistic discourse. 

The function of talk-stories is many-sided. It provides the text with a vigorous rhythm 

and a free spirit in defiance of the establishment; it reveals to the protagonist an aesthetic 

in free choices of high and low genres; and it powerfully suggests a narrative rhetoric that 

serves very well Kingston's project of estabhshing a communal form of arts. The 

profound and diversified forces of Maxine Kingston's interweaving of genres and 

employment of talk-stories have actually tumed the above-mentioned movement of 

artistic imagination between individuals and communities into a configuration with 

multiple and intersecting spaces and lines of signification and beauty. Or it may be 

better viewed as a vortex, since it is full of forces—mental, imaginative, social, cultural, 

and textual forces, which give rise to meanings in their interactions and competition. 

Embodying Maxine Kingston's intention to present a new artistic consciousness, 

the vortex is actually informed by a belief in the paramount status of the human mind, a 

belief incompatible with a society that centers its major cultural dynamics on material 

gains. Textual evidence of the writer's belief in the paramount status of the human mind 

is much more than the protagonist's imaginative and agile mind; it comes up amply also 

through intertextuality, that is, in Maxine Kingston's emphatic use of three literary texts 

respectively from American, Chinese, and European literatures. The German writer 

Rainer Maria Rilke's neo-romantic fiction The Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge, 
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numerously quoted by Maxine Kingston as part of the protagonist's consciousness, is a 

vivid account of an inner self that sustains a young artist in a hollowing urban society. 

Jack Kerouac's Dharma Bums, a Buddhist novel that explores ways of enlightenment, 

must have been salient in Kingston's consciousness when she was writing Tripmaster 

Monkey. The juxtaposition of arts and pursuit of enlightenment in Kerouac's text could 

possibly serve as a model when Kingston presented her protagonist as a hippie artist 

coming under the influence of the Beats writers. Profoundly imbued with Zen Buddhism, 

the Chinese classic The Journey to the West valorizes the theme of salvation through the 

virtuous and peaceful use of one's mental capacities, a theme remarkably recaptured in 

Kingston's novel when the protagonist views himself as a monkey full of imagination, 

comic fantasies, and pacifist impulse. To a great extent, the cascading strands of comic 

fantasies that saturate Kingston's text are workings and manifestations of a colorful and 

enticing mental flux, which also gives rise to a few other prominent components in the 

text to illusfrate the paramount status of the human mind. Yet manifestations also come 

up from somewhere else besides comic fantasies: Maxine Kingston's intricate 

interweaving of genres and wide range of allusion also result from such a colorfiil and 

enticing mental flux, which defies textual conventions and forms a confrast to sfreams of 

an atavistic consciousness. 

The paramount status of the human mind in Rilke's neo-romantic fiction, 

Kerouac's Dharma Bums, and the Chinese classic The Journey to the West seems a 

commonality resulting from the Buddhist influence. The discovery of the Buddhist 

influence in Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey is, however, a paradoxical process: while the 
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textiial evidence is far from abundant. Buddhism enters the text almost from all s i d e s -

history, philosophy, intertextuality, and psychology. In calling for erasure of one's ego 

and pointing up the crampedness of culture. Buddhism encourages fluid and amiable 

interchange among individuals, communities, and cultures. Since the worid is 

fundamentally formless, continuous, and even chaotic in Buddhist light, Maxine 

Kingston's fondness for intertextual kneading and generic interweaving is not only 

something falling in line with postmodem sensibilities but also a natural movement of 

imagination that defies demarcations. Whereas fantasy is dismissed as ftitile and even 

dangerous in scientific discourse, it enjoys a solid epistemological status in Buddhist 

discourse that attaches more credibility to the mental activities than to the happenings and 

events in this world. Actually whenever Maxine Kingston or her protagonist is riding on 

the pleasures of generic weaving, linguistic abundance, and comic fantasies, the Buddhist 

aesthetics may participate in their ride in one way or another. 

Reality or psychological reality is really not an appropriate term to characterize 

Maxine Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey, because artistic imagination or the human mind 

assumes a life of its own and appears as a subject rather than an object in the text. 

Oftentimes, it seems to have detached itself from the character that owns it and flows 

freely to meet other free-flowing imaginative human minds. Artists' mission is to help 

people set free their artistic imagination by tuming themselves into models. Therefore, 

Maxine Kingston's project of creating a new artistic consciousness points much more 

toward a self-awareness of one's own artistic imagination and capacity for comic 
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fantasies than a set of skills—whether somewhat innate or acquired in practice—to 

appreciate arts performed by other people. Every people is an artist by nature. 

Thus Maxine Kingston finds it necessary to say "making a new archetype" while 

explaining the purpose of her literary creafion. However, such an archetype or a new 

artisfic consciousness or a self-awareness of one's own imaginafive capacifies is 

fimdamentally pacifist, oriented for both the welfare of one's own mind and one's own 

community, or even the intemational community in an unprecedentedly broad sense. 

Textwise, pacifism and Buddhism are connected through the paramount status of the 

human mind, because Buddhists believe in the peaceful use of the mind is the ultimate 

aim and form of life. Biographically, Maxine Kingston herself is a practicing Buddhist 

and also a devout participant in peace movements. She agreed with a renowned 

Vietnamese Buddhist monk named Thich Nhat Hanh when he said that we don't know 

how to feel peace. Pacifism or Buddhist pacifism stands at the center of the text for a 

variety of reasons: it pulls in Viet Nam war as the backdrop of the text, it parodies war 

heroism in Chinese talk-stories, and it defines artistic imagination as something benign to 

communities, un-egotistic, and far from self-aggrandizement or a Nietzschean thirst for 

will-power. Interestingly, Buddhist pacifism is also Kingston's response to pungent 

criticisms coming from within Chinese American critics who have viewed her literary 

success as a case of catering to the mainstream culture at the expense of authenticity and 

heroic spirit of Chinese culture. For Maxine Kingston, the Chinese heroic traditions 

afready parodied in Chinese literature do not provide an ideal model of life, albeit their 

effectiveness in ethnic politics. Whereas some Chinese American writers and critics 
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believe that "the subject matter of minority literature is social history, not necessarily by 

design but by definition," Maxine Kingston's subject matter in Tripmaster Monkey is 

one's own mind or imaginafion tiiat lies between individuals and their communifies and 

is reluctant to yield completely to polifics. If some Chinese American crifics take hfe as 

determined by one's awareness of the polttical status of one's own ethnic group in a 

society, Kingston tends to be less concerned with this social consciousness and more 

concemed with one's own mind and imagination. 

However, Maxine Kingston's focus on artistic imagination as informed by 

Buddhist pacifism does not mean that ethnic experience and polifics are faceless in 

Maxine Kingston's vision; rather they unfold as vivid and ponderous dimensions in 

Tripmaster Monkey to a poignant extent of making some readers uneasy or angry. The 

point is this: Maxine Kingston reftises to take ethnic experience and politics as being 

ultimate in her works—^they constitute an exciting and meaningful part of life but not the 

most important part of life. Kingston has long been a social activist herself She has 

fought for peace, racial equality, and woman rights. Yet, an image of a pacifist artist 

believing in "the timelessness and universality of individual vision" conforms much more 

with Kingston's worldviews than does an image of a soldier taking on life as war. 

An artist's effort to highlight power of artistic imagination is, however, 

unfortunately incompatible with the general tendency of current critical theories, a 

theoretical tendency that scoffs at assumed powers of transformation of texts on society 

or the course of history. What a literary theorist's major concem now is how literary 

discourse is "given a particular sacralization and ftmcfion," or put in plain terms, how it 
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loses potentials of Hberafion in its succumbing to the strongest social and cultural forces. 

With a marked vein of sanguinity partly inherited from the 1960s' counterculture and 

unseen in works of ethnic writers such as Ishmeal Read, Toni Morrison, and Leslie Silko, 

Maxine Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey seems a typical case going against the general 

vein of the current theories. After showing the dark forces in what the westem 

intellectuals had amiably and proudly dubbed as "Enlightenment" in modem European 

history, Michel Foucautt, a theorist most responsible for such a critical trend, went on to 

remind people of the complicity of literature in maintaining the status quo in modem 

westem history in an interview with literary critics ("The Function of Ltterature"). The 

period of Kingston's working on Tripmaster Monkey \viSt coincided with the wave of 

popularizing such Foucauldian concepts or approaches as the "archeology of 

knowledge," "genealogy of history," power relations, and discourse analysis and the 

notion of "problematic" advanced by Louis Althusser interested in a mix of stracturalism 

and Marxism. The total free being or possibility of transcending realties becomes almost 

a dead mjtth in the deluge of Foucauldian criticisms in the west. If the ever-powerful 

notions such as reason and enlightenment have tumed out to be highly problematic, a 

scheme to transform society or people's mind through arts, no matter how modest it may 

be, becomes a bit laughable and naive. Although deeply fascinated with Kingston's 

artistic vision and energies, Sau-ling Wong has to stand on the side of the social and 

ideological forces and view Kingston's artistic energies as extravagance or Tripmaster 

Monkey as a flaring exfravaganza, which is remembered for a day and then forgotten for 

ever as if it never existed. In spite of her posifive tone in describing Kingston's works, 
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Sau-ling Wong's social constmcfionist perspective sees Kingston's literary efforts 

pinched in an oscillation between necessity and extravagance without the possibility of a 

breakthrough, let alone the Hegelian hope of spiraling upwards to consummation. 

The stark confrast between the Foucauldian mode of cuhural studies and Maxine 

Kingston's scheme of creating a new artistic consciousness, though theoretically 

heuristic, actually gives pains, and worse, enervates the spirit of freedom and pathos of 

idealism. In some way, Foucault's courageous act of showing the skeletons as concealed 

in some shiny aspects of westem civilization could be appropriated by those who just 

want to maintain the status quo. In a department of English, the fascination with the 

Foucauldian mode of cultural analysis in the class of criticism contrasts ironically with 

the talk of Romanticism in any positive light. Is there a way out of this confrontation so 

that cultural studies and Kingston's hope for a new artistic consciousness could achieve 

their full momentum without trancating each other's vitality? From the perspective of 

Maxine Kingston, the Foucauldian mode of cultural studies is possibly fine as long as it 

does not annihilate the possibility of creating a new artistic consciousness among artists 

and the reading public. How about Foucault? Is he a thorough-bred pessimist or does he 

really take individuals' freedom as a sheer illusion? 

From the point of writing the second volume of his The History of Sexuality 

roughly in the second half of the 1970s when Kingston just started her literary career, 

Michel Foucault began to be keenly aware of the pessimistic or even nihilistic imports of 

his previous theoretical enterprises and began to write and think on the side of human 

beings who are self-conscious, desirous of freedom, and resistant to dehumanizing forces. 
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His theoretical explorations from then on began to form a new dimension, often called as 

ethics of the self, different from his previous view of the predominant social forces that 

seemed to have left human beings few choices of freedom. In "Preface to The History of 

Sexuality, Volume Two," Foucault clearly says this about thought: "it can and must be 

analyzed in every manner of speaking, doing, and behaving in which the individual 

appears and acts as knowing subject, as ethical or juridical subject, as subject conscious 

of himself and others" (201). Again in his 1982 essay "Subject and Power," Foucautt 

adopts a tone of praxis and suggests that refusal of what we are is more important than 

discovery of what we are. He even goes so far as to say that "we have to promote new 

forms of subjectivity through the refusal of this kind of individuality which has been 

imposed on us for several centuries" (424). Michel Foucautt's new forms of subjectivity 

should, of course, be compatible with the new artistic consciousness or the new archetype 

aimed at in Maxine Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey. If Foucault does not believe in the 

possible magic that a literary work possesses in fransforming society or its members' 

consciousness or unconsciousness, he now should believe in the effectiveness of literary 

works in promoting "new forms of subjectivity." 

The shift that Michel Foucault himself made in his own paradigm, though 

possibly ignored by some theorists on purpose, is ably recaptured in Lee Quinby's book-

lengthy study Freedom, Foucault, and the Subject of America, which has a chapter on 

The Woman Warrior, entifled "The Subject of Memoirs: The Woman Warrior's 

Technology of Ideographic Selfhood." Applying Foucautt's notion of ethics as a locus 

of achieving freedom and happiness and resistance to normalization, Lee Quinby sets out 
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to identify and analyze "a tradition of ethics in America that presents self-stylization as a 

practice of freedom," and characterizes "this ethics" in terms of "an aesthetics of liberty" 

that "promotes selfhood as an activity of artistic creation"(3). Atfracted to the intricate 

relations between the girl narrator's consciousness on the one hand and motifs of 

language, voice, and the profusion of myths on the other hand in The Woman Warrior, 

Lee Quinby comments that 

The Woman fFamor problematizes inherited intertwinings of writing, 
meaning, artistry, and experience and constracts a technology of the self 
that resists the subjectivities promoted by patriarchal ideographic and 
alphabetic language. In other words, Kingston uses each tradition to 
intervene against the other. From this intervention, she constracts a 
subjectivity through a form of writing that forces American script of her 
text reveal its intricacies in the way Chinese ideographs do. (136) 

To show that "an aesthetic of liberty" has long existed as a tradition in America, 

Quinby's discussions have included Jefferson's Notes on the State of Virginia, Margaret 

Fuller's Woman in the Nineteenth Century, Thoreau's Walden, James Agee and Walker 

Evens's Let Us Now Praise Famous Men, June Jordan's On Call, and Kingston's The 

Woman Warrior. Yet the American tradition of "an aesthetics of liberty" discemed by 

Lee Quinby is perhaps fragile, considering the insurrection of imagination and religiosity 

in the 1960s' counterculture and the mainstream culture's rather successful effort's to 

tum it into an anecdote to the extent of Kingston's feeling it necessary to re-create an 

artistic consciousness. Emphasizing "aesthetics of liberty," Quinby also seems to have 

discovered a bigger space of freedom than is Foucautt's theory of "technologies of the 

self willing to admit. For Foucault, to "attain a certain state of happiness, purity, 

wisdom, or immortality" is a negotiating process involving "a certain type of 
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domination" or inescapable interdiction: one has to renounce knowingly part of oneself in 

order to achieve development of the self in certain dimensions. 

On the whole, Foucautt's theory of technologies of the self works quite well with 

Lee Quinby's project of ascertaining an American tradition of "an aesthetics of liberty." 

Yet this does not means that it works as well with Tripmaster Monkey, for Kingston's 

novel has quite a few qualities that can not be well accounted for in the practical, cold, 

and calculating vein of Foucautt's technologies of the self On the one hand, Kingston's 

novel is rife with idealistic spirit, energy, spontaneity, and dreamy qualities of the 1960s' 

counterculture; on the other hand, it is complicated by a rage of ethnic politics, a quest for 

a communal form of arts, a torrent of comic fantasies, and an amazing game of weaving 

distinct genres and artistic fraditions. This rhapsodic imbroglio of emotional, thematic, 

and artistic elements calls for a theory that transcends the technological analysis of the 

self and recognizes the importance of spirit, ethos, imagination, or ecstatic thinking. 

Thus one may ask the question: Has Foucault ever been ecstatic while examining human 

beings' capacity for the pursuit of freedom? Clear evidence seems scant for this purpose. 

Yet his use of aesthetics to characterize human existence ("An Aesthetics of Existence") 

and his retum to Enlightenment and taking it as a philosophical ethos, a mode of life, and 

a commitment to the task of permanent criticism ("What Is Enlightenment?") do suggest 

a dimension of strong emotions and mystic passion, an agonistic mentality, or even an 

ecstatic thinking. James Bemauer has arrived at such a reading of Foucault's late works 

and talks, and thus worked out a section called "ecstatic thinking" in his book Michel 

Foucault's Force of Flight. To James Bemauer: 
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Foucautt's aesthetics of existence wishes to place at the center of both 
thought and action the imaginative creativity that has been exiled to the 
exclusive practice of art. For him the formation of oneself as a thinker and 
amoral agent, which develops only through historical straggles, must be 
understood as the creation of a work of art rather than the execution of a 
program. The energy of what work of art is an ecstasy, a transcendence of 
man and self.... (183) 

Convincing evidence is scarce to show that Foucault himself has really taken the 

imaginative creativity as central to both thought and action. Possibly, Bemauer's 

appraisal comes out mainly on the basis of the sincerity with which Foucault approaches 

the topic and the marked shift that Foucault has made in his studies of thought—from the 

constraining conditions for the formation of thought to the human beings' persistence in 

their own thought and imagination. If Bemauer's reading is somewhat acceptable, then 

Maxine Kingston and Michel Foucault were moving roughly along the same line of 

thinking and imagination at a point of human history. An eagemess and happiness are 

evident when Michel Foucault finds Kant's small text "What Is Enlightenment?". Kant's 

definition of Enlightenment suits Foucautt on two sides. Roughly conforming to 

Foucault's view of history, Enhghtenment is not viewed as a new start of history in terms 

of social conditions and institutions. Signifying a turning-point in history of human 

thought. Enlightenment is taken as a philosophical ethos and an insurrection of critical 

spirit. Foucault's own attitude is articulated well as such: "The point, in brief, is to 

transform the critique conducted in the form of necessary limitation into a practical 

critique conducted in the form a possible crossing-over"(315). Traly Foucautt still views 

criticism as "genealogical in its design and archaeological in its method," yet his 
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enthusiasm or even ecstasy of criticality seems to be expressed in a covert form when he 

artfully conflates Kant's view of Enlightenment with that of his own: 

On the other hand, when one is reasoning only in order to use one's 
reason, when one is reasoning as a reasonable being (and not as a cog in a 
machine), when one is reasoning as a member of reasonable humanity, 
then the use of reason must be free and public. Enlightenment is thus not 
merely the process by which individuals would see their own personal 
freedom of thought guaranteed. There is Enlightenment when the 
universal, the free, and the public uses of reason are superimposed on one 
another. (307) 

This kind of statements about freedom and free use of reason sounds 

uncharacteristic of a Foucault obsessed with the insidious constraining conditions of 

human history. He is revealing a vision of the free use of reason and of an ecstatic 

conflation of individuals' freedom and progress of society as a whole. Far from being a 

premature optimist, Maxine Kingston is well aware of the wretched and tricky ways of 

life but also the importance of moral courage to transcend them with imagination and 

arts. The 1960s' counterculture enters her fiction as signs of ideahsm and audacity of 

artistic pursuits, though habitually ignored by part of society. The superimposition of 

individuals' freedom with that of society as a whole comes out easy in Tripmaster 

Monkey because arts are a communal as well as personal celebration of imagination and 

freedom and because things and beings are interdependent in Buddhist teachings, which 

also encourage comic fantasies in contrast to humanists' buming concems and even 

pessimism over the wretched state of society and human nature. The crossing-over 

envisioned by Foucault is something to be achieved in Maxine Kingston's novel through 

insurrection of arts, imagination, comic fantasies, and talk-stories, and through a joyful 

interweaving of diverse genres and artistic traditions. Maxine Hong Kingston's literary 
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works not only are intended for individuals who want to peer into another individual's 

consciousness; they are also created to "make the new archetype," or to incite individuals 

to stage and revel in an insurrection of arts and imagination so that society will take "an 

aesthetics of liberty" as its own mandate. 

Solidly situated in the American reality but also profoundly informed by the 

Buddhist insights and the ancient Chinese aestheticism, both of which uphold the 

mandate of the human mind, Maxine Kingston's mission of creating a new artistic 

consciousness or making a new archetype or re-energizing "an aesthetics of liberty" calls 

for a traly intemational perspective that gets deep into the non-westem fraditions or "the 

agenda of the original narrative," or metaphorically, the iceberg below the water, rather 

than just breaking off a few ice tips from the top and drawing some colors out of them 

with the westem theoretical protocols. Since few works produced in contemporary 

American literature are comparable to Tripmaster Monkey in depths and intensity of 

evoking Asian cultural and artistic traditions and setting them against the American 

reality and westem theories, Kingston's agenda of fleshing out a physically and mentally 

robust Chinese American hippie turns out to be a unique case where the natives as image 

of lack or silent object is rehabilitated, not through the westem episteme of subjectivity 

but through the natives' own artistic memories and their own ability to blend their 

memories with realities in a post-colonial era.' Yet, this rehabilitation of the natives 

' For discussions of the non-westem cultures appearing as image of lack and silent object, see Rey 
Chow, "Where Have All the Natives Gone?" in her Writing Diaspora (Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana 
University Press), 1993. pp. 27-54. Also her "Rereading Maderin Duck and Butterflies: A Response to 
the Postmodem Conditions" is worthy of reading if one intends to have an idea of how a literary critic 
familiar with Chinese artistic traditions views the relations between postmodem literary theories and 
Chinese literature. 
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should not be viewed as a confrontation between the east and the west, as already 

cautioned against by the Buddhist teachings that discourages labeling or categorization 

and by Maxine Kingston herself whose own purpose is to do away with the very 

categories of the east and the west. 

In the vision of the American soul-poet Watt Whitman, every highlight of 

civilization, every feat by individuals, and every progress of society contribute at least as 

much to intemationalism as to nationalism. In Kingston's work, the protagonist Wittman 

Ah Sing's reciting "Facing West from CaUfomia's Shores" on Cott Tower after his 

interracial love-making with Tana is traly a genius touch that sneaks in an all-embracing 

mentality exhilarated at the convergence of civilizations: "the circle almost circled." ^ 

'Viewed in the Buddhist light, categories and distinctions are not necessarily counter

productive or inhumane, unless some of them are rendered hegemonic or as long as they 

are applied with a vision of circles or mandals that may negate them on a higher 

conceptual level. Language may be the right analogy: it appears as different languages 

across different nations, cultures, and regions but it has a universal grammar attached to 

the common cognitive abilities of humanity to enable everyone to pick up more than just 

one language. To search for commonalities across peoples and nations is more justifiable 

than confine peoples to pigeonholes, no matter how large these pigeonholes appear as in 

the dichotomy of the west and the east. Remarkably, the human brains no bigger than 

pigeonholes can think beyond civilizations and far beyond the solar system. 

^ Not only is Maxine Kingston possibly influenced by Wah Whitman in interweaving of gemes, she may 
be also fascinated with the international dimension in Whitman's poetry. 
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Compared with Amy Tan's The Joy Luck Club and The Hundred Secret Senses 

and Jin Ha's Waiting, Tripmaster Monkey written by a Chinese American does appears 

postmodem. Yet its postmodemity is at once similar to and different from what is 

usually perceived as postmodem among American theorists. Although marked by 

interweaving of genres and an intricate game of sources, tt has a clear central plot 

occupied by a protagonist sure of his identity, his mission in life, and the capacities of his 

own mind. Rather than dramatizing the pitiful state of humankind, comic fantasies in 

Kingston's text work to upgrade humanity through magic light of artistic imagination. 

Though some qualities in Kingston's text correspond well to the notions of the death of 

theory, concept creation, rhetorical reading, and interpretation as invention, the entirety 

of the text goes all out to bring to light the bewitching and nameless revolutions of the 

mental flux as a contrast to "the streams of consciousness" applied as an analytic concept. 

The novel's aesthetic appeal, though very closely related to the magic and mysterious 

workings of the human mind, has little to do with catastrophe of emotions as called by 

Harold Bloom in his study of poetic origins; nor does it come close to the Freudian theory 

of sublimation because arts start from and work to satisfy the human mind rather than 

appease regressively the lower parts of human bodies. Nor does it stand comfortable 

with Kantian notion of disinterestedness for appraisal of artistic effects and Theodore 

Adomo's emphasis on form that has for him an intemal life and a mode of internal 

communication, for the cascading comic fantasies in Tripmaster Monkey are impatient of 

disinterested appraisals and the distinction between form and the mental operations. 

Beneath the surface of Tripmaser Monkey's aesthetics lies a Chinese literary tradition that 
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differs from the tetralogy of ancient Greece, the Jewish mystical tradition of the 

Kaballah, and the modem European novel as "the epic of bourgeoisie" based on the 

rationalist perspective. The problematic that lies beneath Maxine Kingston's Tripmaster 

Monkey can not be at all exclusively attributed to the westem history and culttire; it must 

be explored in the intersecting spaces of American, European, and Chinese cultures and 

literary traditions. If the ancient Chinese aestheticism and the syncretic relations of 

Confucianism, Buddhism, and Taoism used to serve the Chinese establishment as 

ideologies, they have proved inspirational and constractive when applied anew in the 

context of American culture and literature as in the case of Maxine Kingston's work. 

Unlike sohpsism that takes the self as the only knowable reality, the comically 

resilient and invariably radiant grandeur of the human mind in Maxine Kingston's 

Tripmaster Monkey is delightfully reminiscent of Emerson's awesome notion of the over-

soul. What is cenfral to Buddhism or Zen Buddhism is not a physical self separated from 

others but the fecund human mind itself, a whole world in itself, hying to collapse the 

distinction between subject and object and that between people and peoples through its 

own fantastic operations. Buddhism admits that arts are blissfully soothing and also 

invigorating because it admits the existence of realms of magic and mysticism, which 

Maxine Kingston has made an effort to create in her Tripmaster Monkey but which 

conflict with the ghost of scientism and the analytic vein of the current theoretical 

apparatus in the west. It is a well-known passage in the New Testament that spirit, 

powerful as it is, is like wind with its flowing course mystically indescribable. For 

Maxine Kingston, it is in those magic and vast realms of imagination, fantasy, and 
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religiosity that people may begin to see face-to face racism's soul-destroying effect, the 

formal theories' inherent limitations, the hitherto ignored magnitude of the human mind, 

and an opportunity to create a new consciousness of the arts. 
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APPENDIX 

MAXINE HONG KINGSTON'S REPLIES TO THE QUESTIONS 

IN MY E-MAIL INTERVIEWS WITH HER 
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Some of the Questions asked in Mv R-mail Interviews with Maxine Hong Kingston 

1. When did you become interested in Buddhism and when did you become a practicing 

Buddhist? 

2. Does the Beats' acceptance of Buddhism have any influence on you? 

3. Does Buddhism or Zen Buddhism have influence—conscious or subconscious—on 

the artistry of your Itterary works? 

4. You said that you read Monkey or The Journey to the West in English when you were 

younger and you read it again just for the creation of Tripmaster Monkey. Did you 

read it when you were in high school? Or you read it for the first time when you took 

class at Berkeley in Chinese classics? 

5. How about other two Chinese classics Outlaws at Marsh and Romance of the Three 

Kingdoms? They were possibly already part of your parents' talk-stories. When did 

you read them for the first time? And you read them again to get fantasies and "heroic 

traditions" for creation of Tripmaster Monkey? 

6. You mentioned Thich Nhat Hanh the Buddhist who says that the social problems in 

the west could be partly attributed to the people's failure to know how to feel peace, 

thus being an issue of "an aesthetic and a social perception." Do you think that a 

reader could take a great part of Wittman Ah Sing's consciousness as the instance you 

have provided of how to perceive the world aesthetically as a pacifist? (I have met 

with Victory Wong's sister; from what she told me about her brother, Victory seems 

to be personating Ah Sing.) 
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7. Will fantasies or mythical imagination again play an important role in your next book 

The Fifth Book ofPeacel 

Maxine Hong Kingston'.s Replies to My Questions in the E-Mail Interviews 

1. Svibiect: Tripmaster 

Date: Thu, 3 Feb 2000 19:56:10 +0100 

Dear Xin Zuo: 

I'm happy that you are writing your dissertation on Tripmaster Monkey. 

I am on the verge of finishing my 1130-page book, THE FIFTH BOOK OF 

PEACE, which tiiily is a Buddhist novel. (Though William Burroughs says there's 

no such thing as a Buddhist novel.) I don't really have a word to spare. So 

now and again I'll answer one or two of your questions. 

#1 and #2 : My mother raised us with Kuan Yin, Gwang Goong, Confiicius, 

and the pictures of Grandmother and Grandfather on the altar. Maybe this 

is what the anthropologists call "ancestor worship." When I asked my 

parents what our "religion" was, they said Confucius. When 1 read the Beat 

writers, 1 recognized that many of our practices were Buddhist. When I 

read Lao Tse, I recognized elements of Taoism, especially the seasonal 

holidays. I concluded that our family and village religion is a wonderful 

amalgam / integration of Buddhism, Confiicianism, and Taoism. I checked out 

this observation with Gary Snyder, who said No, that's not possible; that's not it. 

But I don't believe him. The Beat writers are very important to me because they 

gave Westem English expression to what has been mystical, mysterious, intuitive, 
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private. They showed how all this Chinese stuff is cool. 

Happy Dragon Year! Maxine HK 

2. Subject: Tripmaster 

Date: Mon, 7 Feb 2000 19:26:41 +0100 

Dear Xin Zuo: 

#3-4 Zen Buddhism, like everything I write, is of course as conscious 

as it can be in my life and my work. In high school, I read Arthur Waley's 

MONKEY. I never took a Chinese course at Berkeley. 

#5 I am always susceptible to verbal humor and poetry. 

#6 I read Outlaws of the Marsh in high school in Pearl Buck's version. 

All Men Are Brothers. I think 1 read Romance of the Three Kingdoms in my 

30's. Yes, they were part of my parents' talk-story and reading aloud. Yes, I re

read them during the writing of Tripmaster. 

Is this the Year of the Gold Dragon? Or is it the Year of the fron Dragon? 

1 keep hearing both. 

Yours traly, Maxine HK 

3. Subject: Tripmaster 

Date: Mon, 21 Feb 2000 18:29:28 +0100 

Dear Xin Zuo -

You are not going to believe what I saw yesterday. A young woman tatooed 

the Tripmaster Monkey illustration from my book on to her shoulder! 

#7. I see Wittman Ah Sing as a straggler for enlightenment. He is 
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imperfect like Monkey. Victor Wong is not impersonating Ah Sing. Ah Sing 

is impersonating Victor. Victor Wong was a fiiend of Jack Kerouac and the 

Beatniks, and appears in Kerouac's novels, but I don't remember what his 

fictional name was. There's an edition of Kerouac that shows who the 

fictional characters really were. In a public t.v. documentary, Victor 

Wong read from TRIPMASTER MONKEY - beautifiil. 

#8. Yes, I have changed those sutras with my sanghas. 

#9. That "twinkling little Chinese" "poem" was not a poem but a 

paragraph in one of Kerouac's novels. I spaced it out into poetic lines. 

I can't remember which novel it was. DHARMA BUMS? 

Happy Dragon Year! Maxine HK 

4. Subject: Tripmaster 

Date: Fri, 30 Jun 2000 09:32: 14-0700 

Dear Xin Zuo: 

I do not believe that I had Buddhist "activities" (other than 

meditation) in the 70s & 80s. I was named a Living Treasure of 

Hawai'i because of my services to Hawai'i, not because of Buddhism. 

Best wishes, Maxine 

5. Subject: Tripmaster 

Date: Mon, 31 Jul 2000 08:21:25 -0700 

Dear Xin Zuo: 

In answer to some of your questions: 
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(2) Could you please tell me the exact date and place of your 

lectures in Texas in October? 

At the University of Texas at Houston on September 12. 

(3) Could you please tell me whether or not you are a member of 

the Buddhist Peace Fellowship (BPF), 

No, I'm not. 

and whether you visited with monks or nuns when you were in Vietnam 

in the earlier 90s (if so, could you please give me a few details)? 

I visited Thich Nhat Hanh's home temple near Hue, and met some 

monks and nuns, and was surprised to meet a child monk. I saw the 

car which the monks drove to Saigon when one of them immolated 

himself. I saw the photos of many monks and nuns who'd immolated 

themselves to protest the war. 

Sincerely, 

Maxine 
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